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F The new 
ADC Headshell. 
Something free 

that’s well worth 
having.

We built our reputation on ADC cartridges 
with their unique induced magnet system. 
They perform far better than most other 
cartridges.
Now we hope to build another great 
reputation for the ADC HeaUshell.
When you compare it to other headshells 
it has so many advantages.

For a start, it's precision engineered in 
magnesium. So its total weight is just 
7.83 grams.
In fact, an aluminium headshell of the 
same thickness (3mm) would weigh 
13grams!
The beauty of making it in magnesium is 
also that it eliminates any twisting or 
resonance experienced with other types 
of headshell.
So the ADC Headshell has the perfect 
mass and rigidity for high compliance 
cartridges.
Naturally, it\; par licularly suited to ADC 
cartridges, perfect contact being ensured 
by 24 carat gold plated connections.

If you buytheADCSuperXLM Mk2, the 
XLM Mk 2 or the VLM Mk2, we'll make you 
a present of our new headshell.
You'll find it plugs in easily to most top 
quality pickup arms, and comes in a 
spRcially designed cabinet for three 
cartridges.
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s— WHY GUILDFORD HI-FI 
HAS A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

SALESMEN

LOCATION

PRICES

BRAND
NAMES

Sales personnel at this establishment have a disconcerting 
habit of treating the customer as though they were 
human-beings and capable of rational actions. On 
occasion they have recommended equipment when it was 
not in sock and have even recommended that customers 
listen to the equipment in their own homes prior to 
purchase.

This shop is unwisely located more than twenty miles 
from Tottenham Court Road out in the wilds of Surrey. 
Customers are even allowed to park within walking 
distance which is unfortunate since the customer is not 
completely exhausted upon entering the shop and might 
not purchase the first item that is thrust at him.

Prices at this shop tend to be higher than those of well- 
known discounters. They try to justify this devious 
practice by offering generous trade-in allowances, hire
purchase facilities, delivery, installation, home
demonstrations and an extravagent guarantee.

There is a genuine dearth of reassuring, well-known, 
household brand names at this establishment. Instead 
they make the iconoclastic and highly improbable claim 
that many other smaller, less touted manufacturers make 
equipment that actually sounds better, costs less, lasts 
longer and represents better value for money than the 
well known brands.

TECHNOLOGY This is going to be hard to believe but this shop actually 
stocks valve equipment. Everyone knows that valves have 
been dead for the past ten years, and no wonder! They 
are bulky, noisy, hot and they wear out. Their 
specifications are inferior to solid-state designs and to top 
it all they cost more than transistors. But these guys say 
that although this is true, Valve equipment still sounds 
superior and they intend to cater to people who care 
about listening to accurate music reproduction rather 
than those who are interested in mere technological 
innovations. To show that they mean business they now 
stock. such outlandish brands as dB Systems, Paragon, 
Futtermans and Lux valve equipment and they threaten 
to bring in even more esoteric gear in the future.

GUILDFORD Hl-FI
l_S270 HIGH ST, GUILDFORD, SURREY Tel. 71534v^d
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Our resistance 
is low.

The new*Lin-track 
linear cleaning arm has a negligible 

effect on speed.

Ifs a new concept,but so 
simple you'll wonder why 
no-one thought of it before.

Ifs compact, has low 
mass (below 0.5' grams) and 
will not affect the playing 
speed.

The independently pivoted- brush tracks in the 
record groove at precisely the correct angle ,while 
the velvet pad picks up surface grime.

With minimum height and overhang it will fit 
most turntables.

At £2.98 inc.VAT ifs a small price to pay for really 
dean records.

Metrocare. More good sound ideas. *Patent applied for

METRI^OSOUND

Thorens Metrocare Accessories 
Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., 4/10 North Road, 
Islington, London N7 9HN.Tel: 01-609 0087
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Ultimo
The beginning ofyour love affair with moving coils I

On a coil former this size(^) we have wound two 
separate coils over 200 times, at a 90" angle to each 
other.
This incredible precision gives Ultimo its amazing 
output of 2mVthus eliminating the additional cost 
and problems associated with a step-up 
transformer.

Specifications. 20A/20B

antilever

R.R.P.

utput yoltage 
eparation

Compliance 
Wiring Resistance 
Recommended 
'^"8 force

Cartridge Weight 
Mounting 
Frequency Response

— 1.5gms±0.3gms 
20A £75 .95 Inc VAT

In producing Ultimo we 
have taken the moving 
coil phone cartridge 
principle and developed 
it to new standards of 
perfection and 
performance. This has 
meant designing and 
creating new machinery 
to achieve previously 
impossible tolerances 
Each individual part 
has been crafted with 
painstaking care and 
size reductions made 
to micro proportions

Exclusive U.K. importers

NEW. Ultimo 10A Moving Coil 
Cartridge. Only £67.45 Inc VAT 
(Write or phone for details)

Ultinio's only moving part 
is headed with the famous 
Shibata stylus which 
makes this cartridge ideal 
for both stereo and 
quadrophonic 
applications. There are 2 
Ultimo models available: 
The 20A with a tapered 
aluminium cantilever or 
the 298 with an ultrarigid 
beryllium cantilever.

2mV at 1kHz, 5cm/sec. 
Over 20dB at 1kHz 
Shibata Diamond 
9.5gms 
! inch centres 
20-30000HZ ( ± 2d8) 
50kHz (—3±2d8)
20A; Tapered Aluminium 
208: Straight Beryllium 
8.17 -:10^'cm/dyn 
85ohms

208 £99.951nc VAT
12 Month Guarantee.
Each Cartridge has its own calibration chart.

Cof)ot<J Write or phone for further details and fist of 
local stockists.

The fastest bird in the business
Condor Electronics Limited, 
100 Coombe Lane, London, SW20 OAY Telephone: 01-946 0033(4 Lines) Telex No: 928502 
Distributors of Cartridges, Styli, Stereo Headphones, Audio AcceHorlea, Leads, Electret 
Condenser Microphones and many other items. Catalogue available on request.
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PERSONAL SERVICE 
AND ASSISTANCE

WORLD 
WIDE

Hi-Fi Exporters
hjgvvarejwJking^ross^œm^

NUSOUND
BRITAIN'S MOOT COMPETITIVE

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
HUNDREDS OF SPECIAL OFFERS ALWAYS IN STOCK

Full details of Special Offers etc. in any issue of the monthly hi-fi 
^gazines.
Stockists of

AKAi 
AIWA 
ARMSTRONG 
AMSTRAD 
B&O
B&W 
CAMBRIDGE 
CELESTION 
CONNOISSEUR 
EJAM 
FERROGRAPH
GALE 
GARRARD 
GOODMANS 
GRUN DIG 
HARMAN-

KARDON 
HITACHI

IMF 
JVC 
KEF 
LEAK 
MARSDEN-HALL 
MONITOR-AUDIO

NATIONAL 
NEAL 
PIONEER 
QUAD

TYPICAL EXAMPLE

LENCO L90 TURNTABLE
All electronic, fully Automatic belt drive 
transcription turntable built to highest possible 
Swiss DIN standards. l.C. Electronics to 
Automatically control switch off tonearm lift 
and fine speed adjustment (+7% -3%) 16 pole 
synchronous motor, illuminated stroboscope, 
viscously damped spring suspension and anti 
skating device, Tonearm mounted on 4 sets of 
precision ball bearings, Stylus pressure adjustable 
from 0.5p. CD4 record play facility incorpora 
ted. Fitted in superb teak finish cabinet with 
detachable dust cover. Overall size 462mm x. 
362mm x 142mm.
Limited Number only available at this Special 
Offer price. Please contact branches for 
availability.

LIST PRICE OUR COA QE $AVE OVER 
£181.48 PRICE £96"

RANK 
REVOX 
ROGERS 
ROTEL 
SANSUI 
SONY 
SINCLAIR 
STRATHEARN 
SCAN-DYNA 
TANDBERG 
TANNOY 
TECHNICS 
TOSHIBA 
TRIO 
THORENS 
TRANSCRIPTOR 
WHARFEDALE 
YAMAHA

Branches throughout central and greater London

MAIL ORDER
Order with confidence. Every 
order acknowledged by return 
and goods despatched quickly 
and efficiently in sealed 
manufacturers cartons.

rN USOUND HI-FI CENTRES
HOLSORN 81. HIGH HOL8ORN. WC1. Tel: 0T141 7401

EDGWARE RO 376. EOGWARE ROAD. W 1 Tel: 01-7141583 
KINGS CROSS 141/144. PENTONVILLE ROAO. Nl. Tel: 01^837 8100 
LEWISHAM 36. LEWISHAM HIGH ST. SE13. Tel: 01-851 1399

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND 
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME
Overseas visitors can take 
immediate "Over the Counter
delivery. or we will DIRECT 
EXPORT to you -enabling your 
purchase at "less VATprices'"i

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
ILFORD 87/100. PIONEER MARKET. ILFORO LANE. ILFORO Tel: 014781191 (Holborn. Edgware Rd. & Kings Cross)

82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1 OPENING HOURS:- HOLBORN Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1
Ifford. Lewisham. Kings Cross • Edgware Rd. Men-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1^ SAVE 121/2% ! VAT.
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CARTRIDGE 
AND ARM MATCHING 

IS CRITICAL
Whatever turntable you choose there is no doubt that the arm and 
cartridge combination is the most critical of the record playing 
system. Because of this we have spent many hours trying the 
hundreds of arm and cartridge permutations - measuring and 
listening to find the correct combinations. As a result of this we are 
able to match cartridges to your arm, or arms to your cartridge to 
ensure complete compatibility. We can also advise on the correct 
loadings to obtain the optimum matching between cartridge and 
amplifier.
Of course we are able to give comparative dems of any cartridges 
we stock, along with all the best in ancillary equipment - phone 
for details of hourly appointments.

Agents for: -
ADC, AKG, Ariston, Colton, Connoisseur, Decca, Dual, Empire, 
Fidelity, Research, Fidelix, Fons, Formula 4, Gale, Goldring, 
Harmon Kardon J.V.C., KMAL, Lustre, Lux, Micro Acoustics, 
Micro Seki, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Reference, Rotel, 
Sansui, Satin, Shure, S.M.E., Stanton, Stax, Technics, Thorens, Trio, 
Ultimo, Yamaha.

AudioT
The Audio Consultants

190 West End Lone 
London NW6 1SQ

Tel. 01-794 7848.
^•^ 11-6 Thursfn IO 7 Sot 10^5
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Perfect clarity

i .an

Choose you r loudspe akers a 
expert selects the perfect dk

Uy as an

Before making your choice look and listen to 
the highly acclaimed Monitor Audio range 
of loudspeakers. This is probably the only . 
complete range of loudspeakers available / 
today that gives you perfect clarity in /A 
sound reproduction. / \ All the units have a fine quality finish 

A and offer, for size and price, rrally 
f ' excellent value for money. Why not 

judge for yourself at one of Monitor 
Audio's 150 dealers throughout the UK.

For perfect clarity in sound reproduction 
Monitor Audio offers the only real choice.

Please send me full colour brochures and independent test reports 
on the full range of Monitor Audio products.

Nome .

I
I

1 ^I 
I

I 
I 
I 
I

Address.

L-
Please enclose large SAE .

I 
I 
I

Monitor 
Audio Ltd

347 Cherry Hinton Road. Cambridge CB! 4DJ 
Telephone (0223) 46344 & 42898
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high pnmun- ¡ä^5 discounts_ _ _ _ v>'<l. Af Aii * MBHBBBHHMim "ON OEHOnSTR^t On

Micro-Seiki DDX1000

Thorens TD145 Technics SL1700

Connoisseur BD2A

Trio 2055

Stockists of: AR, Aiwa, Armstrong, BSA, Cambridge 
Audio, Celestion Decca, Denon, Dual, Goodmans, Harman 
Kardon, Jordan Watts, JVC, KEF, Lux, Monitor Audio, 
Nikko, Nakamichi, National, Pioneer, Radford, Rogers, 
Richard Allen, Revox, Rotel, Salora, Sansui, J.E. Sugden, 
Scandyha, Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba, Tannoy, 
Tandberg, Teac, Wharfedale, Wollensak, Yamaha.
Tapes by Maxell and TDK.

Cartridges by: Ortofon, Ultimo, Fidelity 
Research, A. K.G., Pickering, Empire, 
Goldring, A.D.C., Audio Technica, B&O, 
Stanton, Shure.

Personal, uninterrupted demonstration facilities available. 
Please telephone for details.

AtO’BRIBN ■ VlHa8e’ I 01040.....  1^^)0
" — FIDF.LITY SPECIALISTS ! • " Iel — tt
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Record care
A first class way to remove bothersome dust from hi-fi records 
is to immerse them in hot, soapy water and scrub them 
vigorously with a scouring pad. One annoying side effect of 
this method is that severe tracking problems may be 
experienced due to the absence of grooves.

A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the 
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat 
anti-static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.

Don't get into a lather over record care, 
get yourself a Zerostat from your local 
hi-fi dealer, or, write to, 

Department H FC, Zerostat Ltd., 
Edison Road Industrial Estate, 
St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.
(telephone St Ives 62225)

Yes, the Zerostat pistol costs only 
£6^99 (including VAT)

ZEROSTAT
11



WBY BUY BLIND?
To be honest, few people understand 
hi-fi. The jargon alone is another 
language. Squarewave response, pink 
noise, intermodulation distortion. The 
expressions are endless. And all seem 
designed to confuse the unwary. 
Because with hi-fi, a little knowledge 
is not only dangerous but expensive. 
Mistakes cost money. And getting it 
wrong is all too easy. Just to read a 
few reviews, a couple of brochures, 
and to talk to friends is not enough. 
Friends have prejudices. Manufacturers 
are certain to praise their own 
products. And a review in one 
magazine can often reach a different 
conclusion to a review of the same 
product in another. Fortunately, 
there is a better way. And Hi-Fi 
Choice can help you. Each issue 
exhaustively tests, reviews and 
compares at least fifty models in any 
one product category. By using 
exactly identical test methods, we are 

:Hi^fi choice
Simply a better way of buying hi-fi.

able to select a number of units as 
'Best Buys'. Models representing 
outstanding value for money. One of 
which will almost certainly meet your 
requirements.
To date there are Hi-Fi Choices on 
' loudspeakers, receivers and cassette 
decks. And, included in the cassette 
decks issue is a survey of over fifty 
types of cassette tape. An edition on 
amplifiers will be published in 
September.
Each will tell you everything you need 
to know exactly what to do 
when buying hi-fi. Ask your 
newsagent or hi-fi dealer for a copy 
today, or order direct from the 
publishers. It will cost you £1.00 or 
£1.50. Not a lot to pay to see what 
you're doing.

Please send me the following copies of Hi-Fi Choice: 
I Icopies of Receivers ® £LOO (plus 25p p&p) 
| ¡copies of Loudspeakers @ £1.00 (plus 25p p&p)
Ocopies of Cassette Decks & Tapes @ £1.50 (plus 25p p&p)

Name.

1

HI-FI CHOICE

Address.

wn CHOICE

ANO^S

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £
Please print clearly. Allow three weeks for delivery.
Mail coupon to Hi-Fi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London WlP IDE 
DEALERS! IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO STOCK HI-FI CHOICE
AT AN ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNT, WRITE FOR A FREE LEAFLET TODAY.





tenorel The range
of cartridges from Condor

Distributed by Condor Electronics Ltd., 
100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY. Tel: 01-946 0033

W0

Manufactured in Holland to an exceedingly high 
specification, the Tenore! range of cartridges are 
designed to enhance your listening pleasure - giving 
real 'on the scene' audio sensations. Whether it be 
Verdi or Floyd, the Tenorel cartridge offers a faithful 
representation of your choice of music. Nothing more. 
and certainly nothing less than the original recording.
Tenorel T2001 R.R.P. £5.75 Exel. VAT.
Tenorel T2001ED R.R.P. £10.50 Exel. VAT.
Tenorel T2001SD R.R.P. £19.50 Exel. VAT.
Ask your local dealer for more details.
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VACOREC
The a achine

Next time you play your favourite music, 
listen very carefully. You'll hear some very 
unpleasant sounds. Because, hidden inside 
every record there are microscopic dust 
particles. Like scouring powder they will grinti 
into the grooves, wear away your sensitive 
stylus and gradually ruin your enjoyment. And. 
up 'Iii now, there's been very little you could do 
about it . . . most liquid cleaners and cloths 
only scratch the surface, they don't get deep 
down to the problem.

But, where conventional cleaners fail, 
Vac o Ree succeeds. Vac o Ree is an entirely 
new concept in record care. We call it our 
•album saver' . Here's how it works . . . Take 
any record - EP. LP or 78 - and slot it into your 
Vac o Ree. Very gently the record will start to 
revolve as three separate cleaning operations 
go to work on the micro-grooves. Soft mohair 
brushes will reach deep down to dislodge and 
lift the dirt particles. This grime is then sucked 

well away from the record surface by a 
powerful built-in vacuum cleaner. And, whilst 
Vac o Ree is cleaning up, special 'mylar strips' 
sweep the record surface to reduce static 
electricity and so prevent further build-up of 
fluff.

No other cleaner takes such care of your 
record collection. And you don't have to take 
our word for it - listen for yourself. Only Vac o 
Ree can give you back the sounds you love.
Available now from all good record and 
music stores.

vacerec
YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

VOA INTERNATIONAL
Randles Road Knowsley Industrial Estate 

Knowsley, Merseyside 15



Your ^ b-s. • •
The great majority of shops buy turntables 
to meet popular demand resulting from 
magazine articles and also those turntables 
that are easy and simple to set up where 
such a service is offered. We, at Hampshire 
Audio, have not been influenced by 
magazine reviews for previously advertised 
reasons, nor are we concerned if the equip
ment is difficult to set up. However, it 
would appear that the Linn Sondeck LPl 2 
has, as a result of magazine articles, acquired 
a certain mystique and we do know from 
extensive experience that the Linn Sondeck 
LP12 is one of the most time-consuming 
turntables to set up for maximum 
percormance. Mystique or not, the Linn 
Sondeck offers the listener more detail than 
any other turntable we have come across 
and because of our enthusiasm for the 
LP12, we often suggest using one in systems 
that our customers say do not justify such a 

fine piece of equipment. This initially 
blindered attitude of the customer is 
unfortunate but we are most willing to 
discuss with visitors to our demonstration 
studios why the LP12 can be used success
fully with lesser equipment. However, such 
quality does demand a generous budget 
allowance for a turntable and as often this 
is not possible we are not at a loss to 
demonstrate an alternative unit at a lower 
price. All items are backed by our normal 
two-year labour and parts guarantee with, of 
course, our pre-sales check which we insist 
on even for turntables. Outside the 
guarantee period servicing on items supplied 
is charged out at no more than actual cost. 
Finally, being small, dedicated and 
knowledgeable, we are one of those few 
remaining shops where real personal 
satisfaction can still be found when buying 
hi-fi equipment.

• • .at HamvihireAudio Lsh
8 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER'S FORD, HANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232.

PIONEER PLI 12D TECHNICS SL1700 LINN SONDECK LP12

►AGENCIES INCLUDE:- AIWA, AR, 
ARMSTRONG, AUDIO TECHNICA, 
B&W, CELEF, CHARTWELL, 
CELESTION UL, DBX, FIDELITY 
RESEARCH, FONS, GALE, GRACE, 
HADCOCK, HARMAN-KARDON, 
IMF, JR149, KEF, LINN-SONDECK, 
NAO, NAKAMICHI, ORTOFON, 
PIONEER, QED, QUAD, shVOX, 
SANSUI, SMC, SME, SPENDOR, SONY, 
STANTON, STAX, J.E. SUGDEN, 
SUPEX, TANDBERG, TANNOY, 
TEAC, TECHNICS, TRIO, YAMAHA 
AND OTHERS.

vi COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS 
IN TWU STUDIOS.

vi EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING ON 
OUR FORECOURT

vi ACCESS ACCEPTED BY TELEPHONE, 
BARCLAYCARD AND MAIL ORDER

vi TAPE BY FUJI, MAXELL, SONY AND 
TDK AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES

.. ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE 
SALE.NO SEALED BOXES

_ SUPPLIED
viALL EQUIPMENT COVERED BY 

OUR TWO-YEAR LABOUR AND 
PARTS GUARANTEE

viOPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 8pm.
viO VER-THE-COUNTER EXPORT.
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Sansui 331 stereo receiver.

Hi Fi reduced to basics.
This 15 Watts per channel 

(each channel driven into 
8 ohms, 1000 Hz) Sansui stereo 
receiver is the perfect choice for 
the music lover who whishes to 
enjoy stereo music without 
going to great expense.

Beneath its simple design, 
are sophisticated electronics. 
They guarantee the famous 
Sansui sound.

The 331 receiver offers 
excellent FM/AM reception 
with high stability and low 
distortion. Connected to a 
turntable and a pair of speakers, 
it allows you to sit back and 
enjoy the music you like. 
If you're in the London area, 
drop into our Showroom for a 

full demonstration. 
It's just next to the 
G.P. 0. tower. Or if 
you're out of town, 
see a qualified 
Sansui dealer.

(closed Monday)
Continuous power into 8 O
1OOO Hz, each channel driven 1 5W x 2
Continuous power at 10OO Hz
into 8 O, both channels driven 13W x2
Min. RMS into 8 0.40 to 20.000 Hz
both channels driven 12W x 2
Tota! harmonic distortion_________ 1.0%_________________
Powerbandwidth______ 20-40.000 Hz
Hum and noise (IHF) 80 dB
FM ___________________ 1_ 3 ( “(DIN}________
FM stereo total harmonic distortion 1.0%
Controls ............ .......................Bass, Treble,.Loudness

Thank you for listening

Sole importer for the U.K. : Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill Southampton, S09SQF England.
Sansui Audio Europe S.A. — North Trade Building, Noorderlaan 133 — hus I — 2030 Antwerpen, Belgien. 

Sansui Electronics Corporation, 55-11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. U.S.A.
Sansui Electric CO. Ltd., 14-1, 2-chome, Izumi, Suginami-ku. Tokyo 168. Japan.



ll the BEST BUYS
f^rom

^^Ilil
HiFi ^nt^

TURNTABLES

Connoisseur BD2A 
Thorens TD126 
Thorens TD145 
Thorens TD166 
Linn Sondeck LP12 
Micro Seiki DDXlOOO 
BSR BDS 80
Garrard 125 SB 
Sony PSl700 
Sony PS4300 
Sonyo TPl100 
Technics SLl700

CARTRIDGES

Ortofon 
Sony 
Otimo 
Supex 
Fidelity Research 
A.K.G.
Pickering 
Empire 
Goldring 
A.D.C. 
Stanton

2 Years' Guarantee partsandla^

■nm'1 Phone us for best prices and availability
Rush Hi-Fi Centres:
38 North Street, Romford, Essex. Tel: Romford {0708)

Access Barclaycard H.P.
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OUR REFERENCE SYSTEM COMPRISES 
LINN SONDECK LP12, G707ARM AND 

SUPEX 900E CARTRIDGE. 
DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Other TURNTABLES we 
recommend as good value in 
their price range are: Rega, 
A.R., Connoisseur, Thorens, 

Pioneer, Trio and if you really 
need three arms, the 

DDXlOOO.

CARTRIDGES really need to 
suit the remainder of the 

system but as offering a good 
overall performance for the 

outlay we recommend models 
from Ortofon, Fidelity 

Research, Stanton, Pickering, 
Empire, Goldring, Sonus and 

Ultimo.

Barclaycard

W . A. Brady & Son 
401 Smithdown Road, Liverppool 15 

Mail order and export enquiries welcome 
Phone051-733 6859 

Closed all day Wednesday Acceess

LINN SONDECK LP12 A.K.G. P8ES GRACE G707ARMSTRONG, AKAi, AIWA, AMCRON, ARISTON, BOSE, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, DUAL, ESS, FONS, FORMULA 4, GALE, HARMAN KARDON, IMF, JBL, KLH, KENSONIC ACCUPHASE, LINN SONDEK, LINN ISOBARIK, LEAK, LECSON, LUX, MARANTZ, MONITOR AUDI, MICRO SEIKI, N.A.D., NEAL, NIGHTINGALE, QUAD, ROTEL, ROGERS, SUPEX, SANSUI, J.E. SUGDEN, SMC, TOSHIBA, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TRANS- CRIPTORS, VIDEOTONE, etc, etc.
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The building £▼ Oofa 
new Castle

Determined to enhance their now-established reputation as 
specialist makers of high-calibre loudspeakers, Castle have 

just built another.
It’s called the Kendal.

They started with a 30mm treble unit (low-mass diaphragm 
with integral driving coil). And added a very special 20cm 

bass/midrange unit, designed to match the 30-litre cabinet. 
Like other Castle systems the Kendal is efficient and would 
not need high power amplifiers for home listening. This per

formance is achieved by careful attention to detail from

design to manufacture. By making our own speakers and 
cabinets a realistic price is ensured.
The sound quality compares favourably with many 
loudspeakers requiring two or three times the driving power. 
The result is a loudspeaker of exceptional performance ... 
also one of exceptional beauty, finished by hand in selected 
veneers. Walnut, teak and mahogany are standard, with 
other finishes available to special order.
If you are a connoisseur of hi-fidelity sound and high-quality 
furniture, please send today for a leaflet and stockist list.

1 he Kendal

Castle 00
Acoustics Limited

ADDRESS

coupon for the name of your nearest Castle dealer.

CCastle ^s Acoustics, Park MiU, Shortbank Road, Skipton, Yorks. Tel: Skipton 5333
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TAVISTOCK HI-FI
THI SOUND BARGAIN CENTRI

STOCKISTS OF

AMSTRAD, AKAi, CELESTION, GARRARD, 

HOWLAND-WEST, J.V.C., KOM, LEAK, MARANTZ, 

MONITOR AUDIO, N.A.D., PIONEER, ROTEL, RAM, 

J.R.LOUDSPEAKERS, SANSUI, SANYO, SONY, TANNOY, 

TEAC, VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE.

DEMONSTRATION ROOM - COMPARITOR OEMS

TAVISTOCK HI-FI
21 TAVISTOCK ST BEDFORD Phone 56323
• GUARANTEE 12 months labour and parts
• HP AVAILABLE on certain items
• EASY CAR PARKING

Hi Fi is OffoU four
There's only one

CS1249
An automatic version of CS510 (with 
autochange facility). Fitted with Shure 
D1 05E cartridge. Available on a teak or white 
base with drop - down accessory panel.
CS1225/1
Manual and automatic Hi Fi single play 
turntable with mult1play facility. Fitted with 
Shure M75D cartridge. Available in walnut 
base only.
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Its sound
sense

to buy from 
multisound

£19.50
Re^r BD2AConnotus 2DTechnics £57.50 £134.95 £154.00

uailabil^y

Multisound have probably the widest selection of hi-fi equipment in Yorkshire: 
Al the leading makes, all on display and all at really competitive prices. Take 
your choice. There^s helpful staff with expert knowledge on hand to give advice 
and a demonstration area with the latest comparator equipment for you to hear 
the sound that's right for you. And don't forget our 12 months' guarantee, 
backed by full servicing facilities on the premises.
For the choice you need and the service you demand it's sound sense to 
shop at Multisound.

multisound hi-fi ltd.
7 Davvgate Arcade. York Y01 2SU. Tel: York (0904) 51712

letter words
that gives complete satisfaction-Dual
CS510
Precision belt drive semiautomatic Hi Fi 
turniable with lead in groove sensor. Cue 
control. Gear cut strobe, pitch control. Fitted 
with the Shure M95G cartridge. Available in 
walnut, white or black base.

CS601
Manual and automatic Hi Fi turntable with 
precision belt drive system. Mounted on 
walnut base. Fitted with Shure V15 MKlll 
cartridge. Ortofon M20E cartridge fitted to 
units on black or white bases.

fn Northern Ireland DUAL is represented on our behalf by Walton and Gordon Audio Limited_ 38a Queen Street. Belfast 1, Telephone Belfast 20656

Enquiries to:-
A. C. FARNELL LIMITED
Kenyon Street. Sheffield S1 4BD 
Tel. No. 0742 78901.

As soon as you hear DUAL you'll 
swear by it.
The sound of it is so satisfying 
you won't wish to listen to 
anyone else.
Every part of a DUAL turntable is 
designed to perform as perfectly 
as modern technology will allow.
DUAL turntables are complete with 
cover and each base has an automatic 
tilt hold. with the exception of CS 
1249. All DUAL equipment surpasses 
the requirements of DIN 45.500 for 
Hi Fi home/studio equipment.

All DUAL Hi Fi products are 
backed by a full after-sales 
service.

For record 
performance
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; A.tLabs
-----■ 191 CChase Side, Enfc^ Midlesex EN! OQZ 

^^^^-^u^rday 10.0-18.00 01-363 7981

. . . TURNTABLES
AlMS & CARTRIDGES by:

ADC
AKG
ARISTON
AUDIO TECHNICA
COLTON
CONNOISSEUR
DECCA
EMPIRE
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FONS
HADCOCK

JVC 
LEAK 
LUSTRE 
LUX 
MAYWARE 
MICRO-SEIKI 
MONITOR AUDIO 
NAKAMICHI 
ORTOFON 
PIONEER 
REFERENCE

ROTEL 
SATIN 
SHURE 
SME 
STANTON
STAX 
TECHNICS 
THORENS 
TRIO 
YAMAHA 
ULTIMO

Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to Ef}field Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt 
service. Make cheques payable to: A.T. Labs.

Credit
Phone for details. Facilities for reclaiming VAT available.

Service
Ropgiro and mointononoo of oll t;pea of I li fi/Audio ¿4uipi11O111 Uy 4UtdiUJ 
engineers.

Access and Barclaycard Accepted. 
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How to use this book

Each edition of Hi-Fi Choice is intended to be the most comprehensive guide available 
to a particular part of the hi-fi chain, whether it be cassette decks, receivers, 
loudspeakers or in this instance, turntables and cartridges. For anybody, from the first 
time buyer to the professional user of audio, Hi-Fi Cnoice is invaluable. It can serve as 
anything from a buyers guide to a survey of the current state of the art. It fulfills 
whatever purpose you require.
Should you wish to know which of all the turntables 
and cartridges reviewed are the models we can 
confidently recommend, you need do no more than 
read the chapters entitled 'best buys and 
conclusions'. However, nobody need have any 
difficulty in discovering how such decisions have 
been reached . Although the reviews are written in a 
technical manner, a little time spent reading the non
technical introduction that follows will not only 
explain the meaning and significance of the 
language used, but also the importance of each 
parameter that has been measured and discussed. 
So for those of you who are new to hi-fi technology 
lust turn the page and read on. In addition, a more 
technical introduction written by the reviewer, 
explains the test methods employed and how they 
were carried out. This edition is concerned with the 
evaluation of 55 integrated turntables, 5 record 
decks supplied without pick-up arms and 6 separate 
pick-up arms. However, some integrated turntables 
can be purchased as record decks, without pick-up 
arms fitted. These are the Ariston RD11E, Thorens 
TD 145 mk II (marketed as the TD 160 without arm), 
the Connoisseur BD2A (marketed as the BD1 
without arm) and the Trio KD-550 (marketed as the 
KD-500 without arm). Also, the Technics SP10 deck 
and the Technics EPA 100 arm are available 
separately. In addition, 40 cartridges have been 
reviewed and compared, and compatibility 
recommendations made. In order to discover which 
turntable or pick-up arm is suitable for which 
cartridge, simply match up the letters for resonance 
and damping ratings in the compatibility section of 
each review.

At the last minute, Dual, Monitor Audio and 
Strathearn were able to submit their turntables for 
review, and those reports appear in our 'stop press' 
section at the end of the book . Due to their late 
entry, we were unable to include them in our overall 
'best buy' assessments.

Also, please note that the prices shown in this 
survey are typical retail prices ex VAT, based upon a 
dealer survey, carried out shortly before going to 
press. They should only be regarded as an indication 
and are likely to change at any time.

And finally, the author and publisher would like to 
thank all those who have given either practical help 
and/or advice, and have thus contributed to the 
success of this project.

Especial thanks go to the author's wife, Marianne 
Colloms who was of great assistance throughout, in 
typing and checking the text, and also to the 
hardworking assistant, Stephen Liebmann of 
Warwick University. Thanks are also due to the 
following who helped by contributing ears, 
equipment or advice: Chris Bryant, Charlotte Craste, 
Joan Coulsen, Tony Faulkner, Roger Furness, Alan 
Harris, Wyndham Hodgson, Noel Keywood, S.K 
Pramanik, and Chris Rogers.

The following organisations loaned or made 
available equipment and material. B &0-test 
software; BS R I ADC-supplies of spare headshells; 
Decca Records Ltd-music tapes and discs; EMI 
Records Ltd-music tapes and discs; Enigma 
Records Ltd-music tapes and discs; Hayden 
Laboratories-test software; KEF Electronics 
Ltd-R103 loudspeaker systems; Natural Sound 
Systems-Yamaha NS1000M loudspeaker systems 
and B2/C2 amplifier unit; Phonogram —tape 
programme; Rank; Leak/Wharfedale-disc 
programme; Sansui—AU1100 integrated amplifier; 
Shure Electronics Ltd-test software; Shriro UK 
Ltd — supplies of space headshells; SME 
Ltd — supplies of spare headshells; Spendor Audio 
Systems — BCI loudspeaker systems.
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Consumer introduction.

What is the difference between a gramophone, 
a record player, a record deck and a turntable?
Dictionaries will tell you that a gramophone (or a 
'phonograph' in the USA) is something that plays 
gramophone records. That's accurate but needs 
elaboration. A gramophone, which is the same as a 
record player, is a unit with a platter (a flat, round 
plate that carries the disc record) which is rotated on 
bearings by a drive motor. The record on the platter 
is tracked by the stylus (or needle) of a cartridge 
which is mounted at the free end of a pick-up or 
tone arm. The tone arm, drive motor and rotatable 
platter are supported on a plinth, usually with some 
form of hinged or lift-off lid. Also, a gramophone or 
a record player incorporates an amplifier and one or 
more loudspeakers, so that the unit needs only 
mains (or sometimes battery) power to produce 
sounds from gramophone records. It's allvery 
convenient, but it is impossible to get a true hi-fi 
sound quality out of any system that has 
loudspeakers built into the same cabinet as the 
amplifier, tone arm, platter, and so on. For one 
thing, proper stereo reproduction is unlikely, 
because the size of the cabinet limits the distance 
between the stereo pair of loudspeakers. Equally 
important, audio quality, be it in mono or stereo, will 
always be relatively poor. This is because there is a 
perpetualrisk of sound from the loudspeakers 
running mechanically through the cabinet and back 
to the pick-up cartridge, and round in circles, to 
produce acoustic feedback. This is similar to, but 
usually of lower frequency than the howl-round you 
hear when a pop star or politician gets the 
microphone too close to the loudspeakers 
reproducing his voice.

However, it is possible to get true hi-fi sound 
quality from a gramophone or record player that has 
its loudspeakers removed from the central system 
and housed in separate cabinets. This kind of 
arrangement is the basis of the modern 
musicentre', and the future may see more and more 
musicentres that can genuinely be regarded as hi-fi.

A record deck is essentially a gramophone or 
record player, without either the amplifier or the 
loudspeakers . In other words, it's a platter, drive 
motor and tone arm, mounted on a plinth, usually 
with a lid. A record deck may be sold complete with 
a cartridge already fitted into the arm, or the 
customer may be left to choose his own cartridge.

The term turntable is usually used to describe a 
record deck without the arm, the customer then 
being left to choose his own arm and cartridge to 
match the turntable. Sometimes a turntable is sold 

complete with plinth; sometimes as a 'raw' chassis 
unit for the customer to fit into his own plinth.

The terms tone arm, pick-up arm, or cartridge 
should now need no extra definition.

What is the difference between a separate and 
an integrated unit?
If you go out and buy an arm, a cartridge and a 
turntable on their own you are buying separates. 
You then put these separate parts together yourself 
to make up a complete record deck. An integraled 
deck is one that is sold complete with all the 
separate parts already matched and connected, one 
to the other, so it's ready to plug in and switch on. 
An extension of this, which can conveniently be 
called a fully integrated system, is one in which all 
the separate parts are peculiar to one manufacturer 
and specifically designed for each other. When 
buying separates, there is a wide range of choice 
over which cartridge to use with which arm and 
which turntable and so on, and when buying an 
integrated deck you can usually replace the supplied 
make or type of cartridge with another. But when 
you buy a fully integrated system it will be virtually 
impossible for anything, even the cartridge, to be 
substituted. This is deliberate and considered policy 
on the part of manufacturers marketing fully 
integrated units, intended to optimise performance. 
The only latitude may be in the choice between two 
or more grades of similar cartridge.

Which is the best approach, integrated unit, 
fully integrated unit. or pick-and-mix separates?
There isn't a simple answer to this question. It is all 
too easy to build up a record deck from turntable, 
arm and cartridge separates, which all have fine 
reputations in their own right, fit physically 
conveniently together and look impressive; but 
produce decidedly unimpressive sounds. On the 
other hand, it is possible to buy an integrated unit 
(either from a manufacturer who makes or 
assembles allthe components or a retailer who 
makes up his own combinations) which produces 
equally unimpressive sounds. But, it's possible, with 
the right kind of knowledge (or for that matter a 
great deal of luck I) to build up a record deck from a 
combination of separates made by different 
manufacturers, that produces superb sounds.

The key to success is correct matching. We are 
testing the performance of integrated units as well 
as separates used in different combinations. The 
difference in performance which one separate can 
give in a variety of combinations has proved very
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Turntables: absolute speed accuracy; wow and flutter; rumble.

revealing. There is also another important aspect of 
choice that is all too often overlooked. Without a 
doubt, there exists an inter-action between 
domestic environment and record-playing 
equipment . Equipment that works well for your 
friend down the road may not be ideal for you. Apart 
from more subtle considerations, we don't all live in 
the same kind of room and like the same kind of 
music played at the same kind of volume. And, we 
don't all buy the same kind of amplifiers or 
loudspeakers and use them in the same way . Our 
tests have shown how certain deficiencies in record 
playing equipment can in fact become advantages 
when combined with some domestic environments, 
or be worsened by others. Likewise, apparently 
desirable characteristics of record playing 
equipment may, under other practicaldomestic 
circumstances, turn to disadvantage. This is why 
the 'perfect record deck' will never exist. We aim to 
help you choose the best deck for you

Let's get down to technical specifics. What 
tests are we running on turntables, and what are 
they intended to show?
The function of a turntable is really very basic. It 
must rotate a gramophone record at an exact speed, 
without any variation about that speed, and without 
creating any noise or vibrations that will find their 
way into the pick-up cartridge for reproduction 
along with the programme. It follows that we are 
testing primarily for absolute speed accuracy, wow 
and flutter with respect to that absolute speed, the 
presence of rumble noise, and the degree of 
resonance.

How absolute is 'absolute' for speed accuracy?
Untilrecently, it was acknowledged that if the 
rotationalspeed of a turntable 133/3 RPM for LP 
records) was accurate to around 0.1 % it was very 
good, and consistent (rather than fluctuating I errors 
of around 0.2% wem tolerable. Now, however, with 
the arrivalof quartz controlled turntable drives, 
speed accuracies in the order of 0.025% are 
possible . However, this degree of accuracy, is 
unlikely to be of any real advantage. This is mainly 
because, provided the attained speed is constant, 
even a musically trained human ear willrarely be 
able to hear a speed error of less than 1 % . It is also 
important to remember that many records are cut 
with an inherent speed or pitch error, either due to 
slight speed inaccuracy on the part of the studio 
turntable used for cutting or as a result of errors 
introduced by cutting from tapes which have 

stretched slightly in use and thus effectively run 
slow. Constant speed inaccuracies, whether 
inherent in the record being played, or due to minor 
inadequacies of the reproduction turntable, or as a 
result of variations in mains supply frequency, are 
most likely to show up (unless they exceed several 
per cent) when an attempt is made to tune a musical 
instrument to the recorded sound. Thus a variable 
speed facility may be a far more valuable feature 
than extremely accurate performance.

What are wow and flutter?
Wow and flutter are speed inconsistencies or 
variations on the basic speed at which the turntable 
rotates. Even an untrained or unmusical human ear 
is far more sensitive to variations on a constant 
speed than it is to inaccuracies within that constant 
speed'Speed variations about the constant speed 
may be fluctuations of low frequency 11-10 Hz or 
cycles-per-second), in which case they are called 
wow; or of higher frequency lover 10 Hz), in which 
case they are called flutter. Once you have heard 
wow and flutter, you will know why the terms were 
chosen -wow on a musical tone sounds like the 
word 'wow', and flutter adds a sound like rippling 
water, or just plain distortion.

The human ear is most sensitive to wow and 
flutter fluctuations when listening to tones at around 
1 kHz lie the mid-range I, and virtually all speech and 
music programme material contains some of these 
frequencies. In practice, wow and flutter 
fluctuations of anything over 0.1% may be audible 
to some listeners with musically trained ears and 
most people will be able to hear fluctuations of 
0.25% or more. There is, of course, no disadvantage 
in a turntable that offers figures better than these. 
provided that you are not paying dearly for the 
privilege of a barely audible benefit.

One point easily overlooked is that what really 
matters is how the turntable unit performs under 
load, that is when a disc it carries is being tracked by 
a cartridge stylus. Especially where loud recorded 
passages are being tracked, a drag will be imposed 
on the turntable and its drive mechanism must be 
able to override this so that its speed does not vary 
according to the music being played . It is in fact 
possible for a turntable to have an excellent 
measured performance but wow audibly when 
actually required to play loud music!

What is rumble?
Rumble is any noise mechanically generated by the 
moving parts of the platter and drive motor, for
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Turntables: resonance.

instance as caused by spindles rotating in their 
bearings. Rumble noise can be pitched anywhere 
between 2Hz-1 kHz and, to be unobtrusive, it must 
be at least 65dB below the average level of 
programme sound being reproduced . But it is only 
half the story to talk of rumble in a turntable. It's 
here that we start to see how the reaction between 
the various parts of a record deck and between the 
whole unit and the playing environment can degrade 
the overall result. If, for instance, a turntable 
produces an excessive amount of rumble at the very 
low frequency end, and this frequency coincides 
with the resonance of some other component in the 
deck, then there will be a magnification of the 
rumble out of all proportion to its true value.

What is resonance?
Every object has a resonant frequency. If you tap a 
solid object, it will 'ring' at a fixed pitch —that is its 
resonant frequency . A hollow box or cabinet is 
tuned to a pitch dictated by the enclosed volume. 
This is why an organ pipe produces a musical tone, 
as does a bottle when you blow across its open 
mouth. It follows that all parts of a record deck have 
resonant frequencies. And it also follows that if the 
resonant frequency of one part corresponds with the 
resonant frequency of another, there will be an 
unnatural predominance of unwanted sound at that 
frequency. The cumulative and combined effect of 
all this is generally referred to as 'colouration'

What can be done about resonance?
Resonance can be damped, but only partially. Thus, 
just as you can damp the panels of a car door to 
make them 'drum' less during driving, so you can 
damp the platter and structure of a turntable either 
by making it of a heavy substance or by adding extra 
material . A heavy platter also helps the motor to 
rotate it at constant speed, because the platter then 
acts as a flywheel. But, although you can't 
overdamp a platter, if it becomes too heavy, it will 
i mpose excessive strain on the bearings and will also 
increase its start-up time. In any event, nothing can 
be completely damped.

Is there an alternative approach, then, to curing 
resonance problems?
It's more an additional, rather than an alternative 
approach. What the system designer does is simply 
ensure that the resonances of different parts of the 
deck ore damped and thus can't inleiuLl. 1n bosic 
terms, he ensures that whatever resonances exist in 
the pick-up arm and cartridge, they do not coincide 
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with any resonant frequencies in the turntable unit. 
This may be logical, but it isn't as easy as it sounds.

The resonant characteristics of the turntable unit 
may not be determined simply by the resonant 
frequency of the structure on its own. It is, for 
instance, necessary to mount the motor of a belt or 
rim drive unit resiliently, for instance on some kind 
of springing device. This is to prevent its mechanical 
vibrations reaching the platter and thus being 
sensed by the pick-up cartridge and reproduced, 
along with the programme. Likewise, it is necessary 
to isolate at least some of the parts of the deck from 
the environment in which it is being used, and the 
vibrations in that room. This prevents any vibrations 
created by you in the room from being transmitted 
through to the platter. If they are, then the cartridge 
stylus may be physically bounced right out of the 
record groove, or the sound of the vibrations picked 
up by the cartridge and reproduced through the 
loudspeakers.

Not only may this create a vicious circle of sound 
and acoustic feedback and introduce audible 
distortion of the reproduced programme, it may also 
physically damage the loudspeakers. Many high 
powered modern amplifiers are capable of feeding 
signals to the loudspeakers which are of such low 
frequency that they are inaudible but of such 
strength that they can physically damage the cone 
suspensions of the speaker units. Low cut or 
subsonic filters are often provided on amplifiers, to 
help guard against this risk. You might be surprised 
at the amount of inaudible and useless low 
frequency energy that is often fed to the 
loudspeakers. Try looking at the bass cone of a 
loudspeaker while it is playing a silent passage of a 
record, for instance between tracks. Often you will 
see the cone making large excursions to produce 
low frequency sounds you cannot hear, these 
excursions being triggered, for instance, by quite 
routine room activities —like putting down a record 
sleeve near the record deck. Although the 
movements are themselves inaudible, they can 
seriously degrade the sound being reproduced.

Designers seek to minimise such effects by using 
resilient mountings to isolate sensitive parts of the 
deck from the room as far as possible. But complete 
success is a chimaera. Resilient mounting can in 
itself contribute to resonance problems, because it is 
all too easy for the resiliently interconnected parts to 
become resonant in combination. It is also easy to 
overlook the fact that the air space detined when the 
plinth lid is closed is also resonant in its own right. 
Furthermore, and as we shall see, to track a record



Turntables: types of drive unit; start-up time.

successfully a cartridge stylus must have inherent 
resilience or compliance. This means that yet 
another resonant combination is created whenever 
the stylus is resting on a disc, which in turn is resting 
on the platter-which, of course, is exactly the 
circumstance whenever a record is playedl

By now it should start to become clear how it is 
impossible to consider and evaluate each part of a 
record deck in vacua. It should also by now be clear 
why a good designer, with freedom to dictate, or at 
least recommend, the parts of a deck to be used in 
combination, stands a better chance of ensuring 
that there is no disadvantageous matching and inter
action of resonances.

Before moving on to other parts of the deck, can 
you clarify the different types of turntable drive, 
and explain the term 'start-time', used earlier?
There are currently three types of turntable drive. In 
the cheapest, the idler type, a fast-revving motor 
rotates the turntable platter via a step-down gear 
train formed by an idler running between the small 
motor spindle and the large rim of the platter. For 
obvious reasons, this type of drive is also called 'rim' 
drive. However, there are no 'rim' drive units 
reviewed in this book, as the only high quality 
designs made are intended for heavy duty 
professional use. This is because the main 
advantage of this system is its quick start-up time at 
relatively low cost-an essential facility for 
professional discotheque use. The term 'start-up 
time' means exactly what it implies. When you 
switch on the power to a turntable motor, it is 
required to start turning the platter from zero speed 
up to the required record playing speed . The heavier 
the platter or the weaker the drive torque, the more 
difficult the job and the longer it is likely to take. Fast 
start-up time is also available, although at increased 
cost, by using the direct-drive technique (though the 
cheaper models available are still quite slow). In this 
case, the platter itself is made a part of a low-revving 
motor, so no step-down gear or idler wheel is 
necessary.

The third type of drive unit-beit drive-iies, in 
general, halfway between the idler-rim and direct 
drive types, both in price and start-up time 
performance. The spindle of a high-revving motor 
carries a small pulley, and a rubber-like belt runs 
around this pulley and a part of the platter rim 
(usually out of sight under the plinth), so that a step
down drive is again achieved. Although belt drives 
are, by their very nature, unlikely to provide a truly 
fast start for a heavy platter, they are reasonably 

cheap to produce. They are also reliable in operation 
(except when the belt finally breaks), and by virtue 
of the resilience of the belt helpfully isolate the 
platter from the mechanical vibrations of the motor.

What else matters on a turntable?
That about exhausts the subject, except that the 
main bearing must be of good quality or it will wear 
out over a long period of use.

What does a pick-up or tone arm do?
Essentially a pick-up arm serves a simple purpose, 
that is to hold the cartridge over the rotating 
gramophone record so that its stylus can follow or 
track the spiral groove from the rim towards the 
centre. The arm must, therefore, have freedom of 
movement across the record surface, i.e. in a 
horizontal plane. Because the arm must be able to 
play records of varying thicknesses, and cope with 
warped rather than truly flat pressings, it must also 
have movement up .and down, i.e. in the vertical 
plane. And of course, arm movement in the vertical 
plane is also necessary to allow the stylus to be lifted 
onto and off the record. There are two ways in 
which the arm can enable the cartridge and stylus to 
track across the record surface.

The first method, called parallel tracking, 
conforms with the way in which records are cut in 
the studio. (Incidentally, it also conforms with the 
way in which Edison cylinders were cut a hundred 
years ago!) The cartridge is mounted at the end of 
an arm which slides along a guide rod, so that the 
cartridge and stylus are free to move only in a 
straight line direct from the edge to the centre of the 
record, that is along the radius of the record circle. 
For this reason, parallel tracking is also sometimes 
called radial tracking.

I n theory, such radial movement could be 
automatic, the spiral groove physically carrying the 
stylus and cartridge with it towards the centre. But 
in practice, the tiny groove and stylus (a record 
groove is similar in size to the thickness of a human 
hair) are just too small to drag the arm across the 
disc and along the guide rod with any degree of 
reliability and without causing distortion of the 
reproduced sound. For example, in pulling the arm 
along the rod towards the centre of the disc, the 
stylus will inevitably drag heavily along one side of 
the record groove, causing either excessively loud 
reproduction of the signal on that groove wall and 
consequent stereo imbalance, or damage to the 
groove wall, or, more likely, both.

For this reason, a power drive for the arm is
29



Pick-up arms: tracking error; friction; tracking weight.

necessary, so that it moves along the rod from disc 
edge to centre of its own accord. But this in turn 
presents problems, because the power drive must 
be sufficiently precise to ensure that the stylus does 
not press unduly heavily on either groove wall, and 
be able to cope with different groove pitches 
(because the spacing of the grooves on a modern LP 
record varies with the volume of sound recorded) 
The drive must also cope with a disc pressing in 
which the spiral is slightly eccentric. Sophisticated 
servo control systems are necessary to ensure 
controlled movement of the arm, cartridge and 
stylus over the disc surface. It is for this reason that 
parallel or radial tracker turntables are both 
uncommon and expensive. They can, however, 
produce high quality sound if well engineered.

A much simpler approach to carrying a cartridge 
across the record surface is to mount it at the free 
end of an arm which is pivoted and counterbalanced 
at the other end. In this way, the cartridge is carried 
in a sweep across the record surface, along an arc 
centred on a fixed point. This, of course, is the 
conventional type of pick-up arm with which we are 
all familiar. The disadvantage inherent in such an 
arm is that it must introduce 'tracking error'.

What is tracking error?
Because the groove in the record you buy was 
pressed from a master disc cut with a parallel 
tracking arm, it cannot be accurately tracked by an 
arm sweeping around a fixed pivot. With a parallel 
tracking arm, the axes of the cartridge and its stylus 
always lie truly tangential to the groove spiral 
(another word for parallel or radial tracking is 
tangential tracking), whereas the cartridge and 
stylus axis of a pivot arm can only lie truly tangential 
to the groove spiral at one point of the arm's sweep 
into the centre. The geometrical error introduced 
elsewhere in its sweep is called tracking error. It is in 
fact far less important than might at first appear 
likely, and can be made insignificant by careful 
design. But clearly, to achieve geometrical accuracy 
in this respect requires that the arm pivot be located 
at a carefully considered position on the turntable 
plinth with respect to the centre spindle of the 
platter. So, if you buy a separate turntable and arm 
and put them together yourself, you must be 
prepared to follow the instructions provided to 
ensure correct geometry and alignment of the 
combination. This involves the use of a template and 
a simple instrument called a protractor, usually 
provided with your purchase.

What else is important on an arm?
The fixed pivot arms which form the lion's share of 
this report all sweep in from the edge to the centre 
of the record solely under power generated by 
rotation of the record and continual contact of the 
spiral groove with the cartridge stylus. An ideal arm 
would thus have, among other features, effectively 
zero mass and zero friction in the horizontal and 
vertical directions, so that the cartridge and stylus 
were effectively floating in space. But of course this 
is impossible

Apart from anything else, a downforce is needed 
to hold the stylus in the groove and keep it in 
sufficiently pressured contact with the undulations 
on the groove walls in order to generate electrical 
signals in the cartridge. These must correspond 
accurately to the movement of the stylus over those 
groove walls. As one would expect, a complicated 
set of compromises has to be reached.

What are the compromises over friction 7
Because the cartridge must have freedom to move 
in two planes, horizontal (or lateral) and vertical, 
there are two components of friction which need 
consideration. It is a fact of physics that whenever 
any two bodies move relative to one another there is 
friction between them, that is to say, resistance to 
that movement. Apart from the inevitable friction 
created by movement of the arm through air (which 
can be regarded as insignificant), the main source of 
friction in an arm is the bearing which gives the arm 
its freedom of lateral and vertical movement, i.e. the 
pivot bearings. Essentially, the better quality the 
bearings the less friction they will exhibit. And 
generally, the less the friction the better the arm will 
perform, because whatever friction exists in the 
bearings will limit the ability of the cartridge stylus to 
follow the groove across the record, and to move up 
and down with any warp . The practical effect of an 
arm with too much friction will be that the cartridge 
mistracks-meaning that the stylus will not follow 
the groove accurately, will try to cut corners, and 
produce a distorted sound. In general, designers aim 
to keep friction at below one-twentieth the tracking 
weight of the cartridge, that is to say, if the 
recommended tracking weight is 2 grams, friction 
should be no greater than 100 milligrams.

What is tracking weight?
Although tracking weiqht will be discussflrl soon in 
the context of cartridges, it can be explained briefly 
by taking up a comment made above, namely that 
the cartridge stylus needs to be forced down into the
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groove sufficiently to keep the stylus tip in contact 
with the undulating groove walls. As the record 
rotates, the movement will tend to bounce the stylus 
up out of the groove, and a downforce is necessary 
to counteract this. Downforce is synonymous with 
tracking weight, although strictly speaking the latter 
term is sometimes a misnomer. For instance, the 
pick-up arm may be counter-balanced into 
equilibrium like a precision see-saw, and the 
necessary downforce on the cartridge stylus then 
applied by a spring. More often, however, the arm 
counterbalance is set just off equilibrium so that 
gravity acts on the cartridge end to produce the 
necessary small downforce.

Conventionally, arms are provided with a 
calibrated dial which enables the user to adjust the 
downforce or tracking weight. The dial slightly 
moves the position of the counterbalance weight or 
alters the tension of the spring. It is important that 
this control be accurate, with no more than a ten per 
cent error between the downforce displayed and 
actually applied (preferably on the heavy side). 
Especially where an arm and cartridge are combined 
by a constructor, it is necessary to zero the scale so 
that zero downforce displayed equals zero 
downforce applied. This follows from the fact that 
different cartridges and arms have different masses 
and require different counterbalance settings for 
see-saw equilibrium.
What should the mass of an arm and cartridge 
be?
What really matters for performance is the effective 
mass of the arm, rather than its actual mass. The 
actual mass of an arm and cartridge combination is 
the weight that would register if it were removed 
from the pivot and placed on a pair of scales. The 
effective mass is the load or drag which is 'felt' by 
the stylus. In addition to the actual mass of the arm, 
the stylus will also feel any extra load created by 
additional components. This can include any 
mechanical resistance, created, for instance, by 
auto stop mechanisms or electrical connections 
pulling, however lightly, on the arm from where they 
run to the plinth. Generally, it is good policy to keep 
the effective mass of the arm as low as possible. 
There is, however, nothing inherently good or bad 
about high or low mass because there is another 
i mportant and inter-related consideration - 
resonance.
How can a small, rigid arm suffer from 
resonance?
The stylus is mounted on a springy cantilever in the 

cartridge, which is fixed securely at the end of the 
arm. When the stylus rests on the record groove, a 
springy combination is created-the arm and 
caitridge can move up and down with the record, 
while the stylus remains in the groove, due to the 
flexibility of the cantilever, which is the only 
connecting link between record and arm. And of 
course, any springy system has a resonant 
frequency.

The resonant frequency of the arm-cartridge- 
cantilever-stylus-disc combination depends largely 
on the effective mass of the arm and cartridge 
combination. Thus, the effective resonance of an 
arm will depend to a considerable extent on the type 
of cartridge with which it is fitted, some cartridges 
being heavier than others. Also, different cartridge 
cantilevers have different flexibility. Incidentally, the 
inherent springiness of a cantilever is usually 
referred to as the 'compliance' of a cartridge, and 
we shall return to compliance along with tracking 
weight when looking more closely at cartridge 
characteristics. It should, however, by now be clear 
that to ensure that the resonances of a turntable unit 
do not coincide with the resonance of the arm 
requires careful consideration of several factors. It 
also becomes easier to see how some arm-cartridge
turntable combinations can be more prone to 
resonances than others.

What kind of resonant frequencies can be 
expected from arm combinations?
The order of frequency is usually subsonic at around 
10 Hz; it may be lower, e.g. down to 4 to 8 Hz, or it 
may be higher, e.g. up to 14 or 15 Hz. If the 
resonance is put too low, the combination will be 
very susceptible to external shock, for instance 
room movements. The cartridge and stylus will then 
be likely to jump out of the groove as you walk 
round the room. As a general guide, such 
dangerously low resonances stem from high mass 
arms used with high compliance cartridges (with 
soft sprung cantilevers). To raise the resonant 
frequency above these dangerously low levels 
requires that the effective mass of the arm be 
reduced, or the compliance reduced (i.e. the 
cantilever made less springy) or both.

This presents problems, because there is 
obviously a practical limit to how much you can 
reduce the effective mass of anything. Also, low 
compliance cartridges are incapable of tracking 
difficult programme material such as high level (i.e. 
loud) musical sounds, because the cantilever is too 
stiff to let the stylus follow the groove excursions. If
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the resonance is put too high, it will move 
dangerously close to the audible frequency 
spectrum and colour the reproduced sound. As a 
general guide, one reasonable arrangement would 
be a turntable unit with a chassis resonance of 
between 2 and 4 Hz and an arm-cartridge-stylus-disc 
resonance of around 7 Hz higher, i.e. around 9-11 
Hz. This will leave the record deck reasonably 
immune from room vibrations and the arm will be 
able to track warped records without resonating at 
the frequency of the warp (always below 10 Hz and 
usually around 6 Hz). The two resonances are also 
sufficiently widely spaced apart to be independent 
and act in effect as a combined filter for mechanical 
vibrations.

It is, however, important not to treat these 
guiding principles as gospel. What really matters is 
how individual combinations perform on test. There 
is, of course, a real difficulty in carrying out fair 
comparative tests in this field, because, for reasons 
which should by now be becoming increasingly 
clear, a given cartridge may perform differently with 
one arm and turntable from another.

Can the resonance in the arm be damped?
Subsonic resonances can be damped in a variety of 
ways. According to one technique, the 
counterweight on the end of the pick-up arm is 
connected to the arm by a soggy, rubber material. 
An alternative possibility is to use a viscous fluid 
encased around part of the arm. Properly applied, 
such damping techniques can control the otherwise 
unacceptable resonances of a high mass arm. Used 
clumsily, however, they can create other problems, 
for instance increasing friction and thereby impairing 
tracking and causing audible distortion. Another, 
more subtle, risk is that the damping material, for 
instance soggy rubber at the counterbalance, will 
itself serve as a spring and create a secondary 
resonance of its own, possibly in the higher and thus 
audible frequency range. This will make the arm 
'ring' audibly at the resonant frequency and 'colour' 
the sound like a bad loudspeaker. But arms may 
have audible resonances purely as a result of basic 
bad design.

I notice most record decks have a bias control 
on the pick-up arm. What is bias?
As the stylus tip of a cartridge mounted on a pivotal 
arm is drawn in towards the record centre by 
movement of thi ipiidl ‘""uiU yiuuvc, llieie is an 
inevitable imbalance of lateral forces. As a result, 
the tip bears down rather more strongly on one wall 
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of the groove than the other. Bias is an additional 
force provided on the pick-up arm, intended to 
correct this imbalance by providing an opposing 
lateral force. In fact, the importance of bias 
compensation is easily overrated, and is really only 
necessary on the loudest passages of a recording, 
that is to say the passages where the groove wall 
undulates most vigorously with maximum 
modulation.

The bias calibration controls on pick-up arms are 
often poor, for the simple reason that no one really 
knows what scale to use. It is thus better to set the 
bias control by trial and error, rather than by looking 
at a dial reading. But, to set bias by trial and error 
requires the use of a test record intended for the 
purpose. It is also important to bear in mind that 
although there are numerous means adopted by 
pick-up designers to provide bias compensation 
(including magnetic arrangements, weights on the 
ends of threads and springs) they may well not be 
actually functioning until a fairly high number on the 
bias scale has been set. Also, of course, the bias 
setting depends on the type of cartridge fitted in the 
arm. To fit a cartridge at random in an arm and then 
vaguely twiddle the bias control may well degrade 
rather than improve performance. As a general 
guide, bias should be around twice the arm friction 
and a tenth the tracking weight, i.e. 200 mgm at a 
tracking weight of 2 g.

What else matters on pick-up arms?
Tracking error, or the discrepancy between the 
angle which the cartridge actually makes with the 
spiral groove and the truly tangential position which 
it should, in theory, occupy, has already been 
mentioned. In practice, this can range from anything 
between 2° to 10°, but unless the equipment is 
otherwise superb, errors of less than 5° are seldom 
noticeable. Trackability is often referred to and is 
really a combination of all other factors. The only 
way it can be measured is to put a cartridge into an 
arm on a turntable and see what happens when a 
test record is played. The mass of the headshell 
holding the cartridge on the arm can also be of 
importance, because, of course, it affects the 
effective mass of the arm. Thus changing the 
headshell can alter the characteristics of any given 
arm or cartridge. In a fully integrated arm and 
cartridge combination, there need be no headshell, 
because the arm and cartridge can be custom made 
iu Interconnect or plug directly, one into the other.

Finally, although a cue control is unlikely to affect
sound reproduction, its performance is important. A
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cue control, of course, enables the pick-up arm to 
be mechanically raised and lowered, either under 
manual control or automatically or both, so that the 
stylus is gently moved into and out of the record 
groove. A too slow cue rate will irritate the user, 
because the arm and stylus will seem to take an age 
when coming down onto the record to start playing. 
If the cue rate is too fast, audible thumps will be 
heard as the stylus touches the record groove or lifts 
off. Cue accuracy is also important, because it is 
infuriating to have an automatic system which 
lowers the stylus onto the record a few grooves into 
the recording so that the first few bars of music are 
lost. Equally irritating (and potentially dangerous to 
the stylus), is an inaccurate cue which lowers the 
stylus off the edge of the record. A user adjustment 
for both cue rate and accuracy is a useful feature, 
because it enables the individual to set for himself 
the rate at which the arm moves up and down and 
exactly where on a record it touches down and lifts 
off

What are the points to look for and test on a 
cartridge?
It's best to start with what a cartridge is and does 
and take it from there. The cartridge is secured at 
the end of the pick-up arm in any one of a variety of 
ways. It can be fitted into the arm itself, or plugged 
or screwed into the headshell which is itself attached 
to the arm. But all these methods of mounting have 
one thing in common -they are rigid, or at least 
intended to be. Thus, the cartridge cannot move 
with respect to the arm, other than when a locking 
means is deliberately slackened to allow a change of 
cartridge or a geometrical adjustment.

The record groove is tracked by the stylus, now 
always a shaped and polished diamond, which is 
carried at one end of the tiny cantilever rod. As 
previously explained, the cantilever is resilient. In 
fact, to be accurate, it is the connection of the 
cantilever to the cartridge body that is resilient rather 
than the cantilever itself, and the more resilient the 
connection the more compliance the cartridge is 
said to have. As we have also already seen, the 
compliance of the cartridge affects the resonance of 
the system while it is playing a record, and it is thus 
dangerous to talk in terms of a cartridge as having 
'good' or 'bad' compliance per se. Within a 
reasonable range, whether the compliance is good 
or bad depends mainly on the combination in which 
it is used. Outside the reasonable range (lower than 
10 cu and higher than 50 cu where 1 cu = 10-6 
cm/dyne) the cartridge may perform badly in other 

respects. If the compliance is excessively high (the 
cantilever connection is too springy), there will be a 
risk that the stylus will disappear inside the cartridge 
housing if used with anything even slightly over the 
recommended tracking weight. If the compliance is 
too low (the cantilever connection too stiff), the 
stylus will be unable to follow the more extreme 
undulations of the groove, and there will be mis
tracking at the recommended weight. In practice, 
mis-tracking produces buzzing and scratching 
sounds. It also creates listening fatigue, a 
subconscious feeling that life would be more 
pleasant with the record player turned off.

Can you now explain some more about tracking 
weight?
As the stylus runs along the groove, it maintains 
contact with the undulating groove walls by the 
downforce applied through the pick-up arm, either 
by gravity or some other means such as spring 
loading. Every cartridge and stylus combination has 
a recommended tracking weight, and these can now 
often be as low as 1 gram. Incidentally, tracking 
weights used to be in the order of 10 g.

The recommended tracking weight is the 
downforce on the stylus which the cartridge 
manufacturer regards as the best compromise 
between various conflicting requirements. On the 
one hand, a large weight or downforce will keep the 
stylus tip firmly in contact with even the most 
complex and extreme undulations of the groove; but 
at the same time it will tend to wear away the 
groove, especially where the excursions are very 
rapid and stylus acceleration is thus very high, as in 
the reproduction of high frequency sounds. On the 
01her hand, a small weight or downforce will usually 
cause less wear of the groove I because there is less 
pressure between the hard, diamond tip and the soft 
vinyl record), but will tend to let the stylus follow its 
own route along the groove, cutting corners round 
difficult passages and producing a distorted sound.

But the weight recommendation presupposes that 
the cartridge is mounted in a suitable arm. It is 
pointless to use a sophisticated cartridge with a low 
recommended tracking weight in an arm which has 
a high amount of friction or excessive mass, 
because the friction force or mass will then override 
the downforce and tracking will be interfered with. 
One result will be that the stylus bounces vertically 
in the groove. Then, especially if it is of elliptical 
form, it will literally chisel chunks out of the groove, 
damaging the record for ever afterwards. And even 
if 'under-tracking' in this way does not damage the
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effect of the amplifier used.
groove, the reproduced sound may well be inferior 
to that which would have been obtained from a 
cheaper cartridge mounted compatibly in the same 
arm.

Given that a cartridge is mounted in a suitable 
arm what else is important?
For a start, its ability to track the record groove may 
well vary over the frequency range. For this reason, 
it is important to test the trackability of a cartridge at 
low, medium and high frequencies, by using test 
discs with low, medium and high frequency signals, 
and separately analysing the amount of distortion 
introduced by the cartridge in each case.

Surely what matters more than anything is the 
ability of the cartridge to reproduce different 
frequencies at equal levels, i.e. to have a flat 
frequency response?
This is true, provided that the reproduced 
frequencies are clean. There is no point in having a 
flat frequency response if some bands of the 
spectrum are spoilt by mis-tracking. It is also 
important to ensure that the cartridge provides a 
matched response between left and right channels. 
Remember that inside the cartridge body there is an 
electromagnetic motor (coils, magnets and metal of 
varying arrangement, depending on the cartridge 
type) which transduces the mechanical vibrations 
created by movement of the stylus in the record 
groove and thus transmits the signal through the 
cantilever. The motor is a wide band transducer, 
which means it ronverts not only audible 
frequencies, but even sub and ultra-sonic 
frequencies as well, into electrical signals. Indeed, 
because a cartridge has such wide band transducing 
characteristics, it makes rumble and other 
resonance problems so important. There is also the 
problem of distortion.

What is distortion in this context?
Distortion is best described as any signal present in 
the reproduced sound which shouldn't be there. It 
thus embraces problems produced by mis-tracking 
at high, medium and low frequencies, along with 
intermodulation distortion. This latter term means 
that the cartridge response at one frequency is 
affected by its response at another frequency, even 
outside the normal range of human hearing.

Another type of distortion is 'harmonic'. As the 
cai liidye tracks one recorded frequency it generates 
another, different but related, frequency —for 
instance, the harmonic introduced may be double or 
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some other exact multiple of the tracked frequency. 
Conventionally, distortion is defined in percentage 
terms, that is the percentage of unwanted sound in 
amongst the wanted sound. The ear is surprisingly 
tolerant of distortion: we can, for instance, 
unknowingly listen to even several whole per cent of 
distortion from loudspeakers and cartridges, so 
don't be surprised if distortion figures look higher 
than you would expect.

Also, it is important to bear in mind that the 
frequency response of a cartridge can vary, 
dependent on the amplifier with which it is used. So 
a flat curve in the adverts may not mean a flat curve 
for you.

How can the amplifier affect the performance of 
the cartridge?
A cartridge is an electrical circuit and, as such, it has 
an impedance (which is an electricaljcharacteristic 
similar to a tuned resistance). To perform as 
intended, a cartridge must be connected to a circuit 
of matching impedance, just as a power amplifier 
can only perform as intended if used with 
loudspeakers of correct output impedance. The 
standard loading for most cartridges is now 47 
Kohms. However, most moving coil cartridges (in 
which the moving part of the transducer motor is a 
coil in a fixed magnet rather than a piece of metal or 
magnet moving in a fixed coil), are usually intended 
to feed an input of below 100 ohms. Because these 
are not generally available on amplifiers, moving coil 
cartridges have until now needed to be connected to 
an amplifier via a transformer or special pre
amplifier. Most manufacturers recommend a loading 
for their cartridges, so to be fair on any cartridge it is 
necessary to test its frequency response both on 
standard and recommended loading. An impedance 
mis-match between cartridge and amplifier input is 
shown by a bumpy frequency response, some 
frequencies being reproduced at too much power 
and some at reduced power. However, occasionally 
neither standard nor recommended loading is ideal.

A separate but related issue is that of matching 
cartridge electrical output level to amplifier input 
sensitivity . As most modern amplifiers either have 
switched or continuously variable input level 
controls, or can cope with a wide range of input 
levels without overload, this is not usually a practical 
problem . The special equipment provided to match 
the impedance of a movinR coil cartridqe to a 
normal amplifier also serves to boost the cartridge 
low output signal level sufficiently to match it to the 
amplifier sensitivity
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What else affects the performance of a 
cartridge?
Inter-channel or stereo separation is an important 
factor. A stereo cartridge land we are testing only 
stereo cartridges) tracks a groove with different 
signals modulated on each groove wall. The 
vibrations created by this tracking are transmitted up 
the cantilever as two different signals, effectively 
polarised at right angles to each other. But the two 
tracks of vibration are, of course, effectively 
combined by the cantilever into one highly complex 
vibration signal. This, in turn, is transduced and 
separated by the cartridge motor from one 
mechanical vibration into two electrical signals, one 
for the left channel and one for the right. The more 
you think about it, the more magical the whole 
process seems.

But inevitably with such a system some signal 
from one channel leaks over to the other channel 
and vice versa, and this is referred to as crosstalk. A 
cartridge with good separation has little crosstalk, 
and a cartridge with bad separation has high 
crosstalk figures. Often, the crosstalk figure varies 
with frequency, different leakage occurring at 
different frequencies. Such crosstalk, especially at 
higher frequencies, weakens the stereo effect of the 
finally reproduced sound. Thus when the stereo 
separation of a cartridge is evaluated, all audible 
frequencies must be considered. As a general guide
line, inter-channel separation of a cartridge for the 
frequency band 100Hz-5kHz, where it is most 
important, should be better than 20dB. Separation 
in the order of 30dB or more is very good.

What should one look for on the cartridge 
stylus?
Strictly speaking, there is nothing that you yourself 
can look for on the stylus, because it is physically 
too small to reveal anything useful to the naked eye. 
Stylus examination must be carried out with the aid 
of a microscope; but unless you know what to look 
for, even the most powerful microscope won't 
reveal anything useful. Moreover, there is good 
reason to believe that some manufacturers pay far 
too little attention to the quality of the stylus fitted to 
their cartridges.

It's easy to forget that the whole record 
reproduction chain relies on the contact of a tiny 
diamond with an equally tiny record groove. 
However impressive and expensive everything else 
in the chain may be, if the diamond and groove 
don't interact as intended, the final sound will be 
poor. To take just one example, if a high cost, high 

quality cartridge is fitted with a sub-standard 
diamond-tipped stylus some aspects of its 
performance will then be no better than a cheap, 
run-of-the-mill cartridge. To understand how the 
groove and stylus tip should interact, it is necessary 
to digress briefly and look at how a record is cut and 
pressed.

In a recording studio, the record-cutting lathe is 
fed with a signal either from a tape produced in the 
studio or direct from the studio microphones and 
mixer (this is the so-called 'direct cut' disc). In either 
case, the signals are heavily amplified and fed to the 
coils of a cutter head mounted on a parallel tracker 
arm. The cutter head functions in the manner of a 
cartridge working in reverse (just as an ordinary 
electric motor can often be used in reverse as a 
generator). Thus as the amplified signals are fed into 
the cutter coils they cause the cutter stylus to 
vibrate and cut a modulated spiral groove in the 
blank disc over which it is being radially guided. The 
cutter head stylus is, in fact, shaped like a chisel, 
and to cut the groove the coils must be driven with a 
high powered signal — often around 100 watts per 
stereo channel. Such high level signals generate a 
great deal of heat, so the cutter head is much larger 
than a gramophone cartridge and has to be specially 
cooled, usually by a stream of helium gas. In 
accordance with the world standard now adopted 
for cutting, the cutter chisel is shaped to plough a 
groove through the record surface with nominally 
plane groove walls. They meet at right angles at the 
groove bottom and each make an angle of 45° with 
the disc surface. This is the standard 45/45° cut. 
Conventionally, one stereo channel is recorded on 
each groove wall.

The discs we buy in record shops are produced by 
a pressing process. The master cut by the chisel is 
electroplated in several stages to produce negative 
versions of the disc in metal which are pressed 
together to mould a lump of molten plastic into a 
positive, flat disc with a spiral groove on each side. 
For various reasons, including the fact that the 
negative versions of the disc have delicately pointed 
spiral protrusions, rather than grooves, over their 
surface, the bottom of the groove in the final 
pressed disc can never be totally free of debris. Also, 
dust inevitably accumulates at the groove bottom 
during domestic use. It is thus important that the 
stylus should not track along the very bottom of the 
groove. Thus, the ideal stylus is one which contacts 
the groove walls or sides, but not the bottom.

Clearly, this requires careful angling and 
dimensioning of the stylus. Likewise, because each 
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groove wall carries a different undulation, it is 
essential that the stylus be symmetrical, so that each 
of its sides presses against its adjacent groove wall 
with similar pressure and in an exactly similar 
manner. Any asymmetry of the stylus will produce 
an asymmetrical frequency response, asymmetrical 
distortion and imbalance of sound through the 
loudspeakers. This in turn causes poor stereo 
imaging, and either noticeably more distortion in 
one channel than in the other, or a subconscious 
fatiguing effect on the listener.

11 is not practical to make the stylus in a chisel 
shape to match that of the cutter. No available 
stylus is an exact match of the cutting stylus, and 
thus represents a degree of compromise in its ability 
to track the groove. Various stylus shapes have been 
proposed, and of these the conical or spherical 
stylus is the most common and cheapest to 
produce . Clearly, the size and angle of the cone and 
the extent to which its tip is rounded into spherical 
shape will govern the manner in which the stylus 
tracks the undulations on the groove walls while 
clearing the groove bottom. If the stylus is 
improperly shaped or worn, it will mis-track and 
'bottom', producing distortion and background 
noise through the loudspeakers

An elliptical stylus can simply be regarded as a 
laterally squashed cone, the object being to 
minimise the area of contact on the groove walls, 
whilst still avoiding contact of the stylus tip with the 
groove bottom. The smaller the area of groove 
contact, at the elliptical stylus side, the more nearly 
it approaches a line up the groove walls and the 
more accurately the stylus will be able to track the 
tiny modulations which are necessary to reproduce 
high frequencies. But not only are elliptical styli 
more difficult to make, and thus more expensive, 
they may also tend to wear rather more quickly, 
especially if misused, because the area of contact is 
smaller and thus the pressure at the point of line 
contact greater. Also, as previously mentioned, if 
the cartridge is mis-tracking (e.g. through use in a 
poor arm) so that the stylus bounces vertically in the 
groove as it tracks difficult passages, it is likely to 
serve as a chisel and gouge lumps out of the groove 
walls every time it lands from a bounce.

Other types of stylus are continually appearing, 
and all are variations on a similar elliptical theme. 
Where a cartridge must track quadraphonic discs of 
the carrier type (CD-4, UD-4 and, in the future, 45J), 
tho ultrosonic carrier frequencies which must be 
tracked and converted into high frequency electrical 
signals for demodulation can only be followed by a 
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stylus with a fine line of contact on each side which 
extends right up the groove wall. Cartridges 
intended for the reproduction of discrete discs must 
also be electrically designed to have an extended 
frequency response. Available cartridges usually 
have styli of the Shibata or Pramanik line-contact 
type (named after their designers) . Some normal 
stereo cartridges are now available with line contact 
styli of various types —all of which are basically 
similar.

Given that the stylus dimensions are crucial to 
good reproduction, what else should a reviewer 
look for in a stylus?
The angle at which the stylus tracks the groove, that 
is its rake angle from the vertical, is important. 
Because the diamond is usually secured at right 
angles to the cantilever, the tracking angle can often 
be defined as the angle which the cantilever makes 
with the disc surface. Generally this is in the order of 
20°. But not all diamond tips are secured to the 
cantilever shank in right-angle fashion or the 
cantilever shank may be cranked, so don't be 
disturbed at the angle which your cantilever or 
diamond makes with the groove. In practice, the 
angle of stylus/ groove contact always looks rather 
awkward and odd to the casual observer, but don't 
try to alter it by bending anything, because you will 
almost certainly only succeed in ruining the stylus or 
cartridge or both. If in doubt, seek advice from the 
manufacturer.

Another matter on which the user cannot hope to 
form any valuable impression on his own concerns 
stylus shape, accuracy, polish and grain. The 
working part of the stylus is, of course, a small piece 
of contoured diamond. If it is not accurately 
dimensioned to the chosen shape it will mis-track. 
Also, if the surface is not smoothly polished, noise 
will be created as the stylus tracks the groove. 
Correct orientation of the grain is also important, to 
ensure that the hardest plane of the diamond is 
aligned for contact with the record groove, so that 
the stylus has maximum working life.

Another important point is the manner in which 
the diamond tip is mounted on the cantilever shank. 
Sometimes, a bare or naked diamond is secured 
direct to the shank (which is usually, but not always, 
of metal) and other times it is mounted in a metal 
cup which is then secured to the shank. 
Manufacturers are usually very secretive about the 
lypes uf ylut1 used lu st1cuit1 these integers together, 
but it is as well to bear in mind that some types of 
solvent may loosen this glue. Thus use only
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recommended fluids to clean the stylus.
And that brings to mind an all-important 

reminder. However accurately dimensioned, 
beautifully polished and correctly orientated the 
grain of a stylus may be, it will produce an awful 
sound if it is not cleaned. You would be surprised at 
how many people spend a considerable amount of 
money on meticulously selecting hi-fi systems, and 
then degrade the sound to radiogram level by using 
a dirty or damaged stylus.

What about stylus replacement?
Most cartridges have a replaceable stylus and 
cantilever unit. Thus if you damage the stylus, or 
use it so much as to wear it out, you do not have to 
throw away the whole cartridge. Instead you simply 
buy a replacement for the worn or damaged part. 
This can cut the cost of damage, although in 
practice not by very much because replacement styli 
are surprisingly expensive. It is now being argued 
with increasing frequency that a fully integrated 
cartridge is preferable, because the major part of the 
cost of a cartridge and stylus combination is 
accounted for by the stylus and cantilever, the 
cartridge body and electrical components being, in 
comparison, very cheap to produce. It is also argued 
that a stylus and cartridge combination can only 
provide optimum performance if the stylus and 
cantilever are factory-matched to the cartridge 
body. Thus user replacement is likely to produce 
sub-standard results.

Are there any other tests worth carrying out?
11 can be revealing to see how a cartridge reacts to a 
squarewave signal. Although no musical 
programme material contains squarewaves, a 
squarewave can be regarded as built up from a 
complex interrelationship of many separate signals 
of different frequencies. Thus, it is usually safe to 
say that if a cartridge can handle a squarewave well 
i t can handle more or less anything it is ever likely to 
encounter in a musical programme. Also, the ability 
of a cartridge to track pulsed sound reveals any 
deficiencies, for instance resonances that leave the 
reproduced signal 'ringing' after the pulse has 
finished. Here it should be noted that although we 
have talked throughout of mechanical resonance, it 
is possible for a cartridge to have an electrical 
resonance, especially if mis-matched to an amplifier, 
the circuit acting rather like an electrical spring. 
Squarewave and pulse response tests will show up 
such electrical resonances.

Now that we have examined turntables, pick-up 
arms and cartridges separately, what tests can 
'be run on the various combinations possible?
Hopefully, the train of thought followed so far will 
have indicated the kind of tests that are necessary. 
The most important of these is to establish and 
evaluate the significance of low frequency 
resonances that are created when a cartridge is 
fitted in an arm which is suitable for that cartridge. 
Low frequency resonance means what it says. It is 
the resonant behaviour of the cartridge in the arm 
with the stylus tip down on a record, when 
subjected to low frequencies, that is to say a few 
tens of Hz. What matters is what audible and sub
audible sounds are produced when the combination 
is subjected to record warps or room 
vibrations — people walking on the floor, the noise of 
traffic or something being dropped

These sort of noises can affect an undamped arm 
with a dangerous resonance making it wobble like a 
a jelly at subsonic frequencies. This will impair 
tracking. At the same time, the cartridge will 
transduce the low frequency wobbles into low 
frequency signals, which will set the loudspeaker 
cone wobbling at a similar rate and create a 
potential risk for the loudspeaker, confusion of 
stereo image and distortion of reproduced sound.

Another source of low frequency noise is, of 
course, the turntable itself, of which the motor is 
inevitably generating some mechanical vibrations. 
At the same time, one should test for how the arm 
reacts to other, higher, frequencies, e.g. in the 
audible band, because as previously mentioned 
some arms have resonances which are higher in 
frequency than the subsonic resonances discussed 
at length. As also explained, these can colour the 
sound audibly . Likewise, the whole turntable 
structure (plinth, lid, platter, even the disc being 
played) can have resonances which are again higher 
in frequency than the subsonic resonances 
discussed. These, too, can colour the reproduced 
sound. As a general guide, then, the subsonic 
resonances mainly affect the mechanical and 
tracking performance of the deck while the higher 
resonances directly colour the sound and indirectly 
affect the sound.

So far many of the tests have been of laboratory 
style, and although the possible sound of some 
deficiencies has been mentioned, how can 
these be evaluated?
The only way to evaluate deficiencies of sound is to 
listen to them; and the only meaningful way to listen 
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is in comparative tests. The human ear/brain 
combination is remarkably adept at adjusting itself 
to the most dire audio situations, so that a very poor 
set-up can sound fairly reasonable, especially to the 
listener who does not know what a good system 
sounds like. Granted, listening fatigue may set in, 
but this is subconscious, and you can't have 
subjective tests relying on subconscious effects. For 
this reason it is necessary to evaluate turntable noise 
and turntable colouration subjectively by using the 
unit under test in comparison with a reference 
turntable of known character. Obviously, problems 
now arise in choosing a reference because, 
especially when judging colouration, choice of a 
poor reference will make it difficult to get 
meaningful results from comparisons. For this 
reason, the tests carried out make clear what the 
reference turntable was and why it was chosen.

The character of a cartridge can best be judged 
subjectively by using it to track a disc which is 
recorded with pink noise. Although nobody in their 
right mind listens to pink noise at home for 
entertainment, it does provide a very useful 
reference. When you tune an FM radio between 
stations (with any muting controls switched off) you 
hear inter-station noise which is effectively totally 
random noise over the whote frequency spectrum. 
This is white noise. Pink noise is laboratory 
generated noise, which is special in that there is 
constant energy per percentage band width. This is 
to compensate for the fact that the frequency 
spacing between octaves increases as you move up 
the pitch scale. As a result, pink noise sounds rather 
more 'bassy' than random white noise. In fact, what 
matters is not so much the technical 'difference 
between white noise and pink noise, but the fact 
that pink noise is particularly well suited to showing 
up differences between reproduction chains. Thus, 
a recording of pink noise played through two 
different cartridges will sound different, if there is 
any difference between the characteristics of those 
cartridges. And the character of the noise heard tells 
a great deal about the frequency characteristics of 
the cartridge. For instance, if the reproduced noise 
sounds rather high pitched and hissy through one 
cartridge, and rather low pitched through the other, 
then you know for certain that the cartridges have a 
different frequency response characteristic.

Unfortunately, what you don't know is which is 
correct. Is the hissy sound correct and the more 
bos11y iuuiiJ vviuiiy, ui vice vutsa? Su, 111 urder to 
draw some meaningful conclusions, the pink noise 
test needs to be carried out with a standard 

reference turntable. The reasons for choosing this 
turntable are explained in the technical introduction.

Another valuable test goes to the root of the 
whole problem. After all, the reason we all buy 
record decks is to reproduce music. It is instructive 
simply to listen to music through a given record deck 
and hear how it sounds. It is, however, much more 
i nstructive to compare the sound of the reproduced 
record with the sound of the master tape from which 
that record was originally cut. But, for this test to be 
useful there must have been no deliberate or 
unintentional changes made in the sound when it 
was transferred from tape to disc in the studio 
cutting room. So it is necessary to know the 
pedigree of any tape and disc used for such 
comparative tests. It would, for instance, be only 
too easy to pour quite unjustified scorn on a 
cartridge by wrongly attributing a hump in the bass 
response to colouration of the cartridge frequency 
response, rather than deliberate bass lift introduced 
by the cutting engineer. The pedigree of the discs 
and tapes used in our tests is explained.

All this is all very well, but it is no consolation to 
me, the customer, if I go out and buy a piece of 
equipment that is highly recommended by 
viewers and find that I have got a sub-standard 
sample. Even worse, how am I to know whether 
what I have bought is standard or sub-standard? 
This is a crucially important point. Inevitably, the 
manufacturer supplying equipment for review will 
do his best to ensure that that equipment is of 
optimum quality. Whether you, the customer, get 
something of equal quality will depend entirely on 
the manufacturer's quality control arrangements. 
To gain something from the tests by way of guidance 
on quality control, and the attitudes of individual 
manufacturers and agents and importers, we have 
included in the test procedures some general 
observations. We are for instance checking the 
quality of packing, because if equipment is poorly 
packed when it leaves the factory there is a good 
chance that the customer will receive a sub-standard 
item, even if our tests have shown it to be of 
potentially high quality. It is also indicative to look at 
the instructions. Inadequate instructions will mean 
that many users will be left mishandling and 
misusing equipment, and either obtain poor results 
or even damage what they have bought. The 
question of what maintenance is necessary, for 
instance, how, where, and when to oil, is also 
important, because over-lubrication usually does 
more damage than under-lubrication. If the
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manufacturer does not advise on this then users 
may well create trouble for themselves.

You can also tell a great deal about a 
manufacturer's attitude to quality control, durability 
and overall customer satisfaction by looking at the 
finish of the final product. If a fine laboratory design 
reaches the public looking shoddy, then the 
manufacturer may not be too concerned with 
control over technical quality in the less obvious 
aspects of production run -for instance in the 
material used for moving parts such as hidden 
bearings. A laboratory design may work well in 
prototype form when it is carefully handled by the 
laboratory staff; but it should not be necessary to 
handle a record deck so diligently in everyday home 
use. Obviously, one is not suggesting that decks 
should be mishandled, because they are, after all, 
intricate pieces of sophisticated fine engineering. 
But 'bent tin' construction is unlikely to give long 

term satisfaction, even to the most careful user, 
and, even more important, does not bode well for 
production run consistency.

Finally, the number of facilities provided on a deck 
and its versatility are also of interest to the potential 
purchaser, not only on the superficial level of value 
for money but also because they give a clue to how 
seriously the manufacturer has thought through the 
design and customers requirements before 
launching it onto the market. Likewise, how the unit 
'feels' in use is an important factor. Cheap plastic 
knobs that split and fall off (with no chance of a 
replacement) tell a great deal about the 
manufacturer's attitudes. They also suggest that 
what is hidden out of sight inside the unit may be 
equally, or even more, shoddily made. So, to 
complete the picture we shall be looking at both the 
inside and outside and reporting on the general 
standard of engineering.
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HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

DISCOUNT PRICES ON MOST EQUIPMENT
We stock and recommend Turntables & Cartridges by: Sony, Technics , Hitachi , JVC ‘ Rote| ‘
Akai, Toshiba, Dual, Ortofon, Empire, Goldring, ADC, Audio Technica, Shure:
Otter agencies include: Gold Seal • Grundig • Acoustic Research • KEF • Aiwa.Tandberg 
Wharf edale • Celestion • Atron • Telef unken ... etc. 
Sole agents for: Phillips Videocassette Machines.
We have over 100 Speakers, Receivers, Turntables and Cassette Decks wired for demonstration in our HiFi room.
Excellent after-sales service (average 48-hour turnround} in our Nell-equipped workshop.
OUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT includes HIH, Codsbro, Gibson, Fender, Yamaha, Boo5ey & Hawkes. Selmer 
Phillicordia, etc., and large stocks of Woodwind, Brass, String and percussion instruments plus Disco, Disco 
Lights, etc. ,
Come in and look around-you will be surprised by our enormous range.
Any items will be delivered by Securicor at extra charge.

RAYS ELECTRICAL LTD.,
28 High Street, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. Telephone: 22317.
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Sanyo Turntables- 
Geared for new standard: 
of speed accuracy

Sr Finely 
balanced, 
precision 

engineered 
tone-arm.2-speed DC servo motor.

Stroboscopic 
speed control.

At the heart of Sanyo's superb speed 
accuracy is a DC servo motor - its 
accuracy is totally unaffected by fluctuations
in the mains supply. The motor operates the 
turntable platter either directly or via a highly efficient 
belt-drive system. Superior technical specification results is extremely low wow 
and flutter. The virtual elimination of friction-producing mechanical parts 
provides minimal vibration, exceptional durability and a high S/N ratio.

TP 727 (illustrated above) Semi-automatic stereo turntable with auto return. 
Features a DC servo motor with 2-speed, belt-drive stereo turntable. Wow and 
flutter less than 0.05 % WRMS. S/N ratio better than 60 dB.

TP 1100 Direct drive stereo 
turntable with auto return. 
Features a high torque 
direct drive DC brushless 
motor, with stroboscopic 
speed control. Wow and 
flutter is less than 0.04% 
WRMS. S/N ratio is better 
than 60 dB.

TP 1020 Direct drive 
stereo turntable. Features 

DC brushless servo motor; 
heavy aluminium die-cast 

turntable platter; direct 
reading graduation-type 

stylus pressure adjustment. 
Wow and flutter less than 
0.04% WRMS. S/N ratio 

better than 60 dB.

@ SANVO
a world of difference

Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd.,
8 Greycaine Road, Greycaine Estate, 
Watford, Herts. WD2 4UQ. Telephone: Watford 46363
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Technical introduction.

Test Programme
Most reviews published to date on turntables and 
cartridges have tended to be fairly superficial. Two 
major factors are responsible; in the first instance 
measurement aspects are poorly specified and 
generally inconsistent due to a lack of accurate test 
records. Secondly, the importance of subjective 
assessment in the context of the acoustic and 
vibrational complexity of a record playing system 
has only recently gained general acceptance. In 
addition to the problem of arm/cartridge 
compatibility, the improved quality of both disc and 
hi-fi systems in recent years has shown that the 
turntable/arm assembly may itself be a source of 
audible colouration and general quality degradation.

Accordingly, a highly detailed test programme 
was devised which sought to qualify and quantify in 
a comparative and absolute manner every possible 
aspect of cartridge, turntable and arm performance 
considered relevant to the quality of the sound 
produced. This required over forty tests and 
measurements for each cartridge, in addition to 
more than fifty for each turntable/arm combination, 
the total nearing five thousand.

Cartridge tests
Using the Technics EPA1000 universal arm which 
1 ncorporates variable damping, the optimum 
tracking downforce was established after an initial 
investigation with several music and 'tracking' discs. 
This value was subsequently adopted for all the 
remaining measurements. A subsonic sweep 
frequency track IB&K OR2010), 5Hz to 20Hz, was 
then played to establish the main arm/cartridge 
resonance and hence to allow calculation of the 
dynamic compliance. The magnitude of the 
resonance as recorded on the pen chart also 
provided informatior on the cantilever damping at 
low frequencies

Preliminary research showed that few reliable test 
records exist for the purpose of determining 
frequency response, as beyond 20kHz, the test 
discs that are usually employed are in error by up to 
as much as 10dB . Those intended for replay at 
45rpm were rejected since this is not a normal 
operating speed, and wavelength and translation 
losses will be atypical. In addition, it was decided to 
extend the measurement up to 40kHz-not because 
of the the obvious CD4 consideration,. but rather to 
establish the location of the tip mass resonance and 
its severity. A special record had thus to be 
obtained, and this required equalisation at low 
frequencies to correct for known residual errors.

Using a B&K 2305 recorder and a B&K 4416 
equaliser/synchroniser, left and right response 
traces were taken on a 50dB vertical scaling. The 
degree of separation of these two curves is a 
measure of the channel balance, with well 
superimposed traces indicative of excellent balance. 
The crosstalk or channel separation curve represents 
an average of the left and right crosstalk and was 
originally recorded using a tracking /, octave filter, 
IB&K 1614) . Crosstalk below 100Hz was not 
recorded since it is strongly affected by the subsonic 
resonance and by residual crosstalk on the test disc.

Incidentally, having produced over 300 response 
traces from the 40 models of cartridge in this report 
by using the test procedure outlined above, I am 
convinced that a number of cartridge responses 
published by both magazines and the manufacturers 
themselves are probably in error. The set of traces in 
Fig. 1 were plotted using the same cartridge but a 
variety of test discs, and they clearly demonstrate a 
lack of agreement, even below 20kHz.

Curve Illustration
The two lower traces in Fig. 1 are from the same 
B&K record, the uppermost on an 'outer' band and 
the second using an 'inner' band. The difference is 
attributable to tracing loss-the shorter recorded 
wavelengths on the inner band being recovered with 
less accuracy.This result was achieved by using a 
good quality diamond tip with an 0.2thou minor 
radius, and a correspondingly greater loss would 
have been shown by an 0.7thou spherical tip. 
Objectively speaking, the frequency response of a 
given stylus is not a fixed quantity, as for example, 
the output at 20kHz, 33 '/3 rpm, is reduced by 
typically 4dB at the innermost groove radii 
compared with the rim. All the curves published in 
this report were taken near the rim, at 33 /, rpm.

The squarewave characteristics of each cartridge 
were assessed from a photograph of the 
unequalised wave from as generated by the CBS 
Labs record, STR112. No transformer was used for 
the moving coil models. The STR112 was found to 
have 300Hz lateral and vertical bands of extremely 
low harmonic content, and these were used for the 
distortion measurements. A Rhode and Schwarz 
Spectograph was used to measure both distortion 
and intermodulation levels. While a cartridge's 
distortion content is primarily second harmonic, 
significant third or higher harmonics were 
occasionally present and were duly noted.

A further distortion measurement concerned the 
quality of the crosstalk signal. With gond examples, 
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both the lateral modulation and the crosstalk 
distortion readings were typically 0.2-0.3%, but they 
could reach as much as 2-3% with suspect designs. 
The vertical modulation readings were typically ten 
times higher, with the best around 2-3% and the 
worst as high as 11%. (The test level for lateral 
distortion was + 9dB and for the vertical 
modulation, +6dB.I

All the measurements, particularly distortion ar>d 
crosstalk, are strongly affected by cartridge 
alignment, and this was consequently set with great 
care. While it was found that vertical misalignment 
of moderate proportions, for example, ±3°, had 
little measureable effect on the results, a minor 
misalignment in the lateral plane (incorrect 
'overhang') could reduce separation by as much as 
5dB, and double an otherwise intrinsically low 
lateral modulation distortion result.

Throughout the lab tests, close watch was kept 
on the visual aspects of the wave forms produced by 
the cartridges, particularly at the higher frequencies, 
where distortion and resonances may be readily

Fig 1. Variations in frequency responses on available 
test records, using the Grace F9L cartridge. A-Hi-Fi 
Choice reference, 33 y, rpm; B-Audio Technical, 
33 y, rpm; C-B & K 2010, 33 y,rpm; D-B & K 2009 
band 1, 45rpm; E-B & K 2009 band, 545rpm.

perceived which woind otherwise require further 
lengthy gareai ir addition, all the output and 
hum measurements; test levels, etc., were 
referenced to a nominalzero modulation level, 
namely 5cm/sec, rms lateralat 1kHz, which is 
equivalent to 5cm/sec peak at 45°, L or R at 1kHz.

Further investigation of mid and high frequency 
distortion was undertaken using the intermodulation 
bands or. Il ."' 31 iui"' ldL diar,, TTR 103. Nu 
equalisation was employed and tests were made at a 
fairly high modulation levelto investigate both 
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distortion and trackability; (the 1kHz + 1.5kHz band, 
25cm/sec peak lateral, and 10kHz pulsed at 270Hz, 
at 24cm/sec peak lateral velocity) . Lower frequency 
300Hz tracking tests were also made using STR112, 
to ascertain the minimum downforce required to 
track a vertical and lateral modulation band, ( + 15d8 
and +12d8 respectively.I Finally, the so-called 
'supertrack' was tried, ( + 18d8, 300Hz lateral) and 
the required tracking force (within reason!) was 
determined.

Having established the optimum operating 
conditions, particularly electrical loading, downforce 
and arm damping requirements, the cartridges were 
set up for sequential auditioning. For most listening 
tests the Technics SP10 II plinth system and EPA100 
arm were employed, and the programme was 
repeated in its entirety to provide greater accuracy 
and to check on the panel's consistency of 
judgment. The key factor in the auditioning was the 
comparison of the cartridge's overall 
quality-clarity, stereo imaging, balance and 
colouration -on a given set of good quality discs, 
with that produced by an optimised high quality 
open-reel recorder replaying copies of the original 
mastertapes used to cut the records. It is essential 
when reading the necessarily brief summaries of 
sound quality to bear in mind the test conditions, 
and thus to understand that it is possible for models 
that were otherwise of good quality but which did 
not sound particularly 'accurate' to still provide good 
results in a suitable system.

In addition to the Technics turntable, the 
reproducing chain used for the listening tests 
included the Linn Sondek LP12 with a Grace arm, 
and the Technics SL1700 record deck. The 
loudspeakers were a pair of Yamaha N S1000M and 
Spendor BC1s, and power was supplied by a 
Yamaha C2/82 and a C.J. Rogers Valve Amplifier, 
used in conjunction with a LuxC1000 pre-amplifier 
The Denon transformer was employed for the 
appropriate moving coil models and the tape deck 
was a calibrated Sony 756/2. Tapes were obtained 
from Decca, Argo, EMI, Enigma Records and 
Phonogram and the corresponding records were as 
follows:
11 Decca-Kodaly, Missa Brevis, (SXL 6803) 
21 Argo-Vivaldi, The Four Seasons, (ZRG 6541 
31 EMl-Kreisler, Violin & Piano pieces, (ASD

32581
41 EMI-Scarlatti, Harpsicord Sonatas, (HOS 

1365)
51 Enigma — Stravinsky, The Firebird, (VAR 10221 
61 Enigma-Beethoven, Piano Sonatas, (VAR
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10021
71 Phonogram-Wharfedale Sound, 16833 1681

Finally, the services of a stylus expert were 
obtained to provide an evaluation of all the models in 
the report. This is probably the first time that 
diamond tip quality has been properly assessed in a 
review, and the findings fully justified the action. 
Several manufacturers should clearly pay greater 
attention to this aspect of their designs. The styli 
were evaluated on the following basis: measurement 
of the major and minor radii, tip radius and cone 
angle, quality of surface polish and mounting, 
alignment accuracy and estimated mass.

Turntable/arm tests
At the outset, the construction of the arm and 
turntable were carefully examined for engineering 
quality and accuracy With respect to the test 
programme, it can be readily appreciated that the 
possible permutations and combinations of forty 
cartridges and sixty turntables is enormous, and that 
only a limited number of cartridges could be tried in 
each arm. However, at least one example of a 
moving coil medium compliance design, and one 
high compliance, moving magnet cartridge was 
used with every arm in the survey.

As with the cartridges, a test was applied to the 
arms to determine compatibility, in this case 
concerning their effective mass and damping 
properties . These were coded so as to allow ready 
matching of arm and cartridge combinations. 
Employing a calibrated cartridge, the same B&K 
2010 sweep record was used to locate the subsonic 
arm resonance whose magnitude, (with correction 
for frequency) gives the required information on arm 
damping.

Arm friction was measured at several points over 
the record surface and in both planes, the figures 
quoted being typical starting values before arm 
movement. A sensitive wire deflection balance was 
used for both these measurements and the bias 
force readings. The latter were taken at a 
nominal 'dialed' setting of 1.5g for an elliptical 
stylus.

Opinion concerning the degree of bias 
compensation required is somewhat varied, but 
experience gained through testing the range of 
cartridges in this report indicates that while 10-15% 
of downforce is generally suitable (the higher figures 
pertaining to the inner groove radiil, spherical tips 
need somewhat less, about 7-12%. The measured 
values for bias correspond at a 1.5g setting to 
approximately 150mg of lateral outward force at the 

record edge, rising to around 200 mg at the centre. 
Very low or very high bias values will impair 
trackability or even promote groove hopping or 
skating. In addition, the bias mechanisms were all 
examined for any friction which they might 
introduce or possible stability deterioration, the 
latter important with unipivot arms.

The downforce calibration accuracy was 
measured using a calibrated Shure stylus pressure 
guage. Errors of less than 10% are unimportant, 
particularly if deviating on the high side.

An arbitrary assessment of arm trackability at 
300Hz was also made, using two test cartridges, the 
Fidelity Research FR1 mk II and B&O MMC4000. It 
was found that some arms impaired cartridge 
trackability due to high friction, or counterweight 
and dynamic balance resonances.

An unusual test was also devised to investigate 
arm resonances in the audible range; (this must 
i nevitably include some contribution from both the 
mounting board or chassis as well as disc 
resonances.l It relied on the use of a moving coil 
cartridge with excellent channel balance and 
separation, IFR1 mk II and Supex 900 Super.l The 
two channels were summed, (L + RI while a vertical 
modulation sweep (L-R, 20Hz to 20kHz, B&K 
OR20091 was traced. In theory, the result represents 
a type of crosstalk measurement where the 
cartridge and arm are fully excited with a reference 
signal level of OdB, while the summed output 
descends to the -30 to — 40 crosstalk level. 
Superimposed on the latter are the arm resonances 
(torsional and other modes) which alter the exact 
geometrical alignment of the cartridge relative to the 
groove, thus worsening the crosstalk. The illustrated 
resonance analysis shows the magnitude and 
frequency of the visible resonances, as drawn from 
the above mentioned crosstalk chart records.

Naturally enough, the alignment of the arms was 
carefully checked with an alignment protractor and 
this was compared with the alignment resulting from 
following the manufacturers' own instructions. It 
was found that the latter sometimes proved 
ambigious and in certain cases, incorrect.

Finally, subjective testing was undertaken. One 
technique employed was comparison with three 
turntables that exhibited certain characteristics 
which revealed colouration in other models. These 
three record decks were the Linn Sondek/Grace 
arm, Technics SP10/EPA100 and Micro Seiki 
DDX1000/Hadcock Unipivot. Where an arm was 
supplied for review as a separate item, care was 
taken to ensure that the matching 'platform' 
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Bill record care
fBib Hi-Fi Accessories are the best in the 

business and offer the widestchoice. In fact, 
the range is the largest in Europe. And each 
Bib product is designed to help you derive 
maximum pleasure from your sound system. 
Take the record care examples here.
Ref.106 Anti-Static Record Care Kit.
The complete kit for overcoming static and 
dust problems. Comprises Bib Groov-Stat, 
Static Tester and Record Dust-Off.
Ref.103StylusCleaner. Boxed outfit with 
cleaning fluid and specially styled brush.
Ref. 32AStylus Balance. Essential for 
prolonging record and stylus life. Sensitive to 
within'A gram and calibrated up to 5 grams.
Model 42 Groov-Kleen. Modern automatic 
record cleaner that cleans records while they 
play Improves reproduction, reduces record 
and stylus wear.
Ref. 71 Dust-Off. A quick and practical 
method of removing dust from record surfaces. 

. Can be used dry or damp.

Bib Hi-Fi Acc&ssorielil Ltd., Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts., HP2 4RO.
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Technical introduction.
selected was clear of significant subjective 
problems, and both vibration and acoustic feedback 
were also assessed, under controlled gain calibrated 
conditions in the laboratory and domestic living 
room environments.

Mastertape replay provided an overall reference 
standard on which to base judgment, and with the 
exception of those decks which came factory fitted 
with an essentially non-interchangeable cartridge 
Ifor example, the B&O and Dansk models), a 
reference cartridge was used for subjective testing, 
namely a matched pair of equalised Ultimo 20As.

We confirmed that significant differences in 
sound quality do exist between turntable systems 
and that the causes can be identified, and in some 
cases dealt with . Influential factors include the 
method of vibration isolation, !whether rubber feet 
or fully suspended); the resonant properties of the 
lid !open or shut), plinth, subchassis and arm, and 
not least of all, that of the record itself, the latter 
controlled by the type of disc support.
•With some turntable and arm combinations, 

certain aspects of sound quality were considered to 
be altered. The bass reproduction — assessed using 
equalised NS 1000M speakers—varied from neutral 
to dry, lacking in extreme registers and positively 
boomy, the latter akin to a poorly designed 
loudspeaker. Higher up the range, colouration could 
be heard which subtly altered the musical 
balance-for example, by thickening or hardening 
the lower-mid-range and making the sound over
rich, or at the other extreme, tending towards the 
metallic. When any significant colouration was 
present, the subjective programme detail was 
impaired, with significant loss of stereo image, 
depth and perspective, and on occasion, an 
apparent shift of some instruments in the 
programme . These latter effects were attributed to 
the arm or motor section, or combinations of the 
two.

During the auditioning, the sound quality was also 
assessed for audible wow, rumble or hum, using a 
realistic programme level setting of 100dB max. at 
listening position. It was found that one record in 
particular, namely the Sheffield Direct Cut Lab 2, 
Side 2, Band 2, was remarkably useful for exposing 
wow, and surprisingly enough, wow could be heard 
on certain direct drive models with measured figures 
of below 0.04%.

On the lab side, the wow and flutter readings were 
taken to the DIN peak weighted standard using a 
Matshushita master acetate disc whose residual 
flutter level is probably below 0.02% DIN peak 

weighted. The rumble content was analysed, both 
unweighted and DIN B weighted, the latter reading 
found to have the best correlation with •the 
subjective quality. The results comprise an average 
of the left and right channel readings, DIN B 
weighted and with the B&K recorder set to rms on a 
slow response . The test cartridge was chosen as a 
reasonable match for the arm to improve stability, 
and the rumble disc was a Matshushita master 
acetate whose intrinsic rumble level is of the order of 
--73dB, DIN weighted.

The absolute speed was measured using a 
Marconi digital frequency meter TF2340 reading the 
3,000Hz tone on the Matshushita acetate. Speed 
drift over one hour was noted and also the variation 
under moderate load la 5g tracking dust bug I.

A new test was also evolved to measure the 
possible colouration and acoustic feedback 
susceptibility of a- turntable system. Simply, the 
turntable was set up with its lid elevated, a record on 
the platter (not rotating) and a cartridge resting in 
the groove. The turntable was then subjected to a 
calibrated pink noise sound field generated by a 
nearby loudspeaker IKEF 1031. The published curve 
is the Yj octave analysis of the static cartridge output 
and shows how much of the air-borne sound is 
transmitted into the cartridge output. These curves 
are by no means absolute but as they were all taken 
under identical conditions, they provide a useful 
relative indication of the required characteristics. 
Once again, this measurement will include the 
contribution of the record and arm, in addition to 
structural resonances in the turntable system.

At first sight, the curves may all look fairly similar 
but inspection reveals that great differences can be 
present, with paired examples exhibiting whole 
frequency ranges with a 10 or 20dB level difference 
The location of the breakthrough is also significent 
with high values in the over 200Hz region classed as 
fairly serious and indicative of mid-range 
colouration.
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• Transversal Suspension

The uKi^imate ^mce^ption

P8ES

AKG P SES stereo cartridge 
incorporates a unique and brilliantly designed 

single pivot point suspension system which 
ensures that every instrument and performer will 
be reproduced not only with the highest possible 

fidelity and sound definition, but also with an 
almost uncanny aural sense of 'depth' and 

directional detail.

DON'T JUST BELIEVE US! TRY IT FOR YOURSELF!

FEATURES: Unique AKG designed TS (Transversal 
Suspension) stylus system. Universal symmetry in 
respect to transversal movements. Superb transient 
response. Ultra high tracking ability. Very low 
effective moving mass. Every P BES individual 
numbered and supplied with a calibrated frequency 
response/crosstalk curve. Made with the same 
meticulous care a& the wodd famoll$ AKG !iludio 

microphones. The P BES is the premier ca^e in a 
completey new range of five models.

20
7/

E

á <
182/84 Campden Hill Road Kensington London W8 7AS Telephone 01/727/0788
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ADC OLM rnk II
BSR McDonald Limited, Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Wares. 0384 65191.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This is the lowest priced ADC cartridge in the 
survey. costing about half as much as the XLM 
Mk II. Brand similarities emerge as a common 
induced magnet system and body are employed. 
However, the compliance is further reduced in this 
model, making it compatible with ordinary medium 
to high mass arms. and permitting the use of the 
supplied headshell.

Aiming at a 10Hz resonance, the effective mass of 
the arm used with the XLM should not exceed 
12.5g, including the contribution of the 7g ADC 
headshell. In fact, arm masses of up to 20g will not 
take the combined resonance below 7Hz.

The squarewave response showed some 
asymetry but was basically very good. The overall 
frequency response was similar to that of the VLM. 
with a marked resonance, 8dB high at 20kHz. which 
may be partially controlled by increased load 
capacitance (450-500pfl . At 18dB. channel sep
aration was not very good on this sample and the 
high frequency wave form quality was also poor, 
suggestive of a low quality stylus tip. However, hum 
induction was excellent; in fact, some lOdB better 
than the other two ADCs.

The trackability was down on the VLM level, the 
supertrack band requiring a 1.8g downforce, 
probably due to the reduced compliance

Listening tests placed this model pretty low, and 
while its balance was considered fairly neutral. it 
was also described as hard, sibilant and 
compressed, with only adequate imaging and 
rendition of detail.

Upon examination, the OLM was found to have a 
poorly aligned, shank mounted elliptical tip of 
adequate polish. The radii were 0.3 x0.6 thou, and 
while the minor was well shaped the major was 
rather less so. Both the vertical and the elliptical 
axes showed evidence of misalignment.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ...................  shank elliptical
Interchangeability................................................ . ....................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond ............................................ poor
HF Resonance .......................................................   20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz.........................................20cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.........................................  [10.62
General Data
Cartridge Mass . ..........................................   5.5g
Test Tracking Force.............................................................................15g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm ....   8Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................-75d8
Sensitivity.......................................................................1.2mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. ...................................+ 1.6d8
Subjective Sound Quality.....................................................average
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz........................................................................................±4db
100Hz-5kHz................................................................................. ±0.25dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ... . ...............................13dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz............... ......................................... 18dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz...........................................................16dB
Channel Balance at 1 kHz................................................................... OdB
Channel Balance at 1OkHz.................................................. OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality ...................................... poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8300Hz............. . , ............................0.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz....................................................6%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................... 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak..................... 0.35%
Trackability
Trackability300Hz Lateral + 14d8.......................   lg
Trackability300Hz Vertical + 11dB................................................. 0.9g
Supertrackabi1ity300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at . ..................... 1.Bg
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.......................................................... [18.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk.Note: IdB per division.

20 Hz SO 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10O00 20O00 40000

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......................................................... .. 47k ohms
Recommended Loading.........................................................  300-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating................................................................................. B
Damping Rating................................................................................. .. M
Medium mass arms suitable
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ADC VLM mkll
BSR McDonald Limited, Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs. 0384 65191.

General Data 
Cartridge Mass....................................  
Test Tracking Force.......................  
LF Resonance in Standard Arm..........  
Induced Hum Level..............................  
Sensitivity............................................. 
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. . . 
Subjective Sound Quality.....................
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz ...... ,
100Hz-5kHz..........................................  
Channel Separation at 100Hz..............  
Channel Separation at 1kHz................. 
Channel Separation at 10kHz ...............  
Channel Balance at 1kHz.....................  
Channel Balance at 10kHz...................

................5.75g

................. 1.5g
............. 7Hz
........... -68dB
1.3mV/cm/sec
..............+ 2.3dB

........... average

±1.25db
. ±0.5dB
. .. 23dB 
... 27dB 
. . . 24dB
.. 0.5dB
.. 0.6dB

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

The VLM Mk II, which derives from its more 
expensive brother the XLM, offers a slightly higher 
tip mass and reduced compliance. The latter makes 
it compatible with most pick-up arms.

While the trackability at the test 1.5g downforce 
was undoubtedly very good, all the measured 
distortion levels were considerably poorer than

Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...... ................ ........ ............ average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz......................... 1.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz..................................................6%
Mid-band Intermodulation................................................................ 3%
HF lntermodufation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak...................0.38%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8..................................................0.8g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11d8................................................O.Bg
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at.........................1.5g

TypicalSellingP—exVAT........................................................ m.00
average.

The frequency response in the mid-range was 
excellent, as was the channel balance, with the 
output4dB greater than the XLM Mk ll.The6dB rise 
in response at 20kHz can be partially tamed by an 
increased load capacitance of up to 400pf. The 
squarewave response closely paralleled that of the 
XLM Mk 11, but with more sustained ringing and a 
greater overshoot.

The moderate compliance means that 
conventional arms with effective masses in the 5 to 
12g range are suitable for use with the VLM Mk II, 
and where an SME type fitting is provided, the cast 
magnesium headshell supplied may be used.

Listening tests revealed its general quality and 
balance to be similar to the XLM Mk II, but with 
mildly degraded imaging and detail plus poorer 
ambience. Qualifications of brightness and 
harshness were also made, with the total appraisal 
denoting a slightly below average quality rating.

The stylus report found that the dural shank 
mounted tip had well shaped 0.3 x 0.6thou radii, 
exhibiting good polish and alignment.

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ..................... shank elliptical
Interchangeability............................................................................yes
Firnsh and Alignment of diamond.................................................good
HF Resonance........................................................................ .. 21kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz.......................................25cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............................................ [11.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................... 47k ohms
Recommended Loading.......... .................. . .....................  252-350pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. JThe damping ratinR is less critical. 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Hating..............................................................................C
Damping Rating.................................................................................M
Low to medium mass arms suitable
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ADCXLMmkll
BSR McDonald Limited, Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs. 0384 65191.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This Mark II version of an established ADC induced 
magnet cartridge has apparently been modified 
since its introduction. Compared with a sample I 
tested one year ago, which possessed a low 
compliance value of approximately 20cu, the 
cartridge supplied for this review reverted to the 
original !Mk I) high level of 50cu. Aiming at a 10Hz 
arm/cartridge resonance, the arm mass would have 
to be zero, the cartridge mass alone being sufficient! 
Compromising at 7Hz, a typical low mass arm 
(Me5g) would be satisfactory. The relatively heavy 
headshell supplied with the cartridge is unsuitable, 
as, if it were fitted to any normal arm, the subsonic 
resonance would be placed at 5Hz, which is too 
close to floor vibration and record warp frequencies.

On test, the mid-band response was found to be 
particularly smooth with fair channel balance. At 
4% the vertical modulation distortion was slightly 
high -a characteristic of all ADC cartridges. This 
could not be attributed to vertical tracking error but 
cantilever drag is a possible cause. Mid-band 
intermodulation and distortion levels were a little 
high but not objectionably so, and the hum 
induction level was satisfactory. The squarewave 
response was clean with little phase anomaly and a 
quickly damped overshoot. The flat tops confirm the 
even frequency response, which was little affected 
by changes in loading. The best results were 
however obtained using the manufacturer's 
recommended 47K ohms, 275-300pf.

The sound quality was rated well above average, 
and considered to be quite neutral with fair detail 
and good imaging. On occasion some harshness 
was noticed, but this was not too obtrusive.

The stylus was found to be a beneficially small 
naked diamond, with well shaped 0.3 x 0.7thou 
radii. Both polish and alignment were classed as 
good.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . . ................   i । ;
Interchangeability.................................................. . ........ yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond............................ .................. good
HF Resonance........................................................................  24kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz ......................... 50cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT .... £15.00
General Data
Cartridge Mass. . ....... ......................... . . . 5.75g
Test Tracking Force.... _ .................. . . . . 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm. ...................................... 5Hz
Induced Hum Level. ... ............. .. .........-67dB
Sensitivity . ............ . . .................... . lmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec............................................ OdB
Subjective Sound Quality...........................................................  good
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz........................................ .
100Hz-5kHz ......................................

± 125db
±0.25dB

Channel Separation at 100Hz............................  19dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz ..............    21dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz........................................... 21dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz........................................................... ldB
Channel Balance at 10kHz ............................................................ 1.ldB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality . . good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz................................................... 0.8%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz .. ................. . 4%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................ . ............... 3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak............. ... 0.3%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB....................................................0.7g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1 ldB ................................................. 0.8g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at........ ...............1.25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. £26.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.
-150 pi loading 300 pi loading

Compatability
Recommended Loading......................................................... 47k ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 250-350pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatability section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating..................................................................................D
Damping Rating..................................................................................... L
Very low mass arm required
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AKG Equipment Limited, 182/4 Campden Hill Road, London W.8. 01-229 3695.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at lkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

AKG P7E

line contact, although this is not specified by the 
manufacturer.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type...............................................
Interchangeability....................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond .
HF Resonance........................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT
General Data
Cartridge Mass........................................
Test Tracking Force.........................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm.............
Induced Hum Level..................................
Sensitivity..................................................
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. .
Subjective Sound Quality. ....................

shank elliptical 
............. yes 
............ good 
......... 15kHz 
............27cu

...... (14.00

- . 5.9g
............... 1 .5g 
..............6.9Hz 

...... -60d8' 
0.66mV/cm/sec 
......... -3.6dB 
......... average

Considerably less expensive than the other two AKG 
models in the report, the P7E is intended for more 
robust work with a claimed compliance of 25cu. It 
measured 27, which although close to spec, was 
greater than the value recorded for the theoretically 
high compliance P8EI As it stands, the P7E is suited 
to arms in the 5 to 10g range, preferably possessing 
some damping.

The tip mass was higher than that of the other 
AKGs, as evidenced by the 15kHz upper range 
resonance which produced increased distortion on 
the 10kHz intermodulation track. However, it proved 
to be a secure tracker at mid and low frequencies, 
and possessed excellent channel balance and good 
stereo separation. The output was rather low at '
3.6dB below the nominal level.

The illustrated curve was taken using the 
manufacturer's recommended 470pf loading, and 
with a reduction to 150, the 15kHz peak could well 
be lowered somewhat. (This effect was also noted 
with the other two models.) Nevertheless, up to 
10kHz the response was commendably uniform.

The squarewave showed an overshoot similar to 
that recorded by the P8E, although both were 
quickly damped and should give no cause for 
concern. However, the induced hum level of the P7E 
was poorer than averaqe, indicatinq that maqnetic 
screening is a problem AKG still have to solve.

Listening tests placed the model Ion 150pf load) 
just below average, and it was considered to have a 
fair frequency balance with good detail and imaging. 
However, hardness, some roughness and a lack of 
presence were also evident.

Despite the fairly high price, the diamond fitted 
was found to be an ordinary, commercial quality 
steel shank type. Pulisl 1 was adequate, alignment 
good, and the 0.2 x0.7thou radii were both well 
shaped. Overallthe profile was tending towards a

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz...................................................................................±2.5dB
100Hz5kHz.......................................................................... .. ±0,5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.................................... ........... l9dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz .................... 24dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz............................................................21dB
Channel Balance at lkHz................................................................. MB
Channel Balance at 10kHz..........................................   OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality. ................................................... average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz..................................................... 0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz..................................................... 2%
Mid-band Intermodulation ................................................  0.8%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ... ......... 2.0%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB....................................................0.6g
Trackability 300HzVertical + 11dB .......................................... 0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at.........................1.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. ..,<,,<,<><,»<, o   ..................£26.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.
at 400 pf loading

Compatability
Recommended Loading......................................................... . 47k ohms
Recommended Loading ...................................................... 350-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the arm compatability section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
Uul wuilli ddiieviny If pusslble.)
Resonance Rating . . .................................................................C
Damping Rating...............................................   M
Low mass arm required preferably damped
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AKG P8E
AKG Equipment Limited, 182/4 Campden Hill Road, London W8. 01-229 3695.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Judged on the basis of the sample supplied, the 
PSE, although superficially similar to the PSES, does 
not attain the same high standard set by the slightly 
more expensive model. Channel separation and 
balance lout 2d8), were both distinctly below par, 
although distortion values for the PSE were generally 
better than those for the PSES, and the output level 
was up, measured at 2.6d8 below nominal

At 22cu, the compliance was slightly lower than 
the PSES, and fell far short of the claimed 
specification value of 35cu. However, in my view, 
this is no disadvantage, as it makes it compatible 
with a wider range of arms. Trackability was 
excellent at 1.25g.

The squarewave results were similar to those for 
the PSES, but showed more overshoot, and the hum 
induction was a slight problem; not severe, but 
worse than average. In use, the stylus guard was 
considered to be too stiff which tended to promote 
mishandling. !This latter criticism is valid for all three 
AKG models.) Conversely, the finish and packing of 
these cartridges was beyond reproach.

While listening tests placed the PSE a little below 
the PSES, it was nevertheless well above average on 
the basis of its stereo imaging, detail, frequency 
balance and neutrality . Apart from a moderate 
dulling in the presence range the results were most 
favourable. Tests suggest that the maker's 
recommended loading of 470pf is in error, and the 
lab test value of 47K ohms, 150pf is suggested to 
achieve the best results.

The stylus examination revealed that the polish of 
this naked elliptical tip could not be rated higher 
than 'adequate', and while the alignment was 
satisfactory, some offset was still visible although 
much less so than on the PSES. The 0.3 x 0.8thou 
radii were well shaped, though out of specification.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type............................................................................................H ^ih .ii
Interchangeability......................................................................................... yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond ... ......................................adequate
HF Resonance..........................................................................................19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz........................ 22cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT ...................................................[31.00

General Data
Cartridge Mass................................................................................ .. 5.9g
Test Tracking Force.................................................................................. 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm . ......................   7.4Hz
Induced Hum Level...............................................  -61dB'
Sensitivity................... ............................................0.74mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV /cm/sec.................................................-2.6d8
Subjective Sound Quality................................................ good

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz..........................................................................................± 1.25db
100Hz-5kHz. . .................................... .. ±0.5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ................................................................. 20dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz ..... . . ........... . . ....... 27dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz.................................................................23dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz....................................... 2dB
Channel Balance at lOkHz ..,,...., . .. .......................... IdB

Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality.........................................  , . .............good
Lateral Distortion at +9dB 300Hz........................................................0.8%
Vertical Distortion at +6d8 300Hz........................................... . . 2.8%
Midland Intermodulation......................................................................1%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak........................ 0.3%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8............   . .07g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB......... ..  0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at...................... 1.25g

Typical Selling Price ex VAT........................... .............. .......... .. £52.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading. .......................................................... 47k ohms
Recommended Loading ....................................................... 100-250pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating.......................... - - C
Damping Rating . ..........   M
Low to medium mass arms compatible, preferably with damping 
"see text
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AKG P8ES
AKG Equipment Limited, 182/4’Campden Hill Road, London W8. 01-229 3695.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This new, top-of-the-line model from AKG is 
specified as intended for 47K ohms, 470pf loading, 
but actually gave the best results at the reduced 
capacitance of 150pf. Using the manufacturer's 
recommendations, a 2dB peak was recorded at 
18kHz.

The measured response was commendably 
smooth but with a slight downwards tilt in the 
presence range, although it showed excellent 
channel separation and balance. The output was 
low, 5.3dB below the nominal ImV/cm/sec, and 
the hum susceptibility was also poorer than average.

Distortion levels were typical for the group, 
although 1.5g was needed to clear the supertrack 
band.

Interchangeability.......................................... yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond................................................... poor
HF Resonance............................. .......................................... . 18kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . . ............................. 25cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.................................................£35.00
General Data
Cartridge Mass.................................................................................... 5.9g
Test Tracking Force.......................................................... 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm....................................................... 7.0Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ -66dB"
Sensitivity............................. .......................................... 0.54mV/cm/sec
Sensitivityreferred to 1mV I cm/sec........................................... -5.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality .  excellent
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................... ........................................± 1db
100Hz-5kHz......................................................................................± 1dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz............................. 19dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz.............................................................. 32dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ............ ....... ................25dB
(^h i^Ji ii n^^l ^B^jI^Ji n^0^^ ut 1 l^^^l^» .......•.•..........•.•.•.,* ,,, ^O^J^I 
Channel Balance at 10kHz............................................................... 0.5JB
Distortion
HF Wave Form.Quality....................................................................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.................................................... 0.9%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz...................................................3.2%
Mid-band Intermodulation...............................................................  1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak .................... 0.3%
Trackability
Trackability300Hz Lateral + 14dB....................................................0.7g
Trackability300Hz Vertical + 11dB................................................. 0.5g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at.......................... 1.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. [58.00

The compliance was moderate at 25cu and hence 
most low to medium mass arms are suitable, and 
slight arm damping would offer a further 
improvement in LF stability; (5-12g effective mass).

The squarewave showed some distortion of both 
phase and frequency, but illustrated a well damped 
high frequency response with no overshoot.

Listening tests ranked the model high, well above 
average, and numerically in the top five. It was 
considered pleasant, smooth and delicate and gave 
good stereo, with only moderate detail and image 
depth loss. The balance was felt to be slightly dull 
with some loss of presence, but nevertheless highly 
neutral.

The stylus report was surprisingly poor in view of 
the model's high cost and subjective performance. 
While the radii were satisfactory at 0.3 x 0.7thou and 
were well shaped and polished, the ellipse major axis 
was offset to the cantilever axis by over 10° . With a 
better tip and improved setting this model might 
tiave attained an even hioher snhjertivp ranking.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . .................................................................. naked elliptical

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.............................................................47k ohms
Recommended Loading.........................................................  100-250pf"
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating...................................................................................C
Damping Rating...............................................................  Iv\
Low mass arm required, damping an advantage

•see text
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Audio Technica ATllEP
Shriro (UK) Limited, Unit 58, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 2222.

General Data
Cartridge Mass...............................
Test Tracking Force .........................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm .
Induced Hum Level.........................
Sensitivity. . .................................
Sensitivity referred to 1mV/cm/sec.
Subjective Sound Quality................
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz............................................
1OOHz-5kHz............................................
Channel Separation at 1OOHz .............
Channel Separation at 1kHz..................
Channel Separation at 10kHz...............
Channel Balance at 1kHz......................
Channel Balance at 10kHz . ..................

...................5.5g 
.....................2g 
...............12Hz 
.......... -75dB 
1.SmV/cm/sec 
... + 5.1dB 
...... good

±2.5db 
± 15d8 
. . 19d8 
.. 28d8 
. . 13d8 
...OdB 
... OdB

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This modestly priced cartridge did surprisingly well 

in the listening tests, achieving a slightly above 

average rating. It was described as possessing good 

detail and imaging, a fair frequency balance and an 

occasional brash, forward quality, but was 

nevertheless pretty accurate overall.

The measured compliance was low at 8.5cu, this 

value resulting in a 12Hz resonance in our test arm 

l20g total). This robust cartridge may therefore be 

used with almost any medium to high mass arm 

currently available. The internal damping was low 

and arm damping could well prove advantageous; it 

is however, admitted that such niceties are often 

impractical in this price range. The output was high 

( + 5dB) and the hum level low (-75dB), with the 

channel balance and separation both very good.

Overall, the trackability was of a high standard at 

the test downforce of 2g — a satisfactory 

setting for a broad radius, elliptical stylus. Only the 

supertrack level caused difficulty which is 

understandable in view of the compliance value.

Distortion levels were low and the frequency 

response was considered good for the price . The 

squarewave photograph showed a fast, well 

damped risetime with moderate phase and 

frequency distortion.

Despite the very modest price it was found that a 

good quality, well aligned, steel shanked diamond of 

0.2x0.Sthou radii had been fitted. The polish and 

shape both rated as good, though the minor radius 

is clearly out of specification

Stylus Data
Stylus Type......................................................................... shank elliptical
Interchangeability...................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond............................................ adequate^
HF Resonance 14kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 8.5cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................... £5.00

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality......................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz. ......................................... 0.4%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz....................................................3%
Mid-band Intermodulation................................................................1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak....................0.35%
Trackability
Trackability300Hz Lateral + 14dB.................................................... 1.2g
Trackability300Hz Vertical + 11dB.................................................. lg
Supertrackability300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at..................... >3.0g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.............................................................£7.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk.Note: IdB per division.
-150 pf loading ....40 pf loading

Compatibility
Recommended Loading............... ................................ 47K ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 100-250pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible. l
Resonance Rating ........................  . ............................................A
Damping Rating .........................   M
Compatible with high mass arms
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Audio Technica AT13EaP
Shriro (UK) Limited, Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks. 0753 652222.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This moderately priced stereo cartridge is 
characterised by a response which falls with 
increasing frequency, 150pf loading giving the most 
extended results.

At typically 25d8 mid-band, channel separation 
was fine, and balance held within 0.5d8 over the 
entire audible spectrum. The frequency response 

.was quite even over the range, and the output was 
4d8 above nominal. It proved to be a good tracker 
and the accompanying distortion readings at all 
frequencies were better than average.

The compliance was high at 34cu and this fact, 
together with minimal damping at low frequencies, 
implies tht a low mass arm in the 5g range would be 
required to give an optimum performance in terms 
of stability and tracking. Arm damping would also 
be an advantage.

The squarewave was clean and symmetrical with 
no overshoot, the rounded edge reflecting the falling 
high frequency response.

Subjective testing rated this model below average 
but not severely so. The dull, rounded characteristic 
was mainly to blame for its downgrading and on the 
plus side, the rendition of detail and stereo image 
was favoured. A loudspeaker with a bright 
characteristic could match this model very well.

11 is worth noting that in the event of damage or 
wear, the cost of a replacement stylus represents 
almost 90% of the purchase price of the original 
cartridge. The stylus fitted to this sample was found 
to be a superb quality, naked elliptical diamond. The 
correct 0.2 x 0.7thou radii were accurately shaped; 
polish and alignment were very good and overall, 
the assembly was of the highest class.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type................................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability.......................................... , . .............  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...................................................excellent
HF Resonance.......................................................................................... 18kHz

Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT ....

General Data
Cartridge Mass.............................................
Test Tracking Force......................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm...............
Induced Hum Level......................................
Sensitivity.......................................................
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec . . .
Subjective Sound Quality. .....................

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz.....................................................
100Hz-5kHz..................................................
Channel Separation at 100Hz....................
Channel Separation at 1 kHz......................

. . 34Cu 
£10.50

5.Bg

...............6.5Hz
............ -70dB
1.6mV/cm/sec 
..............+4d8 
............ average

± 1.5db 
. ± 1dB 

. . 15dB 

. .25dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz...................................................................17dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz..........................................................................0.5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz....................................................................... 0.3dB

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality............................................................................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz......................................................... 0.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz.......................................................2.2%
Mid-band Intermodulation.......................-................................................1.7%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak........................0.35%

Trackability 
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB...........................................................0.6g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB....................................................... 0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at.............................1.5g

Typical Selling Price ex VAT...................................................................[12 50

Compatibility
Recommended Loading...................................................................47k ohms
Recommended Loading................................................................. 330-KCpf
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping ratinq is less critical. 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating............................................................................................D
Damping Rating............................................................................................... M
Requires low mass arm
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Audio Technica AT20SLa
Shriro (UK) Limited, Unit 58, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 2222.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This top-of-the-range Audio Technica cartridge 
comes fitted with a Shibata stylus and is suitable for 
stereo and CD4 quadraphonic records. Possessing 
an aluminium body it was fairly heavy at 8 grams, 
which proved unfortunate in view of its 
correspondingly high compliance of 34cu. A 
genuinely low mass arm, preferably one with 
damping, is essential if optimum performance is to 
be realised. Only a few fluid damped arms of the 
unipivot type are likely to offer sufficiently low mass, 
although the SME (non-detachable) with the new 
damper may be a suitable choice.

Proving to be an excellent tracker, this model also 
produced low distortion levels, a wide uniform 
frequency response, and excellent channel balance 
and separation. The response was unaffected by 
moderate loading variations and the output level 
was reasonable at 2.2dB below nominal. The 
squarewave photograph illustrated a fast, well 
controlled rise time with some phase discrepancy 
after the leading edge. Good symmetry was also 
shown.

The listening tests indicated an above average 
ranking for the AT20Sla, with the sound quality 
classed as well balanced, subtle and clear, if slightly 
dull, although occasionally it was slightly edgy.

The stylus report showed that a reduced mass, 
naked Shibata diamond had been fitted. The 
mounting was superb, with very good shape, polish 
and alignment. (It is perhaps worth noting that the 
AT20Sla is a selected version of the cheaper 
AT15Sla, which should prove very similar for stereo 
use at a reduced cost.)
Stylus Data
Stylus Type........................................................ naked shibata
Interchangeability...................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond . . . ,.................. , ............excellent
HF Resonance ..........................................................     30kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz .,...,,.  34cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................. £23.00

«g 
1.5g 

6.2Hz 
-65dB*

Sensitivity................................................... . ...........0.78mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec......................................... -2.2d8
Subjective Sound Quality.................... good

General Data
Cartridge Mass 
Test Tracking Force 
LF Resonance in Standard Arm 
Induced Hum Level...

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz........... ................. 1.5d8
100Hz-5kHz....................................................................................... 1.0dB
Channel Separation at 1OOHz.......................................................... 20d8
Channel Separation at 1kHz............................................................ 35d8
Channel Separation at 10kHz ...........................................................20d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz...................................................................OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz ..................................................... .. 0.6d8
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality......................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.............................................. .. .0.6%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz .. ......................................... 2%
Mid-band Intermodulation.......................... ...................... ...2.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................. .. 0.66%

Trackability
Trackability ^WHz Lateral + 14dB.................................................. 0.7g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1 IdB................................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at..........................1.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT......................................................... £361.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading........................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 100-200pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating . .......................... . . . ........................ 8
Damping Rating..................................................................................... M
Very low mass arm required, preferably with damping
*see text
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Bang & Olufsen MMC3000
Bang and Olufsen (UK) Limited, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. 0452 21591.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Finish and Alignment of diamond......... .. 
HF Resonance..........................................  
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Beplacement Stylus Price ex VAT.........
General Data
Cartridge Mass.........................................
Test Tracking Force. . ....................
IF Resonance in Standard Arm.............  
Induced Hum Level. ................................
Sensitivity.................................................. 
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec 
Subjective Sound Quality .......................
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................................ 
100Hz-5kHz...................... ....................

adequate
. >20kHz

..27cu

................... 5.5g
.........1.25g

............... 6.8Hz
........... -75dB
0.9mV/cm/sec
..............-IdB
............... good

A spherical tipped version of the more expensive 
MMC4000, we noticed a significant temperature 
effect with both B & 0 cartridges at an early stage in 
the testing. Investigation revealed that the 
manufacturer's excellent claimed response could be 
met but only in warm (24°C) conditions. Below 
20°C, the treble response falls off markedly and at 
17°C, (not an unusual domestic temperature) the 
response can be as much as 7d8 down at 15kHz. 
Other parameters such as trackability also suffered 
from the same variation. B & 0 are aware of this 
effect and agree that operation above 20°C is 
recommended for optimum performance, and 
accordingly, lab measurements for both cartridges 
were taken at an average of 24°C.

Most of the test results were similar to those

Channel Separation at 100Hz 
Channel Separation at 1kHz . 

Channel Separation at 10kHz 
Channel Balance at 1kHz. 
Channel Balance at 10kHz . .

.

l.5dB • 
0.5dS^ 
.. 20dB 
. . 24dB 
. . IBdB 

. 0.8d8 
. . OdB

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality ... ....... .............................
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz...........................
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz......................
Mid-band Intermodulation......................................
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.........................
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB.......................
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.......„ , ,......................

average 
.. 0.3%
... 2% 
...2% 

. 0.55%

.. 0.9g 

.. 0.7g
. l.7g"
(25.00

achieved by the more expensive model, but 
distortion levels showed some deterioration and the 
trackability was slightly inferior, although still more 
than adequate.

Channel separation was satisfactory and channel 
balance good, as was the overall frequency 
response at the optimum temperature. The 
compliance was the same as the MMC4000 and the 
same arm recommendations also apply here.

Squarewave testing again gave similar results, the 
degree of rounding on the leading edge 
understandably being temperature variable, in 
sympathy with the frequency response.

The stylus examination revealed a commercial 
quality, dural shank spherical diamond of 0.5 thou 
tip radius and good shape. The cone angle was 
rather large, the polish adequate and the alignment 
good.

As with the MMC4000, a replacement styli is not 
available.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type . .shank spherical
Interchangeability.............     . ...............

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading...........................................................100-200pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating  .............      C
Dwnpil'iy nutiiiy....................................................................................... Iv\
Low mass arm required, keep it warm
•see text
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Bang & Olufsen MMC4000
Bang and Olufsen (UK) Limited, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. 0452 21591.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating
transient performance.

With the exception of price and stylus type, the two 
B & 0 cartridges in this report are very similar (the 
MMC4000 carries a nude elliptical and the 3000 a 
shank mounted spherical). The MMC4000 is factory 
fitted to both the B & 0 turntables reviewed, and is 
thus of particular interest.

Stylus and body are a fixed assembly and no 
replacement styli are available on B & 0 
cartridges -the purchase of a complete new 
cartridge being necessary. The whole cartridge 
plugs directly into the B & 0 arm, or alternatively, 
with the use of a light plastic adapter, it may be 
fitted to conventional arms.

Listening tests ranked the cartridge as above 
average, with good frequency balance especially in 
the mid-band, but some hardness, roughness and a 
loss of detail were also noted.

As with the MMC3000, temperature was found to 
have an effect on performance, and, an average 
temperature of 24°C was adopted throughout 
testing. Lab results confirmed the generally good 
tracking and channel separation, with excellent 
balance and frequency responses. Distortion levels 
were satisfactory and the response was little 
affected by loading. Hum induction was excellent 
and the output fractionally below nominal.

The compliance was close to specification at 
27cu, this value allowing the use of a low 15g) to 
moderate (10g) effective mass arm, stability being 
improved by arm damping. B & 0 claim a low tip 
mass which was verified by the fast squarewave rise 
time and location of the high frequency resonance. 
The former shows good symmetry and only 
moderate phase anomalies.

Examination of the stylus revealed that 
improvement was necessary, bearing in mind the 
cost of the cartridge. Both polish and alignment 
were poor; the 0.3 x 0.6 thou radii were out of spec 
although well shaped, and the offset aliqnment of 

the ellipse was balanced by a slightly twisted 
cantilever on this sample. The MMC4000 deserves a 
better tip than this.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ............................................................... naked elliptical
Interchangeability .....,,.<<.,.,<,.     -" 
Finish and Alignment of diamond . . ...........    poor
HF Resonance........................   >20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . . ............ 27cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT . ............    . -
General Data
Cartridge Mass ....................................................................................5.5g
Test Tracking Force.......................................................................... 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm......................................................0.8Hz
Induced Hum Level............. , ................... ............................
Sensitivity. . . ............................................................. ..

-75dB
0.9mV/cm/sec

Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec..............................................-1dB
Subjective Sound Quality.................................................... ... good

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................... ......................................................... ±1.25dB
100Hz-5kHz..................................................... ........................ ±05dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ...................... . . . . 20dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz . . ... . .... 24dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz...........................................................15dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz................................................................0,5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz .......................................................... OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality......................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at +9dB 300Hz........................................... 0.6%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz....................................... 3%
Mid-band Intermodulation........................................................... 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak.....................0.28%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.................................................. 0,6q
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1ldB................................................ 0 6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at........................1.4g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT......................................................... £32.00
Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.......at 24°C -at 17°C

Recommended Loading............................................................47k ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 100-200pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating.................................................................................c
DampingRating..................................................................................... M
Low mass arm required. Keep it warm
*see text
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Empire 2000E III
Hayden Laboratories Limited, Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. 02813 88447.

k" I If
Stylus Data 
Stylus Type . .. ..................
Interchangeability.................................... 
Finish and Alignment of diamond........... 
HF Resonance..........................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT ....
General Data 
Cartridge Mass . .......... .......... .
Test Tracking Force...........................  
LF Resonance in Standard Arm.............  
Induced Hum Level...............................  
Sensitivity. . , . ...................................  
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. . 
Subjective Sound Quality......................

shank elliptica\'
............. yes
.........adequate

............. 19kHz'

................... 32cu
............. £15.00

.....................7g
............. .. 15g
.............6.3Hz
........... -74dB
1.3mV/cm/sec
........+ 2. IdB 

.........average '

r

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

The next model down from the 'Z' in the Empire 
range is the 2000E II. At typically £18.00, but the 
cost of a replacement stylus is quite high at £15.00.

The 2000E Ill is intended to fulfil more down- 
to-earth applications than the 'Z' and to be 
compatible with average mass arms. However, the 
measured compliance value of 32cu indicates its use 
with low 15g) rather than average mass arms (12g), 
and damping would offer a further improvement in 
stability

It measured well on many aspects including 
channel balance, separation and frequency 
response, but the distortion readings were distinctly 
poor. Hum rejection was excellent and the output 
2dB above nominal. Trackability was fairly good, 
the supertrack band requiring a 1.75g downforce. 
Empire's recommended loading in the 400pf region 
was confirmed on test, although the responses were 
only a trifle worse using 47K ohm, 150pf. The 
squarewave response photograph showed a fairly 
strong tip mass resonance together with some 
phase non-linearity, but otherwise the basic shape 
was good and ties in with the steady state frequency 
response.

The sample ranked below average on the listening 
tests; while the overall sound was considered well 
balanced, some peaky and edgy effects were noted 
with a loss of musical detail.

The stylus report may have provided the answer 
to the subjective assessment. It was found that a 
well aligned spherical tip of 0.6thou radius and 
adequate polish had been fitted, and thus despite 
the clear 'Elli' label and the fact that the cantilever 
was apparently of the Elli type, it would appear that 
the wrong tip had been fitted. One might therefore 
presume a further performance improvement had 
the specified elliptical stylus been titled, but there 
was insufficient time to further investigate the 
matter.

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz...................................................................................± 1.25dB
100Hz-5kHz..................................................................................... ± IdB
Channel Separation at 100Hz . .......................................... 24dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz........... ........................................ 28dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz............................................ 23dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz..................................................  IdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz........................................................ OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz....................................................... 2%
Vertical Distortion at f6d8 300Hz.....................................................8%
Mid-band inter modulation . . . :...................................................... 2.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak............. . . . 0.7%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral +14dB................................................... 0.8g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB...................................... 0 6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at . . . .............1.75g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.............................................  £18.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

IO 20 Hi 50 IOO 200 500 >00n 2000 5000 10000 20000 40000

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading .............   350-450pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
R-rnnanc Rating .............  C
Damping Rating......................................................................................... L
Low mass arm for optimum results
•see text
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naked elliptical
............... yes
. . . adequate

.............  24kHz
.............65cu

............. £34.50

Empire 2000Z
H’ydoo L‘b""or;es Limited, H’ydoo Ho""^ Ch"‘chfield Road, Chaltoo< 5' ‘"‘" '"‘‘‘• 02813 88447.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

'polishing the radius would make it a very good 
diamond.'
Stylus Data
Stylus Type ... ...............................
Interchangeability............................. . .
Finish and Alignment of diamond........... 
HF Resonance .....................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT .
General Data
Cartridge Mass................. .................
Test Tracking Force...............................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm........... 
Induced Hum Level. ............................  
Sensitivity. ........... ...................................
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec . . . . 
Subjective Sound Quality....................

..................... lg
......................ig

. ......... . 4.5Hz
..............-70dB 
0.67mV/cm/sec 
............. -34dB 
.................. good

This cartridge is Empire's most expensive stereo 
model, and while it sounded good, judging by the 
compliance of this sample, great care must be taken 
in selecting a matching arm.

The compliance was extremely high at 65cu, 
measuring more than twice the specified value, and 
consequently, only the very lowest mass arms are 
suitable, preferably possessing damping to provide 
additional control.

Overall, the distortion values were low, excepting 
the mid-band intermodulation pack which caused 
some difficulty. Channel separation and balance 
were reasonable, and the output was -3.4dB below 
the nominal 1mV /cm/sec level.

The squarewave photograph showed a fast, well 
controlled rise time with good symmetry, a flat top 
and negligible anomalies. Optimum frequency 
response was obtained with the manufacturer's 
recommended 47K ohms 300pf, this loading 
improving the illustrated responses by a dB or so in 
the 6kHz to 20kHz frequency range. The trackability 
was high including the supertrack band. Note 
should however be taken of the all-metal body 
which may need the use of insulating plastic screws 
and washers when using certain metal headshells.

Judged on the basis of listening tests, the 2000Z 
was highly ranked and came in the top six models of 
the forty reviewed . It was described as slightly dull 
but delicate, with fair stereo imaging and possessing 
both good detail and an extended clean bass. Some 
hardness and muddling were however noted on 
highly modulated passages.

The stylus/body fit was a trifle loose and the cost 
of a replacement stylus was high, at £35.00 odd. It 
was found that a well shaped naked elliptical 
diamond has been fitted, slightly out of spec at 
0.3 x 0.7thou. The alignment was good but the 
surface finish was poor; to quote the report,

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................................................... +2dB'
100Hz-5kHz............................................................................... . ± IdB
Channel Separation at 100Hz....................................... 18dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz .  23dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz.............................. 20dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz............................  1.5dB
ChannelBalance at 10kHz....................................... OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality............... ................   . . . average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz. . ........... . ...........  0.6%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz.......... 2%
Mid-band Intermodulation...................  2.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak....................... 0.6%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB......................................... . . .0.9g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB. ..................................... 075g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at ............... . 1 .lg
Typical Selling Price ex VAT..........................  £53.00
Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading . ............... ............. . ......... 250-350pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating.............  ...................................................... D
Damping Rating............................................  L
Very low mass essential to extract optimum performance, preferably 
damped
*see text
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Fidelity Research FR1 mk II
Wilmex Limited, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-949 2545.

b
tip on this model was found to be of excellent 
quality, with a naked mount, finely shaped 0.3 x 0.7 
radii and very good alignment and polish

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

At first sight, this cartridge (a low output moving 
coil model) seems reasonably priced considering its 
performance standard. However, it has the 
complication of requiring a special pre-amplifier 
('Fidelex' recommended), as very few pre-amplifiers 
possess a moving coil input. Alternatively, one of 
several available transformers may be used, 
(Nakamichi, Ortofon, FR) ranging in quality and 
price from £20.00 to over £60.00. However, while 
the least costly model from Ortofon is satisfactory, 
greater expenditure is required to exploit this 
model's potential to the full, and the tests were 
accordingly carried out using the large Denon 
transformer set to 3 ohms.

Considering the cartridge's substantial mass 
(9.5g) the compliance was fairly high at 20cu, but it 
was considered to be well damped. Consequently, 
most low mass arms (5-10g Mel of good rigidity will 
work well with the FR1, and excessive arm damping 
may in fact impair tracking. Channel balance and 
separation were both excellent; the response 
commedably even, albeit with a slight droop with 
rising frequency, and the distortion levels were 
satisfactorily low. Trackability was generally very 
good, with success on the supertrack band realised 
at O. 1g above the recommended 1.7g downforce. 
The squarewave photograph illustrated a poorly 
damped upper resonance (fortunately supersonic), 
and both the symmetry and the phase 
characteristics were good. However, the output was 
rather low even for a moving coil.

Listening tests put this cartridge among the top 
four models. While the balance was considered to 
be a little dull and rounded, qualities of good 
imaging, depth, detail and mid-band naturalness 
vvuu llie day. Sliylil liaidiiess in the extreme treble 
was occasionally observed.

Specified as an 0.3 x 0.8thou 'super' elliptical, the

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ................................................
Interchangeability....................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond.........
HF Resonance .............................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.........
General Data
Cartridge Mass ......... ...............................
Test Tracking Force..................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm..............
Induced Hum Level. ..............
Sensitivity . ...............................
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec . .
Subjective Sound Quality

naked elliptical 
..................... no 
......... excellent

........... 30kHz
.................20cu

...£34.00

............. 9.5g
............. 1.7g
...........7.5Hz
.... -56dB • 
lmV/cm/sec 

............OdB
excellent

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz........................................................................................± ldB
100Hz-5kHz...................... ± ldB
Channel Separation at 1OOHz...................................... 25dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz............................................. 35dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz........................................ . ... 35dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz...................................................................0.3dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz................................................................ 0.4dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality .........................  poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz. ...................  - . ... 0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz . ...........................................3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation.................... 1.3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak......................0.22%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.........................................................lg
Trackability 300HzVertical + 11dB ........................................ 0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at .................. .. l.8g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. .......................................................£45.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading............................  - ohms'
Recommended Loading.................................................... -pf'
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.

t: Rdliuy . .... , ....... 8
Damping Rating .................................................................................. J
Suits moderate mass arm, damping not required
*see text
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Goldring G820
Goldring Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Anglian Lane, Beetons Way, Bury St. Edmonds, Suffolk. 0284 64011.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at lkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Goldring proudly claim a tip mass of 1 milligram for 
the G820, but in fact these days, values below 
0.4mg are commonplace, albeit usually at a higher 
price level. This model has a low compliance of 
12.5cu and is well suited to medium and fairly high 
mass pick-up arms.

The frequency response was fairly smooth but 
showed a pronounced droop in the presence range 
amounting to 4dB. Channel separation and balance 
were classed as good, distortion values as fair, 
and trackability as only adequate. Over 3g down
force was required to clear the supertrack and 
even the lower levels, typically passed at 0.6-1.0g, 
needed 2g in the case of the G820. Hum induction 
levels were satisfactory and the output measured 
slightly above the nominal lmv/cm/sec.

The squarewave response was fairly good, the 
initial overshoot being quickly damped, and few 
anomalies were visible. The overall tilt reflected the 
frequency response trend.

Listening tests classed this design as well below 
average, with comments of coarseness, boom, 
considerable detail loss plus a thick, veiled balance.

The stylus examination confirmed the use of a 
normal, commercial quality steel shank mounted 
spherical diamond, of good 0.5thou radius, with an 
adequate polish and satisfactory alignment.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ......................... . shank spherical
Interchangeability ................   yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...............................................adequate
HF Resonance.................................................................................16.5kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10 Hz.........................................12.5cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................... £3.75
General Data 
^^i^artri^d^g^j ^^l^i^s^s ......................... ......... .. . - 7 tg
Test Tracking Force............................................................................. 2g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm........................................................10Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ ~70dB
Sensitivity............. . ........ ........... ........................... 1.2mV/cm/sec

Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec............................................+1.5dB
Subjective Sound Quality ..„.,-,<.,,, ... . ;. .....,.. poor
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................................................... . ±3dB
100Hz-5kHz...................................... ...............................±2 5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ........................................................... 22dB
Channel Separation at lkHz............................................................25dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz  ........................................................ 19dB
Channel Balance at lkHz ...........   . . . .......OdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz . .... -........ , . ................OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality............. ....................  average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz. ............................................... 1.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz ................................................ .4.2%
Mid-band Intermodulation................................................................. 11%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak................. .1.2%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB. . .............................................. .2g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1 IdB ..................  2g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at................. ... >3g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.............................................................£8.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading........................................................... 100-300pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating..................................................................................A
Damping Rating . . ................ ................................................ L
Will work in high mass arms
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Goldring G900SE
Goldring Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Anglian Lane, Beetons Way, Bury St. Edmonds, Suffolk. 0284 84011.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type.....................................................
Interchangeability........................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond .
HF Resonance . ..........................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.

General Data
Cartridge Mass.............................................
Test Tracking Force......................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm...............
Induced Hum Level......................................
Sensitivity.......................................................
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. ...
Subjective Sound Quality.........................

naked elliptical 
...................yes 
................good

...........  22kHz
............... 39cu

...£18.50. ..

.................. 5g 

................1.25g 
. . . . .... 5.6Hz 
....... -67dB" 

O.BmV /cm/sec 
........... -1.9dB 
............... good

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This refined Goldring model bears little resemblance 
to either the G800 or the G820 series and comes 
fitted with a low mass cantilever and naked elliptical 
diamond tip, which is rather reminiscent of the 
Shure V15111. The lateral compliance was 
measured at 39cu, very close to the specified 40, 
with little damping in evidence. A low mass arm (5g 
odd) is thus recommended, preferably with some 
additional damping.

As with the two B&O models, the G900SE was 
found to be temperature sensitive, and at 20°C and 
below, a drooping treble response became apparent 
namely 2.5dB down at 15kHz. 24° to 26°C produced 
a ruler flat curve over the vital 100Hz to the 5kHz mid 
band, and a peak then developed at 22kHz which 
lifted the 20kHzpoint to +3dB.

Distortion was low, with channel balance and 
separation fairly good and wave form quality at high 
frequencies to a fine standard. However, the 900SE 
was not too happy on the supertrack band, where it 
required a 1. 7g downforce, although lower 
modulation levels were tracked at a much reduced 
downforce.

Squarewave shape was classed as good, with a 
mild, fairly well damped overshoot and good 
symmetry. Output was nearly 2dB below nominal 
and showed fairly good resistance to hum induction.

Listening tests placed the 900SE moderately 
above average, with characterisations of delicacy 
and an open balance (when warm!) Conversely, the 
reproduction seemed to lack deep bass and the 
image was flattened and distant, with some 
associated harshness occasionally noted, possibly 
the result of tracking problems.

The naked diamond tip carried an 0.2 x0.6 radii of 
good chapo, polioh and olignmont, diotinctly above 
average quality for European cartridges in this price 
range!

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.............................................................................................± 1.5dB"
100Hz-5kHz. .................... ±0 5dB"
Channel Separation at 100Hz...................................................................22dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz . ,............  22dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz . ...................................  19d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz...........................................................................1.2dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz . .................. ...............................1.2dB
Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality . .. ................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz...........................................................0.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz........................................................... 3%
Mid-band Intermodulation........................................................................1.5%
HF modulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak.....................................0.3%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.........................................................   0.7g
Trackability 300HzVertical + 11dB........................................  0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at ............................1.7g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT...................................................................£35.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows

Compatibility
Recommended Loading..................................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading................................................................. 150-225pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance RatinA...................   t t r r ‘ • । r ‘ । .............n
Damping Rating................................................................................................. M
Low mass arm required preferably with damping

*see text
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Grace F9L
Linn Products Limited, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. 041 634 3860.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

The F9 series includes several other models in 
addition to the 'L' type presented in this report. Of 
Japanese origin, a moderate compliance is 
specified, l20cu) which was confirmed on test. As 
such, the Grace will prove compatible with a number 
of low and medium mass arms, (up to 12gMel 
especially as it does not require any additional 
damping.

A degree of temperature sensitivity was noted 
below 20°C, which revealed itself as an additional 
2dB odd depression in the upper presence range, 4
10kHz. Above 20°C the basic response was seen to 
fall gently with frequency, levelling out at around 
-2dB from 4kHz onwards. However.a touch of lift on 
the associated pre-amplifier could easily correct this. 
Channel balance and separation were both good, 
high frequency wave form quality fair and the output 
level 3.3dB above reference.

Distortion levels were average, and trackability 
fairly good, except on supertrack where greater than 
2.5g downforce was needed. On squarewave, some 
asymmetry was visible together with a minor phase 
anomaly immediately following the initial overshoot.

Despite the visibly dull response trend, the F9L 
faired quite well on audition. Ranked in the top ten, 
its above average sound quality was classed as 
smooth and rounded, with fairly good imaging, 
although a loss of depth and a moderately veiled 
character was also noted.

The stylus was found to have a fine 0.2 x 0.7 thou 
naked elliptical diamond of good shape, alignment 
and polish

Stylus Data
Stylus Type .........................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability...................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond......................................................good
HF Resonance .....................     23kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . .... . ..,, . ... 21cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.................................................. (48 .75

General Data
Cartridge Mass........................
Test Tracking Force.................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm
Induced Hum Level.......... ................. ............. . . . . - 'ANY1/
Sensitivity. . .... 1.5mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec......................................... + 3.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality.................................................................good
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz..................................................................................... ±2dB
100Hz-5kHz.............................................................  ±2dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.......................................................... 20dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz ........................................................... 24dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz........... ...............................................13dB
Channet Balance at 1 kHz................................................................. 0.4dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz................................................................. OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality......................................... average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz....................................................0.7%
Vertical Distortion at + WB 300Hz......................................................4%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................... 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak , . ...........0.55%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB..........................  1g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB . . .... lg
Supertrackability 30Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at.......................>2.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.......................................................... £65 .(0

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading.........................................................100-200pf
Match up these letters tABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating......................  B
Damping Rating........................................................................................J
Compatible with most medium mass arms, damping not required
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JVCZl
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trade Est., Staples Corner, 6/9 Priestly Way, London NW2 7AF. 01-450 2621.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This is a higher output version of the established 
JVC XI cartridge, and is a universal/CD4 type 
equipped with a Shibata tip. Compliance is specified 
at 10 (test frequency unknown). but measured at 
27cu below 10Hz. Not much damping is present and 
judged on the evidence of this sample, a low mass 
arm with some damping will be required to realise its 
full potential.

The frequency responses were smooth and flat in 
the audible range, and met fine ± 0.5dB limits in 
the important 100Hz to 5kHz band. A high output 
was obtained, 4.6dB above nominal, which might 
conceiveably embarrass certain older pre-amplifiers 
with a small input overload margin. Channel balance 
and separation were both reasonable and distortion 
a little above average, except at the very highest 
frequencies. With most cartridges, the distortion is 
'even' rather than 'odd' but the Z1 was found to 
have a considerable 'odd' harmonic content-a 
feature common to its more expensive relative, the 
X1.

Trackability was excellent at the recommended 
1.7g downforce and the hum induction was 
negligible. Squarewave response revealed a very 
fast rise time with some continued ringing. Since the 
steady state response is still only -1dB at 45kHz this 
is not really surprising and the ringing can be ignored 
as it is supersonic.

On listening tests, it was ranked below average 
with characterisations of harshness, and an 'odd' 
quality to the mid range, noticed particularly on 
choral works. Otherwise the frequency balance was 
good, stereo perspective fair with reasonable 
rendition of detail.

The stylus report showed the Z1 to possess a top 
class naked diamond Shibata tip of very good 
alignment and polish, which was also superbly 
fitted.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type.........................................................................naked Shibata
Interchangeability ................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...............................................excellent
HF Resonance ...................................................................................35kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . .................. ........... 27cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT..................................................£35.00

General Data 
Cartridge Mass . ................... ............................................................5.5g
Test Tracking Force........................................... Ug
LF Resonance in Standard Arm............................................... .. 6.8Hz
Induced Hum Level. ......................................................................-72dB
Sensitivity............................................................... .. 1.7mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to 1mV/cm/sec. ........................................... +4.6dB
Subjective Sound Quality........................................................acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.......................................................................... ±1dB
1OOHz-5kHz ...................................... ±0 5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz............................................................ 18dB
Channel Separation at lkHz......................................................  20dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz............................................................ 1&18
Channel Balance at 1kHz. ....... ........ ........................ ................1.2dB
Channel Balance at lOkHz.................................................................1.2dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality................................................................... average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 30Hz.................................... 1%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 30Hz........................................... .. 5.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation....................   1.4%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak....................0.28%
Trackability
Trackability 30Hz Lateral +14d8..................................................... O.Bg
Trackability 30Hz Vertical + 11dB..................................................0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz +18dB Lateral passed at.......................... 1.7g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.................................... ......... ... £40.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: ldB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......... ,....  ... .......... 47K-100K ohms
Recommended Loading ..... , , ................100-200pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving it possible.I
Resonance Rating.................... ................................................... C
Damping Rating.........................  L
A moderate mass arm recommended possibly with some damping
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Micro Acoustics ODC282E
Webland International Ltd., Mirabel House, 117 /121 Wandsworth Bridge Rd., London SW6. 01-736 0987.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.This American cartridge is unusual in utilising the piezo electric effect. An internal micro-circuit equalises and matches the output so that it is suitable for feeding normal magnetic cartridge inputs. However, the high internal impedances imply a sensitivity to hum fields and indeed, a hand passed near the cartridge dramatically increased the hum level. On the test rig, a level of -66d8 was recorded, which although not outstanding, proved to be entirely satisfactory.The cartridge compliance measured a moderate 21cu with reasonable damping, which means that a wide variety of medium-to-low mass arms are compatible.The overall frequency responses met ±2d8 limits and were characterised by about 2d8 of shelf lift below 400Hz. Channel balance was fairly good, separation fine, and overall distortion levels low. However, an analysis of the crosstalk signal gave 1.5% distortion at 1kHz which is rather greater than the 0.3% typical of most of the other models.Trackability was of a high order except on the supertrack +18d8 3)0Hz lateral band, which required a 1.7g downforce. On squarewaves, some asymmetry was noted together with a well damped initial rise time.Listening tests ranked the ODC 282E as somewhat below average. Essentially the bass lift was audible in the subjective frequency balance. Higher up, it was considered quite open with pleasant voice rendition and detail, but just occasionally it was judged a trifle sibilant.The tip mass was low, as the 30kHz resonance indicates, the stone being a naked elliptical diamond. The radii were measured at 0.3 x 0.7 thou with a good shape, but for a manufacturer who produces in-house styli, it was surprising to find that the polish was only adequate and the ellipse 

alignment on the cantilever was definitely poor
Stylus Data
Stylus Type..............................................  naked elliptical
Interchangeability....................    yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond....................................................poor
HF Resonance............................................  30kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz.........................................21cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............................................... [19.56
General Data
Cartridge Mass...................................................................... ...........5 2g
Test Tracking Force. ......................  1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm............................  7.7Hz
Induced Hum Level................................. . ........................-66dB"
Sensitivity.................................................. . lrnV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred tolmV/cm/sec........... . ......................OdB
Subjective Sound Quality............. .................................... acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz . ............................   ±2dB
100Hz-5kHz................................. ± 1.25dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.......................................................... 17dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz.................................. 28dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz...................... . ........................ 18dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz............................  1.3dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz...............................................................O.SdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality..................................................................... poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz...........   0.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz................................................2.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation.................................  1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak.....................0.25%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral +14dB...................................  O.Sg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB ..................... 0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz +18dB Lateral passed at . ........................1.7g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. . ............................................[43.00
Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 100-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating...................................................................................B
Damping Rating....................................................................................... K
Compatible with most arms damping not required
*see text Cartridges 65



National Panasonic EPC205C mk IIL
National Panasonic (UK) Limited, 107/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Bucks. 01-753 4522.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at IkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Although this is a Technics cartridge, due to the 
close similarity between this manufacturer's name 
and another leading hi-fi company, it is marketed 
under the National Panasonic label.

The model reviewed is the 'L', low output version, 
but the 'S' normal output and the 'H' high output 
versions should be very similar and carry an 
otherwise identical specification. The output of the 
205 llL measures -3dB at the normal reference level, 
but actually this is higher than several other 
conventional designs in the report! A very low 
output impedance is specified, and the unit is thus 
highly insensitive to loading variations. The specified 
compliance is 12.5cu at 100Hz; our sample 
measuring 25cu at below 10Hz, with little internal 
damping. Low-to-medium mass arms are therefore 
compatible, and if a 10Hz system resonance is aimed 
for, the headshell supplied must be discarded and a 
5g effective mass arm employed; in any case, extra 
arm damping would improve matters.

The frequency response was found to vary with 
temperature; below 20°C the output dropped a 
further couple of dB above 10kHz, and the mild 
upper resonance was suppressed. At 25°C the 
overall response met ±2dB limits, ±0.5dB sufficing 
for the mid band. Channel separation was fairly 
good and balance excellent. Both distortion and 
trackability were better than average and although 
the supertrack required 1.6g, this is not unusual 
with medium compliance models. The squarewave 
showed a well damped. fast rise time with some mild 
supersonic ringing and phase shift.

Listening tests placed this cartridge as just about 
average. Smoothness, clarity and clean bass were 
all noted, but the balance was described as dulled 
with a loss of dopth and only overage imaging.

A superb naked elliptical diamond of 0.3 x 0.7 
thou radii was fitted and polish, alignment and 
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shape were all beyond reproach.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type .................................................................. . naked elliptical
Interchangeability . . . .........................        yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond . ................................. excellent
HF Resonance .............................................................  21kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz..........................................25cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............................................... £21.00
General Data
Cartridge Mass.........................................................   6 5g
Test Tracking Force. . 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm .  7Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................... -70dB
Sensitivity........................................................................... 0.7mV/cm/sec
SensitivityreferredtolmV/cm/sec . . .................. —3.ldB
Subjective Sound Quality.............................................................. average
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz....................................................   1.0dB
100Hz-5kHz................   0.5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz .............................................................19dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz................................... 22dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ...........................    17dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz........................................... ........... , . . OdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz . .. ..... - = ,, , - , . , .. t 0.7dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz..................................................0.25%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz .... ..................................... 3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................... 1.2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................... 0.3%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB . ...................................... 0.89
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1 IdB..................................................0 1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at....... .... ........... 1.6g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.. . , ............ £4300

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading. ....................... ............. ........... lOK-lOOK ohms
Recommended Loading ........ . . 100-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if pub::.ible.)
Resonance Rating . ........................... .........q

Damping Rating.....................................................................................m
Low to medium mass arm ideal, preferably with damping



Ortofon FFI5E
Tannoy Products Limited, St Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR. 049 481 5--

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This model is a low cost equivalent of the VMS20E, 
but possesses a lower compliance and higher 
output. The output was 3.6dB above nominal and 
the hum induction excellent, and although the 
compliance measured 35cu which was down on the 
VMS20E, it was still quite high. Ortofon are aware of 
this and guarantee in future to hold compliance 
between 20-25cu and to exchange any 
unsatisfactory samples . The compatibility in that 
tables relate to these guaranteed figures.

The tip mass was somewhat greater than that of 
the VMS20E although the upper resonance still 
appears at a respectably high 20kHz. The 
loading/matching is so well optimised at 400pf that 
the resonance is barely visible on the fine frequency 
response traces. ±0.5dB limits sufficed for the mid
band when the recommended 400pf load 
capacitance was used. The trackability was very 
good, distortion levels moderate and channel 
separation and balance both excellent. The 
squarewave response was similar to the VMS20E 
with a reasonably clean and flat top, but the ringing 
after the rise time overshoot was slightly prolonged 
and some mild assymmetry is noticeable.

Listening tests ranked this modestly priced 
cartridge as well above average, placing it among 
the top ten models. The sound quality was generally 
to a high standard but with some evidence of a 
constrained, slightly boxy effect in the mid-range, 
together with a trace of hardness.

Upon examination, the tip radii proved to be 
closer in dimensions to a spherical rather than the 
elliptical shape specified. While the alignment was 
good, the surface polish was rated adequate, and 
the. steel shank mount is typical of European 
cartridges in this price range. Potentially, this model 
would have fared even better with a diamond 
quality closer to that of the VMS20E.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type .................................
Interchangeability...................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond...........
HF Resonance . .................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT .
General Data
Cartridge MasS . . . ....................
Test Tracking Force................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm ..
Induced Hum Level .............................
Sensitivity........................... ..
Sensitivity referred tolmVIcm/sec. .
Subjective Sound Quality . ...............

shank elliptical

adequate 
. .. 20kHz 
. .. 35cu^ 
... £900

.........5g
.........1.5g

 6Hz 
■ . -75d8
1.5mV/cm/sec 
........+3.6d8 
...............good

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz..................................................................................... ±1d8
100Hz-5kHz . . .. ±0.5d8
Channel Separation at 1OOHz.......................................................... 22d8
Channel Separation at 1 kHz ......................................... 34d8
Channel Separation at 10kHz.................................................... . 21d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz. ............. ..............................OdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz ................................... 0.6d8
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...........................................  . average
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz....................................... 0.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz ................................ 4%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................... 1.7%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak....................... 0.8%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8..................................................1.25g
Trackability 30Hz Vertical + 11d8..................................................1.25g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at..........................1.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. . ... £12.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading ..................................................350-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating..................................... ......................................... B •
Damping Rating..........................................................................  M*
Medium mass arm recommended
*See text
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Ortofon MC20
Tannoy Products Limited, St Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR. 049 481 5221.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This is Ortofon's latest model in their long line of 
moving coil designs and is equipped with a 'line 
contact' stylus ^Essentially the only difference 
between this model and the SL20E and SL20O is in 
their tip shapes, elliptical or Shibata.) The cost of an 
accompanying pre-amplifier or transformer must 
also be taken into consideration, in addition to the 
quoted purchase price.

On test, the MC20 was found to have an 
adequately damped low compliance of 16cu, giving 
good compatibility with the majority of rigid, 
medium mass arms (8-15g), without the need for 
additional damping.

The response was quite uniform in the audible 
range, but showed a strong resonance at 35kHz 
which dominated the squarewave response. The 
latter nevertheless showed evidence of a down-tilt 
towards the treble range, which was sufficient to 
require ±0.75dB limits to contain the mid-band 
region. (Incidentally, this and all the other 
squarewave photographs of moving coil cartridges 
were taken without a transformer which would have 
distorted the picture.) Separation was classed as 
good, channel balance excellent and distortion as 
satisfactorily low. Trackability rated only average, 
with the supertrack band requiring over 3g 
downforce . The outout level was 2dB above the 
FR 1, delivering 1.3mV/cm/sec from the Denon '3 
ohm' transformer setting, and hum induction was 
satisfactory for a moving coil model if care was 
taken with the transformer location.

Listening tests placed this model at an only 
average position, despite evidence of some of the 
favourable qualities of depth and mid-band 
naturalness so often associated with moving coil 
dcligM. CliliCiolii;, iliLluJoeJ dll dp^dltilll lubb uf 
bass, a hint of harshness and muddying of detail, 
particularly on the higher level passages.

The diamond was found to be a top class naked 
stone with excellent 'line contact' shape and polish.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type ...................................................... . .. naked line contact
Interchangeability. . ..................... .no
Finish and Alignment of diamond................ .............................. adequate
HF Resonance.................................. ................ . . 35kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . ........................ .. 16cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT...................... ........... ...[37.33
General Data
Cartridge Mass..................................................................................... 7g
Test Tracking Force..................................................... = - - • 1.Sg
LF Resonance in Standard Arm..................................................... 9Hz
Induced Hum Level.................... ........................ .............approx —57dB
Sensitivity................................................................. .. 1.3mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec = , . - - - , -........... .. + 2dB"
Subjective Sound Quality. .................. ......... .........average
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz........................................................................ ±15dB
100Hz-5kHz ............... . . ................ ..........................±0.75dB
Channel Separation at 1OOHz.........................................  21dB
Channel Separation at 1 kHz . ............................... .............24dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz ........    23dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz..............................  OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz........................... ................................... 0.5CB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality .......................................................  poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz................................................... 0.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz .. ...................................... 3.3%
Mid-band Intermodulation...................................................... ■ 2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak....................0.32%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB......................................   1.29
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1ldB .......... , , , .,,,. , . . . . 1g
Supertrackability  300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at...................... 3g
Typical selling price C53W

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading. ............. ...................... —ohms^
Recommended Loading............................ .........................-pr
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating............................................................................ . . B
bamping Rating.............................  K
Medium mass arm suitable, damping unnecessary
*see text
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Ortofon VMS20E
Tannoy Products Limited, St Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR.049 481 5221?

HF Resonance anan an an an an an an an
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 1OHz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT . .

24 kHz 
. 47cu 

£22.00
General Data
Cartridge Mass . ............................... an an........... an .5g
Test Tracking Force........................................................................ 1,2 5g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm..................................................... 51Hz
Induced Hum Level......................................................................-70<dB
Sensitivity.......................................................................... 1 lmV/crn/sec
Sensitivity referred tolmV/cm/sec............................................+ 11dB
Subjective Sound Quality. ................................................average
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................................................ ±1dB
100Hz-5kHz...............................................................................±0 75dB
Channel Separation at lOOHz...................  an 24dB

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating Channel Separation at 1kHz..................................... ................... 36dB
transient performance.

This model comes from Ortofon's induced magnetic 
range of cartridges and it should be noted that stylus 
replacement is expensive, accounting for just over 
70% of the original purchase price. On test, the 
compliance was rather higher than specified, 
measuring 47cu, and indicates that the use of very 
low mass arms, preferably ones with a damping 
facility, is necessary . A minimum total effective 
mass of 15g or so (inclusive of cartridge) is probable 
with conventional detachable headshell arms, which 
would result in an unsatisfactorily low resonance 
below 6Hz.

The manufacturer's recommend 47K ohms, 
400pf (approx) loading was confirmed on tests as 
producing the optimum frequency response, 
measuring ± 1dB, 20Hz to 20kHz. Channel balance 
and separation were excellent with a remarkable 
27dB separation noted even at 10kHz. Distortion 
levels were a little above average, but on the plus 
side, trackability was excellent, the supertrack being 
disposed of at the nominal test downforce of 1.25g.

The output level was fractionally above nominal, 
( + 1. 1dB) and the hum induction very satisfactory. 
Squarewave testing revealed a generally clean, 
symmetrical wave form with a fairly well damped tip 
mass resonance at a supersonic 24kHz.

When auditioned, the VMS20E ranked marginally 
above average, and was considered to have fairly 
good depth and stereo imaging, but also exhibited 
some hardness and a rather dead quality on voice 
reproduction. The stylus report showed that a naked 
elliptical diamond with well shaped 0.2 x0.7thou 
radii was fitted. Both polish and alignment were 
considered good and the overall finish above 
average for this class of European cartridge.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type........................................................................ nakedelliptical
Interchangeability . an an an an an.................................................... yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond.............................. ................good

Channel Separation at 10kHz.......................................................... 27dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz................................................................... OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz...............................................................0.2d8
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality..................................................................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz................................ ................. 0.8%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz an ................ an an .5%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................. 15%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak....................0.32%
Trackability
Trackability ^WHz Lateral + 14dB..................................................0,6g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical +11dB an ....................................... 0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at......................1 ,25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.........................................................£27.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.
-150 pf loading ....400 pf loading

Compatibility
Recommended Loading............. ........................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading.................. .................................350-5)0pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating................................................................................   D
Damping Rating..................................................................................... M
Low mass damped arm required for optimum results
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Philips GP400 mk II
Philips Electrical Limited, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H BAS. 01-689 2166.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This cartridge ;s fitted to several of the cheaper 
Philips record decks and hence is of particular 
interest. Modestly priced (typically below £10), it is 
equipped with a spherical tip and is intended for use 
at around a 2g downforce. The compliance was 
somewhat higher than specified at a measured 33cu, 
and the design thus requires a low mass arm for 
optimum results, preferably one with additional 
damping. It would appear that the compliance of 
both Philips' cartridges in this report are a little high 
for the arms incorporated in Philips' turntables. We 
also found that an increase in loading to 400pf gave 
best results. On test, a gently falling response trend 
was shown, sufficiently shallow to allow ±ldB limits 
to contain the 100Hz to 5kHz mid-band.

The output level was similar to that of the GP412 
mk II at +3.3dB and once again, the hum level was 
exemplary. Distortion levels were higher than 
average, particularly on the vertical modulation 
band, which may indicate a lack of cantilever 
constraint in the fore and aft direction. Trackability 
was very good with channel separation and balance 
both excellent. The squarewave photograph shows 
a clean response with a quickly damped 20kHz tip 
mass resonance, the slight rounding related to the 
drooping response

On audition, it was rated as a little above average 
and was considered to have fair detail and imaging, 
accurate bass, some constriction at high levels, and 
a slightly distant and 'nasal' mid-range.

Stylus examination revealed a commercial quality 
0.6 thou spherical diamond in a brazed steel shank 
mount. The alignment was satisfactory and the 
polish just adequate.

Stylus OMa
Stylus Type  ................................................shank spherical
Interchangeability................................................................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond.............................................adequate
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HF Resonance....................   .... 20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz . ........................ .. 33cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................. £4 75

General Data
Cartridge Mass .............................   6g
Test Tracking Force................................................................................2g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm....................................................... 6.3Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ -78dB
Sensitivity............ 1.5mV /cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec.............   +3.3d8
Subjective Sound Quality......................   good

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............. ........................................................................±2dB
100Hz-5kHz...........................  ±ldB
Channel Separation at 100Hz..........................................................20dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz..............................................................32dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ............................. 19dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz.......................................................... .... 0.2dB
Channel Balance at lOkHz...................................................... O.ldB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality.................... . ..................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz................................. ..................0.7%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz.......................  8%
Mid-band Intermodulation.....................................................................3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak.................... 0.75%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB....................................................0.7g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1ldB................................................. 0.8g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at . . .............. 2g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. ..................................................  £900

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.
-150 pf loading ....400 pf loading

Compatibility
Recommended Loading . ...................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading ......... .............. . . . . 300-500pf
Match up these letters IABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achioving if poooiblo.)
Resonance Rating..............................................................................  D
Damping Rating....................................................................................... M
Needs low mass arm for optimum performance



Philips GP412 mk II
Philips Electrical Limited, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8AS. 01-689 2166.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at lkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This cartridge is the most expensive of the stereo 
models, and is supplied with a shank mounted 
elliptical tip and a loading recommendation of less 
than 250pf.

As with the GP400 mk 11, on test we found a 400pf 
loading to offer an improvement in response 
uniformity, and even with the latter, a gently falling 
trend is present with rising frequency . Nevertheless, 
the 100Hz to 5kHz mid-band was held within good 
± 1.25dB limits. The output was 3.8dB above 
nominal, and the induced hum level excellent, as 
were both channel balance and separation.

The stylus compliance measured 42cu with low 
damping, which was a little higher than specified. 
Hence, a genuinely low mass arm is necessary for 
optimum stability and tracking. Theoretically, this 
makes the arms in Philips' own turntables nominally 
incompatible, since the combination resonance is 
not likely to exceed 7Hz.

Distortion values were moderate and trackability 
very good. The squarewave photograph illustrates 
fair symmetry with the initial overshoot quite quickly 
damped. Few anomalies are visible.

Listening tests placed the design slightly above 
average and it was considered to have good detail, 
stereo imaging and depth, allied with a degree of 
nasality and brashness, and a dulling in the presence 
band.

The audible 'brash' quality may in fact be 
associated with the poor quality of diamond that 
was fitted to the sample supplied. Upon 
examination, it was found to have a 0.7 x0.3 thou 
tip, with a very bad shape on both radii; small chips 
were actually visible on the major axis. This is 
disappointing in view of the long manufacturing 
experience that this company possesses, and the 
relatively high cost of the cartridge. Had a better tip 
been fitted, its rating could well have been 

improved.
Stylus Data 
Stylus Type ................... shank elliptical
Interchangeability.............................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond..........................................................poor
HF Resonance..................................  21kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz............................................. 42cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............... ..................................El5.45

General Data
Cartridge Mass.................................................................................................169
Test Tracking Force......... .. ..........................  1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm . ................................ ... 5.4Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................................ -76dB
Sensitivity......................................... 1.5mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec..............................................+3.BdB
Subjective Sound (Quality ......................................................................... good

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................................................  ±2dB"
100Hz-5kHz. ..............................±1.25dB
Channel Separation at 1OOHz.................................................................21dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz.........., . ............................... 35d8
Channel Separation at 10kHz .   33dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz........................... ........................................... 0.3dB
Channel Balance at lOkHz . .... ............................  OdB

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality.....................................   average
Lateral Distortion at +9d8 30Hz.................................... ...................0.4%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 30Hz..........................................................3%
Mid-band Intermodulation  .....................................................................3. %
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak...................... 01.55%

Trackability
Trackability 330Hz Lateral + 14dB........................................................0.7g
Trackability 30Hz Vertical + 11dB......................................................0.6g
Supertrackability330Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at.........................1.25g

Typical Selling Price ex VAT........................................................ £30.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.
-150 pf loading ... .^.40 pf loading

Compatibility
Recommended Loading................................................................ 47K ohms
Recommended Loading................................................................300-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating............................................................................................ D
Damping Elating . . .... . . .... .. .. . ..... ......... ... . .... . I_
Needs very low mass arm for optimum performance
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Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Pickering XSV3000
Highgate Acoustics Limited, 38 Jamestown Road, London NW1.01-267 4937.

HF Resonance. .

This is Pickering's top stereo cartridge which has

Measured Dynamic Compliance at 1OHz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.........
General Data
Cartridge Mass ...................... ...........
Test Tracking Force..................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm.............
Induced Hum Level...................... ...........
Sensitivity..................................................
Sensitivity referred to 1mV /cm/sec. . . .
Subjective Sound Quality......................

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz........... .................................
100Hz-5kHz...............................................
Channel Separation at 100Hz................
Channel Separation at 1kHz....................
Channel Separation at 10kHz..................
Channel Balance at 1kHz....................
Channel Balance at 10kHz......................

>20kHz
. .27cu

. [29.00

.............  . . 5.5g

...............  1.25g
............. 6.7Hz
...........-75dB
1.2mV/cm/sec
........... + 1 .3dB
............... good

. ± 2dB 
±0.5d B

. .21dB

..24dB 

..22dB 

...OdB
..O.SdB

been developed from their CD4 range and carries a 
new 'line contact' diamond tip. An induced magnet 
type similar to the Stantons, the makers recommend 
a 47K ohms, 275pf loading for the XSV3000, which 
was agreed on test. The measured compliance value 
of 27cu was judged sensible although little damping 
was present. A low mass arm in the 5g range is 
ideal, but the use of arm models up to 10g is 
possible, particularly if some form of damping is 
available.

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality....................................................................... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz..................................................0.35%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz......... ................ ....................3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation.....................................................................2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak...................... 0.3%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral +14dB....................................................0.6g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical +11dB........................ 0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at........................ 1.25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT............................................................ £53.00

While ±2dB limits were needed to contain the 
overall response, the mid-band was commendably 
flat, meeting ±0.5dB limits. Channel separation and 
balance were classed as good, distortion 
satisfactory and trackability very good, the supplied 
tracking brush being discarded as it interfered with 
the testing and could potentially have been a source 
of colouration. Distortion in the crosstalk signal was 
however higher than average. Output was slightly 
greater than nominal (±1.3dB) and hum rejection 
was excellent. The squarewave response was also 
essentially good, bar the minor phase and frequency 
anomalies following the rise.

On listening tests, the XSV3000 ranked well above 
average, and was placed in the top eight. Overall, it 
was considered to be musical and pleasant if at 
times a trifle 'shut-in', distant and nasal, and 
occasionally mid-dominant.

The stylus report confirmed the line contact form 
of the naked diamond tip and the radii were 
con3idered to be of fine shape. Unfortunately, the 
alignment, surface polish and mounting quality were 
all felt to be below par in view of the cost of the 

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading ..........................................................  250-350pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
uui wunti achieving it pbssibie.)
Resonance Rating.........  ............................. ................................... C
DampingRating............................. ............................................... M
Low mass arm recommended, preferably with damping

cartridge.
OLyluo Oulu
Stylus Type............... ................................   naked line contact
Interchangeability................................................................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...................................................good
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Pickering XV15 625E
Highgate Acoustics Limited, 38 Jamestown Road, London NW1.01-267 4937.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This medium priced cartridge is fitted with a 
0.3 x 0.7 thou elliptical tip intended to track between 
1 and 1.5g. The measured compliance was 
moderate at 20cu, allowing the use of medium mass 
arms, preferably with additional damping. A 15g arm 
would place the main resonance near 7Hz, and 
would thus be rather heavy.
heavy.

The response trace shows a falling trend with 
frequency which is accentuated by additional 
capacitance, and the 275pf recommended loading is 
thus agreed to be optimal Reasonable ± 1.5dB 
limits served to contain the mid-band; channel 
separation and balance were good, trackability was 
of an average standard, (the supertrack needed 2g) 
and distortion levels quite typical . The tip mass was 
moderate as the 19kHz upper resonance indicates, 
this being well damped, and the squarewave 
photograph showed a fairly clean wave shape, with 
the resonance under good control The output level 
was exactly 1mV/cm/sec and the hum level low. 
(As with the XSV3000, and for the same reasons, 
the brush was abandoned on test .)

On audition, the XV15 625E fared a little worse 
than the XSV3000, but was still ranked in the top 10. 
Essentially pleasant, the criticisms included a slight 
nasality, veiling and loss of detail

The stylus report confirmed the 0.3 x 0.7 thou 
specification, describing a well shaped radii and a 
well finished dural shank mount, with good radii, 
surface polish and alignment.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type................   shank ellipiical
Interchangeability . . .................... ...........................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond....................................................good
HF Resonance...................................... . . . ............... 19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz .,...,,..........   20cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT......................................... . . £19.00

General Data
Cartridge Mass........................................
Test Tracking Force...............................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm ........
Induced Hum Level.................................
Sensitivity..............................................
Sensitivity referred to 1mV/cm/sec . .
Subjective Sound Quality......................
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz. . . . .................
100Hz-5kHz..........................................
Channel Separation at 100Hz...............
Channel Separation at 1kHz ...
Channel Separation at 10kHz...............
Channel Balance at 1kHz........................
Channel Balance at 10kHz
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...............
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.

. . . approx bg 
.......... 1.25g 

............8Hz
.........-71dB 

1 mV/cm/sec 
............OdB 
....... good

t2 5dB 
o: 1 5dB 
.. 21dB 

. 23d8
15dB 

. .0.2dB 
... lrlB

ciood
0 7%

Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz ...................................................1.5%
..................................... 2.4%

HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak....................... 0.3%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB........................ I 1g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB............. . .................... 1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at............................ 2g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.................   £25.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading ............................ . 47K ohms
Recommended Loading .......................................... 250-350pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating .......................... . . ...................................B
Damping Rating ........................................................... M
Compatible with most arms
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Shure M75B II
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 0622 59881.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at IkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This model is a heavier tracking, spherical tipped 
version of the M75ED II and is intended for use 
in medium quality arms. While the suggested 2g 
downforce is in agreement, the compliance remains 
rather high at a measured 27cu, with only moderate 
damping. Consequently, a low mass arm (5-12gl 
would be optimal, and this will rule out certain 
budget models which have greater mass 
components.

Once again, Shure's 450pf {approx) capacitance 
loading gives the best response, but the falling trend 
with frequency common to many of the cartridges in 
this report, was quite pronounced in this model. 
± 1.5dB limits were required to contain the mid
band 100Hz to 5kHz range. Distortion was low, 
trackability average {the supertrack required 2.5gl, 
and the output was 2.3dB above nominal, with the 
hum suppression excellent. The squarewave shape 
relates strongly to the steady state frequency 
response and both the balance and the separation 
were classed as satisfactory

The ranking based on the listening tests placed 
the M75B II in a low position and it was 
considered inferior to the M75ED 11. Nasality and 
hardness were observed, in addition to a thick, 
recessed quality lacking detail or ambience.

In contrast to its elliptical tipped brothers, the 
dural shank mounted spherical diamond was found 
to have a good quality 0.6thou radius, of satisfactory 
polish and alignment.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ...............  shank spherical
Interchangeability .   yes
riiiloli di id Allyiiii11;:H ii ur LlldlllUllLl. ................. , . . . ... yUOd
HF Resonance............................................................................... 17.5kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz......................................... 27cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT........................  £8.00

General Data
Cartridge Mass..........................................................  6g
Test Tracking Force . ................................................................. .2g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm....................................................... 6.7Hz
Induced Hum Level.......................................................................... -73dB
Sensitivity. ........................................................................1.3mV /cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. . ............ . . ..........+ 2.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality ...................................................................poor

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-22kHz................................................. ....... ±2 25d8
100Hz-55kz...................................................................................± 1.5d8
Channel Separation at 100Hz............. 19dB
Channel Separation at 1HHz ......................... .... 24dB
Channel Separation at 10HHz............................................................ 17dB
Channel Balance at IHHz..................................................................... IdB
Channel Balance at lOHHz........... .. . ........................... IdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...........  .......................................... .._.good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz....................................................0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz...................................................3.7%
Mid-band Intermodulation . .............................. , ............ , , . 1.1%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10HHz 24cm/sec peak......................0.6%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB..................................................... 1.2g
Trackability 300HzVertical + 1 IdB ........... 1.3g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at................ . . 2.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.................................................... ..£1100

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading...........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading........................................................... 350-5Xpf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving it possible. i
Resonance Rating  ................. C
Damping Rating......................................................................................... L
Medium to low mass arm ideally required
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Shure M75ED II
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 0622 59881.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at IkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

As with the M95ED II a naked elliptical diamond 
is fitted and in this case, the stylus assembly 
represents about three-quarters of the total 
purchase price. The recommended 450pf loading 
again provided the best response, with the nominal 
150pf load resulting in +3dB region peak at 19kHz 
and increased 'suck-out' in the 5-15kHz region The 
compliance measured the same as the M95ED II at 
30cu, and the same low mass arm recommendations 
will therefore apply here.

The overall response met ± 1dB limits with the 
approved loading, the trend characterised by a slight 
12dB) suck out in the upper presence band. The 
squarewave showed moderate damping at the upper 
resonance but was basically 'clean'. Balance was 
very good and separation fairly good, with distortion 
better than average and the trackability very good 
(the supertrack only required 1.5gl. The output level 
was 2.9dB above nominal with excellent hum 
rejection.

Listening tests placed the M75ED II on a similar 
level to that of the M95ED II, well below average. 
Criticisms concerned its stereo imaging, a noted 
detail loss and harshness, with a distant presence 
band and an over-prominent mid-band.

The stylus examination revealed an out-of-spec 
0.3 x 0.5thou tip, naked set, with poorly shaped 
radii. The surface polish was described as adequate 
and the alignment as good. Again, a disappointing 
result since this stylus costs around £12.00.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ., , ... , „, ............. . , ............. naked elliptical
Interchangeability...................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond..................................................... poor
HF Resonance................................................................................... 19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz...................... 30cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............. ...................................£1300

General Data
Cartridge Mass . .  6g
Test Tracking Force.......................................................................... 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm................... 6.5Hz
Induced Hum Level..............................  -75dB
Sensitivity....................................... ............. ............... 1.4mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to 1mV I cm/sec. . ..................................... + 2.9dB
Subjective Sound Quality............................... acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................   . , ± ldB
1OOHz-5kHz..................................... .......................................... ± ldB
Channel Separation at 1OOHz ... ............. .........................19dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz.............................................................23dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz...................... 17dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz................................................ 0.5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz . ................................................................OdB
Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality . ..............................................................  good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.................................................... 0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz . ................................................2%
Mid-band Intermodulation . . .................................................. 0.9%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ...................0.3%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.................................................... 0.6g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB ..................................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at . . . . 1.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT. £16.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading..........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading................................................  350-500pt
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating . . ....... .......... ......... . ................ C
Damping Rating........................................................................................L
Low mass arm and optimum loading ideally required
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Shure M95ED II
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AE. 0622 59881.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This medium priced cartridge is fitted with a naked 
elliptical tip and among the Shure models, it ranks 
second in line to the V15111. At 30cu the measured 
compliance was lower than that of the V15111, 
although the cantilever damping was somewhat 
reduced. A low mass arm is recommended for use 
with this cartridge and additional damping might 
improve matters if a heavier arm were to be 
employed.

The test results mirrored those for the V15111 the 
only real difference being a slightly higher distortion 
value. In all other respects, namely trackability, 
frequency response, output, balance and 
separation, the two were very similar. Again, the 
450pf 'Shure' loading was confirmed as producing 
the best response, and the squarewave shape 
proved particularly clean with reasonable damping 
of the tip mass resonance at approximately 20kHz.

On listening tests, the M95ED II faired slightly 
worse than did the V15111, as the mid-band nasality 
and hardness, together with a rather flat stereo 
presentation were all considered to be obtrusive.

The stylus report revealed an 0.3 x 0.6 thou tip 
radii of unexceptional shape and only 'good' polish 
and alignment. Considering the high replacement 
stylus cost of around £16.00 this result was a 
disappointment, particularly from a company with 
such a good reputation, and both radii were out of 
specification

Stylus Data
Stylus Type........................................................................naked elliptical
I nterchangeability.................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond............................................. adequate
HF Resonance...........................    20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz............... ................. .. 30cu
Rftnlacftmftni Stvhis Prirft ax VAT......... flA Rl
General Data
Cartridge Mass ..................................      6g
Test Tracking Force ..................    1.25g

LF Resonance in Standard Arm............................................... 6.5Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................-75dB
Sensitivity............................................................................ 1 _2mV /cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. ...................................... + 1.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality...................................... . . acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................... ........... .......................... ± IdB
100Hz-5kHz............................................................................. • bob
Channel Separation at 100Hz . ...................................... .. . .. 20dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz......................................  24dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz.............................................  22dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz........... ............................. .... 0.25dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz........... .......................................................OdB

Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality................................. good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz. ........  ........... .. 0.4%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz.....................................................3%
Mid-band Intermodulation ................................  .1.2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................... .0.4%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB ... ........................ .. 0.7g
Trackability300Hz Vertical + 1ldB . ................................. ....0,6g
Supertrackability300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at .............1.25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT £25.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading........................................................ 47K ohms
Recommended Loading ...............................  ...... ... 350-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but wui iii dchleviiiY if pbssiDle.J
Resonance Rating  ............... C
Damping Rating....................................................    L
Requires low mass arm
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ShureVl5lII
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 0622 59881.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This established top-of-the-line cartridge from Shure 
has been available for some years now and 
possesses en enviable pedigree. The cantilever is 
specified as carrying a low mass naked elliptical tip 
of 0.2 x 0.?thou nominal radii, and examination 
revealed a well shaped 0.3 x 0.7 tip 10.2 is quite 
difficult in practice to produce to any degree of 
accuracy) . The surface polish and alignment were, 
however, only classed as 'good', which is a trifle 
disappointing in view of the price level.

Shure do not quote compliance values; this 
sample measured a well damped 40cu and is suited 
to genuinely low mass arms. Even with a 5g arm the 
basic resonance will not be above 7Hz, some 
distance from the 10Hz optimum. The output level 
was 1.6dB above nominal with excellent hum 
rejection. Tested with the recommended 47K ohms 
plus 450pf (approx) loading, commendably flat 
response traces were obtained, ± 1dB sufficing 
overall. Balance was excellent and separation good, 
with distortion low and trackability exemplary. The 
squarewave was clean and well balanced, and 
showed the reasonably damped tip mass resonance 
at approximately 21kHz.

Unfortunately, the V15111 proved to be rather 
disappointing on audition, and was ranked slightly 
below average. The sound quality was described as 
possessing an upper-mid emphasis, only fair depth 
and imaging, with a degree of hardness unexpected 
from the lab results.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type.................................................................  naked elliptical
Interchangeability . ..............................................     yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond..................................................... good
HF Resonance........................... 21kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at10Hz..........................................40cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................. [18.00
General Data
Cartridge Mass........................................................ 6g

Test Tracking Force........................................................................ 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm....................................... .............5.5Hz
Induced Hum Level.............................................. -75dB
Sensitivity........................................................................ 1.2mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec. ..................+ 1.6dB
Subjective Sound Quality. ............................. ..........................average
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz ..................................................... ±1dB
100Hz-5kHz.................................................................................... ±0.5d8
Channel Separation at 1OOHz............................   24dB
Channel Separation at 1 kHz....................................................  24dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz....................................... .......21d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz.................................   OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz.................................................................OdB
Distortion 
HF Wave Form Quality......................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.....................................................35%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz..................................... .... 2.6%
Mid-band Intermodulation.......................... .......... ....................1.81%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak............... ...0.3 %
Trackability 
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8................................................0.75g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB ........................ ........................0.5g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at......................1.25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT......................................................... £47.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading.........................................................  350-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating...................................................................................D
Damping Rating  ................................   J
Needs low mass arm but arm damping not required
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Sonotone VIOO
Vernitron Limited, Thornhill, Southampton 509 5QF. 0703 ^11.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This budget cartridge is equipped with a spherical tip 
and is one of the cheapest to be included in the 
survey. Costing around E5.00, it comes ready fitted 
to the Prinzsound PL 15 turntable which is also 
reviewed in this report.

The measured compliance was relatively low at 
16cu, allowing the use of low to medium mass arms 
of up to 15g, exclusive of cartridge mass.

The mid-band frequency range fell within 
± 1.25dB limits which is creditable for the price and 
in fact, over 20Hz to 15kHz, ±2dB proved 
sufficient. The output level was 3.5dB above 
nominal, with excellent hum rejection and 
.exemplary channel balance and separation. 
Distortion levels were, however, on the high side, 
although not disastrously so. Judged from the 
14kHz upper resonance, tip mass was fairly high and 
some anomalies were present on the otherwise good 
squarewave shape. Tracking performance was only 
average.

On listening tests this model was ranked low, in a 
similar position to the Shure M75B II. The 
frequency balance was good, but unfortunately, 
noticeable break-up and gritty effects were present 
which accounted for the down-grading.

A commercial quality, steel shanked diamond of 
good alignment was fitted with adequate polish and 
a satisfactory 0.6thou tip radius.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ...................   shank spherical
Interchangeability.................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond . , ,. , . . , , . adequate
HF Resonance.................................................................................14kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at10Hz..........................................16cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT . ................................ £4.00
General Data
Cartrirtpft Mrss irrrnw 6q
Test Tracking Force.......................................................................... 2.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm......................................................8.8Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ -75dB

Sensitivity.......................................................................... 1.5mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec...........................................+3.5dB
Subjective Sound Quality.................................................................. poor
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz........... ............................................................................±3dB
100Hz-5kHz...................................................................................± 1.25dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz............................................................26dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz..............................................................35dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz ........... . . ....... . 19dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz.....................................................................OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz.................................................................0.2dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.....................................................0.8%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300 Hz.....................................................8%
Mid-band Intermodulation. . ........... ........... ............................. 3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak...................... 0.6%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB..................................................... 1.2g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB................................................. 1.1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at .............. 2.5g

,Typical Selling Price ex VAT. . ..................................................£5.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading . . .............................. 100-300pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
Uul w«ui Ill «Jlibviliy if pua::,1bled
Resonance Rating . . : ..................... B
Damping Rating....................................................................................... M
Compatible with most arms
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Sonus Blue
CE Hammond & Company Limited, 111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey. Byfleet 41131.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This costly cartridge proved to be a surprise, as it 
produced a measured and subjective performance 
considerably superior to that of a sample tested a 
year or so ago. Clearly the design has been 
improved.

This recent induced magnet design is fitted with a 
line contact naked diamond, and was insensitive to 
loading, the usual 47K ohms plus 150pf proving 
fine. The frequency response was extraordinarily 
flat, ±0.25dB sufficing for the mid-band. Channel 
balance was near perfect, with separation and 
trackability both very good. Distortions were a little 
on the high side, but not unduly so. Some 
asymmetry was evident on the squarewave shape 
but the main overshoot 128kHz) was quickly damped 
and the remaining wriggles are not significant. The 
output was 1.9dB below nominal, with very good 
hum rejection.

On listening tests, the Blue ranked number one. 
Rendition of detail, subjective frequency balance, 
stereo imaging and depth were all highly praised, 
although the mid-band reproduction was not quite 
correct.

The stylus report indicates that the potential exists 
to improve the diamond tip quality, which the 
manufacturers should bear in mind in view of the 
high purchase price . The radii on the line contact tip 
were slightly asymmetrical, the polish only adequate 
and the general alignment satisfactory A 
reasonably damped compliance of 48cu was 
measured, which indicates the use of a low mass 
arm (around 5g) for best results, and damping 
should not be necessary.

Two further points are worthy of note. Firstly, the 
packing is poor; our sample arrived loose in the box 
and covered in the mock velvet dust from the 
mounting pad; secondly, a small click (not static) 
was observed when the cartridge was lifted from the

naked line contact
.......................   yes 
.............. .good 
... ....... 28kHz 
................... 48cu
.................  [34 50

groove, and this we were not able to account for

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . . .......
Interchangeability . .
Finish and Alignment of diamond .
HF Resonance.......................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.
General Data
Cartridge Mass ......................
Test Tracking Force . .
LF Resonance in Standard Arm.
Induced Hum Level............................
Sensitivity................................................
Sensitivity referred to 1 mV Icm/sec. .
Subjective Sound Quality....................
frequency Response and Separation

............... .5 5g
............... .. 1g

............... 5.1Hz
...........-70d8
O.8mV/cm/sec
...........-1.9d8
.........excellent

20Hz-20kHz............................................................................... ±1 .5d8
100Hz-5kHz............................................................................... ±0,25d8
Channel Separation at 100Hz ... ..................................... .... 22d8
Channel Separation at 1 kHz ...........................................................   28dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz.................................   26d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz ................................................................ .OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz . OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality................................................................. average
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz.................................................... 1.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz . . . ............... ............... . . 4.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation.  ...................... .................................21%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz24cm/sec peak............... .. . 0.33%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB ................................. ... 0.7g
Trackability300HzVertical +1 IdB ................................................ 0.6g
Supertrackability300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at......................1.2^
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.  ........ .................... £58.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: IdB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading ..... .................... .. . 47K ohms
Recommended Loading ...................   ... . . . ,. 100-300pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating................................................................................... D
Damping Rating.  ....................  K
V8ry low mass arm recommended but no damping required
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Sonus Silver P
CE Hammond & Company Limited, 111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey. Byfleet 41131.

Photograph of .squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

On paper, the indications were that the performance 
ofthis half-price version of the Blue should in fact 
approach that of its more expensive brother. A 
similar line touch diamond tip is fitted, although in 
this case a brazed metal shank is employed, rather 
than the naked mount of the Blue. Surprisingly 
enough, the stylus examination revealed that the 
shape of both the major and the minor radii were 
rather better than those of the Blue, as was the 
polish, and was rated as good. However, it was 
commented that rather a lot of adhesive had been 
used in securing the tip.

By comparison with the Blue, the frequency 
response was similarly uniform, rising to a +6dB 
peak at a supersonic 26kHz. ±0.5dB limits sufficed 
for the mid-band. Output was 0.4dB below nominal 
and hum induction was very good. However, 
distortions were even higher than with the more 
expensive model, with the vertical level at 11 % 
which was considered more than a little excessive 
for the price. Tracking was very good as was 
separation, while channel balance was only fair. The 
squarewave shape was also similar to that of the 
Blue with little to distinguish between the two.

While the compliance was lower than spec at 
34cu, this still rates as a high value, requiring a 
genuinely low mass arm of less than 7g effective 
mass to give the best results.

On audition, the Silver P did poorly, rating a well 
below average position. While the basic frequency 
balance was considered neutral and open with good 
potential, the cartridge appeared to alter the 
harmonic structure of both voice and instruments, 
producing a reedy and harsh effect which may be 
the result of the high distortion values.

Stylus Data
StylusType................................................................. shank line contact
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Interchangeability ...... ............  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond..................................................... good
HF Resonance....................................................   26kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz..........................................34cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT...................................... ...........(18 50
General Data 
Cartridge Mass...................... . ........................... ........... 5.5g
Test Tracking Force...........................................................................1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm...................................................... 6.1Hz
Induced Hum Level. . ............. , . , , ................................... — 70dB
Sensitivity.....................................   0.95mV /cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to 1mV /cm/sec. ........................................... —0.4dB
Subjective Sound Quality........................................................acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................................................................... ±2 5dB
100Hz-5kHz. ........................... ....................±0 5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz............................................................22dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz..............................................................37dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz .............................. 30dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz............................................. IdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz................................................................ l.2dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality...................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz..................................................... 1.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz................................................. 11% •
Mid-band Intermodulation.    ,...........  4%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz24cm/sec peak......................0.28%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB................................................... 0.65g
Trackability 300HzVertical + 11dB ...................................................07g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at...................... l .25g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT............................................................ (35.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading........................................................... 100-400pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
RoGononoo Rating ..... . ......... .  .............. ............ U
DampingRating............................... L
Low mass arm required but damping unnecessary
•See text



Stanton 500A
Wilmex Limited, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-949 2545.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

Sensitivity referred tolmV /cm/sec. . . 
Subjective Sound Quality . . ...........
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz . ...................................
100Hz-5kHz ............................................. 
Channel Separation at 100Hz ................ 
Channel Separation at 1kHz...............
Channel Separation at 10kHz ....
Channel Balance at 1kHz ................ ,
Channel Balance at 10kHz......................

+ 2.5dB 
..good

±2dB 
± IdB 
. 22dB 
. 25dB 
. 20dB 
.. OdB 
0.8dB

This robust cartridge is intended to track between 2 
and 5g, and accordingly it was tested at 3g. A 
spherical tip is specified, which on examination was 
found to have a good 0.7thou tip radius in a naked 
mount, and while the alignment was satisfactory, 
the polish could be much improved.

The overall response fitted within ±2dB limits, 
with the mid-band to within ±ldB. Channel balance

Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality............................................
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 30Hz..........................
Vertical Distortion at + WB 30Hz.......................
Mid-band Intermodulation....................................
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak
Trackability
Trackability 30Hz Lateral +14dB........................
Trackability 30Hz Vertical + 11dB ...............
Supertrackability 30Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at.
Typical Selling Price ex VAT .. ..........................

average 
..0,5%

. ... 3%

.... 3%
.. 0.8%

. 1,25g 
. . 1.5g 

. ■ .3g
£16.00

was excellent with the separation to a good 
standard, and trackability proved to be fine at the 
test downforce. Distortion levels were average and 
the output was 2.5dB above nominal, with excellent 
hum rejection. The squarewave photograph 
reflected the slightly drooping response, with the 
19kHz tip mass resonance showing good damping.

A compliance of 12cu was measured which makes 
the 500A compatible with a number of medium to 
heave arms of up to 25g effective mass, and 
although it is probably not justified at the price, 
some arm damping would be a further advantage.

.The subjective tests results were somewhat of a 
surprise, as this model's pleasant, clean and 
restrained nature clearly found favour. It was ranked 
moderately above average; higher than its more 
expensive brothers, and although the slightly dull 
balance was commented on, it was not considered 
to be at all objectionable.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type......................................................................shank spherical
Interchangeability......................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...............................................adequate
HF Resonance...................................................................................19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10 Hz............................................11cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT . . . . . ......................... £9.75
General Data
Cartridge Mass...............................................    5g
Test Tracking Force.................................. 3g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm......................................................10.5Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ — 73dB
Sensitivity. . ...........    . . l .3mV/cm/sec

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading......................................................... 100-250pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating ...................... . . ...........................A
Damping Rating..................................................................................... M
Compatible with medium to high mass arms
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Stanton 680EE
Wilmex Limited, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-949 2545.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

While not compromising performance, this recent 
introduction to the Stanton range is claimed to 
withstand rough handling, as might be encountered 
in professional situations.

In common with the more expensive 681 EEE, the 
stylus brush was removed during testing. The 
maker's specified loading is 47K ohms 275pf, but 
measurements showed that a moderate increase to 
400pf levelled the upper presence band by a dB or 
so, and suppressed a small peak at 19kHz, while 
rolling off the response above that level. With 400pf, 
the 100Hz to 10kHz band fitted within good ± 1dB 
limits. A moderate down-tilt was evident but was 
not as severe as with the 681 EEE. Overall, 
trackability and distortion were both fairly good 
although the cartridge was not too happy on the 
10kHz pulsed test band. The output was a nominal 
1mV /cm/sec, with good hum rejection.

The squarewave flat top illustrated the uniform 
frequency response, the initial tip mass resonance 
being quickly damped. The measured compliance 
was 25cu, higher than that of the 681 EEE, and its 
nominal damping suggests the use of a medium 
effective mass arm (up to 12g), preferably damped 
for best tracking stability.

Subjective tests placed this model below average, 
although marginally above the 681 EEE. A curious 
effect was noticed whereby the singers appeared to 
have their pitch altered by a subtle balance change. 
Slight hardness was also apparent.

The stylus was found to be a dural shank mounted 
elliptical of good polish and alignment, but with 
0.3 x 0.6thou radii, the latter poorly shaped. This 
aspect could be improved especially in view of the 
£35.00 odd purchase price.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type. ... 

I nterchangeability
shank elliptical
................... yes

Finish and Alignment of diamond.............................................. adequate
HF Resonance ............................................................. ,,.,.,.20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz..........................................25cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT............................................. £22.95

General Data
Cartridge Mass . . .................. . . ....................................5.5g
Test Tracking Force...................   . ................1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm  ............................................... . 7Hz
Induced Hum Level. .................................   .... — 71dB
Sensitivity.......................   1mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec ....................................................OdB
Subjective Sound Quality.............................................................. average
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz....................................................................................± 1.5d8
100Hz-5kHz.....................................................................................  ±ldB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.................... . . ..................20d8
Channel Separation at 1kHz . . . ,........................   22dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ................................................. 15d 8
Channel Balance at 1kHz............ ................... ............. ..................0.5d 8
Channel Balance at 10kHz...................................................................OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality ...,..,.. .................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.................................................. 0.65%
Vertical Distortion at +6dB 300Hz . .........................  2%
Midland Intermodulation. ............................. ................2%
HF lntermodulatimn pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak...........................1%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8........... ................. ...... ... 0.7g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 1 IdB ........................................................ lg
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at ................... 1.75g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT.  ................................£35.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading...........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading........................................................... 300-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMI in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The Ortmnino rntino i" f>'J't critical, 
but worth achieving if pmssible.)
Resonance Rating . . C
Damping Rating . ...................... .................... ......... M
Low to medium mass arm ideal, damped if possible
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Stanton 681EEE
Wilmex Limited, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-949 2545.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This high cost induced magnet cartridge is equipped 
with a naked elliptical diamond tip. Specified at 
0.2 x 0.7, the well shaped radii actually measured at 
0.3 x 0.6. Both finish and polish were only classed as 
good, and in view of the high purchase price they 
could have been better. As with the Pickerings, the 
supplied stylus brush was removed before testing as 
it could possibly have introduced colouration 
effects.

The measured compliance was 20cu which was 
surprisingly low, and offers a useful match with 
medium weight arms of up to 15g effective mass 
(preferably those with some damping). However, as 
this compliance value was lower than that for the 
more robust 680EEE it is possible that it represents a 
sample anomaly.

The reponse was flat to 2kHz with the by now 
familiar roll-off, continuing to fall to -4dB at 15kHz. 
However, a touch of pre-amplifier treble lift should 
provide some correction. Channel balance and 
separation were both good and trackability fairly so. 
Tip mass was low, judged by the 25kHz upper 
resonance which was barely visible on the 
squarewave due to the rounded leading shoulder, 
the latter a function of the frequency response. 
Distortion levels were moderate; the output 1.9dB 
below nominal, and the hum rejection satisfactory.

The cartridge ranked significantly below average 
on the listening tests, mainly due to its rather dull 
balance. Some hardness and nasality were also 
evident with only fair stereo imaging.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type...........  .................................................... naked elliptical
Interchangeability.............  . . . . ............................................... yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond......................................................good
HF Resonance ...............................  25kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz.......................................... 20cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT................................................. £27.50

General Data
Cartridge Mass...................................................................................5.5g
Test Tracking Force. ...................... ...... . . . ......... . . 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm........................................................8Hz
Induced Hum Level........................................................................ -68dB
Sensitivity......................................................................0.8rnV/crn/sec
Sensitivity referred to 1mV/cm/sec............................................-1.9dB
Subjective Sound Quality ...........  acceptable
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.................................................................................±2 5dB
100Hz-5kHz................................................................................. ± 1.5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz . . . .... ........................ 17dB
Channel Separation at 1 kHz.............................................................25d8
Channel Separation at 10kHz............................ . 19dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz. .......................................................0.5dB
Channel Balance at 1OkHz.............................................. OdB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality................................................................. average
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz.................. . l.1%
Vertical Distortion at +6d8 300Hz................................................... 3%
Mid-band Intermodulation...................... 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak......................0.4%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8 .. . .......................... 1.25g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11d8................................. ...........0.9g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at...................... 1.4g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT................................   . . £50.00

Y shows the ieft and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading..........................................................47K ohms
Recommended Loading.........................................................  150-300pf
Match up these letters IABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating................................. 8
Damping Rating . ....... ....................M
If sample typical, then medium mass damped arm suitable
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Supex 900E Super
Linn Products Limited, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. 041 634 3860.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at lkHz illustrating 
transient performance.

This costly Japanese moving coil cartridge is one of 
the models that require a special input amplifier or 
transformer. The output was higher than that of the 
FR1 or MC20, and measured 6.4dB above nominal, 
using the Denon '3 ohm' transformer setting. The 
stylus consultant waxed lyrical over the naked 
diamond tip which was classed as excellent, both in 
terms of its polish and alignment, with beautifully 
shaped 0.3 x 0.7 thou elliptical radii.

The compliance measured close to spec at 20cu, 
although the value for another sample checked by 
chance was rather lower, at 12.5cu. Medium mass 
arms in the 5-10g range are suitable, no damping 
being required, but heavier arms of up to 15g could 
also be accommodated, especially if the compliance 
is generally lower than that of the first test sample.

Separation and balance were both excellent, bar a 
treble-band resonance at 8.5kHz which is just visible 
on the frequency response. The latter met ± 1.0dB 
limits over the 20Hz to 20kHz band with the tip mass 
resonance apparently above 45kHz. Trackability and 
distortions were generally pretty good, although the 
6.5% recorded on the vertical IL-R) modulation 
band was about double the average value for the 
group. The high output helped to produce a 
satisfactory hum level, while the squarewave 
showed a basically good shape, overlaid with 
inaudible supersonic ringing at around 40kHz.

Subjective testing ranked this model as among 
the top three, and while it was characterised by a 
slightly dull and rich balance, and the extreme treble 
was occasionally slightly tizzy and hard, great depth, 
transparency, fine stereo imaging and perspective 
were all noted.
Stylus Data
Stylus Tyrp ................................... . ... nolwd cllipticel
Interchangeability................................................................................... no
Finish and Alignment of diamond..........................  excellent
HF Resonance.................................................................... approx 40kHz

Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz..........................................20cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT..................................................(67 50
General Data
Cartridge Mass........................... ........................................................8.5g
Test Tracking Force.......................................................................... 2g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm............................... ........... ...........6.5Hz
Induced Hum Level......................... .................... . approx. -60d8
Sensitivity.......................................................... ................2. lmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to 1mV/cm/sec........................................ +6.4dB"
Subjective Sound Quality............................................................excellent
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.............................................................................................. ± ldB
100Hz-5kHz.................... ............................................................ ±0.75dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz............................................................22dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz..............................................................35d8
Channel Separation at lOkHz............................................................26dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz.................................................................. OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz............................. ................................. 0.8dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality....................................................................... poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz................................................. 0.35%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz ...............................................6.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation...............................................................1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak.......................0.2%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB....................................................0.9g
Trackability 300HzVertical +1 ldB ...........................................0 8g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at........................ 2.5g
Typical Selling Price ex VAT........................................................ £85.00"

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading............. transformer or pre-amplifier required
Recommended Loading............................................................................
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Rp<>nnanrp Ratino ..............................................................................8
Damping Rating......................................................................................... J
Medium mass arm suitable, damping not required 
*see text
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Tenorel 2000ED
Condor Electronics Limited, 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY. 01-946 0033.

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.

11 has been suggested in the past that this model is a 
nossible eauivalent to other manufacturers' 
cartridges, such as the Shure M75ED. Specified as 
carrying an 0.2 x 0.7thou shank mounted elliptical, 
the stylus examination found a reasonably aligned 
and polished 0.3 x 0.6 tip, with a very poor profile 
on the major radius. This was considered rather 
disappointing for a hi-fi cartridge, irrespective of 
price level. The specified downforce range is 1-3g 
and accordingly it was tested at 1.75g.

While the compliance was specified at 25cu a 
much lower value of 7.0 was measured, which if 
typical, requires that high mass arms be used for the 
best results. The resonance was very poorly 
damped, indicating the need for additional arm 
damping, although this is unlikely to be provided at 
this price level. The squarewave photograph was 
dominated by the under-damped tip mass resonance 
in the audible range, at 14kHz, which produced a 
peak 8dB high on the response trace, even though 
the 100Hz to 5kHz range met fine ± 1dB limits. 
Separation and channel balance were good; 
trackability average at mid-range but poor at high 
frequencies. However, distortion levels were above 
average. Ouput was 1.6dB above nominal and hum 
i nduction very good.

Subjective listening tests ranked the Tenorel in 
the lowest group, with the sound described as 
rough, brittle, sibilant and emphasising record 
surface noice. It is possible that increased load 
capacitance might tame the 14kHz resonance, but 
time was not available to try this.

Stylus Data
Stylus Type..........................................................................shank elliptical
Interchangeability  ............... . ,  ...............   , , .......................... yes
Fnish and Alignment of diamond......................................................poor
HF Resonance ......................   14kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz................................ .... 7cu
Replacement Stylus Pace ex VAT................................................... £7.95

General Data
Cartridge Mass ........................................ 7g
Test Tracking Force..........      1.75g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm..........................  . • .............   13.5Hz
I nduced Hum Level. ........ ............. .....................................-72dB
Sensitivity.......................................................................... 1.2mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec.................. . . + 16dB
Subjective Sound Quality.........................................................  poor
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz....................................................................................±4.5db
100Hz-5kHz................................................................................... ± 1dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz .............................................. 22dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz............................................................ 27dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ..........    17dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz. . O.BdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz .......................  1.5dB
Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality........................ ................. ..................... . poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz......................................................1%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 30Hz................................................. 6.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation.............................. . .........2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak...................... 9%
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.................................................... 1.2g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB ................................................I. 1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at......................... 2.5g

Typical Selling Price ex VAT.....................  '£10.00

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1d8 per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading......................................................... 47K ohms
Recommended Loading..........................................................300-500pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM1 in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance Rating..................................................................................A
Damping Rating..................................................................................... M
High mass arm preferably with damping
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Ultimo 20A
Condor Electronidcs Limited, 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OA Y. 01-946 0033.

General Data 
Cartridge Mass......................................
Test Tracking Force.................................. 
LF Resonance in Standard Arm...........  
Induced Hum Level..................................
Sensitivity......................  .
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec . . .
Subjective Sound Quality......................
Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz. . ...................................... 
100Hz-5kHz...............................................  
Channel Separation at 100Hz................ 
Channel Separation at 1kHz.................. 
Channel Separation at 10kHz...............  
Channel Balance at 1 kHz . ..................
Channel Balance at 10kHz....................

..................... 9.5g

......................1.5g
....................7Hz

........... -67dB
0.56mV/cm/sec
..................-5d8
........... excellent

Photograph of squarewave characteristics at 1kHz illustrating 
transient performance.
This unusual moving coil cartridge has sufficient 
output to drive a normal pre-amplifier input. Our 
sample measured 5d8 below nominal, which 
corresponds to a reasonable 2.8mV from a 5cm/sec 
lateral band and is sufficient for most modern 
amplifiers.

The body was quite heavy at 9.5g, so it was 
fortunate that the compliance was moderate at 
20cu. The damping was fair and with a low mass 
arm (5gl extra damping should not be necessary. 
However, if a hiqher mass arm (up to 12gl is used it 
might prove beneficial. On the normal 47K ohms 
150pf load the response showed a rise above 5kHz, 
reaching + 5dB at 25kHz. A new loading of 22K 
ohm, 500pf, tamed the rise considerably, resulting in 
± 1dB limits over the 20Hz to 30kHz range. The mid
band fitted within ±0.5dB limits.

Distortion
HF Wave Form Quality.............................................
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz...........................
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz ... ...........
Mid-band Intermodulation......................................
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/sec peak
Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.........................
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + 11dB ......................
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at
Typical Selling Price ex VAT....................................

. ±ldB* 
± 0.5dB’ 
... 19d8 
... 25d8 
... 1BdB 
. . . , OdB
... OdB

average 
.. 0.3%

. ... 3% 
.. 1.5% 
.. 0.2%

..1.5g 
.1.4g

.. 2.2g
£65.00

The squarewave showed an essentially flat topped 
wave shape, with a quickly damped, very fast initial 
overshoot possessing some inaudible supersonic 
ringing. The trackability was classed as fairly good, 
channel balance superb and separation as very 
satisfactory. Despite its moving coil design, hum 
induction ranked as good, and distortion levels were 
low throughout the range.

Subjective testing ranked the Ultimo among the 
top three, with a light, open and detailed balance, 
excellent vocal clarity and good stereo perspective 
and imaging. Occasionally a hint of grittiness was 
detected, possibly due to tracking difficulties.

The stylus report described a naked Shibata tip of 
excellent polish, very good alignment, fine shape 
and beautiful setting.
Stylus Data
Stylus Type.........................................................................naked shibata
Interchangeability............... ............... ............... . . ...........no
Finish and Alignment of diamond............................................. excellent
HF Resonance................................................................................33kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz......................................... 20cu
Replacement Stylus Price ex VAT.................................................£37. 12

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows 
crosstalk. Note: 1dB per division.

Compatibility
Recommended Loading...........................................................22K ohms
Recommended Loading........................................................... 500-600pf
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the arm compatibility section. (The damping rating is less critical, 
but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance Rating........... ...............   R
Damping Rating........................................................................................L
Compatible with medium mass arms, some damping may be helpful
* see text
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Audio-Technica AT1009
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 ^^.

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical) 
Type of system ....................... .. . ........................................thread and lever
Rim . .................................................................................................   150mg
Centre . ..........................................................................................................175mg
Downforce calibration error 
lg.....................................................................................................................0.95%

....... ....... .......... ..•.■.•... ... . . ... 1 ^9^%
Cue operation 
Drift..............................................................  satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)................................................................................................. lsec
Descent (8mm)...................................................................................  2.5secs^

Subjective sound quality....................  very good
Motor recommended.......................DDX1000, SP10 1, Lux PD131, etc.
Typical selling price ex VAT................................. ............................£52.00

The latest in a line of arm designs from Audio 
Technica, this model owes something, at least in 
appearance, to its cheaper brother, the AT1005. A 
moderate mass die-cast shell is provided in the 
standard universal fixing, its skeletal form aiding 
cartridge alignment. The design is essentially rigid 
with only token counterweight decoupling, the 
counterweight offset geometry providing lateral 
balancing without the use of suspect outrigger 
weight. A remote air pressure operated cue control 
was provided, which demonstrated a reluctance to 
effect arm descent after a period of non operation, 
be it a matter of hours or days. It recovered after a 
couple of operation cycles however, and the 
recommendation is to leave the cue in the 'down' 
position after use, and the problem does not then 
arise. A generous length of air hose was provided, 
allowing the cue level to be sited away from the arm 
sub platform, and hence avoid any tracking 
disturbance.

On test, the AT1009 proved neutral sounding, 
complementing a number of low-medium 
compliance cartridges, including moving coil 
models. The lab results showed correct bias and 
downforce readings, with very low friction -a fine 
example of engineering and performance for its 
price and mass range.

General data
Type of headshell .. . . 

Headshell mass.........  
Geometrical accuracy. 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly.........  
Ease of use....................
Trackability...................
Hum level............ .

friction
Typical lateral .
Typical vertical

universal detachable 
............................7.5g 
....................... good 
. . . height. overhang 
.................. excellent 
.............. very good 

................fairly good 
...............very good 
...................-70d8

<10mg
<10mg

IndiCalion of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge........................................13-15g
Match up these letters (ABCED/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
ilesonance rating................................................................................................. B
Damping rating................................................................. J
Recommended tracking weight ..,.,,.. ....................... 1.25-2.59
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-15 cul
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GraceG707
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow. 041 634 3860.

Cue operation 
Drift...............
Ascent (8mm).
Descent (8mm)

Subjective sound qua!ity. 
Motor recommended . .
Typical selling price ex VAT

satisfactory 
.. 1 5secs 

........  3secs
........... very good
LINN LP12, DDXIOO, KD500. ere
........................ ........... £70.00

One of the very few Japanese models possessing 
low effective mass, this fixed headshell arm 
compares with the fixed SME 3009 II in this respect. 
The shell is a rigid acrylic moulding of good acoustic 
resonant properties, but otherwise the arm is 
conventional, employing a thread and weighted 
lever bias compensator, a rotary counterweight with 
some decoupling via flexible bushing, and an arm lift 
integrated with the pillar

On test we found very low friction; somewhat 
high biasing (reduce the indicated setting by 20%); 
moderately accurate downforce col1bration 125% 
high), and good geometry. However, considering 
the price level we felt the overall standard of 
calibration should have been higher . The effective 
mass was confirmed as low, suited to cartridges up 
to 35cu -the only Japanese arm in the report 
capable of such matching. The arm was also found 
to be practically free of resonances, and on 
subjective sound quality was rated as very good.

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

No visible resonances

General data
Type of headshell......................   fixed
Headshell mass........................................................................................
Geometrical accuracy...............................  very good
Adjustments provided...........  ................height, tilt, overhang
Finish and engineering ........... excellent
Ease of assembly.............      very good
Ease of use.......................................... good
Trackability...................................................................................very good
Hum level................................................................................................... — 70d8

Friction
Typical lateral. , ....................... ......... ..................10mg
Typical vertical...........................................................  10mg Compatibility

Bias compensation {set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.............................................  thread and lever
Rim...................................................................................................  250mg
Centre . ■ ■ ■ ■ ........... . .. ......•...•)■....... ^2^j^0rmr^g

Downforce calibration error
1g...............................................  1.25%
2g ........... ............. ................................................................... 2.5%

Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.......................................5-6g
Match up these :etters IABCEO/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.....................................................................................C
Damping rating....................................................................................... K
Recommended tracking weight.. ...................... ....... 1 25-3g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable ( 15-35 cu)
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Hadcock GH 228

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system..................................................
Rim . • .................................................. ..........
Centre................................................................. ..

Oownforce calibration error 
1. ■ ........

2g..................................................
Cue operation 
Drift ................................  
Ascent (8mm)..............................
Descent (8mm) . ....................

G F C Hadcock, The Old Vicarage, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN. 008 93 2452.

weighted lever 
...........120mg 
...........140mg

1 125%
.. 2.1%

satisfactory 
. 0.5secs

.........2secs
Subjective sound quality................................ . .. very qood
Mptor recommended.........LP12, SP 1011, DDX 110, TD 12611, otc.
Typical selling price at VAT...................................................................E40.00

This UK built arm has the distinction of being one of 
the few separate arm designs reviewed in this report 
to gain a recommendation. A prime factor 
influencing this decision was the high sound quality, 
with other important aspects such as friction. 
biasing and general calibration all making an 
effective contribution.

However, we do have certain reservations, of a 
practical and engineering nature. While the design 
undeniably works well, it proved to be very difficult 
to set up, and could then be easily misaligned. This 
tends to put it into the enthusiasts' category, as it 
could prove problematical for the 'non technical' 
purchaser. The second point concerns the 
engineering and finish. At this price level, the two 
Japanese pick-up arms and the SME also reviewed, 
all offered fine standards of finish and accuracy, but 
this cannot be said of the Hadcock. We found poor 
or even rough finish on several components with 
odd sections just Araldited together; the use of 
plastic cable clips for the arm rest and a generally 
poor fit of both threaded and sliding parts. We feel 
that an improvement to both finish and operational 
quality could only benefit a pick-up arm possessing 
this high standard of sound quality.

General data
Type of headshel I...................................................................................... fixed
Headshell mass..........................................................................................3.lg
Geometrical accuracy.....................................................................very good
Adjustments provided............... ................................ tilt, overhang
Finish and engineering............................................................... fair
Ease of assembly . ............................................................................ difficult
Ease of use..............................................................  fair
Trackability..................................   . . ............ very good
Hum level................................................................................. ... -70dB

Friction
Typical lateral........................ . ............................ . ....................<10mg
Typical vertical............................................................................................ 25mg

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge............................................ 6-Bg
Match up these letters (ABCED/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Rmiononce reting.................................................................................................C
Damping rating............................................................................................J, K. L
Recommended tracking weight......................................................... 1.25-3g
Medium to high compliance cartridges recommended (15-30 cu)
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Formula 4 P LS 4 D rnk II
Mayware Ltd., 15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex. Oi-958 9421.

Trackability 
Hum level .
Friction
Typical lateral ................................................... <10mg
Typical vertical ......... ....................... .<10mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.................... thread coupled lever
Rim .............. ........... . ................ ....... ..............180rng
Centre...................................   170rng
Downforce calibration error
1g..........................................
2g............................................

1%
2%

Cue operation
Drift ............... ........................ ....................................... fairly good
Ascent (8mm)...............................................................................0.5secs
Descent (Smm)................................................................ . . . 2.5secs

Manufactured in Japan for the UK company of 
Mayware, the Formula 4 arm contains elements of 
both British and Japanese design expertise. The 
prime objective was to reduce effective mass to a 
minimum and this has in fact been largely 
achieved. For example, using an AKG PSES 
cartridge. the total effective mass is of the order of 
13g which with a typical compliance of 30cu, gives 
a subsonic .resonance at 8Hz. This is satisfactory 
for a medium to high compliance model, particu
larly with the provision of viscous silicone damping 
which also allows as much resonance control as 
may be needed, and will help to cope with even 
higher compliance cartridges such as the ADC 
XLM.

A thread and weighted lever bias compensation 
is fitted and the arm lift is integral with the single 
hole fixing pillar. The Formula 4 proved to be 
fairly easy to assemble and set up (for a unipivot), 
but the multiplicity of fine set screw adjustments 
and delicate alignments means that it is more 
suited to the experienced enthusiast rather than 
for family use. It was found to be well engineered 
and finished, with good lab results, and the sub
jective performance was rated as good.

11 should be noted that this mk 11 version 
incorporates a rigid improved headshell structure 
of low resonance properties. The moderate mass 
and provision for a range of damping values 
suggests that this arm will work well with a variety 
of cartridges with compliance values from 12-40cu.

General data
Type of headshell.................................................................................fixed
Headshell mass....................................  N/A
Geometrical accuracy 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly.
Ease of use..................

................... very good 
tilt. overhang, height 
................... very.good 
...............................fair 
.............. fairly good

Subjective sound quality 
Motor recommended . . .

Typical selling price ex VAT

...................... . . good
LP12. TD160/TD126, etc.

£40.00

Please note that the cartridge compliance recom
mendations in the 'best buys' section can be 
extended to the values quoterl ^hove.

Indication of magni1ude and frequency of arm resonances

No visible resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................   . 7-Sg
Match up these letters (ABCED/ JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating  ..............................................................  C
Damping rating.......................... K,L,M*
Recommended tracking weight................................................1.25 to 2g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable (12-40 cu)
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Micro-Seiki MA 505
Tannoy Products Ltd., St Johns Rd., Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. 049 481 5221.

Rim...................... ................................................................. .... 200mg
Centre .............           . 225mg
Downforce calibration error
lg.. ................    ........
2g................................................. .......................................................

1%
2%

Cue operation
Drift....................................................................................... - - .. negligible
Ascent IBmmJ . ..... , .. .......... . . ■ .......  - - > ................ .. . 2secs
Descent (8mm).............   . . 4secs
Subjective sound quality ..
Motor recommended ...
Typical selling price ex VAT

............................... .. very good
DDX1000. SP1011. Lux 131 etc

........................... .. £90.00

This visually complex arm is a rigid 'S' tube design 
with a universal detachable headshell. All the 
controls are integrated into the pedestal, and thus 
only one hole is required for fixing. Both tracking 
force and biasing controls have been arranged so 
that adjustment is possible while a cartridge is 
tracking, which facilitates their optimisation and is 
also ideal for cartridge testing! The engineering and 
operating quality of all the controls was judged to be 
excellent and the lateral outrigger was one of the 
very few examples with a substantial and resonance- 
free support bar.

The test results showed a fine performance. 
Biasing was free of friction, but tended to reduce 
towards the record centre; however, the values 
attained against the 1.5g dialed setting were quite 
satisfactory and were much nearer the correct value 
than for most other arms in the survey. With a 10g 
headshell, the effective mass was on the high side. 
This, together with the lack of damping, suggests 
the use of cartridges in the 8-15cu compliance 
range, although possibly a little higher if the 
cartridge itself is well damped . The arm was also 
essentially free of resonances, and the sound quality 
was judged to be of a high standard.

General data
Type of headshell.................................................... universal detachable

1 Headshellmass........................   10g
Geometrical accuracy................................. ......... ... very good
Adjustments provided ......................  height, tilt, overhang
Finish and engineering...............................................................excellent
Ease of assembly......................... . . .................................very good
Ease of use................................................ very good
Trackability.................................................................................very good
Hum level................................................ - 70dB

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge....................................14-169
Match up these letters (ABCEO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating....................................................................................... A
Dampingrating. .     j
Recommended tracking weight...................... 1.25-3q
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-15 cu)

Friction
Typical lateral.....................................................  <10mg
Typivdl vt=1liudI......................................  <IOmg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system lateral tensioner
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SME 3009/2 improved
SME Ltd., Steyning, Sussex. 0903 814321.

This review covers both the detachable and fixed 
versions of )he renowned SME improved arm; in 
the table, the results for the former are represented 
by the bracketed figures. Without doubt, the 
instructions were exemplary, allowing only 
moderately 'technical' people to set up and install 
what is certainly a fairly complex precision design.

On engineering and finish the SME was judged to 
be faultless, but during the test programme we 
developed certain reservations concerning its 
subjective quality. These criticisms are not severe 
but am valid in the context of the attainable 
performance illustrated by other designs. The sound 
rating was only fairly good, which referred to the 
incidence of moderate low and mid-frequency 
colouration, some of which is reflected by the arm 
resonance graph. We suspect that both the 
lightweight headshell and the counterweight 
decoupling system are potential causes, the problem 
proving to be of significance with low compliance 
cartridges particularly the moving coil variety, rather 
than medium to high compliance cartridges.

The cue descent was very slow and exhibited 
lateral drift, but otherwise most of the measured 
parameters were excellent, bar biasing, which we 
regarded as being on the high side, and could be 
reduced by 40% or so. The fixed shell version offers 
low effective mass and the detachable model, 
medium mass, and the addition of an optional 
silicone filled damper which will shortly become 
available means that from the viewpoint of 
trackability this arm will then be compatible with 
almost any type of cartridge.
General data
Type of headshell . 
Headshell mass........  
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering

universal detachable (NO)
...................... 5.5(N.Alg
.........................very good

. ... tilt. height, overhang
.............................excellent

Ease of assembly. 
Ease of use........  
Trackability.

- 70dBHum level

Friction
Typical lateral...............................................................  10mg
Typical vertical........... .........    15mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................pulley. thread and weight
Rim . . . .....................................................................................  300 mg
Centre............................................................................................  300mg
Downforce calibration error
1g.............................. ..........................................................................
2g........................................................................ ............ ...................

1%
2%

Cue operation
Drift ...................... < = = . = = poor
Ascent (8mm) ...................................................................................1sec
Descent (8mm) . ............................. .. . ....................................... 7_5secs
Subjective sound quality........................................................ fairly good
Motor recommended....................Lux 131, SR370, TD160, TD126, etc.

Typical selling price ex VAT ... . ........................................£35.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. . . ..........8-10g (5.5-6.5gl
Match up these letters (ABCED/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating . . ............. .....................................B(C)
Damping rating.......................... J or L, M"
Recommended tracking weight........................................... 1.25 to 1.5g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable (10-25 cu) (20-45 cu)

*D = Detachable shell, !ND = non detachable)
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ADC Accutrac
BSR McDonald Ltd., Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs. 0384 65191.

Vibration and shock resistance were barely 
adequate.

Considering the low level of performance attained 
by both test samples we felt that it would be unfair 
to comment on their subjective quality, and we can 
only hope that SSR can sort out the many problems 
we have experienced on their future production.

The first Accutrac sample was not without its 
problems, and these led to a complete retest of a 
second deck. Unfortunately, this resulted in 
continuing reservations concerning its performance.

Special features of this turntable include the use 
of the standard Matshushita direct drive motor with 
the usual stroboscope and variable speed facility. A 
cartridge is fitted-a special version of the ADC 
XLM with a photo electric sensor built in, and this 
was used for both the lab and the subjective test 
programmes. A highly complex and versatile remote 
control and track selection system is supplied as 
standard. This worked well, although some 
inexperienced users found it frustrating, as they 
were put off by the slowness of the automatic 
mechanism, interpreting this as their own failure to 
operate it correctly.

The test problems encountered with the two 
samples were different, and largely concerned the 
cartridge . The specification states the arm/cartridge 
resonance to be 8-10Hz which was attained by the 
low compliance stylus fitted to the second deck. 
Also, the second cartridge gave the reasonable wow 
and flutter and rumble figures shown in the table but 
unfortunately its trackability was severely impaired; 
the +15dB 300Hz test band required a 1.1g 
downforce as compared with the 0.5g measured 
using the first sample, which had the high 
compliance stylus. In addition, the second sample 
showed poor separation-below 20dB-which is a 
disappointment considering the price level.

With both decks it was found that the sprung 
plinth section was adjusted to resonate at too high a 
frequency, namely 6-SHz, and this further 
undermined the stability of the record platform. 
Both camplos also exhibited o high level of hum 
breakthrough, plus induced mains frequency 
vibration attributed to the power transformer.
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ADC Accutrac

MOTOR
General data
Type. ........................... Fully automatic direct drive
Platter mass........................................................................................1.35kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Type of mains lead........................................................................two core
Type of connecting lead......................................................phono +earth

Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 Yj , 45 rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter {DIN peak weighted).........................................0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... <O . 1%
Speed drift......................................................................................... <0.1%
Speed variation under load............................................................. -0.3%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 3.5secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average..................  -66dB"

ARM
General data 
Type of headshell.............     fixed
Headshell mass.......................................... .............................................
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided...............................................................overhang^
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly........................................................................ very good
Trackability.............................................................................................

Friction
Typical lateral. . .......................................................................... <15mg
Typical vertical.................................................................................<10mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical) 
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim................................................................................................. ...........
Centre..........................................................................................................—

Downforce calibration error 
1g......... . ................................................. .........................1.05g
2g  ................................................................................................ 2.lg

Cue operation
Drift.................................................................................................negligible
Ascent (8mm)................................................................................... 1.0secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................... 1 .Osecs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size..................................................................... 474W x 435D x 147Hmm
Clearance for lid.......................................................................... x 86mm
Overall weight..........................................................................................9kg
Ease of use..........................................................................................good*

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........ ... fairly good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.................................. ’
Hum level.......................................................................................... -55dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate

Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT................................... £230.00 inc cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge . . ........... fixed
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.................................................................................
Damping rating......................................................................................
Recommended tracking weight........... .......................................1.5-3.0g

*see text
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Akai APOOl
Rank Audio Products Ltd., P 0 Box 70, Great West Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 9£22.

to the effect of this outrigger.
Acoustic breakthrough was fairly good, feedback 

resistance reasonable and vibration or shock 
susceptibility adequate. However, listening tests did 
not favour this model, the main problems believed to 
be associated with resonances in the plastic deck 
and pick-up arm.

In common with a number of other basically well 
engineered turntables in the report, the Akai lacks 
the small but important design points which make 
the difference between an ordinary sounding deck 
and one which offers a much cleaner and more 
satisfying subjective quality. As other models 
illustrate, these details need not be costly.

Akai are best known for their cassette and reel to 
reel tape machines, but in recent years their range 
has been extended to include receivers, amplifiers, 
tuners and record decks. The AP-001 is a modestly 
priced example, incorporating a belt drive system 
and an automatic arm lift at the end of the record 
side. A spring suspension system is fitted, which 
isolates the lower deck from the upper moulded 
plastic plinth section, but this model does not fully 
exploit the floating sub-chassis technique.

The instructions were rather sparse and did not 
mention the bias setting. This was a lever operated 
mechanism with no provision for adjustment. The 
values provided were judged to be suitable for 
tracking downforces in their range 1.5 to 2.0g, and 
the matching cartridge should be chosen with this in 
mind. The effective mass is compatible with 
cartridge compliance values in the 10-20cu range.

On test, the Akai was found to run fast by some 
1.2%, and while this is unlikely to trouble most 
users, it could so easily be better. Load stability was 
good, indicating a powerful drive system, which was 
confirmed by the fast start-up time. The wow and 
flutter reading was exceptionally good and in fact 
rivalled the best of the direct drive models in the 
report.

The rumble reading was satisfactory at -64dB 
and some mild motor hum was audible at very high 
listening levels. The arm gave a fairly reasonable 
performance with moderate friction, and the cue 
control was effective. One point which caused 
concern was the dynamic balance or 'outrigger' 
weight which was quite sizeable and suspended on a 
thin bar. These assemblies are inclined to resonate if 
poorly designed; at best they may introduce 
mini iration and at worst they may causo tho 
cartridge to mistrack at certain frequencies. Some of 
the arm resonances plotted are more than likely due
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Akai APOOl

MOTOR
General data
Type................................. Belt drive, manually operated with auto-stop
Platter mass............................. 1.05kg
Platter damping ...... .........,,....,,,,,,..._,,,.. good
Finish and engineering , , . . ...........................................................good
Type of mains lead........................................  three core
Type of connecting lead .......................................phono plus earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered ....... .............   . .... ......................... 33 Yj , 45 rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.03%
Absolute speed accuracy error.................................... ............... + 1.2%
Speed drift............................................................................................none
Speed variation under load.............................................................-0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................................... 1sees

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average.................................................... -64dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshel I..................................................... Universal Detachable
Headshell mass ............................. .........................................8.0g
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided...............................................height and overhang
Finish and engineering....................................................................... good
Ease of assembly . .................................................................fairly good"
T rackability.............................................   . . fairly good

Friction 
Typical lateral.....................   50mg
Typical vertical.....................................................................................GOmg

Bias compensation {set to 1.Sg elliptical) 
Type of system. ............... weighted leveG
Rim..........................................    200mg
Centre................................................................................................ 200mg

Downforce calibration error 
1g............................... 1.05g
2g................................................................................. ... 2.15g

Cue operation 
Drift........................................................   negligible
Ascent (8mm)..........     . ... Isec
Descent (8mm)....................   3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA'
Size.......................... 440W x 350D x 140Hmm
Clearance for lid .. . ..........  45mm
Overall weight.....................................................................................6.3kg
Ease of use............................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances ........ ............... fair 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................below average
Hum level .   -70d8
Acoustic feedback............................... . ... ..... good
Vibration sensitivity........................................... adequate

Arm obtainable separately ......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT............................................................ £60.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................11-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.................................................................... ...............B
Damping rating........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking force range....................................... 1 5-2 0g

Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable.

"see text
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Amstrad TP12D
Amstrad Ltd., 89 Ridley Rd., Dalston, London EB. 01-249 5237.during the listening tests. Once the optional accessory foam rubber feet (2 per leg) were fitted, then the sound quality (bar rumble) was considered fairly good for the price.On test, the arm gave quite reasonable friction levels, accurate downforce calibration and rather high bias; we suggest that cartridges in the 8-15cu range are suitable, tracking at between 1.5-3.0g.Although the supplied TP12D was unsatisfactory, if a little more care was taken with the design and manufacture of the motor side, a much better performance could be obtained.
An inexpensive turntable using a UK motor section and a Japanese arm, power is provided by a small 16 pole synchronous motor driving the three lobe vestigial platter via a rubber cord. A presume that the platter was chosen on visual rather than acoustic grounds, as it is distinctly disadvantageous from a sound quality point of view in comparison with a conventional flat platter. Speed change is by hand, shifting the drive cord from one section oi the pulley to another.The arm, which is quite versatile, comes with a fairly heavy 10g detachable headshell, (although specified as lightweight) and has a range of bias settings on a thread and weight system. The i nstructions were clear and helpful.A few minor problems were encountered. The arm was not mounted at the correct distance from the platter so that the alignment of a standard cartridge was not possible, even using the full overhang adjustment provided on the headshell. We were unable to obtain very low hum levels.despite trying out various earthing arrangements. More seriously, when first measured, the TP12D returned a high (0.3%) DIN peak weighted wow and flutter result. This was poorer than the 0.1% specified, even allowing for the rms unweighted reading technique used by the manufacturer. The unweighted rumble figure at -35dB was also worse than spec, the latter quoting -47dB. Accordingly, we contacted Amstrad about our findings. The main bearing was assumed to be the cause of the trouble, as a grinding noise could be heard coming from it as tthe platter was rotated, and we were eventually supplied with a new platter and main bearing unit which we fitted to the deck. Unfortunately, the results were similar to those obtained from the original unit. Moderate loading slowed the motor significantly, ( -1.53%) and wow could be heard 98 Integrated turntables



Amstrad TPI2D

MOTOR
General data 
Type. ... ................................................ . . Belt drive, manual
Platter mass......................................................................................0.75kg
Platter damping............................. .............................................. poor
Finish and engineering . ,............. fairly good
Type of mains lead........................................................................... 2core
Type of connecting lead................................................................... DIN

Speed
Speeds offered . ........................... ............................. 33 Y, , 45 rpm
Fine speed control................................................................................... no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)....................................  0.3%
Absolute speed accuracy error.......................................................+ 1.2%
Speed drift ............................................................................................ none
Speed variation under load........................................................... -1.53%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................................1.5secs

Rumble
D1N B weighted Land R average.................................................... -48dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell..................................................... Universal Detachable
Headshell mass........................................................................................10g
Geometrical accuracy........................................................................poor^
Adjustments provided ...    overhang
Finish and engineering...............................................................fairly good
Ease of assembly......................................    good
Trackability .......... ......................................... fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 50mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... 35mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system............................................................ thread and weight^
Rim ....................................................................................................  200mg
Centre................................................................................. .... 300mg

Downforce calibration error 
1g...................................................................................................... 0.925g
2g..........................................................................................................1 85g

Cue operation
Drift................................. satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)......................................... 1.5secs
Descent (8mm).........   . ................. ... .<lsecs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 444W x 356D x 125Hmm
Clearance for lid .............................. . .......................................... 70mm
Overall weight ...................................................................................5.0kg
Ease of use............................. .................. fairly good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonance .......... average* 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.......................... average*
Hum level .. .................. .. , ............. .... -50dB
Acoustic feedback....................................................................fairly good
Vibration sensitivity.........................  adequate"

Arm obtainable separately................................ . . ............. . . no
Typical selling price ex VAT.............................................................£40.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge................................16-1Sg
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating................. ......... .......... ....................
Damping rating . .......... . ........ .......J
Recommended tracking weight................... l .5-3g

Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-15cu)

*see text
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Ariston ROHE
Ariston Audio Ltd., P 0 Box 13, Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland. 0294 75211.

Judged to be fairly good on acoustic 
breakthrough and resonances, the hum level was 
fine and the feedback rejection very good. The 
suspension was however considered to be 
overdamped, this endowing the unit with a poor 
resistance to external shock and low frequency 
vibration.

Using the reference cartridge, subjective testing 
ranked this model as reasonable for the price, but 
overall, we felt that the design was capable of better 
results if some attention were paid to a few details, 
notably the platter and the main bearing finish.

The Ariston brand name possesses a chequered 
history which has not been helped by the recent 
placing in receivership of its parent company, 
Dunlop Westayr. However, at the time of going to 
press, it is rumoured that a backer is contemplating 
the purchase of the Ariston division and will 
continue the line.

A one-piece platter is employed which carried a 
vestigial type mat; two thin circular rubber ribs 
are all that are provided to support the record. In 
consequence, neither the platter nor record can be 
effectively 'deadened' in acoustic terms, and I would 
strongly recommend the manufacturer to substitute 
a conventional rubber mat. Drive power is provided 
by a small DC motor with two speeds and fine 
variable control. A mirror type stroboscope is 
i ncorporated, the markings applied to the underside 
of the platter. The turntable is also available without 
arm at a reduced cost, the 'E' suffix denoting the 
i ncorporation of a conventional Japanese tone arm 
made by Jelco, to which Ariston have added a 
special photo electric motor stop feature at the end 
of the record side. The arm however does not 
automatically lift off.

On unpacking the deck, we were disappointed to 
find traces of rust on the bearing spindle, which 
could adversely affect both the rumble figures and 
bearing life. Under test, the motor returned only a 
reasonable performance. The start up was slow, the 
speed loss under moderate loading significant and 
the wow and flutter acceptable. Over 0.3% of speed 
drift was noted in the first hour, which although not 
excessive, is poorer than most electronic turntables.

The arm proved quite respectable on test, with 
low friction values, reasonably accurate downforce 
ccilibrciliurr aoU appiuximaldy uuiiaol Uid5 [orC85. 
The cue rate was fine, but the arm tended to drift 
laterally on descent.
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MOTOR
General data
Type..................................................................... belt drive with auto-stop
Platter mass........................................................................................2.0kg
Platter damping. . .... poor
Finish and engineering..................................................................... good^
Type of mains lead....................................................................... two core
Type of connecting lead.................................................phono plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered...................................................................... 3313,45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) .........................................0.11 %
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................<0.1 %
Speed drift................................................................................... + 0.33 %
Speed variation under load.............................................................-0 — 41
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................................. 4secs
Rumble 
DIN B weighted L and A average....................................................-66dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell..................................................... Universal Detachable
Headshell mass......................................................................................... Sg
Geometrical accuracy...............................................................fairly good*
Adjustments provided . . ..........................................................overhang
Finish and engineering....................................................................... good
Ease of assembly.................................................................................good
Trackability.................... good
Friction
Typical lateral.........................   20mg
Typical vertical............................. 10mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.............................................................  
Rim..............................................................................  
Centre..........................................................................

thread and weight 
.................. 200mg 
....................200mg

Downforce calibration error
1g.....................................................................................................  0.925g
2g .. ..............  . .....................•.■■■■■■ ...... 1.^8^1^g

Cue operation
Drift....................................................................................................... poor
Ascent 18mml.....................................................................................1secs
Descent (8mm)...................................................................................2secs

MOTOR AND ARM OATA
Size...................................................................450 W x 355 D x 170 Hmm
Clearance for lid...................................................................approx 80mm
Overall weight. .................. ...................................... ...........
Ease of use............................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system . ........................... average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -68dB
Acoustic feedback................................................................... very good
Vibration sensitivity......................................   adequate
Arm obtainable separately ....................................................................no*
Typical selling price ex VAT...........................................£110.00 inc arm

I ndication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................16-18g
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possibe.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... A
Dampingrating......................................................................................... J
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges required (8-15cu) 
*See text
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Beogram 1902
Bang and Olufsen (UK) Ltd., Eastbrook Rd., Gloucester, GL4 7DE. 0452 21591.

Instantly recognisable as B&O, this superbly styled 
turntable possesses a very low profile only 86mm 
high, with the lid hinges contained within the plinth 
dimension. Thus no rear overhang is required for lid 
elevation. It features an integrated arm/cartridge 
design where the customary headshell has been 
eliminated, leaving the MMC4000 cartridge supplied 
to plug directly into the reduced mass arm. Despite 
the latter's fairly high compliance, the resonance of 
the combination was placed at an ideal 12.0Hz, 
which makes the essential moving mass inclusive of 
cartridge a remarkably low 6.5g. This was 
undoubtedly the lowest value for the whole 
turntable group, bar that for the 1902's big brother, 
the 4002.

A single press control is responsible for all 
functions including cue, pause, speed selection, 
reject and start, the mode engaged depending on 
which part of the plate is depressed and what mode 
was previously engaged. The automatics were rapid 
and positive in action, a complete record 
engagement from 'rest' being possible in a matter of 
seconds.

I nspection of the construction showed it to be to a 
high standard although some parts looked rather 
frail. On test, good results were obtained from the 
motor section; rumble was low, as was wow and 
flutter, and although the running speed was fast, it 
was not unduly so. The deck exhibited moderate 
slowing under load which was considered to be 
inconsequential, since only low drag, low tracking 
force cartridges may be fitted to the arm. Start-up 
time was rapid at under 1 second.

The arm had higher friction values than we would 
have liked, but they were still quite satisfactory for 
the supplied cartridge, tracking al around I .25g. The 
downforce calibration was spot on. No drift was 
detectable on the cue, and the cue rate was 
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commendably swift although it retained full control.
Two minor problems were encountered. These 

concerned the small stick-on felt pads for the feet 
which tended to become detached, and the fact that 
although electrical hum was low, vibrational hum 
could be heard from the mains transformer. On 
acoustic breakthrough and resonances, however, 
the 1902 was classed as good. It possessed very 
good immunity to external shock and vibration, and 
good resistance to acoustic feedback. The pressed 
alloy platter was minimally damped and although it 
did provide some protection for an inadvertently 
lowered stylus, we felt that a conventional rubber 
mat would further improve the sound quality.

In the listening tests, this model was classed as 
above average using the MMC4000 cartridge and 
considering the unique combination of features 
offered, the total package must therefore be classed 
as good value for money.



MOTOR
General data
Type...............................automatic belt drive, integrated cartridge/arm
Platter mass............. ............. ... ....................... .. .. . 0.8kg
Platter damping.......................................................................... fairly poor
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Type of mains lead.................................................................... two core
Type of connecting lead . . : : : ..... DIN
Speed 
Speeds offered.................. ....................................... 33 Yj, 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................... ...........+ 0.67%
^S^jee^d drift ■.....■■>............>..... ..... /%
Speed variation under load . ..................................................-0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 0.8secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average.................................................... -69dB
ARM
General data 
Type of headshell............................................ interchangeable cartridge
Headshell mass...............................................................................
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided..........................................................................none
Finish and engineering............................................................ very good
Ease of assembly...................................................................... fairly good
Trackability............................................................................................good
Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 80mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... 40mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system.......................... spring
Rim...................................................................................................  200mg
Centre............................................................................................... 200mg
Oownforce calibration error
1g.......................................................................................................... 1 .Og
2g.................... ........... ......................................................................2.0g
Cue operation
Drift. ............................................................................................. negligible
Ascent (8mm)...................................................................................0.5secs
Descent (8mm)......................  lsec

MOTOR AND ARM DATA 
Size........................................... . ...............438 W x 327 D x 86 H mm
Clearance for lid...................................................................................none
Overall weight......... ........................ -
Ease of use..................................................................................... excellent
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............................... good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................. above average
Hum level..........................................................................................-70dB
Acoustic feedback   good
Vibration sensitivity....................................................................very good

Arm obtainable separately........... . .............................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT................£125.00 inc MMC4000 cartridge

I ndication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................... 2-3g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... D
Damping rating............... .............................   K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1.25-2g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable (25-40cu)
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Beogram 4002
Bang and Olufsen (UK) Ltd., Eastbrook Rd., Gloucester, GL4 7DE. 0452 21591.

accurate. The cue device operated flawlessly, with 
speed and precision.

The 4002 was one of the few decks in the report to 
achieve 'very good' ratings for acoustic 
breakthrough and resonances, plus vibration 
resistance, shock rejection and acoustic feedback. 
As with the 1902, the subjective sound was rated 
above average for the group. However, we felt the 
sound quality could be further improved if a good 
quality rubber mat of high vibration absorption 
qualities were fitted, instead of the hard plastic bars 
currently used; the photo electric sensing pattern 
could continue in the form of a printed pattern, or 
possibly by arranging the mat in the form of radial 
J obes.

The B&O 4002 represents a highly complex 
turntable with a top dass, parallel tracking, 
integrated pick-up arm. The system provides various 
automatic facilities including record size and 
prescence detection, two speed traverse, power 
operated cueing, plus auto return and stop. When a 
disc is placed on the platter, a photo electric sensor 
in the arm detects its presence due to the 
obstruction of the radial bars on the platter surface.

All these facilities worked flawlessly in our 
sample, and B&O are also to be congratulated for 
not neglecting other vital aspects such as a fully 
floating sub-chassis system, and the optimisation of 
the cartridge/arm interface. The total moving mass 
of the arm worked out at 5.5g inclusive of cartridge, 
leaving the contribution of the arm itself at a mere 
1.5g or so.

The same MMC4000 cartridge is fitted to both this 
and the other B&O model in the report, and this 
allowed a ready comparison to be made of the two 
models. We could find very little to distinguish 
between the 4002 and its cheaper brother the 1902, 
and hence purchasers must consider very carefully 
the true worth of the extra 4002 features-a 
particularly pertinent point, since the 1902 is in any 
case fully automatic at almost one third the cost of 
the4002.

On test, the deck ran 1 % slow, which would 
probably go unnoticed by most users, but is 
excessive considering the price level. Wow and 
flutter was very low but the rumble level was poorer 
than that of the 1902 at -67d8, and proved to be 
just audible when used with a wide dynamic range 
system at high levels.

Tile arm was found 10 have astonishingly low 
mass and yet showed no sign of impaired rigidity. 
Friction was very low and the downforce calibration 
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Beogram 4002

MOTOR
General data
Type............................... belt drive automatic with integrated cartridge
Platter mass........................................................................................ 1.4kg
Platter damping...................................................................................poor
Finish and engineering .............................................................. very good
Type of mains lead........................... . . ............. ... two core
Type of connecting lead. : , DIN
Speed
Speeds offered............................................................. . .. 33%, 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................  0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error...............................  -1%
Speed drift.........................................................................................._c/0
Speed variation under load ............................................................. -0.1%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................. ...................... . 1secs
Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average........................... -67dB
ARM
General data 
Type of headshell. ................ , ................................integrated cartridge
Headshell mass.................................... ............................. ... . —g
Geometrical accuracy............. .....................................  very good
Adjustments provided........................................................ none required
Finish and engineering ....................................... very good
Ease of assembly........................................................................fairly good
Trackability.............................................................. very good
Friction
Typical lateral...................................... <20mg
Typical vertical.. . <lOmg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system..................................................................... none required
Rim........................................................................................................-mg
Centre................................................................................................... -mg
Downforce calibration error
lg.......................................................................................................... 1.0g
2g ...... .•■•.." ... .. .. ■" .. "" ." ■■.."■■■•••••••••■... (g
Cue operation
Drift. ................................................ . ....................................... negligible
Ascent (8mm).............................................................................. <0.2sec3
Descent (8mm).................................................................................0.5secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size ................................................................ 486 W x 380 D x 97 H mm
Clearance for lid... ..................................  zero
Overall weight............................... llkg
Ease of use....................     excellent
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances . . ... very good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................above average
Hum level........... ........................................................................-70dB
Acoustic feedback........................................ very good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... very good

Arm obtainable separately.........................
Typical selling price ex VAT.........................

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

........................................no
£320.00inc MMC4000cart

Compatibility
Efective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................... 1.5g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..........................................  D
Damping rating......................   K
Recommended tracking weight................................................ 1J 3 5g
Suitable for high and very high cartridge compliance (25-50cu)
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BSRBDSBO
BSR McDonald Ltd., Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs. 0384 65191.

Ortofon, Philips and Shure.
Breakthrough and resonances were classed as 

fairly good and subsceptibility to shock and vibration 
were both reasonable. The performance of the 
supplied cartridge is believed to be broadly similar to 
the ADC OLM series, (represented by the OLM 36 11 
in the cartridge section) and using the K7E, 
subjective testing rated the sound quality as 
average, which is undoubtedly a good result 
considering the price level.

One of the least expensive turntables in the report, 
the BDS80 is normally supplied with an ADC K7E 
cartridge, and may be obtained with phono or DIN 
leads. Ours had phonos, and no separate earth wire 
was provided. Mains supply is via a two core cable, 
indicating a double insulated construction, and 
because the chassis earth was joined to one of the 
signal earths, it was not found possible to obtain low 
hum levels. This problem was common to the other 
decks employing the same type of wiring, including 
several of the European turntables and the other 
BSR model, the BDS95. The operation of the 
control levers was rather stiff but it must be stated 
that they operated correctly, and the presence of an 
auto mechanism in a belt drive deck at this price 
l evel is an achievement in itself.

Start-up on the motor section was rapid; wow 
and flutter was quite low, with speed accuracy very 
good and moderate slowing under load. The rumble 
level was reasonable considering the price level, but 
strictly speaking was not quite to a hi-fi standard, 
since both motor vibration and background hum 
were audible at fairly high listening levels.

The arm gave accurate downforce values with 
fairly high friction, and was judged to be compatible 
with cartridges tracking in the 2-4g range. Bias was 
rather high; values of about half those measured are 
suitable and could be obtained by undersetting the 
dial by some 50%. The cueing device showed 
negligible lateral drift and the ascent and descent 
rates were quite rapid, without running out of 
control. The headshell on this deck was fixed, and a 
push fit, plastic slider attaches the cartridge to the 
headshell. No provision for alignment is made so 
that any other cartridge which might be fitted must 
conform to the standard stylus tip-to-fixing cuulie 
spacing; fortunately, this includes the models from 
such manufacturers as ADC, Audio Technica, 
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Platter damping ..
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains lead . . 
Type of connecting lead.

......... . ..fair
... fairly good

.........two core 
phones or DIN

Speed
Speeds offered............................................... 33 1/ & 45rpm
Fine speed control .......................  . . ......................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.07%
Absolute speed accuracy error . . ........... . ......... +0.13%
Speed drift . .......................................................... ............. . . none
Speed variation under load.......................................................... -0.37%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation . ......................................... Isec
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average....................................................-55d8
ARM
General data
Type of headshell............................................... . BSR slide carrier
Headshell mass...............  ..................
Geometrical accuracy. ................ .............. ... .. good
Adjustments provided. .....................   none*
Finish and engineering....................................................................... good
Ease of assembly ...............................................  good
Trackability . ............................................. . ................fairly good
Friction
Typical lateral......................................................................................150mg
Typical vertical...................................................  25mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical I
Type of system . .  spring
Rim ........................................................  210mg
Centre...........................................................................    420mg
Downforce calibration error
1g......................................................................................................... 1.05g
2g.................... .. ................................................................................... 2,1g
Cue operation
Drift. ... .. ...............................................negligible
Ascent (8mm)......... ..................................................................0.4secs
Descent (8mm) ......................................................................  0.6secs

I ndication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

No visible resonances

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...........  ............. ........................... 451 Wx383 Dx170Hmm
Clearance for lid..................................  92mm
Overall weight ........................................................ .............................
Ease of use......... ........................................   good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.............. .. ............................................... -56dB
Acoustic feedback........................       good
Vibration sensitivity.............................    good
Arm obtainable separately ...............................    no
Typical selling price ex VAT. £27.00 inc cartridge K7E

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.............................. 12-16g*
Match up these letters (ABCO/ JKLMl in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................... B
Damping rating. .... . ...............   . . . J
Recommended tracking weight................................   2-4g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (10-20cu)
*See text
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BSRBDS95
BSR McDonald Ltd., Monarch Works, Powles Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs. 0384 65191.

12Hz, giving an estimated effective mass in the 
medium range, 810g.

Due to the earthing arrangements, we found it 
impossible to obtain satisfactorily low hum levels. 
Acoustic breakthrough and resonance levels were 
classed as good, subjective sound quality (using the 
reference cartridge) a fraction below average and 
hence reasonable at the price. However, acoustic 
feedback and vibration resistance levels were only 
classed as adequate-in fact, poorer than for the 
cheaper BDS80.

Our sample of the BDS95 was not without its 
problems, and although we felt that they could have 
been spotted by basic quality control tests we have 
good reason to asssume that they were atypical. 
One problem concerned the audio connecting leads 
which had an open circuit earth wire on one 
channel, with the left/right colour coding also 
reversed. The second difficulty concerned the 
platter which was slightly off-centre and gave a wow 
and flutter figure higher than its cheaper brother, the 
BDS80, although it should be stressed that the 
result was still acceptable.

In theory, the BDS95 offers a more luxurious 
presentation and improved performance by 
comparison with the BDS80. It is supplied with an 
ADC K5E cartridge fitted in the tubular arm which 
has a rotating cylindrical type counterweight with 
some decoupling. Rumble was in fact 5dB better 
than with the BDS80 at about the average level for 
this price range; wow and flutter has already been 
mentioned and was satisfactory at 0 13% DIN peak 
weighted, but was just audible on listening tests. 
The motor ran close to the correct speed but the 
platter slowed a signfifcant 0.5% under the test 
loading.

Fairly high friction levels were noted on the arm in 
both planes, suggesting minimum tracking forces 
around 2g, and the levelof bias compensation was 
judged to be excessive at 450-500mg, this being 
three times the ideal value. Setting the scale at Yj of 
the required value would thus achieve the correct 
result, but most vias compensators do not work 
properly on dialled settings below 1g and so this 
subterfuge may not be effective. On the plus side, 
the downforce calibration proved accurate and the 
cuc action was well controlled, fast anJ fi"'"' uf Ji if\. 
Using the supplied cartridge the ADC K5E, the arm 
resonance was poorly defined and centred around 
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BSRBDS95

MOTOR 
General data
Type........................................................belt drive automatic and manual
Pattier mass..................................    1.6kg
Patter damping ... ........   fairly good
Finish and engineering .... .................. . . ....................  good
Type of mains lead............................................................ two core
Type of connecting lead........................................phones. no earth wire
Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 331/j, 45rpm
Fine speed control......................   . . .......................... no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.13%
Absolute speed accuracy error......................................... ... -0.2%
Speed drift . . , . . ..........  none
Speed variation under load.............................................................-0.5%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................................1.5secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average. ................... .  ..............  -60dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell .................. ....... .... BSA special slide carrier
Headshell mass. . . .................. . . ................................ -
Geometrical accuracy ..,..,..- ........... . ................fair^
Adjustments provided. ................  ... ................ none
Finish and engineering........................................................ good
Ease of assembly.................................................................................good
Trackability................................................................... fairly good
Friction
Typical lateral.................................................................................... 200mg
Typical vertical..........................................................................  110mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim............. ....................      500mg
Centre .    450mg
Downforce calibration error
1g......... .............................................................................................. 1.05g
2g........................................................................................................ 2.1g
Cue operation 
Drift............................................................................................... 
Ascent (8mm). . , . ........... , . , ..................................

negligible
.. 0.5secs

Descent (8mm) 0.75secs

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

No visible resonances
MOTOR AND ARM DATA 
Size............ .....................................................448 W x 380 D x 168 Hmm
Clearance for lid . , ..........................................................................92mm
Overall weight................ ........................................................................
Ease of use............................................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................. .........good
Subjective sound quality of complete system...........................average^
Hum level.......................................................................................... -52dB
Acoustic feedback........................................................................adequate
Vibration sensitivity ...................................................................... adequate
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT....... ..... ... £35.00 inc K5E cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge......... . . .... ... 8-lOg*
Match up these letters !ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating ............................. .................................................... . C
Damping rating........................... . . . .... ........... K
Recommended tracking weight . ..................................................2-4g
Medium compliance cartridges recommended (15-25cu)
*See text
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Connoisseur BD2A
AR Sugden Ltd., Market Street, Brighouse, Yorks. 0484 71 2142.

Connoisseur express their philosophy as 'simplicity 
at a reasonable cost' and the BD2A amply bears this 
out. This long established design has been available 
for some years now and has undergone continuous 
improvement. For example, the speed change used 
to be finger operated, transferry the rubber drive 
cord from one pulley step to another, but it is now 
under push button control. The 'A' suffix denotes 
the use of a magnetic reed switch operated 
solenoid, which provides automatic lift off and stop 
at the end of a record side. !Both the motor section 
and the arm are available separately as the BD1 and 
SAU2, and the BD2 may also be obtained as a 
chassis unit without plinth or cover.I

On test, the wow and flutter was classed as 
acceptable, with good absolute speed, accuracy and 
tolerance to loading. The start-up time was fairly 
quick at 1.5 seconds, aided no doubt by the unique 
'flick start' lever, A satisfactory weighted rumble 
figure was obtained and the induced hum level was 
in practice reasonable, although poorer than 
average, and it tended to increase towards the inner 
grooves. The arm showed some friction which 
Connoisseur suggest is not typical; it could in any 
case be readily adjusted by a dealer. However, the 
test sample values did make it more difficult to 
assess both the bias and the downforce calibration 
accuracy, especially since this arm employs inclined 
bearing gimbals . With the large bias weight the bias 
values were rather high, and the smaller alternative 
gave figures nearer the norm. Tracking below 1.5g is 
not recommended. The supplied downforce scales 
were apparently inaccurate, for we obtained values 
about 17% low, and if this sample is typical, then 
the user should set the downforce on the high side 
to compensate.

The cue was found to be effective with a 
reasonable descent rate for our 8mm test cue drop. 
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The effective arm mass was estimated at 7-9g 
despite the fairly heavy 7g plastic headshell. Clearly, 
the counterweight decoupling has some effect, and 
the arm will work with fairly compliant cartridges.

Acoustic breakthrough levels were fairly good, 
particularly above 400Hz, and the arm did not exhibit 
any significant resonances on test. The rubber feet 
are, however, only mildly effective in suppressing 
internal vibration.

Subjective testing placed the sound quality of this 
model around the average level, with no unpleasant 
characteristics. Considering that its price was about 
one third that of the average for the group, this is a 
very fine result.

Note: This turntable is also available without the 
automatic lift-off for about £5 less and is thus even 
better value for money.



MOTOR
General data
Type...................... manual belt-drive with end of side lilt off
Platter mass......................................................................................1,25kg
Platter damping........................    fairly good
Finish and engineering...................................... fairly good
Type of mains lead..................................................................... tbwo core
Type of connecting lead....................'phono' plus earth or DIN oplional

Speed
Speeds offered......................  33 Yj, 45 rpm
Fine speed control .............. no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ... ...............................0.14%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... -0.2%
Speed drift............................................................................................none
Speed variation under load.............................................................-0_3%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................................1.5secs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land A average. -65dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell . ......................... none standard, interchangeable
Headshell mass................................................................................... 7 .Og
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided............. ........... Height, but not vertical angle
Finish and engineering............................................................................ fair
Ease of assembly ... ................................................. ..... fair
Trackability . ......................................................................  fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral............................................................................ . . 75mg
Typical vertical................................................................................... 100mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.................................................... offset weight on gimbal
Rim...............................................    300mg
Centre....................   ................  300mg *

Downforce calibration error
lg ........... ................................................... .................... 0.8259
2g.................. ...................................................................... 1.8g

Cue operation
Drift. . ............... ...................... . . ......... negligible
Ascent (8mm).................................... 0.5secs
Descent (8mm).......................................................... ....................3.0secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................................  458Wx381Dx 142Hmrn
Clearance for lid........... .................................................... . . 42rnrn
Overall weight..........................  . .....................
Ease of use. ... ....................................  fairly good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances..................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system . . ........................good
Hum level.............  . .................................... -62dB
Acoustic feedback . . .... . . . adequate
Vibration sensitivity ... . ...............................................adequate

Arm obtainable separately . 
Typical selling price ex VAT

yes. SAUZ without auto-lift 
.................................. £45.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................6-Bg decoupled
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating...............  ................................. . ......................c
Damping rating............. ...................................   . ............................L
Recommended tracking weight................................................15-3.0g

Suitable for medium compliance cartridges

* see text
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Dansk SD 1702
Plustronics Ltd., Hempstalls Lane, Newcastle, Staffs. 0782 615131.

loading, the rumble level was only just adequate, 
and the hum background really unacceptable with 
our test set up.

Subjective results were more promising. The 
sound quality was considered to be above average 
despite the lack of an effective record mat, and 
acoustic feedback and vibration resistance were 
both classed as more than satisfactory.

As supplied, the Dansk cannot be recommended. 
Potentially, it is capable of a good performance 
considering its price, but it is necessary to first 
resolve the problems of the hum and rumble levels, 
bias and downforce calibration and finally the platter 
damping.

This manual, belt drive turntable is unusual in that 
variable speed control is provided at 33 y, rpm with a 
matching mains frequency driven stroboscope. The 
styling is typically 'Scandinavian' with a low profile 
and an uncluttered, brushed metal deck plate.

Instead of a rubber mat, the platter is provided 
with radial plastic bars, which I do not favour on two 
counts. Firstly, without a record on the platter the 
unintentional lowering of a stylus will probably result 
in its destruction, and secondly, neither the platter 
nor the record can be well damped, and will thus be 
subject to resonances. Significant wobble was also 
noted with the platter, which is an indication that it 

• was not particularly flat.
Two major problems were encountered early on 

during testing and although the importers were duly 
notified of these difficulties, no reply has so far been 
forthcoming. One concerned the downforce 
calibration which was found to be 50% too high at 
the 1g setting. The other comprised the earth 
wiring, as the unit was supplied with a three core 
mains lead and a 5 pin DIN audio lead connector. No 
combination of connections on test were able to 
improve the hum level to beyond the poor -53dB 
figure noted.

Lab tests were conducted using the Ortofon F150 
cartridge as it was factory fitted to the fixed 
headshell arm. As supplied, the cartridge lateral 
alignment was significantly in error by 2-3° but was 
easily reset. However as the arm pillar was slightly 
high the headshell vertical alignment was also not 
quite right and with no obvious means of 
adjustment. Concerning the arm, friction values 
were good, although the bias force demonstrated a 
reverse variation ie: it was low at the centre and high 
at the record edge.

While the wow and flutter results were fine, with 
good speed accuracy, stability and resistance to 
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Dansk SD 1702

MOTOR
General data
Type............................................................... .Belt drive, auto stop
Platter mass........... ............... .................. ...................................... 1 825kg
Platter damping. . .................................................................... poor
Finish and engineering............. .................................. adequate
Type of mains lead.. ............................. ........................... three core
Type of connecting lead . . ............................................. .............DIN

Speed
Speeds otter............................. . . ............................. 33Y3.45 rpm
Fine speed control...........  ................ ...............................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) . . ..................................0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error..................  ... +0.2%
Speed drift . .................... ... . . .................... . +0.2%
Speed variation under load................................. ............... .. -0 13%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................... ...................... 3.0secs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land A average.. ...................... . . ...........-62d8

ARM
General data
Type of headshell................................................................................ fixed
Headshell mass......................................................................................
Geometrical accuracy.................. .................... ........................... pood
Adjustments provided...................................................... overhang only
Finish and engineer. . .................................. good
Ease of assembly............................................. .................... very good
Trackability. . . ............................................... .. . good

Friction
Typical lateral. . .    20mg
Typical vertical........................................................  30mg

Bias compensation {set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system......................................................  magnetic
Rim . . ............ . ........ . ......... . .... . 300mg
Centre.................................................  150mg

Downforce calibration error 
ig .......................................................................................... 1.5g
2g.................................... ......... ............................... ■ ...............2.5g

Cue operation
Drift........................................ ... ..... ... satisfactory
Ascent (8mml.................... .. .............................................. 1 .5secs
Descent (8mm)............................... .. .................... . . 2.0secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size. ........... . .. ...............  450W x 3600 x 100Hmm
Clearance for lid.................................................... ... none required
Overall weight........................................................................................
Ease of use ................................................................................... very good

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1 OOO 2000

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances . ... very good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.................................good
Hum level........................................................................................-53dB"
Acoustic feedback . . .... ........... . ........... ... good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less

Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT £115.00 inc cartridge

critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... B
Damping rating......................................................................................... J
Recommended tracking weight .......... . ............................ 1.5-3g

Cartridge supplied is a reasonable match

•see text
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Eagle D2006A
Eagle Int. Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley, Middlesex. 01-902 8832.

The analysis of acoustic breakthrough and arm 
resonances showed some problems and the unit did 
not fare well on the listening tests. While the 
D2006A was fairly resistant to acoustic feedback, 
mechanical shock caused the unit chassis to bounce 
severely with harmonic modes overlapping the 
arm/cartridge resonance vibration. A substantial 
and rigid shelf is thus recommended.

Despite the incorporation of certain favourable 
features, the subjective quality and high wow and 
flutter figures preclude any recommendation of this 
model. The fixed bias is of course a further 
problematical area.

This Japanese built turntable chassis comes 
supplied with an unusual plinth system built in the 
UK. Its acrylic cover hinges back and needs only 
28mm of rear clearance. The height attained when 
lifted is also lower than average at 360mm; (most 
decks require 500mm or so of vertical clearance for 
full lid elevation )

On first appearance, the turntable would seem to 
be a direct drive model, as it uses the usual die cast 
platter with machined strobe markings on the rim. 
No illumination is provided, and closer investigation 
reveals that it is in fact a belt drive design, with an 
arm traverse coupled motor switch and automatic 
lift off and return. The motor is servo controlled and 
has a fine speed adjustment facility.

As with the Akai AP-001, the lever bias 
mechanism on the Eagle has a fixed setting, in this 
case producing ’,30mg of correction, which would 
suit tracking forces of around 1g. Unfortunately this 
level is unlikely to be possible using this arm, as the 
effective mass suggests a cartridge compliance in 
the 10-20cu range, tracking at between 1.5 and 
3.0g. While the bias deficiency is not particularly 
serious, it will prevent the turntable from exploiting 
the trackability of a given cartridge to the full. Arm 
friction was satisfactory and geometrical alignment 
was good, although the arm pillar was set quite high 
and substantial packing was required between the 
cartridge body and the headshell to level the arm.

Motor tests gave a good rumble measurement 
and although the wow and flutter was rather high 
the spectral analysis did not reveal any particularly 
dominant component frequencies. Eagle were 
informed of our findings but so far have not found 
the cause. Speed accuracy was fine, drift low and 
tolerance of loading v1eiy yuuU. We [ell ili8 plaii8i 
and record damping could be improved by the use of 
a more substantial mat.
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Eagle D2006A

MOTOR
General data
Type...............................................Belt drive with auto lift off and return
Platter mass. . ......... .. 0.8kg
'Platter damping........................................................................ fairly poor
Finish and engineering .................................................................. good
Type of mains lead............................. ...................................... three core
Type of connecting lead....................................................................... DIN

Speed
Speeds offered ................... ...............33 Yj . 45 rpm
Fine speed control................................................................................. yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ............. 0.25%
Absolute speed accuracy error......... ........................................ + 0.23%
Speed drift......................................................................................+ 0. 1%
Speed variation under load............................................................. <0.1 %
Start-up time to audible stabilisation......................................... 0.75secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average. . ....... , . . ........... .. -67d8

ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................  Universal detachable
Headshell mass.....................................................................................7,5g
Geometrical accuracy........................... good, arm quite high
Adjustments provided  overhang
Finish and engineering....................................................................... good
Ease of assembly ......................................................... ............. fairly good
Trackability.............................................................................................. fair

Friction
Typical lateral........................................................ 60mg
Typical vertical..........................   15mg

Bias compensation {set to 1.5g elliptical l
Type of system................................................................................... leve7
Rim..................................................................................................... I00mg
Centre ...       I60mg

Downforce calibration error 
1g.........................................................................................................0.96g
2g....................  19g

Cue operation 
Drift............................................................................................................-
Ascent (8mm). , .................... . .. ............. .. ... 0.5secs
Descent (8mml........................................ 4secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................. 497 W x 380 0 x 190 Hmm
Clearance for lid . .........................    28mm
Overall weight................................................................. ........................
Ease of use...................................... . . .............. ............. good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................................. fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system................. below average
Hum level . ....... -67d8
Acoustic feedback................................................................. . . good
Vibration sensitivity . ...................  - - ......... .... adequate

Arm obtainable separately............................................. no
Typical selling price ex VAT ... .............................................. £80.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge............................10.5-11.59
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating. . ...................... . . ................. 8
Damping rating.......... ................................... .. . J
Recommended tracking weight................................................ 1.5-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (10-20cu)

"See text
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Empire 698
Hayden Labs. Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Rd., Chalfant St Peter, Bucks. 02813 ^M7.

This costly American turntable is virtually 
handmade, featuring a belt drive system with a fully 
suspended die-cast sub-chassis and a well finished 
arm of moderate mass, with a detachable headshell. 
However, it incorporated one suprisingly primitive 
aspect which concerned the method of speed 
change from 33 1/a to 45rpm. A cover plate must be 
removed via a thumbscrew and the belt flicked from 
one pulley section to another by hand. In addition, 
with this plate removed, a further thumbscrew 
becomes accessible, which provides fine speed 
control. This offers a limited range of adjustment, 
mainly to correct drift, by canting the entire motor 
with respect to the belt axis, so that the belt rides on 
a smaller or larger diameter section of the pulley 
crown.

As with the Philips models, the strobe on the 698 
is printed on a trim ring on the platter top surface, 
and normally cannot be seen. The mat is one of the 
low disc contact area types, with a couple of raised 
ribs providing support, but tlittle record damping. 
No cover is provided for the plinth undersurface, 
the wiring and mechanics being fully accessible. 
I nspection showed that all wiring and terminals had 
been double insulated and were thus well protected, 
and the mechanical accessibility allows ready 
adjustment of the suspension springs to level the 
turntable when it is installed.

One small problem which the importers believe 
was confined to our particular sample, concerned 
the downforce calibration on the arm, which gave 
values about 20% below those dialed. Empire claim 
arm friction to be of the order of 1mg, but do not 
state the reference point. Our measured values at 
the stylus tip are much higher than this, although 
ctill rcosonoble. There were alsu piublems uii 

compatibility grounds. Empire's own 2000Z top line 
cartridge is unsuitable for this deck, since the 
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combination resonance is of the order of 5Hz, and is 
thus susceptible to record warps, etc. A much lower 
compliance model in the 20 to 25cu range would be 
sensible, judging by our measurements. A word of 
warning about the headshell; the clearance is rather 
limited and may not allow the use of the longer 
cartridges such as the Supex 900 Super.

The motor section demonstrated good rumble 
and wow and flutter results and during the listening 
tests, not a trace of wow was audible. in fact, the 
main bearing was one of the largest I have ever seen 
and would look more at home in a lift motor than in a 
turntable, which augurs well for the unit's longevity. 
The subjective testing overall showed the 698 to be a 
fine sounding turntable, with very good immunity to 
vibration and shock, and a high resistance to 
feedback.



Empire 698

MOTOR
General data
Type..................................................manual belt drive with auto arm lift
Patter mass............................... .......................3.02kg
Platter damping..................................................................................... poor
Finish and engineering . , , ................ . . .........excellent
Type of mains lead .. ...... ... two core
Type of connecting lead........... ......... .... phono plus earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................33 V , 45rpm
Fine speed control ........................................................................ . no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)....................................... 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error + 0.2 %
Speed drift ............................................. none
Speed variation under load <O. 1 %
Start-up time to audible stabiilsation........................................... 1.5secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted L and R average................................................. — 68dB

ARM
General data 
Type of headshell........... ................................Empire special detachable
Headshell mass...................................................................................5.0g
Geometrical accuracy........................................................................ good
Adjustments provided...............................................height and overhang
Finish and engineering.................................... ..................very good
Ease of assembly . ...............  . . . . fairly good
Tratckabiilty...................................................... . . , ........... very good

Friction
Typical lateral.......................................................... 15mg
Typical vertical. . ............................ .. ................40mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.................................................................................spring
Rim . . ...................................................................... ... 200mg
Centre............................................................................................... 200mg

Downforce calibration error
1g . .. ..... ........................................... ... 0 -Sg
2g........................................ ................................................................. 1 6g

Cue operation
Drift. . .................... ........................................................ neg!igible
Ascent (8mml.....................................................................................3secs
Descent (8mm) ................ ............. 2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................................446 W x 384 D x 214 Hmm
Clearance for lid..........................................................  16mm
Overall weight...................................................................... 13kg approx
Ease of use..........................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system........................very good
Hum level . . ....................................... .. ...................... .. ................ -70dB
Acoustic feedback............................................................................. good
Vbration sensitivity. . . ......... .......................................very good

Arm obtainable separately........... ..........................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT . . ........ ......................... .. £270.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................11-139
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rattng . . ............   B
Damping raring..........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight ...................................... . . . 1.25-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (20-25cu)

"'See text
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Garrard 125SB
Garrard Engineering Ltd., Newcastle Str., Swindon, Wilts. 0793 35381.

this result lies in the arm resonance plot which 
shows problems in the 300Hz region close to the 
tracking test frequency. Tracking forces of between 
1.5 and 3.0g are recommended, with cartridges 
compliance values of 8 to 25cu.

The vibration sensitivity, acoustic feedback and 
breakthrough were all ranked as good, while 
listening tests gave the deck an average rating which 
is commendable at the price.

This deck provides for fully automatic or manual 
operation and is one of the cheapest in the report. 
Hence it should not be judged too harshly on the 
basis of its performance.

Garrard's excellent instruction manual clearly 
explained how to set up the turntable; release of 
transit screws, adjustment of pick-up arm, etc. It 
also provided sufficient information on service and 
internal adjustment for any competent engineer to 
maintain or repair the unit.

Overall, the finish and engineering were to a high 
standard, although the friction locks in the lid hinges 
began to loosen up after a few days use, finally 
allowing the lid to flop backwards when elevated. 
On the plus side, the lid was a remarkably 'dead' 
acrylic type, much better in acoustic terms than the 
noisy polystyrene usually provided in this price 
range.

Lab testing confirmed a reasonable wow and 
flutter figure, slightly better than specified. although 
on audition, the wow was just audible, as was 
rumble. However, as the system likely to 
accompany this deck will probably not possess 
sufficient dynamic range to expose this rumble noise 
level, it must therefore be judged as satisfactory. 
Speed accuracy was relatively good, with variation 
under load classed as fair. Start-up was rapid at 1.0 
seconds. The arm was surprisingly good in some 
respects, demonstrating low friction, good 
geometry, and reasonable downforce accuracy, the 
error being on the preferred high side. The bias 
correctly showed an increase towards the record 
centre but was set rather low; a moderate increase 
of 50% on the dial would bring it up to a reasonable 
level.

Foi some reason, the arm did not exploit the 
potential trackability of the test cartridge and must 
be rated as below average in this respect. A clue to 
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MOTOR
General data
Type..................................................... belt drive, fully auto and manual
Platter mass........................................................................................0.7kg
Platter damping .............................................................................adequate
Finish and engineering...............................................................fairly good
Type of mains lead...........................................................................2 core
Type of connecting lead......................................DIN with integral earth

Speed
Speeds offered...................................................... .. ....................331Y ,45
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.15%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... -0.6%
Speed drift............................................................................................none
Speed variation under load............................................................. -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................................... 1 .Osecs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land A average.. ... -62d8

ARM
General data
Type of headshell...................................... special interchangeable slide
Headshell mass...........................................................................................- g
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided...........................................................for overhang
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly.......................................... balance slightly ambiguous
Trackability............................. .................... ...................... below average

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 20mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... 25mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim.......................................................................  50mg
Centre.................................................................................................100mg

Downforce calibration error 
1g..........................................................................................................1.15g
2g..........................................................................................................2.25g

Cue operation
Drift. ......... .. ......................................,..,... negligible
Ascent IBmml................................................................................. 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)................................................................................... 2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................  425 W x 363 D x 163 H mm
Clearance for lid . . .......................................................................... 52mm
Overall weight............................................................................................
Ease of use.......................................................................................... good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............................... good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.............................................................................-60 approx dB
Acoustic feedback.............................  good
Vibration sensitivity........... ...............................    good

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£42.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge........... ..................... 7-10g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. !The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating................................................................ B
Damping rating............................................................................... . . K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................1.5-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-25cu)

*See text
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Garrard GT55P
Garrard Engineering Ltd., Newcastle Str., Swindon, Wilts. 0793 35381.

within tolerance, with the downforce reasonable, 
the error being on the high side. Both cue rate and 
accuracy were fine.

On the compatibility side, the arm mass was lower 
than average and while not a true low mass type, it 
would suit cartridges with compliances of up to 
30cu, tracking as low as 1. 25g.

Subjectively, the GT55P was not outstanding but 
it was considered better than the DD75, and rates an 
average qualification for sound quality.

An unusual belt drive turntable, the GT55P is the 
successor to the famous Zero 100 deck, and carries 
the same type of low tracking error, pivoted 
headshell arm. The original model achieved a 
reasonable standard but suffered somewhat on 
arm mass, rumble and horizontal arm friction. The 
GT55P is designed to overcome these problems, and 
great pains have been taken to reduce pivot friction, 
with the arm section being a die casting in 
magnesium allow in order to lower the mass.

The motor is a DC type, under servo control, and 
offers adjustment to the nominal 33 YJ and 45rpm 
settings using the single thumbwheel provided. 
Other facilities include magnetic and hence 
frictionless bias compensation, plus an array of 
operating slide levers controlling cueing, record size 
selection and manual or automatic modes. The start 
lever was not sufficiently positive in the manual 
position and it proved all too easy to swing it 
through to the auto setting. In contrast, the cue 
lever was rather stiff and in use one could easily jar 
the sprung, pressed steel chassis and possibly 
dislodge the stylus from the groove. The mat did not 
damp the platter resonances effectively and its hard 

consistency also resulted in relatively poor damping 
of the record resonances.

On test, the motor section delivered a fine wow 
and flutter level and although the speed loss on load 
was significant, it was not excessive. The -68dB 
DIN weighted rumble level was very good, but 
appeared less satisfactory on audition, possibly 
because of the poor resistance to vibration and 
acoustic feedback. Around 100Hz, the breakthrough 
level was considerable, and dominated the feedback 
characteristic.

The arm gave q uite low friction values particularly 
in the vertical plane. Alignment with the supplied 
cartridge was spot on, the bias slightly high but well 
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Garrard GT55P

MOTOR
General data
Type.................................................................belt drive. auto and manual
Platter mass. . ............... ............................................................... .1 .9kg
Platter damping. .................... . , ............. poor
Finish and engineering . ................................................................... good
Type of mains lead ........................................................................... 2 core
Type of connecting lead . ., ,. . , . .. , s . , OIN + earth"

Speed
Speeds offered................................................................. . 33V3. 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)..........................................0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................-.33%
Speed drift......................................................................................+0.1%
Speed variation under load ............ ......................... - 0.43%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................................2 _ 5secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land A average....................................................-68dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell . . ...........................................special cartridge slide
Headshell mass........................... . . . .................................................. —g
Geometrical accuracy . ................................ .................... .. very good
Adjustments provided ............... ................ overhang only
Finish and engineering...................................................................... good
Ease of assembly.............................................................  good
Trackability.............................................................................fairly good'

Friction
Typical lateral. ........................... . ,.................... 30mg
Typical vertical. . . .................. ............. .................................... <lOmg

Bias compensation {set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system. , . . . . ,................magnetic
Rim ..................... , ............. .................. .................................  200mg
Centre ................................................................................................. 210mg

Downforce calibration error
1g........................................ 1.15g
2g............... ...................................................................................  2.20g

Cue operation
Drift.  .....................................................................  negligible
Ascent (8mm) . ................ ........................... . .........................1sec
Descent (8mm)........................................... 3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size......................................   430 W x 387 D x 186 H mrc
Clearance for lid.................................................... 83mrn
Overall weight..........................................................................................
Ease of use..................  fairly good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system ............................. average
Hum level .  -67dB
Acoustic feedback ........................ adequate
Vibration sensitivity............................... adequaie

Arm obtainable separately . . ............................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT ...................................... ..................£90.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. ....... . 8.0-9.0g 
Match up these letters lABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating C
Damping rating . . K
Recommended tracking weight 1.25-3.0g
Medium to high compliance cartridges compatible \ 15-30cul

*See text
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Garrard 0075
Garrard Engineering Ltd., Newcastle Str., Swindon, Wilts. 0793 36381.

predominantly in the 7Hz range. The speed accuracy 
was fine, but drifted moderately during a one hour 
test session. It slowed by nearly 0.3% under a 5g 
dust bug load, and showed the overshoot recovery 
characteristic that is typical of this motor.

On listening tests using the reference cartridge, 
the 0075 did not fare well, and was ranked as below 
average. In addition to the audible colouration and 
lack of clarity, slight wow could be heard on critical 
programme sections; and the high breakthrough 
levels and poor resistance to vibration must be 
relevant factors in the overall subjective assessment.

This unit is Garrard's first venture into the field of 
modern direct drive turntables and employs the 
ubiquitous Japanese Matshushita motor combined 
with an arm, piinth and electronics all manufactured 
in the UK.

A photo-electric sensor provides frictionless 
control o' end of side detection and subsAquent arm 
lift. A strobe is fitted to the underside of the platter 
and is viewed through a mirror system and an 
inspection window. One variable speed knob is 
provided, operative on both 33% and 45rpm, which 
may be selected by soft-action push buttons. These 
were found to be rather close to the pick-up sylus 
when the latter was in the rest position. The solid 
veneered plinth was supported on rubber feet and 
overall, the finish and engineering were both to a 
high standard.

Lab testing revealed that the arm friction was 
moderate if not as low as the specification suggests. 
In contrast to the 125SB the bias levels were slightly 
high but downforce calibration was exactly correct. 
An interchangeable plastic cartridge carrier is used 
which also fits the 125 SB, but not the GT55P. The 
geometrical alignment was fine, although the 
supplied cartridge was slightly out by 1°.

The deck proved to be easy to set up, but as with 
the 125 SB, some resArvations were felt concern
ing trackability, and some resonances in the test 
frequency range were also observed. The cue 
control was generally satisfactory bar a rather stiff 
lever action, but the descent time was considered 
too slow at 6.5 seconds, 2 seconds being a 
reasonable compromise between speed and 
stability. We found the arm to be suited to cartridges 
of 10 to 20cu, tracking from 1.5 to 3.0g.

On test, the rnoloi ieluiii1eU a lypically good 
-69dB rumble level but showed higher than 
average wow and flutter for a direct drive, 
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Garrard DD75

MOTOR
General data
Type................................
Platter mass................
Platter damping ............
Finish and engineering .
Type of mains iead . . .
Type of connecting lead

manual direct drive with auto-lift off 
........................................ . .. 1.6kg 
....................................... fairly good

.................... . ...................... good
......................... two core 

.................. . OlN plus earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered........................................................................33 Yj , 45rpm
Fine speed control.................... .................................................... . . yes
Wow and flutter (01N peak weighted) ............................. . 0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error ...................................................... <0.1%
Speed drift..................................................  +0.3%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.27%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 4.0secs

Rumble
DIN 8 weighted L and R average. -69dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell 
Headshell mass. . 
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly .. 
Trackability................

special slide holder
..........................g

........................ good
. overhang only

. , . . very good
.. good

........... fairty good

Friction
Typical lateral...............................    20mg
Typical vertical.....................    45mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim ... , . . ......................... , . ,....... ..... 200mg
Centre......................   . ..................... .. ............  220mg

Downforce calibration error
I9. . ............................. . . .................................. 1 ,Og
2g.......................................................................................... 2 Og

Cue operation
Drift................
Ascent (8mm)
Descent (8mm)

satisfactory 
. . . 0.5secs 
... 6.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM OATA
Size. ...........  437 W x 375 D x165H mm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................63mm
Overall weight ........... , . . . .........................................7.3kg
Ease of use . ........................... . . .. very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............................... poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system........................... fair
Hum level ....... ............... - 70dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity ........   adequate

Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT.............................................................£90.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. .......................... . .1 1-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.................................. .. .. . ..................B
Damping rating ..................,.................    K
Recommended tracking weight................................................ 1.5-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges compatible (10-20cu)
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Harman Kardon ST7
Tannoy Products Ltd., St Johns Rd., Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. 049 481 5221.

Cartridges were with a mass of 9g and over will 
require an optional heavier counterweight.

The 'fairly good' sound quality ranking is 
inadequate at this price level, and curves for both 
acoustic breakthrough and arm resonance revealed 
an unsatisfactory performance. The unit was found 
to be very sensitive to external shock and vibration 
and a solid shelf, preferably mounted on a structural 
wall, is recommended. A good resistance to 
acoustic feedback was shown but the deck's 
position could prove to be critical in this respect, and 
as the thin rubber platter mat was of the minimal 
record support type, it was of no help in improving 
the sound quality.

This unusual belt drive turntable has a brushed alloy 
plinth and a clear acrylic cover. The arm is made by 
Rabco, a small American company who have 
specialised in parallel tracking designs, the nearest 
European equivalent in the report being the B&O 
4002. As with the Strathearn SMA2 and Thorens 
TP160II, the complete headshell/arm tube is 
detachable with the locking section located near the 
pivots in order to reduce mass. The deck 
incorporates photo-electric sensing for end of side 
switch off, and offers fine variable speed control 
with a matching strobe

At this elevated price level 1£320.001 one might 
expect a design to be free of problems, but this was 
not the case with the ST-7. While a good wow and 
flutter result was obtained in the lab, with fine speed 
accuracy, the motor slowed significantly (by 0.63% I 
under moderate 5g downforce dust bug loading 
This is an indication that wow might be audible on 
programme vvth a medium tracking weight 
cartridge, and in fact, was just discernible with the 
test moving coil cartridge IFRI Mk Ill using our 
selected music band, (see introduction).

Rumble was fine and measured close to 
specification, but proved to be just audible on a wide 
dynamic range system. We believe its effect was 
magnified by the resonant qualities of the plinth 
system. Some problems were also noted in 
connection with the arm, possibly associated with 
the offset friction wheel techniques employed to 
obtain the lateral tracking drive. The subsonic 
resonance was ill defined, with the well damped test 
cartridge showing signs of instability. Tracking tests 
were undertaken which revealed that the cartridge's 
rntontiGl was not fully exploited, in c:uii:;tJL1utHice, 
models tracking at the 1 ,5-3.0g range are indicated, 
despite the low mass characteristics of the arm.
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Harman Rardon ST7

MOTOR 
General data
Type............................................................................ Belt drive, auto stop
Platter mass..........................................................................................1.2kg
Platter damping................................................................................... poor
Finish and engineering.............................................................. fairly good
Type of mains lead . ...........................................................three core
Type of connecting lead................................................... phones + earth

Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 Yj , 45 rpm
Fine speed control.................................................... yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ........................................ 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................... <0.1%
Speed drift............................. +0.2%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.63%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 0.5secs

Rumble
DIN 8 weighted Land R average....................................................-67dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................................................special detachable
Headshell mass............................................................... not valid
Geometrical accuracy................................ , = . . . very good
Adjustments provided..................................................................overhang
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly ................................................................................. good
Trackability.............................................................................................. fair

Friction
Typical lateral..................................................................................... 40mg*
Typical vertical.................................................................................. 60mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................... not required
Rim.................................................................................... zooooo,.

Centre........................................................................................................

Downforce calibration error
1g.........................................  1.0g
2g............. ........................................................................................... 2.05g

Cue operation
Drift .....................................................................................................poor
Ascent IBmml................................................................................<0.2secs
Descent (8mm).................................................................................3.0secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size....................................................................419W x4130 x157Hmm
Clearance for lid................................................................... 70mm
Overall weight....................................................................................10kg
Ease of use............... .. ............................................ . ..............good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............................... poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system........................ fairly good
Hum level........................  -70d8
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity.............................................................................. poor

Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT...........................  £320.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.......................................5-6g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating  ........    C
Damping rating........................................................................................ L
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1 5-3.0g

Suitable for medium to high compliance cartridges ( l 5-30cu) 

*see text
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Hitachi PS-38
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Rd., Hayes, Middlesex. 01-848 8787.

average which is a fair result for the price. Slight 
wow was audible under demanding programme 
conditions but this was obviously not judged to be 
as serious with this model, as a similar effect noted 
with the same motor in a deck costing over twice as 
much as the PS-38.

Overall, we found that Hitachi's modest 
specification was comfortably bettered on test and 
we felt that the supply of a well finished direct drive 
turntable complete with cartridge at a price well 
below £100 was no mean feat in itself.

In common with several other players in the report, 
some of them costing considerably more than this 
low priced deck, the PS-38 employs the by now 
ubiquitous Matshushita motor. The Hitachi price 
also includes a modest cartridge which was replaced 
by our reference models for the purposes of testing.

Overall, the quality of finish and workmanship 
was to a good standard, and was surprising 
considering the price. The usual engraved 
stroboscope markings were machined on the platter 
rim; neon illuminated, and both 33 Y3 and 45rpm 
speeds were adjustable.

Although the simply laid out controls meant that 
the PS-38 was easy to use, we found the 
instructions rather poor with inadequate information 
concerning cartridge alignment, and no guage was 
provided. The headshell in the test sample was 
rotated 2-3° vertically from the correct axis with no 
obvious means of correction, this error likely to 
somewhat reduce the channel separation of any 
matching cartridge.

Lab testing provided the usual information 
concerning this popular motor. Rumble and wow 
were both very good at -69dB and 0.035% 
respectively, but the significant slowing under 
moderate load and the prolonged start-up time at 
around 4 seconds were less satisfactory, as was the 
accompanying overshoot as the correct speed was 
attained.

Arm measurements revealed ideal bias correction 
values, fairly good friction levels and medium/high 
effective mass. Downforce calibration was also 
highly accurate. Cartridges tracking at 1.5-2.5g are 
suitable, with compliance values of between 10 and 
20cu. A generally satisfactory performance was 
demonstrated 1n the areas ot teedback susceptabil1ty 
and response to unwanted vibration.

Subjective testing ranked the PS-38 a little below 
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Hitachi PS-38

MOTOR
General data
Type.............................................................................. direct drive manual
Platter mass........................................................................................1.5kg
Platter damping -. . . - , ,. . . ; ,. .,, . . ..................good
Finish and engineering.............................................................. very good
Type of mains lead........................    three core
Type of connecting lead................................................. phono plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered ......................................................................33 y, & 45rpm
Fine speed control.................................................  yes
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted). . .... ... 0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... <O. 1 %
Speed drift......................................................................................+023%
Speed variation under load....................................   -0.46%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 4.0secs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average....................................................-69d8

ARM
General data
Type of headshell. ..................... universal, detachable
Headshell mass......................... ... ........... 7.5g
Geometrical accuracy............................................. fair
Adjustments provided ........................................................overhang only
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly.......................................  good
Trackability.................................................... fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral. .......................................................................... 70mg
Typical vertical....................................................................................20mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system . . . . . .................   spring
Rim . . . .................................................................  150mg
Centre...............................................................................................  200mg

Downforce calibration error 
lg..................................  1.05g
2g......................................................................................................... 2.05g

Cue operation
Drift.........................   satisfactory
Ascent 18mm)...................................................................................0.5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................... 3.0secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................  476 W x 352 D x 61 H mm
Clearance for lid .. . . , .............. .... 73mm
Overall weight......................................................................................... 7.5
Ease of use  ........................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances ................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system............................ average
Hum level . . . ......................................    -69dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£90.00 inc cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................10-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating......................................................................................B
Dampingrating.............................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. l .5-2.5g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (10-20cu)
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JVCJLA-15
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trd. Est., Staples Corner, 6/8 Priestly Way, London NW2. 01-450 2621.

JVC's new quartz turntable was not available in time 
for this survey, and theJL-A15 is the only deck to be 
included from this manufacturer. An attractively 
styled and moderately priced unit, its features 
include automatic arm return and switch off at the 
end of a record side. The pick-up arm is unusually 
heavy with the headshell alone weighing 12g, and a 
l ow compliance cartridge is definitely 
recommended. Models with compliance values in 
the 6-12cu range would be suitable; this rules out 
JVC's own Zl (see cartridge reports) whose 
measured compliance at 27cu would place the 
estimated resonance for the combination at 6Hz. 
However, substitution of another headshell could 
improve matters; for example, the use of an SME 
shell would allow cartridges with compliance values 
of up to 20cu to be fitted, though the counterweight 
may then be too heavy.

This belt drive design offers 33 ’/a and 45rpm . A 
two core mains lead is fitted, indicative of a double 
insulated construction, with the phono type audio 
leads combined with the normally separate chassis 
earth wire. As noted with similar wiring practice on 
other models, this technique is likely to result in 
impaired hum levels, and while the -60dB recorded 
for the JL-A15 is satisfactory, it could have been 
much better with a separate earth lead.

On test, the arm was found to have fairly high 
lateral friction which would preclude the use of 
cartridges tracking below 2g or so. Downforce 
calibration was reasonable with biasing close to the 
expected value, but the latter was difficult to 
measure to any degree of accuracy due to the 
interference effect of the arm friction on the lateral 
plane.

I he motor section proved excellent, with the tine 
wow and flutter and rumble figures much better 
than specified. The turntable slowed very little under 
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load, was close to correct speed and started up 
quickly. The light 500g platter shows that for low 
wow and flutter figures a heavy platter is not 
essential; but that good overall engineering is 
required.

Vibration isolation was classed as barely 
adequate . As with many of the other decks, the 
rubber feet proved to be ineffective. The acoustic 
breakthrough levels and feedback were fairly good 
and the subjective sound quality about average. 
which is fair enough at the price.

With softer feet. better control of arm friction, a 
low mass headshell and a separate chassis earth 
wire, JVC would have quite a competitive turntable 
in the JL-A15. As it stands, however, it cannot be 
recommended.



JVCJLA-15

MOTOR 
General data
Type.............................................manual belt drive with auto arm return
Platter mass........................................... .........................................0 5kg
Platter damping..................................................................................good
Finish and engineering...................................................................... good
Type of mains lead....................................................................... two core
Type of connecting lead............................. .... phono. no earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered........................................................................33 V,, 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................  0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error . ..............................  -.33%
Speed drift . ...................... ........................ ..................none
Speed variation under load......................  -0.16%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................. <lsec

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land A average. -68dB

ARM
General data 
Type of headshell......................................................universal detachable
Headshell mass................................................................................. 12 ,Og
Geometrical accuracy. ... ........................... good
Adjustments provided............................. .... ........... tilt, overhang
Finish and engineering ....................  very good
Ease of assembly...................................................................... good
Trackability...............................................................................  fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral................................  150mg
Typical vertical...................................................................................50mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
^tii 11 .................... .. . - ..... ... . . . . ..... . . . .. . . . .. 15^1^mg
Centre.............................................  . . 150mg

Downforce calibration error
lg...............  ....................................... .......................................... 0.95g
2g..................-.................................   1.8g

Cue operation
Drift........................... negligible
Ascent (8mm) ........................................................................................ 1sec
Descent (8mm).................................................................................1.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size........................................ ........................ 460 W x 354 D x 130 Hmm
Clearance for lid ..................................  45mm
Overall weight..................................................................................... 5.0kg
Ease of use .  good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -60d8
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity......... ........................................   adequate

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£57.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................. 21-239
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating......................................................................  ...... A
Damping rating.......................................................................  J
Recommended tracking weight............................................ . 2.0-3.0g
Low compliance cartridges suitable (6-12cul
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Leak3001
Rank Audio Products Ltd., P 0 Box 70, Great West Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 9222

Subjective testing did not give favourable results 
relative to price, largely due to the vibration and 
resonance qualities described. As it stands, we 
feel the 3001 has some significant weaknesses, but it 
would not take much work to upgrade its 
performance; a little attention to the feet, deck 
resonances and motor mounting would put this 
deck into a good value rating.

This turntable which carries the UK brand name of 
Leak is manufactured in Japan, and is attrac
tively finished in brushed alloy, with a clear 
acrylic lid. A belt drive, manually operated deck, the 
3001 offers a fine variable speed control 
independently adjustable on 33 Yi and 45rpm 
settings, this facilitated by the strobe markings 
machined into the platter rim. The platter itself 
carries a sensible mat which confers good damping.

This turntable is a rigid structure mounted on 
fairly stiff adjustable rubber feet, which gave barely 
adequate resistance to vibration. These feet proved 
to be nothing like as effective as the liquid filled 
sphero-dynamic suspension which was employed 
on Leak's earlier 2001 deck. On test, we found quite 
severe acoustic breakthrough in the 50Hz to 250Hz 
region apparently due to resonance in the alloy top 
plate. These magnified an otherwise moderate 
vibration level from the motor, giving a weighted 
rumble figure around -60dB, (average of two test 
samples) which could only be classed as acceptable. 
However, wow and flutter was very low for a belt 
drive, speed accuracy good and drift over one hour 
acceptable . Only moderate slowing was noted under 
l oad.

Although the manual states the 3001 to have a 
low effective mass arm, we measured it as 11-12g 
Me, which places it in the medium mass bracket. 
However, despite this discrepancy, it rated quite 
highly on test. Low friction values were obtained, 
the biasing was exactly as recommended by this 
survey and the downforce calibration was accurate 
The cue rates werLiensible, with only moderate 
drift. The arm proved capable of exploiting the 
trnr.kino nntAntiril nf n suitrihly mritchAd cnrtrirlOA; 
models of compliance 10-20cu are indicated, 
tracking down to 1.5g.
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Leak3001

MOTOR 
General data 
Type............................ 
Platter mass . ........
Platter damping
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains lead . . .. 
Type of connecting lead

.. Belt drive, manual 
.................. . 0.95kg

. very good
. . „...... . good 

....... ,..... two core 
DIN, integral earthing

Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................33 Vj, 45 rpm
Fine speed ................................ ... ........... . ........... ...yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)...__,._.«.....,,.. 0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error ... , ........................................... +0.2%
Speed drift........................................................................................-0.4%
Speed variation under load ........................................................... -0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................ 1.5secs
Rumble
DIN 8 weighted Land A average.............................. ... -60dB"

ARM
General data
Type of headshell.. 
Headshell mass . 
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly .. . . 
Trackability................

• .. . Universal Detachable 
.............................7.0g 

.......................  very good 
overhang and pillar height 

.........................very good 
. . . .. ........... good

. .................very good

Friction
Typical lateral................................ .................... ........... .. . 20mg
Typical vertical....... ....... .. . .....................................<lOmg

Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system ...   spring
Rim .. ..........................................................  150mg
Centre ................................................................................................. 200mg

Downforce calibration error
lg........................................................................................................1.05g
2g . . ............ . ....................... .. . , ..2. lg

Cue operation
Drift....................   satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)..................................................................................0.5secs
Descent (8mm) „ . .............. .. . ,.......  ............. ,.,.... 2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.....................................................................436W x3460 x 145Hmm
Clearance for lid...................................... 65mm
Overall weight............................... .. ......... ................................ 8.0kg
Ease of use.........  . .........     ..... .. good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonance. . .........poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system................below average 
Hum level ...........................................................................................-60dB
Acoustic feedback...................................................... fairly good
Vibration sensitivity . .  adequate

Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT............................................................ £85.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge................................. 11 - 12g
Match up these letters IABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... b
Damping rating......................................................................................... j
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1.5—3.0g

Compatible with low to medium compliance cartridges (10-20cul

"see text
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Lenco 184
C E Hammond & Co. Ltd., 111 Chertsey Rd., Byfleet Surrey KT14 7LA. Byfleet41131.

The Lenco turntables were commissioned for review 
before the recently announced receivership of 
Goldring, their UK importers. However, new agents 
have since been appointed, and the L84 together 
with other models in the range will continue to be 
available. The price is. however, indeterminate at 
present, but it is hoped that the figure quoted will 
prove to be fairly typical

The unit comprises a conventional pressed steel 
chassis mounted on damped coil springs. The drive 
is from a 16 pole slow.speed synchronous motor 
coupled by a precision belt to the platter, and both 
automatic and manual operation is provided. The 
finish was, however, poor in some respects; for 
example the remaining moulding flash on the 
polystyrene lid was razor sharp and drew blood from 
my assistant!

On test, the motor section met the manufacturer's 
figure of 0.08% DIN peak weighted wow and flutter, 
and bettered the spec with a satisfactory -66DIN B 
weighted rumble level. The platter ran almost 1 % 
fast, which is excessive from an engineering point of 
view, although unlikely to be noticed by most users. 
Speed variation under load was reasonable and 
during auditioning wow was not found to be a 
problem, though some rumble could be heard at 
high listening levels.

The 'S' shaped arm carries a moulded plastic 
detachable headshell - the geometry and method of 
connection being unique to Lenco. A very soft 
bushing was incorporated in the counterweight to 
provide some damping at the subsonic arm 
resonance, and the appropriate response trace 
shows that it is quite effective and also offers some 
degree of additional reduction in effective mass. The 
result is that the L84 arm will be compatibie with a 
number of medium compliance cartridges up to 
30cu, at tracking forces of between 1.5 and 3.0g.

The bias correction was fairly good, although 
somewhat on the high side and the downforce 
calibration reasonably accurate but tending to read 
low. The cue operation was without drift, although 
the ascent time was slow at 3 seconds.

While listening tests indicated an average rating 
on subjective quality grounds, the resistance to 
acoustic breakthrough, resonances and shock or 
vibration were all considered barely adequate. 
Resistance to acoustic feedback was, however, 
thought to be quite good. As with the other 
Goldring deck in the report, a sturdy shelf is also 
recommended for this turntable, under which 
circumstances the overall performance and 
subjective quality would be classed as reasonable for 
the price. Two other plus points are also relevant, 
namely the moderate arm mass, and the smooth 
acting automatic facilities.
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Lenco L84

MOTOR
General data
Type.....................................  belt drive, automatic
Platter mass.......................................................................................... 1.3kg
Platter damping .  good
Finish and engineering......... .......................................................... good
Type of mains lead.................................... .................................. 3 core
Type of connecting lead....................................................................... DIN

Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 % , 45rpm
Fine speed control . . ..... .................. ... no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) .......................................... 0.08%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................+ 0.93%
Speed drift.................... none
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation . ...............   2secs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average. -66dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell ....
Headshell mass...........
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly . . 
Trackability..................

............  special detachable 

........................................... 6g 
............................. very good 

overhang, height via spacers 
........... ..good 
........................................good 
........................................good

Friction
Typical lateral........................................................................ 100mg
Typical vertical. ... ..... . ...........   75mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim.............................................................. 180mg
Centre ................................................................................................  250mg
Downforce calibration error
lg ........................................................................ 0.95g
2g.............................................  1.Sg

Cue operation
Drift....................................   negligible
Ascent (8mm)...............................................    3secs
Descent (8mm).........................................  3secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 470W x 370Q x 165H mm
Clearance for lid................................................................................ 90mm
Overall weight.....................................................................................7 9kg
Ease of use ............................... verygood
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances......................fairly poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -68dB
Acoustic feedback ............................................  good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................  adequate
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT £60.00 Compatibility

Effective moving mass excluding cartridge................ 8-10g• 
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... C
Damping rating.......................................................................................... L
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1.5-3g
Medium to high compliancecartridges recommended (15-25cu)
*See text
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Lenco 1833
C E Hammond & Co. Ltd., 111 Chertsey Rd., Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA. Byfleet 41131.

good, but the shock and external vibration 
resistance was poor. We considered that the feet 
fitted to this model were far too rigid, and effectively 
transmitted a large proportion of floor and shelf 
propagated vibration to the cartridge stylus. The 
true purpose of resilient feet is to decouple the plinth 
structure from the shelf, hopefully at frequencies 
from 5Hz upwards. A firm, heavy and rigid shelf is 
thus recommended for positioning this deck.

Once again, we find the Matshushita direct drive 
motor, this time in a Swiss made turntable fitted 
with an elegant Matshushita platter, its bevelled rim 
carrying the machined strobe markings. Mains 
powered neon illumination lights the strobe pattern, 
with fine variable speed controls for both 33 Y, and 
45rpm . Two versions of this basic platter/motor 
combination are available; one is the L830DO which 
is a manually operated deck and the other is the 
model reviewed here, which incorporates an end of 
side arm lift and stop facility . This detection is 
accomplished without adding to the arm friction, by 
using a high frequency sensing coil.

Lab testing confirmed the general performance 
level of the motor although it is .interesting to note 
that variations in platter mass and possibly power 
supply from manufacturer to manufacturer seem to 
affect the wow and flutter readings. Likewise, 
differences in plinth construction and type of 
isolating feet would seem to affect the rumble 
figure. In fact, although both wow and flutter and 
rumble were satisfactory with the L-833 0 0, they 
were below the standard attained by examples of 
this motor as used in other plinth systems in the 
report.

The arm exhibited fairly accurate downforce 
calibration, very low friction in both planes and 
sensible bias compensation, although the actual 
values were on the high side and could be reduced 
to advantage by almost 30% . Some lateral drift was 
noticed on the cue control but the ascent and 
descent rates were fine.

Subjective listening tests ranked this model of 
average quality for the group as a whole; this 
includes subjective assessment of audible wow, a 
trace of which was present with this design. 
Acoustic breakthrough and resonances were 
classed as fair, resistance to acoustic feedback
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Lenco L833

MOTOR
General data
Type............................................................ direct drive with auto lift off
Platter mass...................................................................................... 1 ,55kg
Platter damping............................. adequate
Finish and engineering............. ......................................................good
Type of mains lead ..........................................................................3 core
Type of connecting lead....................................   . , . DIN

Speed
Speeds offered........................................................................33 Vj . 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) .... ........................0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... <O.1 %
Speed drift. . ......................... ........................................... . <O. 1%
Speed variation under load.................................................................0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.........................................4.0 sees
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average. -66dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell.
Headshell mass.........
Geometrical accuracy.
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly . 
Trackability. . ...........

. . special Lenco detachable 
......................................... 9.0g 

....................... good 
overhang, height via spacers 
.......................................good 
...................................... good 

.................................very good
Friction
Typical lateral ..................................................................................... 5mg
Typical vertical. .   10mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim .................................................................................................  200mg
Centre .      275mg
Downforce calibration error
1g........................................................................................................ 0.95g
2g . ....................................................................................................1.9g
Cue operation
Drift ...............    satisfactory
Ascent (8mml........................................................................................1sec
Descent tSmml............................................................................ . 3secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 365D x 460W x 140H mm
Clearance for lid............................................................................... BOmm
Overall weight............. .............    ,
Ease of use.......................................................................... ........... . good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................................. fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system...................... average
Hum level......................... -65dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity. .................................. poor
Arm obtainable separately o : no
Typical selling price ex VAT , o , . . , , : ; . o , . , . ... £150.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. .......................... 11-139
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical; but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... b
Damping rating........................................................................................k
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (10-20cu)
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Lux PD282
Howland West Ltd., 3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEO. 01-609 0293.

cartridge. The latter may be of 10-20cu, tracking 
from 1.25 to 3.0g downforce.

While the immunity to shock and vibration was 
uninspiring, in common with many similar models, 
the acoustic feedback resistance was fine, with the 
acoustic breakthrough and resonances classed as 
fairly good. The subjective sound quality was 
definitely above average which is fair enough at the 
price, if not quite in the 'recommended value' class.

Lux has the reputation for finely finished products 
and this is certainly borne out by the appearance of 
the PD282. Its direct drive motor is a so-called 
condensor type made by Fujia rather than the more 
usual Matshushita model, and on test, a reasonable 
0.07% wow and flutter was recorded, together with 
good speed accuracy and stability, a moderate start
up time and a fair tolerance of loading. Wow was 
inaudible and the satisfactory rumble level at -66dB 
was only just detectable on audition.

The arm was a conventional 'S' design with a 
detachable headshell and a weighted level bias 
compensator. A balancer or outrigger weight was 
incorporated, comprising a fairly heavy cylinder 
suspended on a thin bar. Its purpose is to balance 
the arm in the lateral plane so that it is less sensitive 
to any tilt of the turntable plinth. Two side effects 
can ensue from this, which are by no means 
restricted to the Lux; they are frequently 
encountered with many of the other arms 
incorporating similar devices. Firstly, the effective 
moving mass is different in the vertical and 
horizontal planes, which may impart a double 
resonance to the subsonic arm/mass resonant 
frequency, and this could in turn induce a rather 
complex and undesirable vibration of the cantilever. 
Secondly, these assemblies can develop resonances 
in the audio band which may colour the reproduced 
sound. If such problems are suspected, it is best to 
simply remove the weight, and then ensure that the 
plinth is satisfactorily level. However, this was not 
found necessary with the Lux deck. This model also 
possesses rubber feet that can be height adjusted

The arm demonstrated low friction, accurate 
downforce calibration and sensible bias levels. Cue 
drift was negligible and the ascent and descent rates 
were fine. Overall, the arm was quite impressive and 
realised the full tracking capabilities of a compatible
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Lux PD282

MOTOR
General data
Type...............................
Platter mass..................
Platter damping...........
Finish and engineering . 

Type of mains lead .... 
Type of connecting lead

direct drive manual 
........... . ... 1.05kg 
................. adequate 
.................excellent 
...............two core 
.. phono plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered...................................................................... 3313,45rpm
Fine speed control.............................  yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.07%
Absolute speed accuracy error........................... . ............. <0.1%
Speed drift................................................................... ... +0.1%
Speed variation under load...................... ..................................-0.17%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. . 2.5secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average. -66dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell ....
Headshell mass...........  
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided. 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly . .
Trackability..................

universal detachable
........... ..................7g

........ . . . very good 
height and overhang

................. excellent
.......................... good
..............very good

Acoustic breakthrough

Friction
Typical lateral. . . ....................................................................15mg
Typical vertical......................................................................................15mg

0
100 20 50 1000

Bias compensation (set to 1 .5g elliptical)
Type of system ........................................... .
Rim...........  ...........................................................

weighted lever 
...........150mg

Centre...............................................    150mg
Downforce calibration error
1g . .................................................................................... . 1.03g
2g■>■•■.■>.>■■>•■><■•>•>•■■*.,.....•••••....••2g
Cue operation
Drift......................... . . ...........................................negligible
Ascent (8mm)............................................. 0.5secs
Descent (8mm). . .... .................................................... 2.5secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...............  .........................................471 Wx351Dx175Hmm
Clearance for lid..................................  85rnm
Overall weight........................................... 10kg
Ease of use ... . ...... : ..........very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................above average 
Hum level............................................... — 70dB
Acoustic feedback ............................................................................ good
Vibration sensitivity . . . ......................   adequale
Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT.......................................................... £150.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................12-13g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possibe.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... B
Damping rating....................................................................................... K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1 .25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (10-20cu)
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Marantz G6100
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd., 203 London Rd., Staines, Middlesex. Staines 50132.

immunity to shock and vibration were barely 
adequate. On listening tests, the model was rated as 
about average which is a reasonable result at this 
price level, although the rumble level should be 
improved.

The Marantz product range is extensive and includes 
four turntables, three of which are assessed in this 
report. The cheapest is the 6100 which exhibits a 
high standard of external finish for the price. An 
auto-return and stop feature is incorporated, and the 
design includes a two speed belt drive motor section 
with a detachable headshell arm, the latter fitted 
with a massive, satin-gold finished headshell. The 
internal mechanics bear a strong resemblance to the 
Yamaha YP211, and both appear to have originated 
from the same factory.

On test, the turntable section delivered good wow 
and flutter, a slightly fast absolute speed, and a low 
variation under loading. Run-up time was pretty fast 
at 1.5 seconds. Unfortunately, the rumble level was 
only just adequate at -60dB, and motor vibration 
was audible at high listening levels.

The arm geometry was basically good although if 
the instructions are followed and the accessory 
masker used as directed, an error of 1°-2° results, 
which is not excessive, but does just about double 
the intrinsic tracking error of the arm itself. Lateral 
and vertical friction were moderate and the bias and 
downforce calibration correct. The cue action 
exhibitied negligible drift and had close to ideal 
ascent and descent rates. The headshell is common 
to all four models in the Marantz range and weighs 
13.5g. Unavoidably, this places the pickpup arms in 
the heavyweight class, suitable for cartridges with 
compliances of 20cu or less, preferably in the range 
8-15cu. Considering the high mass of the supplied 
headshell, the Marantz decks would benefit from the 
substitution of a lighter model, this would bring the 
effective mass into the 'medium' range, but the" 
crnrntArwAiOht snpplimi might then prove too heavy.

The acoustic breakthrough, arm resonances and 
resistance to acoustic feedback were all classed as 
good, with the hum level acceptable, but the 
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Marantz G6100

MOTOR
General data
Type................................... Belt drive with auto-return and stop
Platter mass.................... 1kg
Platter damping...................................... adequate
Finish and engineering...........................  good
Type of mains lead..................................................................... three core
Type of connecting lead......................................................phone + earth

Speed
Speeds offered . ... ... ... . . ..... . , . . ... . ... 33 y,, 45 rpm
Fine speed control...........................  no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)......................... . ........... 0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................+O .57%
Speed drift . . . . . ... ........ ...... , .....................none
Speed variation under load .......... s ; .... -0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ........................  1 .5secs

Rumble 
01N B weighted Land R average.................................................... -60dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell....................................................Universal detachable
Headshell mass................................................................................... 13.5g
Geometrical accuracy............................. good'
Adjustments provided..............................................height and overhang
Finish and engineering .............. good
Ease of assembly....................   good
Trackability............. ...................................................................fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral.......................................................................................50mg
Typical vertical.................................................................................... 60mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system......... ................................................... thread and weight
Rim..................................................................................................... 185mg
Centre  .............................................................................  200mg

Downforce calibration error 
l^g ..... .. ..... . ....••.•.•.•••‘.•‘.‘•'... ■ ■ ....... 1.^0^3^g 
2 g ..... - ■ - ...........,.'.'.'.‘.....■'■■•.... ^2.^0^g

Cue operation
Drift............................................................................................. negligible
Ascent (8mm) ................................................................................ 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)      3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.....................................................................440W x 350D x 167Hmm
Clearance for lid............................................................................... 73mm
Overall weight......................................................................................... 6.6
Ease of use................................................................................. very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances. 01 o
Subjective sound quality of complete system c ■1 ■. : - ■ । ■
Hum level
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity.............................................................. just adequate

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£65.00

Acoustic breakthrough.

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge................. . 16-179
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.}
Resonance rating A
Damping rating........................................................................ .... j
Recommended tracking weight ...............  1.5-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable......................... 8-15cu

*see text
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Marantz G6200
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd., 203 London Rd., Staines, Middlesex. Staines 50132.level was satisfactorily low but acoustic feedback susceptibility together with shock and vibration resistance were only just adequate.11 is thus difficult to recommend the 6200 and by comparison, the 6100 appears better value for money.

Numerically, the 6200 is the next model up from the 6100, and its purchase price is almost double. The cost difference is reflected by the numerous additional operating facilities offered by the 6200, but sad to say, its performance was no better, and in some cases was worse than that of the cheaper model.The deck offers automatic operation for the setting-down cycle of stylus from rest to the groove, and also for return and stop. A record size selector is provided which also allows automatic cueing of 7", 10" and 12" records. Perhaps it is only fair to point out that this same automatic cuing facility (with the exception of the unusual 10" size) is available on the least costly model in the group, namely the BSR BDSBO, costing about one quarter the price of the 6200.While the deck met the manufacturer's specification on test, the results were nonetheless disappointing considering the higher price level Wow and flutter was satisfactory at 0.1% , with a moderate + 04% absolute speed error, and the drift was low, with resistance to loading good. The rumble level was only just adequate at -60dB and was audible on the listening tests.The high arm mass has already been discussed in the 6100 review and once again indicates the need for careful choice of a compatible cartridge. While vertical friction was moderate the lateral component was rather high, although we suspect that our sample may be an exception in this respect. The downforce calibration was accurate but biasing was on the low side and was, in any case, disturbed by the high lateral friction.While the acoustic breakthrough and arm resonance levels were considered fairly good, the subjective sound quality only ranked as average, which is not inspiring considering the price. Hum 140 Integrated turntables



Marantz G6200

MOTOR
General data
Type.................................... . ....................... Fully automatic, belt drive
Platter mass.............................................   1.05kg
Platter damping..........................................................................   adequate
Finish and engineering.................................. good
Type of mains lead..................................................................... three core
Type of connecting lead phono +earth

Speed
Speeds offered........................................................ .. , : r, : . . 33 Yj. 45 rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.1% •
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................+ 0.4%
Speed drift....................................................................................... <0.1%
Speed variation under load............................................................ — 0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...................... 1sec

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average........................ .................... .. . -60dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell. .................................................Universal detachable
Headshell mass........................................    13.5g
Geometrical accuracy............................... good'
Adjustments provided ........ ......................................overhang
Finish and engineering....................................................................... good
Ease of assembly................................................................................. good
Trackability............................................................................... fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral.......................................................................... . . 150mg
Typical vertical. ................................................................................ 35mg

Bias compensation (set to 1 .5g elliptical)
Type of system...........................................................  spring
Rim . .................. . ........................................... ................100mg
Centre...............................................................................................1OOmg

Downforce calibration error 
1g..........................................................................................................1.05g
2g............................................................................................................2.0g

Cue operation 
Drift...............................................  negligible
Ascent (8mm)........................... 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)........................................................................  1.0secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 440W x350D x 170Hmm
Clearance for lid........................................................ 72mm
Overall weight......................................... ........ ................ 7 6kg
Ease of use . ............................... ........................... very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances ... .... fairly good
Subjective sound qaulity of complete system............... ........... average 
Hum level.......................................................................................... — 70dB
Acoustic feedback............................................................adequate
Vibration sensitivity............................................. adequate

Arm obtainable separately..................................................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT.................................................  £120.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................16-17g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating ......................................................................................A
Dampingrating..........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1. 5-3g

Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable...................... 8-15cu

*see text
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Marantz G6300
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd., 203 London Rd., Staines, Middlesex. Staines 50132.

The 6300 is one of the Marantz top line turntables, 
and incorporates the popular Matshushita direct 
drive motor with the usual strobe markings 
machined on the platter rim. Neon mains frequency 
il lumination is provided as well as fine variable speed 
control for 33 Yj and 45rpm. The cuing is under 
power control, energised by light push buttons and 
as the automatic facility only refers to arm return 
and stop, it is still necessary to place the pick-up 
over the desired groove on the disc.

On test, the Matshushita motor produced fairly 
typical results and although wow and flutter and 
rumble were both a little worse than average for this 
type of motor, they were nonetheless satisfactory. 
The speed stability and resistance to loading were 
however better than average, perhaps due to a 
special power supply section.

In contrast to the other two Marantz arms, the 
overhang alignment method proved to be exactly 
correct. Lateral arm friction was adequate, vertical, 
moderate and the downforce calibration accurate. 
Ths bias values were a little on the high side but 
quite reasonable. No drift was shown on the cue 
control, but the ascent was notably slow at 5 
seconds. The instruction manual contains the 
statement that 'any high quality stereo phono 
cartridge will provide excellent results with the 
Marantz 6300', the example illustrated in the 
handbook being the Shure V15. I beg to disagree, as 
such a combination results in an arm/cartridge 
response at 4.9Hz, IMe total 26g, compliance 40cu) 
which is unacceptably low by the standards of this 
report. To take an even worse case of mismatching, 
an Empire 2000Z might be chosen, which would 
oroduce a 3.9Hz re:mn^ce. far below the 10Hz 
range required for optimum tracking performance 
and stability. Cartridge compliance values of greater 
than 15 cu will inevitably result in degraded 
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performance and excessive unwanted subsonic 
energy in the overall reproducing system.

The 6300 was rated as just adequate on vibration 
and shock immunity, fairly good as regards acoustic 
breakthrough and general resonances, and good on 
acoustic feedback. The hum level was satisfactory 
and the general subjective sound quality was rated 
as average. As with the other turntables using this 
motor, a trace of wow was discernible on revealing 
programme material, although the effect was less 
than with some of the other decks in the survey. As 
has been explained, the purchaser should take due 
note of our recommendations concering a 
compatible cartridge; while a mismatch can be made 
to track records, it certainly cannot produce optimal 
results.



Marantz G6300

MOTOR
General data
Type.............................
Platter mass..................
Platter damping...........
Finish and engineering . 
Type of mains lead . ... 
Type of connecting lead

direct drive automatic and manual 
............................................ l .78kg 
............................................... good 
..................................... very good 
.................................... three core 

...............................phono and earth
Speed
Speeds offered................................................................... 33 Y3 and 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ............. 0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error......... . .. ....................  <0.1%
Speed drift. ..............................................  <0.1%
Speed variation under load. .................... . ............................. 0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................................4secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average........................... , ................ -66dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................  universal detachable
Headshell mass .................................................................................. 13.5g
Geometrical accuracy........................................................  good
Adjustments provided . ..... . ............................ . ............overhang
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly . . ...........................................................  good
Trackability............................................................................................good
Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 80mg
Typical vertical. ..................................................................................30mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................weighted lever
Rim.................................................................................................... 230mg
Centre...............................     220mg

Accoustic breakthrough.

III II

Downforce calibration error
ig.................................................................................................................ig
2g........................................................................ ............................... 1.95g
Cue operation
Drift...............................................  negligible
Ascent(8mm)...............................    5secs
Descent (8mm) ........................... . ................................................5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................................434 W x 375 D x 186 Hmm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................77mm
Overall weight..........................................................................approx 10kg
Ease of use............................................... ...........................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -68dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity ...........................   adequate
Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT.......................................................... £185.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................19-21g
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... A
Damping rating.....................................................  J
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1.5-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (6-12cul
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Micro Seiki MBIO
Tannoy Products Ltd., St Johns Rd., Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. 049 481 5221.

This Micro-Seiki budget turntable presents a great 
contrast to its big brother, the DDX 1000 unit also 
reviewed in this report, the latter costing nearly six 
times as much, when equipped with an arm. The 
MB10 is a manual belt drive player powered by a 
four pole synchronous motor. Two speeds are 
offered, selected by a rotary lever.

As with the JVC J L-A15, the platter mass is quite 
low, at 0.6kg. Nevertheless, a very creditable 0.04% 
DIN peak weighted wow and flutter figure was 
recorded. Asbolute speed was reasonably accurate 
and drift negligible, since the motor is locked to the 
mains supply which is usually very stable. Variation 
under 5g dust bug loading was fine, and the start up 
rapid. The rumble level, if not quite meeting the 
same low levels attained by one or two similarly 
priced Japanese decks, was nonetheless fairly good 
at -64dB.

The arm sports an unusually styled die cast 
headshell which is on the heavy side at 9g. 
Geometry and alignment were to a good standard, 
the friction satisfactorily low and bias force almost 
ideal. Downforce calibration was on the low side but 
still reasonable. The cue action showed moderate 
lateral drift, and the descent time was rather slow at 
7 seconds to complete the review standard stylus 
drop of Bmm. Tests showed the effective arm mass 
to be in the 10-11g range which indicates the use of 
cartridges with compliance values of 15-25cu, 
tracking from 1.25g to 3.0g.

The acoustic breakthrough and resonance were 
considered to be good, but the vibration was only 
just adequate, despite the Micra's famous shock 
absorber feet. A sturdy, well founded shelf would be 
n onnrl irlAn fnr mniinrino the rlAr:k nnrl r,nnld well 
help to improve the sound quality which was judged 
to be average on the listening tests, which is fair 
enough at the price.
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MOTOR
General data
Type.................................................................................manual belt drive
Platter mass..........................................................................................0.6kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering.................................................................  good
Type of mains lead......... .............................................................two core
Type of connecting lead . ............. phone plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered................................. 33 Yi, 45rpm
Fine speed control . ... .............................. ........... no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) . . , .0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error ..................... . +0.4% 
Speed drift............................................................... none
Speed variation under load...............................................  -0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................................... 1sec
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average. ....... . ,... . ... :... -64dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell ............................. universal detachable
Headshell mass....................................  9g
Geometrical accuracy. ..............  good
Adjustments provided .....................   overhang
Finish and engineering.............................................................very good
Ease of assembly........................................... ...........................very good'
Trackability...................................................... .................... very good
Friction
Typical lateral. ......................................................  30mg
Typical vertical.....................   15mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system........................................................................ spring
Rim......................................................................................  180mg
Centre . ........................................................................ .... 200mg
Downforce calibration error 
1g.................................................................... ........................... 0.9g
2g.................. .................... .................................... ................1.75g
Cue operation
Drift............................................................................................ satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)  ......... . ............... 1sec
Descent (8mm)........................................  ?sees
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................... ... 456 W x 366 D x 140 Hmm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................70mm
Overall weight . . .............  .............. .................. 5.0kg
Ease of use . ......... . .... ........... .... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances..............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level . . .............................. .........-60dB
Acoustic feedback........................................................................adequate
Vbration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate
Arm obtainable separately .............................................  no
Typical selling price ex VAT............................................................ £55.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge............................ 10-11g
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... B
Dampingrating..........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight....................................................1.25-39
Medium compliance cartridges compatible (15-25cu)
*See text
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Philips GA222
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, Shatesbury Av., London WC2H 8AS. 01-689 2166.

Philips most expensive model is the GA222, which 
carries over the electronic touch buttons of the 
GA312 but with further styling and operational 
refinements. Both automatic and manual play 
modes are possible and a GP412 Mk 11 cartridge is 
normally ready fitted. Judged by the compatibility 
standards set in this report, this is a poor choice; not 
on grounds of subjective quality but simply because 
the arm/cartridge resonance is too low, at less than 
6Hz. This is well under the ideal 10-12Hz suggested 
for optimum tracking. In addition, as with the other 
Philips decks, the sub-chassis resonance at 
approximately 4-5Hz was higher than our suggested 
figure of 2-3Hz, and is therefore suspect as it falls so 
close to the already low arm resonance.

Nevertheless, a high level of success has been 
achieved in other directions, notably the suspension 
design, as the vibration immunity was good. In 
common with the other suspended decks in the 
report, listening tests using the reference cartridge 
ranked this model well above average although only 
on a par with the cheaper GA437. The deck is clearly 
capable of a very good all round performance if 
fitted with a suitably low compliance cartridge, (10- 
20cul. Backing up the favourable subjective results 
are the curves for acoustic breakthrough and arm 
resonance, both of which are classed as better than 
average.

Lab tests revealed moderate, but poorer than spec 
arm friction values, together with rather high 
biasing. This pattern was common to all three 
Philips models despite their different arm design. 
Downforce calibration was on the low side; 17.5% 
too low, to be exact at the 1g nominal setting. This 
could be improved, particularly since the error 
should sensibly be on the high rather than the low 
side to ensure safe tracking. No cue lift drift was 
shown but the descent was at times erratic and the 
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ascent at 4 seconds was too slow. Ideally, the stylus 
should lift quickly out of the groove, in 0.5 of a 
second or less, to minimise groove damage.

On the motor side wow and flutter was fine and 
rumble more than adequate-only just audible at the 
highest volume levels with a wide dynamic range 
system. The speed drift of 0.4% over the one hour 
test was a trifle excessive, and it is not known 
whether it continued to deteriorate. However, 
excellent immunity to acoustic feedback was 
demonstrated which may be an advantage in known 
difficult locations, and it will certainly allow high 
volume levels to be employed almost regardless of 
turntable placement.

Philips' practice of using DIN audio leads is not 
favourable to low hum levels since in most cases, 
the joining of the chassis earth to the DIN shell 
and/or one of the signal earths usually results in a 
hum inducing loop. The level recorded was 
satisfactory, but could be much better. I would 
favour optional phono lead versions for the UK 
market, even though this might cause problems with 
other DIN equipped ancillary electronics produced 
by Philips.



Philips GA222

MOTOR
General data
Type......... .................................. .. belt drive automatic/manuat deck
Platter mass............... ................................................................... 1.16kg
Platter damping................................. fairly good
Finish and engineering...........................  good
Type of mains lead........................................................................two core
Type of connecting lead......................................DIN with integral earth
Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................33 y,. 45rpm
Fine speed control.............................  yes
Wow and flutter IOIN peak weighted) ............................. ... 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................-0.2%
Speed drift............................................................. ................+0.4%
Speed variation under load ...........   -0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ................  1.5 secs
Rumble 
DIN B weighted L and R average.........................  -66dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell.........................................................Philips slide carrier
Headshell mass............................................................. .............
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided . .........................overhang, height via spacers
Finish and engineering...................................................................... good
Ease of assembly..........................................................................very good
Trackability........................................................................  good
Friction
Typical lateral........................................................................  60mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... 40mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical!
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim ............................................................ 280mg
Centre............................................... ............................. 350mg
Downforce calibration error
1g ........... J......................................................  0 825g
2g....................................................................................................... I B25g
Cue operation 
Drift.............................................  negligible
Ascent (8mm).................................................................  4 sees
Descent (8mm).........................................  2.5 sees

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................  385 W x 325 D x 145 H mm
Clearance for lid .............................................................................. 92mm
Overall weight ....................................  7 .Okg
Ease of use . .............    very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............................... good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level............................................................. .........................-63dB"
Acoustic feedback ................................................................... very good
Vibration sensitivity.................................... .................... ... good

Arm obtainable separately ................................................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT....................................El 10.00 inc cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................12-149
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating......................................................................................B
Damping rating.................    J
Recommended tracking weight................ ...........  1.25-39
Low to medium compliance cartridges required (10-20cu)
*See text
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Philips GA 312
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury Av., London WC2H BAS. 01-689 2166.

The Philips GA312 is an updated version of their 
established GA212 model. It features a servo 
controlled DC motor with belt drive, a fully 
suspended sub-chassis and electronic touch 
controls for start and stop. A fine variable speed 
adjustment is available for both 33y, and 45rpm, 
with the stroboscope markings printed on the platter 
upper surface where they are normally hidden by a 
record. It could be argued that this is a good thing, 
since stroboscopes are rarely used and cause more 
worry and confusion than they are worth! The unit is 
generally supplied with a Philips GP401 Mkll 
cartridge which possesses a compliance of typically 
35cu, and in conjunction with the GA312 arm will 
give a combined resonance at 6.5Hz. This is in fact 
too low and comes dangerously near the sub
chassis resonance which has various modes from 
4-6Hz. Using the GP401 Mkll cartridge the deck 
was classed as having poor resistance to vibration or 
shock, although matters improved greatly with the 
use of the test 20cu cartridge. It is a pity that the 
deck and supplied cartridge are not adequately 
compatible, especially as both are supplied by the 
same manufacturer!

The first sample of the GA312 that we tested 
showed rather high wow and flutter figures, and 
accordingly a second deck was obtained. The latter 
gave a satisfactory figure of 0.1% DIN peak 
weighted, with rumble at -65dB. Overall speed 
accuracy, stability and tolerance of loading were 
classed as good. Arm friction was reasonable but 
nowhere near the specification of 15mg in both 
planes . Bias levels were somewhat high and a 
reduction of some 30% would be beneficial.

In common with the GA437, a steel platter was 
used in this deck. In practice, this means that the 
use of moving coil cartridges is not to be 
recommended and the deck may also prove 
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unsuitable for some of the 'induced' types with 
exposed magnets, such as the ADC OLM or VLM.

On acoustic breakthrough and resonance the 
GA312 fared well; resistance to acoustic feedback 
was classed as high. Subjective sound quality belied 
the low price and was of a genuinely high standard, 
well above the average level.

With such a good performance on certain points, 
one would like to recommend the GA312, but on 
balance, such approval must be withheld until 
Philips improve the matching compatibility of the 
supplied arm and cartridge, and can resolve the high 
bias and hum levels and the above spec friction. 
'Phono' audio leads would also be an advantage for 
the UK market.



MOTOR
General data
Type......................  manual belt drive, auto lift and stop
Platter mass........................................................................................1.1kg
Platter damping............................................................................adequate
Finish and engineering.......................................................... good
Type of mains lead......................................................................two core
Type of connecting lead...........................................DIN integral earthing

Acoustic breaklhrough
501 ■ II

Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 % , 45rpm
Fine speed control. ...........................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.1% •
Absolute speed accuracy error <0.1%
Speed drift. . <0.1%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.23%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................................2.0sec

dB[

Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average, -65dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell.......................................................... Philips slide carrier
Headshell mass...................................................................................
Geometrical accuracy...................................................... good
Adjustments provided ..................................................... overhang only
Finish and engineering . ........... ...................... ........................ ..  , good
Ease of assembly ......................  . , , ............    good
Trackability......... ...............................     good

40 '

Friction
Typical lateral. ....... ..................................... . . .......................... 50mg
Typical vertical.....................................................................................50mg

ol r 1—111 TIT——1------ -----— 1.1 ------ ----
20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................................................. spring
^lim ...................................... ..... 220mg
Centre............................................................................................... 300mg
Oownforce calibration error
lg.............  ................................................................................... 0.95g
2g......... ........................................ 1.95g
Cue operation 
Drift.................... ...............................................................................
Ascent (8mm).........  ........ ... ......... .....................
Descent (8mm)

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size............................. . . ......................... 388 W x 333 D x154 Hmm
Clearance for lid.............................................................................102mm
Overall weight............. .......................................................................7.5kg
Ease of use . .  good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system......... .........very good 
Hum level ...................................... -63dB
Acoustic feedback..................................................................... very good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT £95.00 inc cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................10-11g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... B
Damping rating............................ ......................................................
Recommended tracking weight........................ 1.25-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges required (10-20cu)
*See text
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Philips GA 437
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury Av., London WC2H SAS. 01-689 2166.

The GA437 is Philips latest low cost integrated 
turntable and is normally supplied with a GP400 Mk 
II cartridge, (see cartridge section.I. A belt drive 
manual player with automatic arm lift at the end of a 
side, this unit also incorporates the floating sub
chassis common to the other Philips models, as well 
as to certain decks from other manufacturers, 
notably Thorens and B&O. An ingenious balance is 
incorporated into the arm rest which reads the stylus 
downforce directly, and thus simplifies the setting 
up procedure.

While the construction comprised light alloy 
panels and plastic moulding, the standard of 
engineering and finish were both to a high standard, 
especially in the areas where this is important. The 
GA437 is one of the lowest cost decks to incorporate 
a floating sub chassis, and the results gained during 
the compilation of this report indicate this to be a 
definite plus feature, with regard to both resistance 
to shock and colouration.

On test, wow and flutter was very good at 0.06%, 
and rumble satisfactory at -65dB. The speed was 
quite accurate and not unduly affected by loading. 
The arm possessed fairly high friction in the lateral 
plane and this fact, together with the tracking 
results and effective mass, suggests the use of a 1.5 
to 3.0g tracking cartridge with a compliance of 
between 10 and 20cu. This suprisingly enough rules 
out the cartridge supplied with the deck, whose 
pass of 6g and compliance of 30cu results in an arm 
resonance at 6.8Hz when used in the GA437. Since 
the sub-chassis suspension resonances are in the 4
6Hz range, the arm/cartridge resonance is too close 
for optimum vibration resistance and cartridge 
trackability. Perhaps Philips should consider 
reducing the compliance of the GP 400 Mk II to suit?

Downforce calibration was pretty accurate but the 
bias values were high, roughly double that required. 
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The cue control operated satisfactorily but 
suprisingly enough, the time for the ascent was over 
double that for the descent, the latter a trifle fast but 
not unduly so.

Subjective testing ranked this turntable as very 
good, significantly better than a number of costly 
direct drive decks, and this aspect gains the GA437 
high marks considering its price. The Ultimo 20A 
worked quite satisfactorily in this deck although in 
general the use of moving coil cartridges is not 
recommended due to the magnetic attraction 
between the cartridge and the pressed steel platter. 
Great care was taken to set the correct downforce 
with the test cartridge, but this would be difficult for 
the average purchaser to effect, since a sensitive 
spring balance was used.



Philips GA 437

MOTOR
General data
Type............. ........................ belt drive manual with auto stop and lift
Platter mass........................................................................................0.8kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering......................................  good
Type of mains lead..........................  two core
Type of connecting lead...............................................DIN, integral earth

Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................33 % , 45rpm
Fine speed control , .......................................................  no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)............................................ 0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................  -0.2%
Speed drift............................................................................................ none
Speed variation under load.............................................................-0.3%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................... ...........................

Rumble 
01 N8 weighted L and R average............................... . -65dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell......................................  Philips slide carrier
Headshell mass........................... . ...........................................
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided.................................................... ..  overhang only
Finish and engineering...................................................... very good
Ease of assembly............................................................... good
Trackability . . .................................fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 80mg
Typical vertical.................................................................................. <20mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical) 
Type of system................ ...............................................................spring
Rim...................................................................................................  300mg
^^z^e^rtr^e . . ,••••••••••.....•.• . .. . . . ..• .■■>..... ^t^0^0^^rig

Downforce calibration error 
1g............... ..........................................................................................1. 1g
2g . .......................................... 2.1g

Cue operation
Drift...............................................  ... ............ satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)..................................................................................... 2secs
Descent (8mm)...................................................... O.Bsecs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size................................. 416 W x 345 D x 140 Hmm
Clearance for lid.........................  90mm
Overall weight............................... .................................... ............... 6.3kg
Ease of use................................................................................... very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system........................ very good
Hum level...........................................................................................-67dB
Acoustic feedback . . ................................................very good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£60.00 inc cartridge^

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................11-139
Resonance rating..................................................................................... B
Damping rating. ..................................................................................... L
Recommended tracking weight .  1.5-3.0g
Low to medium compliance cartridges compatible ( 10-20cu)

•See text
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Pickering FA 104, 112, 145

Highgate Acoustic Ltd., 38 Jamestown Rd., London NW1.01-267 4937.

The array of model numbers for this American 
turntable refers to the various types of cartridge with 
which it comes ready supplied. We have been 
informed that later this year the range will be 
updated, and the new decks will probably include 
the option to fit two of the Pickering cartridges 
reviewed in this report, namely the XSV3000 and the 
XV15 625E. In the light of this information, the 
present review must be regarded as interim 
information only and as an indication of Pickering's 
expertise at this price level.

The cartridges supplied are special cut-down 
bracket versions, which plug directly into the 
headshell of the FA1. The one supplied would retail 
at around £16, which provides us with some idea of 
the real price of the turntable alone, at around 
£70.00. However, in view of the proposed changes 
to the product, this cartridge was discarded and 
replaced by a XV15 625E stylus for the purpose of 
the lab and subjective testing. It should however be 
noted that with the factory fitted cartridge an 
alignment problem was immediately apparent, 
namely that a considerable lateral error of 4-5° 
existed. Checking with the importers and the 
manufacturer revealed that on our sample the arm 
pivot-to-platter spindle distance was incorrect, and 
others recently checked at the importers were free 
of this defect. I No user re-alignment is possible with 
this arm.)

On test, the motor section gave good wow and 
flutter and rumble figures, but the latter could 
probably have been improved in the absence of a 
sub-chassis resonance in the 200Hz region. The 
moving speed was highly accurate and was little 
affected by loading.

The arm demonstrated acceptable lriction levels 
but these were insufficiently low to accommodate 
the most expensive Pickering cartridge, the XSV 
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3000, which tracks comfortably at 1.25g. Excessive 
force was also developed by the bias compensator, 
which should have produced less than half those 
values measured at a 1.5g dialed setting. The cue 
control worked well, and the downforce calibration 
proved satisfactorily accurate.

Using the FA1 we were unable to obtain a low 
hum background and this aspect could certainly be 
improved. The XV15 625E cartridge was found to be 
an excellent match for this arm, resulting in a 10.5Hz 
subsonic resonance which conferred good tracking 
stability and a resistance to shock and vibration. The 
floating sub-chassis was also a major advantage in 
this respect. A rating of 'good' was applied to the 
acoustic breakthrough, feedback, and subjective 
sound quality, the latter result favourable at the 
price. The breakthrough and feedback 
characteristics were controlled by moderate 
resonances at 70 and 200Hz, the latter apparently 
occurring in the sub-chassis.

While this sample of the FA1 did not do 
particularly well overall, the price is fairly reasonable 
and there were strong inC:cations that with a little 
more design work, Pickering could have a 
competitive turntable.



Pickering FA 104, 112, 145

MOTOR
General data
Type............................................................ Belt drive, manually operated
Platter mass. ..................................................  1.3kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering....................  good
Type of mains lead................ ....................................................two core
Type of connecting lead......................................................phono +earth

Speed 
Speeds offered........... ......................................33 Y3,45 rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.07%
Absolute speed accuracy error......... ..........................................<O. l%
Speed drift............................................................................................none
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.13%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 2.5secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average....................................................-67d8

ARM
General data 
Type of headshell................................................Fixed/cartridge plugs in
Headshell mass............................................. ....................................
Geometrical accuracy . ....... , ............... ..................... poor'
Adjustments provided........... .............................................  none
Finish and engineering...............................  fairly good
Easy of assembly........................................................................ very good
Trackability..........................................................................  good

Friction
Typical lateral .....................................................................................60ng
Typical vertical. ................................................................................. 80mg

Bias compensation (set to 1 .5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim.....................................................................................................400mg
^^l^ei itr^r . ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■•■•■■•■...■■■■•••■•■...•..■■■■■... ^3^r^0^^d^g

Downforce calibration error 
1g.......................................................................................................... 1.0g
2g.....................................   2.2g

Cue operation
Drift............................................................................................satisfactory
Ascent (8mml............................. . ............................................. 1sec
Descent (8mm)..................  3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 375W x 3300 x 178H mm
Clearance for lid................................................................................ 90mm
Overall weight.....................................................................................5.7kg
Ease of use............................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level..................    -56dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Arm obtainable separately .
Typical selling price ex VAT .

................................................... no
£90.00 inc XV15/G25E cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.......................................7-Bg
Resonance rating..................................................................................... C
Damping rating............... ........................................................................K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1.5-3.0g

Medium compliance cartridges compatible (15-25cul 

*see text
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Pioneer PL-1120Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 2222.This result is commendable in view of its price level, and together with the inaudible wow and rumble levels, means that the deck offers very good value for money . However, a firm and rigid shelf is recommended to assist in reducing the effects of room vibrations.

This model is the successor to the popular PL-120 and offers the same two speed, belt drive, manually operated format. The styling has been updated, and most people find it attractive and well finished, considering the price. Performance has been improved, and Pioneer have looked into the problem of acoustic feedback-their solution involving the use of floating sub-chassis of a rather high natural frequency in the 10Hz range, together with a substantial plinth structure utilising mineral loaded plastic moulding.Under lab testing, the motor section was found to have low wow and flutter, fine speed accuracy plus tolerance of loading, and a very good rumble level. Without reservation, this is a true hi-Ii performance despite the modest price level.The arm was found to be well made, had accurate downforce calibration, low friction and sensible biasing. The cue worked well although the 2sec ascent rate was rather slow, 0.5 seconds being the target figure. The arm effective mass was quite high and hence fairly low compliance cartridges in the 8- 15cu range are recommended for optimum results, despite the fact that the overall arm performance is compatible with tracking weights down to 1.25g. The arm also incorporates one of the 'outrigger weights' of which Pioneer appear particularly fond. The resonance at 150Hz on the arm trace was attributed to this device, as was the 'fair' trackability rating. In our view, it is best removed altogether.The high suspension resonant frequency has already been mentioned, and was largely responsible for the 'adequate' rating on resistance to external shock or vibration. Conversely, the PL-1120 rated 'very good' on acoustic feedback. As regards acoustic breakthrough and arm resonances, and its subjective quality, the deck was classed as good 154 Integrated turntables



MOTOR
General data
Type ...................................... ....................................belt drive, manual
Platter mass . , ............. , , ............. ........... . ......... 800kg
Platter damping. .......................................................................very good
Finish and engineering.............................................................very good
Type of mains lead...................................... - ।.................. three core
Type of connecting lead.................................................phono plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered................................. .................................... 33 Y3,45rprn
Fine speed control ....................  no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error................  +0.13%
Speed drift..................    none
Speed variation under load ...................  -0.1%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ..............................  1sec
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average............ ......... . - . . -69dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell .................................................... universal detachable
Headshell mass........................................... . ............................... 8.5g
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided........................................... overhang only
Finish and engineering.............  .......................................very good
Ease of assembly...............................................................................good
Trackability.......................................................................... fai^
Friction
Typical lateral..........................   20rng
Typical vertical............. ....................................................................... 20rng
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system ............       spring
Rim..................................................................................................... 150rng
Centre.................................................................................................180mg
Downforce calibration error
1g ...........................  10259
2g . ............... ....... .......................................... 1959
Cue operation
Drift............. ....................  negligible
Ascent {8mm) . . ............. 2secs
Descent (8mml................................................................................ 3.5secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size........................  440 W x 352 D x 159H rnm
Clearance for lid................................................................................ 64mm
Overall weight......... ............. . ...............................6.0kg
Ease of use.................................... .............................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.............................good'
Subjective sound quality of complete system . . .......................good
Hum level........................................................................................ -70dB^
Acoustic feedback . ......... ........... , . ............. very good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate
Arm obtainable separately............. ....................................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT...........................................................(50 (0

Acouslic breakthrough

dB

40-

30-

20 50 100 200 500 1000 200b

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances
-25p:

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge................................. 13-15g
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating. ........................................................................ A/B
Damping rating..........................................................................................j
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1.25-39
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-15cul

•See text
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Pioneer PL-510A

Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 ^.

the 3 core cable was connected, greater hum levels 
resulted. Subjective sound quality was still 
considered to be above average with inaudible wow 
and rumble, but unless the variable speed facility 
was an essential feature, the PL-510A seems to offer 
little if any advantage to the prospective purchaser 
over the cheaper PL-1120.

A fairly inexpensive direct drive model, the PL-510A 
uses one of Pioneer's own motor designs. The unit 
is manually operated with all the control functions 
neatly grouped together on the right hand side of 
the deck plate, and including variable speed control 
for both 33% and 45rpm . As with the PL-1120, a 
sprung sub-chassis is incorporated but it was found 
to be rather stiff and would appear to be directed 
more towards suppressing acoustic feedback than 
to blocking the subsonic shock and vibration energy 
which is also detrimental to sound quality.

The motor achieved very good wow and flutter 
and rumble results on test. Absolute speed accuracy 
was fine, while the drift was moderate, as was the 
speed variation under load.

The arm downforce calibration was found to be 
perfectly accurate and bias levels were reasonable, 
but the vertical friction on this sample was high, 
indicative of an overtight bearing adjustment. The 
cue action was fine. As with the PL-1120, the arm 
was fitted with a lateral outrigger which impaired 
tracking at mid frequencies and is best removed 
altogether.

The effective mass placed the arm virtually in the 
heavy weight division. This means that for effective 
tracking stability and in order that unwanted 
subsonic energy is not transferred to the amplifier 
and loudspeakers, cartridges with compliance 
values in the 8-15cu range should be chosen. The 
friction levels on this particular sample indicated 
tracking forces from 1.5-3.0g to be appropriate.

On acoustic feedback the PL-510A rated as good 
but with vibration and shock resistance only 
adequate, and the deck did not fare as well as the 
PL-1120 as regards acoustic breakthrough and 
resonances. With all the Pioneer decks, no hum 
problems were experienced using the earth tag 
adjoining the signal cables, but if the earth lead on 
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Platter damping.....................................................
Finish and engineering ...................................  
Type of mains lead.............................................  
Type of connecting lead...................................

Speed
Speeds offered........................... .. ......................
Fine speed control................................................
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)..........  
Absolute speed accuracy error......................
Speed drift............................................................
Speed variation under load..............................  
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............

Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average....................

ARM
General data
Type of headshell................................................
Headshell mass.....................................................
Geometrical accuracy........................................
Adjustments provided.....................................
Finish and engineering.....................................
Ease of assembly...............................................
Trackability.........................................................

Friction
Typical lateral.......................................................
Typical vertical.....................................................

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system....................................................
Rim....................  an an.............
Centre an an ....................................................

.........very good 

......... very good 

......... three core 
phono plus earth

33 VJ. 45rpm
..............yes 

an .. 0.035%
. . . .<0.1% 

an . . -0.2% 
. . . -0.23% 
an . . 3.5secs

-69dB

universal detachable 
................................. 8g 
............................ good 
.................... overhang 
................ very good 
...........................good
................. fairly good

. 15mg 
100mg

. spring 
200mg 
200mg

Oownforce calibration error
1g.....................................................
2g....................................................
Cue operation 
Drift...............................................  
Ascent (Bmm l...........................
Descent (8mm).........................

lg 
lg

negligible
.... 1sec
... 3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.............................................
Clearance for lid....................
Overall weight.........................
Ease of use..............................

440 W x 349 D x 159 H mm

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality of complete system . . 
Hum level........................... ...................................
Acoustic feedback....................................................
Vibration sensitivity..................................................

Arm obtainable separately.....................................
Typical selling price ex VAT...................................

...............64mm
................... 8kg

an ..very good

. .. fairly good 
above average

............-70d8
...............good
. ... adequate

... no
[10000

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. . .......................... 14-16;
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating................................    A
Damping rating....................................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight................... .....................................1.S-3.0
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-15cu)
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Pioneer PL-530
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 58, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 2222.

trackability rating would likewise improve if the 
outrigger were omitted.

Once again, the arm mass places it virtually in the 
heavy weight category with cartridges possessing 
compliances in the 8-15cu range recommended for 
the best resuIts.

Finally, on aspects of acoustic feedback, sound 
quality and vibration sensitivity the PL-530 was 
judged as being very similar to the PL-510A, which is 
hardly surprising considering the similarity in their 
mechanics and construction.

In several respects, the PL-530 parallels the design 
of the PL-510A by using a similar Pioneer direct drive 
motor and pick-up arm. However, to actuate the 
fully automatic start and stop facilities, with 
selection from the lead-in sections of three record 
sizes, a second motor is incorporated, but manual 
control is also possible.

As with the PL-510A and the PL-1120, a rather 
stiffly suspended sub-chassis technique is employed 
in an attempt to isolate the platter/arm structure 
from the main part of the plinth and hence the room 
environment.

With this sample, the rumble reading was very 
good, although a couple of dBs below expectation. 
Analysis revealed a vibration component at mains 
frequency which we attributed to inadequate 
damping of the mains transformer, as the rumble 
due to the main bearing alone was certainly less than 
-70dB, DIN B weighted. Wow and flutter was 
excellent at 0.03% and the 2 second motor start-up 
was quite rapid, with a good tolerance of loading. 
The speed drift of 0.6% over one hour was 
considered to be rather high, but its total effect 
would depend on whether this trend continued or 
began to stabilise.

On test, the arm provided the low friction values 
which we believe to be typical of this Pioneer series, 
thus indicating that the higher value recorded for the 
PL-510A was a sample fault. Downforce scaling was 
accurate, bias values near perfect, and the cue 
action free of drift, although the arm lift rate was 
rather slow. Once again, a lateral outrigger was 
fitted, which is best left off altogether, as the same 
detrimental effects observed with the PL-1120 and 
PL-510A were also noted here. For example, the 
resonances recorded on the arm analysis were 
mainly attributable to the action of this device and 
disappeared on its removal, and the fairly good 
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Pioneer PL-530

MOTOR
General data
Type...............................
Platter mass..................
Platter damping.............
Finish and engineering . 
Type of mains lead . . . 
Type of connecting lead

direct drive automatic and manual
........... ..................................... 14kg
........................................very good

. .................................... excellent
................................................3 core
.............................phono plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................331/3,45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter I DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.03%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................... <0.1 %
Speed drift........................................................................................-0.6%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.17%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................................2secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average. -68dB'
ARM
General data
Type of headshell.................................................... universal detachable
Headshell mass......................................    8g
Geometrical accuracy. . . .................................................................good
Adjustments provided................................................................. overhang
Finish and engineering........... ...............................................very good
Ease of assembly...........................................................................very good
Trackability.................................................................................fairly good
Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 25mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... lOmg
Bias compensation lset to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim..................................................................................................... 150mg
Centre.................................................................................................175mg
Downforce calibration error
1g . ....... .... .... .. .. .... .......................   0.98g
2g................................................................................................................ 2g
Cue operation
Drift.................................................................................................negligible
Ascent (8mm).....................................................................................3secs
Descent (8mm)...................................................................................3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................... 480W x 390D x 170H mm
Clearance for lid............................................................................... 80mm
Overall weight................................................................................. . lOkg
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good"
Subjective sound quality of complete system................above average 
Hum level........................................................................................ -73dB
Acoustic feedback  ...........  good
Vibration sensitivity.............................................................. just adequate

Arm obtainable separately..................................................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT.......................................................... £150.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................12-14g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Re5onance rating..................................... A
Damping rating........ ,...........    .... ...............J
Recommended tracking weight...........  ...................... ... 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges compatible (8-15cu) 

*See text
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Pioneer PL-550
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 58, The Ridgway, lver, Bucks. 0753 65 222.

resonance and trackability rating tor the arm would 
improve somewhat with its omission.

The combination of a very heavy and dead plinth 
structure plus moderately effective rubber feet 
endowed the PL-550 with fair acoustic breakthrough 
properties and a reasonably good immunity to 
external shock and acoustic feedback. On subjective 
quality, the deck rated as good. While not indicative 
of outstanding value this nonetheless places it above 
the level of many of the other direct drive models in 
the report.

The PL-550's claim to lame lies in its use of a quartz 
crystal oscillator as an accurate timing reference, 
endowing the deck with a superlative speed 
accuracy that is practically unaffected by aging, 
temperature, loading or any similar influence. The 
oscillator uses a timing circuit akin to those 
employed for quartz wristwatches and bearing in 
mind the price of the latter devices and the absence 
of gimmickry on the PL-550, the quartz feature 
should not in itself add unduly to the turntable's 
cost.

In fact, it must be said at the outset that the PL
550 is probably the cheapest quartz turntable on the 
market today, but the value of the quartz feature is 
itself debateable, as the orders of accuracy it offers 
can have only a marginal effect on the subjective 
sound quality. However, a secbnd version of the 
deck has already been announced by Pioneer; 
whereas the PL-550 is a manual deck, the new 
model otters similar automatic facilities to those 
described tor the PL-530, although obviously at an 
additional cost.

On test, the motor provided predictably low wow 
and flutter with superb speed accuracy, stability and 
tolerance of loading. Start-up was moderate at 2.5 
seconds, and rumble proved to be inaudible at a 
measured -70dB. Also in comparison with the 
other turntables, we perceived a greater stability of 
pitch with both this and the other quartz model in 
the report, the Technics SP10.

The pick-up arm proved similar to that used for 
the other Pioneer decks, and although friction levels 
were slightly lower and biasing more accurate, 
greater error was noted on the down force 
calibration. However this fortunately erred on the 
high side and was unimportant in degree. The 
ubiquitous lateral outrigger which we feel should be 
discarded was again incorporated here; the 
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Pioneer PL-550

MOTOR
General data
Type...........................
Platter mass . .............
Platter damping...........
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains lead .... 
Type of connecting lead

direct drive 'Quartz ', manual 
......... ...........................1 85kg 
........ ........... good 
............................. excellent 
.......... ..................three core 
.......... phono plus earth tag

Speed
Speeds offered........... ........................................................33 y, , 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).........................................0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................<0.01 %
Speed drift...........................   zero
Speed variation under load...................................................................zero
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 2.5secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average .
ARM
General data
Type of headshell . 
Headshell mass........  
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly . . . . 
Trackability...............

- 70dB

universal detachable 
................8.5g 

. ..........very good 
. . . overhang, height 

, ...........very good
......................good

............... fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral............................... 15mg
Typical vertical. .................................................................................15mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................................................. spring
Rim..........................................................................  ... 180mg
Centre................................................................................................ 200mg
Downforce calibration error
lg...........................................:............................................... . ... 1.075g
2g............................................. 2.1g
Cue operation
Drift............................................................................................... negligible
Ascent (8mm) . ........................... . ............................. 2.5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................2.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................  490 W x 390 D x 177 Hmm
Clearance for lid....................................   78mm
Overall weight................................................................................. 12 .Okg
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................................. fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level . ................................................................................. —73dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................good

Arm obtainable separately ..........................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT.......................................................... £170.00

Acoustic breakthrough.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................12-14g
Match up these letters tABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating......................................................................................A
Damping rating..........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight...................................................... l .25-3g
low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-15cu)



Prinzsound PLI5
Dixons Photographic Ltd., Prinz House, 84-88 Pinner Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 9411.

degree of background hum was present but again, it 
was reasonable. Resistance to acoustic feedback 
was classed as good, but shock and vibration 
caused considerable disturbance, and resulted in the 
sprung steel chassis bouncing about. Although the 
subjective sound quality was classed as below 
average for the whole group using the reference 
cartridge, when judged against similarly priced 
competition, the result is quite favourable.

Prinzsound is the brand name given to Dixon's range 
of audio equipment. Manufactured in Japan, the 
PL 15 is a manually operated, belt driven turntable 
with two speeds, namely 33'P and 45rpm. A 
cartridge was supplied, which bore the Prinzsound 
label but appeared to be a UK made version of the 
Sonotone VlOO, (see cartridge reports. I It was 
found to be aligned in error by 3° and the 
recommended means of correction was far from 
simple; it involved measuring a 15mm overhang 
distance between the turntable spindle centre and 
the stylus tip . Other accessories included the usual 
45rpm record centre and some oil for lubricating the 
motor spindle. This operation is recommended every 
three months or after 200 hours of use.

The arm provided an essentially good all round 
performance, with moderate friction, accurate 
downforce and sensible bias levels for the spherical 
tipped styli likely to be used with the deck. The cue 
action was free of drift although both ascent and 
descent rates were rather slow. A low mass 
headshell was provided (5gl but as the arm itself was 
fairly substantial, the total effective mass was 
classed as 'medium to high'. The supplied cartridge 
possessed a compliance value of 16cu which 
provided an almost ideal arm subsonic resonance at 
8.4Hz. In this and other respects the cartridge was 
considered to be a good match for the deck, 
tracking at 2.0-2.5g

On test, the motor section gave low wow and 
flutter, satisfactory speed accuracy and tolerance of 
loading, plus a rapid start. the rumble was 
satisfactory for the price level and proved only just 
audible as motor 'drone' at very high listening levels.

Some resonances were identified in the arm 
analysis but were not considered to be serious 
considering the low cost of the deck, and the 
resistance to acoustic feedback was fairly good. A 
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MOTOR
General data
Type.................................................................................manual belt drive
Platter mass........................................................................................0.5kg
Platter damping ................................................................................. good
Finish and engineering............................................. good
Type of mains lead two core
Type of connecting lead............. ..  ................ phono and earth wire
Speed
Speeds offered.......................................... 33%, 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)...........................................0.6%
Absolute speed accuracy error .....................................................+0.7%
Speed drift . - ............. . ........................... .......................none
Speed variation under load........................................................ -0.23%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................................... .. 0.8secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average...........................  -62dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell . ..................................................universal detachable
Headshell mass........................................................................................ 5g
Geometrical accuracy......... .......................................................... good"
Adjustments provided...............................................height and overhang
Finish and engineering...............................       good
Ease of assembly...................................................................................poor
Trackability....................  fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 50mg
Typical vertical......................................  . 50mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system............................................................. thread and weight
Rim................................................................................................... 150mg
Centre . . . 100mg
Downforce calibration error
1g.......................................................  0.95g
2g.................................... ........................................................ 1.95g
Cue operation
Drift. .........................................  negligible
Ascent (8mm)........... ..  .................................................. . 2-5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................... 6secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................... ............... ...................... . . . 44 Wx353 Dx 167Hmm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................66mm
Overall weight. ...................................................................... 
Ease of use................................................................................. .. good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........... ..................... fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system......... .. below average 
Hum level............................. . ............................................. -64dB
Acoustic feedback........................  good
Vibration sensitivity...............................  adequate

Arm obtainable separately ... ........................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT £47.00 inc cartridge

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. . ............................ 12-139
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... b
Damping rating..........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight .................................................... 1.5-39
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (10-20cu) 
*See text
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Rote RP-3300
Rank Audio Products Ltd., P 0 Box 70, Great West Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 9222.

The RP-3300 is a well finished, belt driven turntable 
with an integrated arm, the latter manually 
operated. The motor is a servo operated type with 
fine speed control and a matching stroboscope with 
mains neon illumination, and the rigid, one piece 
plinth/chassis assembly is fitted with rubber cored 
feet to act as shock absorbers.

On test, the turntable section provided a 
reasonable wow and flutter level with a rapid start, 
fine speed accuracy and low drift with only 
moderate slowing under the 5g dust bug loading. 
The rumble level was satisfactory at -64dB DIN B 
weighted, if not quite as good as some of its 
competitors.

As regards the arm, the headshell mass was fairly 
low, helping to place the overall effective mass in 
the medium category, suited to cartridges of 
compliance in the 10-20cu range and tracking 
between 1.25 and 3.0g. The cue ascent and descent 
rates were sensible, but the latter showed 
considerable drift. Friction was quite low in both 
planes, the downforce calibration accurate and in 
contrast to the other Rotel deck, the biasing was 
virtually correct. However, bias force discrepancies 
such as were noted for the RP5300 were by no 
means restricted to Rotel and were common to 
several other manufacturers' products as well. This 
is a worrying situation as it not only implies that 
l evels are inconsistent and inaccurate from model to 
model, but also from manufacturer to manufacturer.

On acoustic breakthrough and resonances, the 
deck was rated as fairly poor with the subjective 
sound quality as below average and similar to that 
produced by the RP-5300. Resistance to acoustic 
feedback was only adequate and immunity to 
external shock and vibration poor.
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Ratei RP-3300

MOTOR
General data
Type ............................. ............................. belt drive manual
Platter mass.............................................   0.95kg
Platter damping ................................................................  good
Finish and engineering ................................ ...................................... good
Type of mains lead.................................................... ...................... 2 core
Type of connecting lead . , , ...................................... phono plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered.................................................. ........... ..331/3,45rpm
Fine speed control .........................  yes
Wow and flutter (01N peak weighted) . ........... ...0.09%
Absolute speed accuracy error. ............   <0.1%
Speed drift..................................................................  <0.1%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.27%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ......................................... . . 1.2secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average...................................................-64dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell........................................ . . universal detachable
Headshell mass ..... ................................................................... 7.5g
Geometrical accuracy.................................................................very good
Adjustments provided.................... ,<<>.. overhang. height
Finish and engineering ............................ very good 
Ease of assembly. .. . , . . . . .......... ......... very good
Trackability............................... ...........................................................good
Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 20rng
Typical vertical.  ......................   20mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................................. ................spring
Rim . . - .............................. ......................... . .. 150mg
Centre...........  . .................. ....................................................150mg
Downforce calibration error
ig.................................................................................................................ig
2g.............................   ... 2.05g

Cue operation
Drift  ................... poor
Ascent (8mm)...............................................  ... 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)........... .................... ............................................. 3secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA 
Size.............................................. ......... .440 W x 350 D x 130 Hmm
Clearance for lid........... ........................   62 mm
Overall weight ............................... ...................... ...............................
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances ... . . fairly poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system................... below averae
Hum level ................  -67d8
Acoustic feedback........................................................................adequate
Vibration sensitivity........................................................................ poor

Arm obtainable separately....................................   no
Typical selling price ex VAT £70.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. . .................. 11-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The danlping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating . . . ................................... .. B
Damping rating..............  ............................... . , , .........j
Recommended tracking weight........................ ................. . 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges compatible ( 10-20cul
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Rotel RP-5300
Rank Audio Products Ltd., P 0 Box 70, Great West Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 922.

the acoustic breakthrough and resonances classed 
as fairly poor. On feedback susceptibility, it rated as 
good but was only considered to be adequate as 
regards its resistance to external vibration and 
shock. Mechanical tests revealed that the plinth 
structure of the deck was quite 'live' acoustically 
and this was felt to have contributed to the above 
results.

This manualy-operated direct-drive turntable offers 
an attractively styled package for less than £100.00. 
The usual Matshushita motor is again incorporated 
in this design. The plinth chassis is a one piece 
moulded plastic assembly supported on plastic feet 
which have an internal rubber section for vibration 
absorption. Our test sample was so new that no 
instruction manual was as yet available, but in 
practice this caused few problems, as the deck 
proved both straight forward to set up and easy to 
use.

On test, the motor section offered a fine 
l aboratory performance, with good wow and rumble 
figures, although neither of these parameters 
measured as low as certain of the other decks using 
the same type of motor. Of greater significance 
however was the slightly audible wow on difficult 
and revealing programme sections; with models 
costing under £100 this should not be judged as 
severely as the same effect in more expensive units, 
but nevertheless, several direct drive decks costing 
around the same as the RP-5300 have managed to 
avoid this problem altogether. Start-up time was 
fairly tardy at 3.5 seconds, and the variation under 
the test 5g downforce dust bug loading was judged 
to be significant. Absolute speed error and drift were 
low.

The arm exhibited good geometry with accurate 
downforce calibration, low friction and satisfactory 
cue operation. The biasing was somewhat high and 
if this sample is typical, a reduction of 30% on the- 
dialled setting would prove correct. The arm 
effective mass was in the medium range, suitable for 
cartridge complicances of 10-20cu, with downforces 
ranging from 1.25-3.0g.

011 acoustic and subjeclive quality grounds 
however, the deck proved to be less satisfactory. 
The sound quality was rated as below average with 
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Rotel RP-5300

MOTOR
General data
Type.............................................................................. direct drive manual
Platter mass........................................................ ...............................0.9kg
Platter damping............. ................... very good
Finish and engineering........... ........................ ..........................................
Type of mains lead...........................................................................2 core
Type of connecting lead................................................. phone plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered......... . . ............................................. 33 Yj. 45rpm
Fine speed control......................................................  yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ....................  , . 0 07%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................... <0.1%
Speed drift........................................................................................ +0.2%
Speed variation under load...................................... -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 3.5secs
Rumble
DIN 8 weighted L and R average....................................................-68dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell....................................................universal detachable
Headshell mass.................................................... .... . 7.5g
Geometrical accuracy............................................................... very good
Adjustments provided............................. height, overhang
Finish and engineering..................   very good
Ease of assembly. . . .............................................................. very good
Trackability............................................................................................good
Friction 
Typical lateral...............................   25mg
Typical vertical. . . ...............................................  15mg

Bias compensation {set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim......................................................................................   300mg
Centre ..................................    ...................... . . . 300mg
Downforce calibration error 
1g...............................................................    1.03g
2g. ................................................. - • ........................................2g
Cue operation
Drift......................     satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)................   0.5secs
Descent (8mm)........................................................   2.5secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size. ................. ... . ................................  440 W x 350 D x 130 H mm
Clearance for lid............... .. ......................................................62mm
Overall weight ........................................................................................
Ease of use...................................................... ................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances......................fairly poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system............... below average 
Hum level ............................................................... -67dB
Acoustic feedback .........  good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate

Arm obtainable separately...........................................   no
Typical selling price ex VAT............................................................ £90.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................l 1-l2g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating............... .............................. B
Damping rating............... ........................ J
Recommended tracking weight. . ..................... 1 .25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (10-20cu)
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Sansui SR-222
Sansui London Showroom, 39/41 Maple Street, London W1 P 5FU. 01-580 5353.

have been better, and acoustic feedback and 
vibration resistance as good. The subjective sound 
quality was rated as average which is quite a good 
result at this price level.

A moderately priced turntable, the SR-222 offers 
manual operation in a lightweight two speed belt 
drive design. A one piece plinth/chassis 
construction is employed with the feet incorporating 
domed rubber inserts to help impart a degree of 
shock and vibration control.

Lab testing gave low levels of rumble and wow 
and flutter, and in general, the performance of both 
this and the other good budget priced decks in this 
report met remarkably high standards. The speed 
was found to be 0.5% slow which is significant but 
not excessive, and the variation under load was 
moderate.

The conventional 'S' shaped arm possessed the 
headshell fixing first used by Ortofon in the 1950s 
and since accepted as standard by SME and the vast 
majority of the Japanese manufacturers. The 
headshell carried a stub finger lift rivetted to the 
inner surface and it was found that this fixing got in 
the way of certain cartridges with wide flanges, 
particularly around the fixing screw holes. In 
practice however, most cartridges have cut away 
sides and only one or two are likely to cause any 
problems.

Lab testing gave low values of rumble and wow 
and flutter together with satisfactorily low friction 
values-notably better than another sample which I 
had previously tested. Downforce calibration was 
accurate, general finish to a good standard, and the 
bias levels of the right order. However, the ratio of 
the rim to centre was a trifle high and a compromise 
setting may have to be considered. The cue action 
showed some lateral drift but was otherwise 
satisfactory. No alignment protractor was provided, 
and Sansai's method oi measuring the distance 
between stylus tip ond oontro opindlo io awkward. 
Breakthrough and resonances were classed as fairly 
good, the hum level as satisfactory although it could 
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MOTOR 
General data
Type...................... belt drive manual operation
Platter mass............................................................. 0.6kg
Platter damping......................  good
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Type of mains lead...................................................................... two core
Type of connecting lead......... . .............................phono plus earth
Speed 
Speeds offered .... . ................... . .........................33%, 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.06%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... -0.5%
Speed drift..........................................................   none
Speed variation under load...............................  . . -0.35%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ............................................. 1.5secs
Rumble
D1N B weighted Land A average . -67dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell........................................ .... universal detachable
Headshell mass.....................................................................................8.5g
Geometrical accuracy............. ........................................................good
Adjustments provided...............................................................overhang'
Finish and engineering........................................................................good
Ease of assembly...........................   good
Trackability....................................    good
Friction
Typical lateral. .....................................    30mg
Typical vertical......................................................................................15mg
Bias compensation (set to 1 .5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim..................................................................................................... 110mg
Centre............................................................................................... 220mg
Downforce calibration error

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

No visible resonances
1g...................................................................................................... 1.025g
2g.--.......... = .................................. ............. ........................ . .^.2g
Cue operation
Drift................
Ascent (8mml.
Descent (8mm)

satisfactory 
... O.Bsecs 

......... 4secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size................................................................. 453 W x 350 D x 140 Hmm
Clearance for lid . . . , . ................ ........... .. ................ 63mm
Overall weight. . . .... . . ............... ..... , ...... 6kg
Ease of use............................................... good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hurn level ... ....................   -64dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................good

Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT (55.00 Compatibility

Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................11-129
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.
Resonance rating......................................................................................B
Damping rating........................................................................................K
Recommended tracking weight...................................................1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges compatible (10-20cul
*See text
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SansuiSR-525
Sansui London Showroom, 39/41 Maple Street, London W1P 5FU. 01-580 5353.

Essentially. this manually operated turntable is a 
direct drive version of the SR-222. Like Pioneer, 
Sansui also make their own direct drive motors, and 
their current designs are free of the particular speed 
variation underload and overshoot recovery that are 
characteristic of certain models using the first 
generation Matshushita motor. On test the SR-525 
provided an excellent -71d8 rumble figure with 
very low wow and flutter. Drift and variation under 
load were classed as moderate but start-up was 
fairly slow at 3.5 seconds.

This arm uses a thread and weight bias 
compensator and inverted knife-edge 
bearings for the vertical plane and ball bear
ing races for the horizontal range. The three 
Sansui decks in this report exhibited differ
ing bias levels for the same nominal setting 
and thus we recommend that for these and 
most other decks, the bias should be set 
with a chosen cartridge using a tracking test 
record rather than the dialled values on the
arm.

Arm friction levels were even lower than for the 
SR-222, and the effective arm mass was in the 
medium to heavy range, indicating the use of 
cartridges with compliance values from 10-20cu, 
tracking for 1.25-3.0g.

While acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
were only classed as fair, the overall subjective 
sound quality was rated as above average, with low 
hum levels and very good resitance to acoustic 
feedback plus shock or vibration; clearly the 
plinth,-'feet combination on this deck is reasonably 
effective.
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Sansui SR-525

MOTOR
General data
Type.............................................................................. direct drive manual
Platter mass.  ........................... ...........................................1.4kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering ................ ............ ................very good
Type of mains lead........................................................two core and earth
Type of connecting lead................................................. phone plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered......... . .......................  33 Y & 45rpm
Fine speed control............. ................. , .............. ................................. yes
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted)........................... ... 0.025%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................+ 0.1%
Speed drift . ......................... .............................................-0.33%
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................................3.3secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average....................................................-71dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell . ...
Headshell mass...........  
Geometrical accuracy. 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly .
Trackability................

universal detachable
...............................8g
...........................good
... overhang, height
................very good

. .........................good
....... . fairly good

Friction
Typical lateral........................................................................................15mg
Typical vertical......................................................................................lOmg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim....................................................... ................................  400mg^
Centre ................................   . . ............   , . ..........  500mg
Downforce calibration error
lg...............................  1.05g
2g................-....................  -............................................... .. 2.1g
Cue operation
Drift.............................    satisfactory
Ascent (8mm)........... . . ...................................... ..................0.5secs
Descent (8mm)................  3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size......... ......................................................... 470 W x 357 D x 152 Hmm
Clearance for lid................................. . . . ..................................7lmm
Overall weight...............................................  9.5kg
Ease of use............. , . ................ ......................... .... good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................................. fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system......... . . above average 
Hum level ........................................................................................ . -70dB
Acoustic feedback............................................. ...................... very good
Vibration sensitivity....................................................................very good
Arm obtainable separately............................................. no
Typical selling priceexVAT.......................................................... £115.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................11-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.............................  B
Damping rating.................................................................. . ........ k
Recommended tracking weight...................................................1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable l 10-20cu)
*See text
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Sansui FR-5080
Sansui London Showroom, 39/41 Maple Street, London W1P5FU. 01-580 5353.

In a general sense, the FR-5080S may be regarded 
as an automatic version of the SR-525. There is 
good reason to suppose that a similar fine Sansui- 
built motor is employed, together with an arm which 
closely parallels that on the '222. In common with 
several other automatic direct drive designs, the 
extra power required for the auto function is derived 
from a separate small motor, (see Pioneer PL-530) 
and as with the other Sansuidecks, the 
plinth/chassis is a one-piece structure relying on the 
rubber cushioned feet for shock and vibration 
absorption.

Lab testing confirmed the high performance of 
the motor with excellent 0.03% wow and flutter and 
-71dB rumble figures. By comparison with the SR- 
525, speed drift was rather lower, as was the 
variation under the load.

The arm demonstrated moderate friction values, 
accurate downforce calibration and satisfactory cue 
operation. The bias forces differed from the other 
Sansui decks, in fact lying somewhere between the 
near correct SR-222 and the excessive SR-525; but 
undersetting the bias by about 40% on the dial 
should give the correct result. As with most of the 
Japanese direct drive models, arm effective mass 
was fairly high, thus ruling out a large number of 
medium to high compliance cartridges. Models with 
values of 10-20cu are recommended, for the best 
results, which does not leave much freedom of 
choice as regards the recommended list of 
cartridges.

Acoustic feedback and shock resistance were 
both classed as good, acoustic breakthrough as 
fairly good and sound quality above average but not 
quite so clear as the SR-525, possibly due to the 
mltro outo mochinory.
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Sansui FR-5080

MOTOR
General data
Type................ ...........
Platter mass . .............
Platter damping...........
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains lead .
Type of connecting lead

automatic direct drive 
...........................1.43kg 
............................good 
........ ........very good 
................. three core 
... phones plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered..........................................................................331/j ,45rpm
Fine speed control.................................. yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).......................................... 0.03%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................... <0.1%
Speed drift........................................................................................<0.1%
Speed variation under load.............................................................. 0.17%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 3.3secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average..................................................-71dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell ...................................................... universal detachable
Headshell mass.................. ...........  ......... ......... .....................8,25g
Geometrical accuracy..........................................................................good
Adjustments provided .  .........................................................overhang
Finish and engineering .............................................................. very good
Ease of assembly................ ........................................................ good
Trackability....................................        good

Friction
Typical lateral.......................................................................................40mg
Typical vertical.................................................................   25mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................................................... spring
Rim.............................................      225mg
Centre .........................     300mg
Downforce calibration error
1^g ...... ...... ....  .... . ... .. ... . .... ........... 0.98g
2g................    2g
Cue operation
Drift.............................    . ..... satisfactory
Ascent (8mm) . . ............................  1sec
Descent (8mm) ................................................................................... 2secs

MOTOR ANO ARM DATA
Size..................  ................... 470Wx357 Dx 150Hmm
Clearance for lid...............................................................................71mm
Overall weight............. .. ................................................................. 12.Skg
Ease of use.............................  very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system ,,„... above average 
Hum level ......................................................................     -72d8
Acoustic feedback..................  good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT £155.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. .............................. 11 -12g
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)

Resonance rating................................................................ g
Damping rating....................................................................................... k
Recommended tracking weight..................................................1.25-39
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (10-20cu)
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SanyoTP 727
Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts. Watford 30421.

sound quality was rated as average which is 
reasonable at the price, taking into account the 
facilities offered, but the bias compensation should 
be adjusted in future production.

This automatic belt drive turntable offers some 
unusual features at this price level, including an 
electronically controlled motor with an illuminated 
stroboscope and fine speed variation. The unit was 
proved generally easy to use with smooth acting 
controls and press buttons, and in several respects 
resembled the Eagle 2006A, also reviewed in this 
book.

On test, the rumble was just adequate at -60dB 
and could be heard during the listening tests. The 
measured wow and flutter level of 0.08% also 
proved to be just audible probably due to its 
combination with the slowing effect under moderate 
loading.

The arm carries a weight and lever bias 
compensator whose setting is fixed by the 
manufacturer, but which could be altered by the 
user via a small screwdriver adjustment. As 
received, the bias levels were approapriate to a 
spherical tip tracking at about 4g downforce, or an 
elliptical at 3.25g; both unlikely possibilities in the 
circumstances. While the arm could be used as 
provided with a tracking weight of 2g with a 
reasonable cartridge, the full tracking performance 
would not be realised, and an adjustment to the bias 
level, preferably using a tracking test disc such as 
H FS75, is recommended. In that case, cartridges 
with compliances in the 10-20cu range and tracking 
at 1.5-3.0g would be suitable. On test, the other arm 
parameters were all found to be satisfactory, with 
the downforce calibration particularly accurate while 
the rates of ascent and descent were sensible and 
well controlled.

Acoustic breakthrough and resonances were 
classed as adequate, feedback resistance fairly good 
anrf vibration sensitivity ponr The electrical hum 
level was satisfactory using the audio lead earth but 
with the mains earth disconnected. The subjective 
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SanyoTP727

MOTOR
General data
Type...................................... ....................
Platter mass....................................................
Platter damping.............................................
Finish and engineering.................................  
Type of mains lead........................................  
Type of connecting lead...............................
Speed
Speeds offered.............................................
Fine speed control.........................................
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) . 
Absolute speed accuracy error....................  
Speed drift...................... ...........................
Speed variation under load...........................  
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.........
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average..................
ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................................  
Headshell mass............................................... 
Geometrical accuracy...................................  
Adjustments provided.................................  
Finish and engineering.................................  
Ease of assembly..........................................  
Trackability......................................................
Friction
Typical lateral.................................................
Typical vertical........................... .............
Bias compensation (set to 1 .5g elliptical)
Type of system...............................................
Rim.................................................................
Centre ............................

automatic belt drive
.................. 1.025kg
................ adequate

...................good
................three core 
.. phono plus earth

33 Vj, 45rpm
............. yes

.........0.08% 

... +0.13% 

... -0.23% 

. . . -0.33% 
. ... O.Ssecs

universal detachable 
..............................Sg 
..........................good 
.................. overhang 
..........................good 
..........................good 
..........................good

Downforce calibration error 
1g............................................... 
2g...............................................
Cue operation 
Drift...........................................
Ascent (8mm). .........................
Descent (8mm)... .............
MOTOR AND ARM OATA
Size. .................................
Clearance for lid......................
Overall weight........................
Ease of use...............................

470 W x 366 D x 170 H mm
.................................63mm

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality of complete system . . 
Hum level............................................................
Acoustic feedback .................................... . .
Vibration sensitivity.................. ...........................
Arm obtainable separately . . ...........................
Typical selling price ex VAT...............................

. very good 
.adequate 
.. average 
.. -67dB 

fairly good 
. adequate

... no
(85 .00

-60dB

45mg
35mg

salistactory 
... 0.5secs 
... 1.5secs

weighted ever' 
.............  450mg 
.............  450mg

Acoustic breakthrough

5^

-26

2g

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. 11-129
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating ... .................................................... ................. E
Damping rating.................................................................... ...............
Recommended tracking weight.............................................   .
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended ( 10-20cul

B
J

1.5-3g

*See text
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Sanyo TP 1100

Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts. Watford 30421.

Downforce calibration was accurate, biasing almost 
ideal and trackability good. The cue action had no 
drift but the lift off at 3 seconds was rather slow.

Listening tests revealed inaudible rumble and 
wow, and an above average sound quality. Other 
tests rated hum levels as fine, with acoustic 
breakthrough and resonances, ■ plus resistance to 
acoustic feedback and physical shock or vibration, 
as good. With the promised lighter headshell and 
some clarification of the cartridge alignment 
procedure, the TP 1100 certainly looks like good 
value for money.

As Sanyo's first entry into the direct drive market, 
the TP 1100 is, we believe, a pretty creditable one. 
The unit employs a heavy die cast metal plinth, with 
a concealed mirror type stroboscope and an 
automatic arm return plus stop mechanism. The 
motor is not the usual Matshushita type and 
fortunately does not exhibit the same load variations 
and overshoot characteristics we have noted with 
that model. Overall, the mechanical construction 
was impressive and even details such as the platter 
mat were well designed, and made their contribution 
to the overall performance.

The motor section gave very low wow and flutter 
and rumble figures, good speed accuracy with low 
drift, and a moderate speed variation under load. 
The latter was free of recovery overshoot effects. 
Start-up was however slow at 4 seconds.

The arm came supplied with a heavy headshell 
weighing 13g, placing the effective mass in the 16
17g range, but we have been informed by Sanyo 
that this is to be replaced by a light weight version, 
weighing about half as much as the original. (At the 
time of going to press, this had not been supplied to 
us.) The lighter shell would bring the arm effective 
mass into the 10-12g medium range suited for 
cartridge compliances of 10-20cu, instead of the 
rather lower values shown in the results table. 
Whether the following comments concerning 
Sanyo's instructions for cartridge alignment will 
then still hold true is unknown, but at present, by 
following the manual supplied, a cartridge 
misalignment of 4-5° results. This could however be 
easily adjusted by using a conventional card 
protractor.

On test, the arm generally exhibited low friction, 
lh8 higher figure in the lateral plane roloting to the 
extra force required to operate the end-of-side trip, 
and which is thus atypical of the normal disc radii. 
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Platter damping . .............................
Finish and engineering......................
Type of mains lead.............................
Type of connecting lead .....................
Speed
Speeds offered....................................
Fine speed control...............................
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) 
Absolute speed accuracy error...........  
Speed drift............... .............................  
Speed variation under load.............  
Start-up time to audible stabilisation .
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average.
ARM
General data
Type of headshell...............................
Headshell mass....................................
Geometrical accuracy.........................
Adjustments provided.........................
Finish and engineering................ . .
Ease of assembly . .............................
Trackability...........................................
Friction
Typical lateral........................................
Typical vertical...................... ...............

......................good
.... very good 

............. two core 
phones plus earth

33'J, 45rpm
...........yes

. ...<0.03% 

.... -0.2% 

. . . . + O. l % 
. . . -0.27% 

.......  4secs

-70d8

detachable universal 
......................... 13g* 
...................... poor' 

.................. overhang 
..........................good 
..........................good 
■....................... good

60mg
15mg

Acoustic breakthrough

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system............. .................... spring
Rim............. ................................................................... 175mg
Centre................................................................................................ 210mg
Downforce calibration error
lg ............................................................................................ 105g
2g ............. . . .......................................................... ............. 2.05g
Cue operation
Drift.................... -..........................  negligible
Ascent !Bmm)..........................  3secs
Descent (8mml ............................................................... 3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.................................................................  475 W x 369 D x 146H mm
Clearance for lid.........................   50mm
Overall weight......................................................................9.0kg approx
Ease of use...........  ........................................... ... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................above average 
Hum level .................................................................. -68dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Arm obtainable separately.................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT..........................................................£110 TO

) 0

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge .......................... 16-17g'
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating.............................................................  A*
Damping rating....................................................................................... J •
Recommended tracking weight....................................................1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-15cu)*
*See text
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Sony PS-1700
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1R ODJ. 01-439 3874.

facilities such as the downforce calibration and the 
cue were also satisfactory and the controls operated 
both smoothly and precisely . No problems were 
experienced with hum.

When tested with the reference cartridge, the 
subjective quality was rated as 'good' which is a 
favourable result considering its price level. The 
same qualification applies to resonances, vibration 
resistance and acoustic feedback, and overall the 
rating is one of 'good value for money'.

Despite this turntable's moderate price which 
includes a Sony cartridge factory fitted to the 
detachable headshell, the measured performance 
was found to be very little inferior to that of the 
considerably more expensive PS-4300 direct drive 
model, and in some respects superior to the more 
costly PS-3300.

The design comprises a straightfoward two 
speed, belt drive motor, manually operated, with an 
auto return arm feature. Sony's instruction manual 
proved comprehensive and informative, with 
commendably clear indications concerning 
assembly and alignmen: and recommending 
l ubrication of the motor drive shaft once a year.

In the lab, Sony's specification was handsomely 
bettered on test. The motor section provided a very 
good -69dB rumble level, low wow and flutter, and 
good tolerance of loading, although the absolute 
speed was found to be 1.43% high which is 
excessive by the standards of this report. However, 
i n practice few users would be aware of this speed 
error and a slight readjustment of the motor pulley 
diameter in production would easily correct this 
defect.

The same excessive biasing was found on the PS- 
1700 as with the other two Sony decks, this trend 
seeming to indicate that Sony favour high bias 
levels. Cartridges (other than the Sony model 
supplied) in the 1.5-2.5g downforce range, with 
compliance from 10-20cu, may be used in this deck, 
but the bias correction calibration should be viewed 
with suspicion and preferably adjusted using a 
tracking test record. In fact, although Sony were 
informed of the bias findings, they have not as yet 
commented.

The other arm parameters were fine, with low 
friction levels and accurate alignment. Other 
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MOTOR
General data
Type................................................................. Belt drive, manual, auto-return
Platter mass.................................................................................................0.85kg
Platter damping............................................................................................good
Finish and engineering............................................................  good
Type of mains lead................................................................ phono plus earth
Type of connecting lead..................i...............................detachable 3 corr

Speed
Speeds offered........................  . ............... 33Yj, 45 rpm
Fine speed control .... .................  no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ............................................. 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................... + 1.43%
Speed drift.................................................     none
Speed variation under load................................. . .................... -0.23%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation..............................................I.Qsecs

Rumble
DIN 8 weighted Land A average...................... ................. ...............-69d8

ARM
General data
Type of headshell................................................. Universal interchangeable
Headshell mass.....................................................................................  7.5g
Geometrical accuracy. ...................................................................... fairly good
Adjustments provided..............................................................overhang only
Finish and engineering............................................................................... good
Ease of assembly.................................................................  good
Trackability. ...................................................    good

Friction
Typical lateral ..................................... 30mg
Typical vertical .......................................................................................35mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system......................................................................................... spring
Rim............................................................   325mg
Centre . ......................... ............................................................................ 400mg

Downforce calibration error
1g....................................................................................................................0.95g
2g  ...............-..............   ■ ..........1.9g

Cue operation
Drift............ .......................   ................negligible
Ascent (8mm)...............................................................................................2secs
Descent (8mm) ............................................. . ....................................      2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size . ...........    445W x 3520 x 155Hmm
Clearance for lid ............... . . .......    61mm
Overall weight........................................................................................7 4kg
Ease of use......................................................................................................good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...................................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.....................................good
Hum level................................  ................................. ..............................-70dB
Acoustic feedback . ................................................................................... good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................. adequate

Arm obtainable separately............................................................................. no
Typical selling price ex VAT........................................ £75.00 inc cartridge

I ndication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.........................................9-10g
Match up these letters tABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..............   B
Damping rating................................................................  J
Recommended tracking weight..................................................... 1.25-3.0g

Medium compliance cartridges recommended (15-25cu)
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Sony PS-3300
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1R ODJ. 01-4393874.

about average, this test made with the reference 
cartridge than the Sony model supplied.

Sony will need to sort out the high bias settings 
before unequivocal approval can be given to this 
deck, although a competent dealer should be able to 
set it up accurately with a given cartridge. The user 
could of course compensate by dialing a lower bias 
level. ie: 1g for a 2g cartridge downforce.

This direct drive, manual turntable may be 
considered as a lower cost version of the PS-4300. It 
employs a similar magnetic rim detection speed 
control, but the heavy mineral loaded moulded 
chassis of the PS-4300 is here replaced by a lighter 
wood structure. The external finish is however to 
the same high standard, and as with the cheaper 
PS-1700, the deck comes complete with a budget 
type Sony cartridge ready fitted. Internal 
examination showed the engineering to be of a good 
standard for the price range.

A stroboscope is provided with variable 
adjustment of the two speeds, namely 33 Yj and 
45rpm. The cartridge alignment was found to be 
accurate, with no obvious error in any plane, the 
slotted headshell providing adjustment for other 
cartridges with respect to overhang.

While arm friction was low and downforce 
calibration accurate, the bias force was 
unacceptably high. This result is similar to that 
obtained for the other two Sony decks in the report; 
possibly they all use the same incorrect spring in 
their bias mechanisms! In general however, the arm 
performance was representative of a good quality, 
medium mass type, suitable for cartridges of up to 
20cu compliance and tracking at 1.5g downforce, or 
above.

The motor did not provide quite as low a rumble 
level at -66dB as did both its more expensive and 
cheaper brothers, but the measured figure was 
nonetheless more than adequate. Wow and flutter 
was low and the speed accuracy under loading was 
notably good for a low cost, direct drive. The hum 
level was satisfactory, feedback and vibration 
suscoptibility fair, 3nrl rAsnnancAs morlArnlA.

Subjective testing showed wow and rumble to be 
inaudible and the sound quality was judged to be 
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Sony PS-3300

MOTOR
General data
Type....................................................Direct drive, manual, with auto return
Platter mass.................................................................................................. 0.9kg
Platter damping ..........   good
Finish and engineering..................................................................... very good
Type of mains lead..............................................................detachable 3 core
Type of connecting lead.....................................................phone plus earth

Speed
Speeds offered..............................................................................33 y3, 45 rpm
Fine speed control............................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted).............................................0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error................................. . . ............ <0.1%
Speed drift............................................................................................... + 0.1 %
Speed variation under load.................................................................-0.23%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................................3.0secs

Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land A average..........................................................-66dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................................................Universal Detachable
Headshell mass............................................................................................ 7.5g
Geometrical accuracy................................................................................ good
Adjustments provided............................................................ overhang only
Finish and engineering................................................................................good
Ease of assembly..........................................................................................good
Trackability......................................................................................................good

Friction
Typical lateral..........................................................................................  30mg
Typical vertical...............................................................................................20mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system............................................................................................ spring
Rim............................................................................................................... 300mg
Centre............    425mg

Downforce calibration error

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

lg........................................................................................................................1.0g
^2^g .... , , , .....................•..............••>. 1.9g

Cue operation
Drift.................
Ascent (8mm)
Descent (8mm)

satisfactory 
. . 0.5secs 

2.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.....................................
Clearance for lid.................
Overall weight......................
Ease of use .........................

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances. good
Subjective sound quality of complete system i ;u

Hum level.......................................................   67:2
Acoustic feedback............................................................................fairly good
Vibration sensitivity........................................................................ satisfactory

Arm obtainable separately ......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT .....................................£105.00 inc cartridge

i-15

457w x 354D x 153Hmm
................................62mm

................................... 8.6kg
......................... very good

-10

20 Hz 50 ^ 200 500 1000 2000

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge . 9-10g
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating............................................................................................... B
Damping rating....................................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight..................................................... 1.25-3.0g

Medium compliance cartridges required (15-25cu)
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Sony PS-4300
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1 R ODJ. 01439 3874.

rumble both proved to be inaudible. The structure 

was also sufficiently heavy for the feet/isolators to 

be effective, and thus the resistance to vibration and 

acoustic feedback was classed as good.

Apart from the visual complexity, if the high bias 

calibration were corrected this Sony deck would 

rank above average for its price and hence represent 

' good value for money'

This medium priced, automatic, direct drive 

turntable is provided with electronic touch controls 

for stop and start. Further levers select manual or 

auto operation. The motor is quite sophisticated, 

employing a magnetic stripe rim detection system 

similar to that in the Denon DP 3500. The unit is 

superbly finished, with a heavy moulded base/plinth 

mounted on resilient shock absorbing feet . The light 

platter has bituminous pads on the undersurface to 

damp resonances, and internal inspection revealed 

good quality engineering with a high electronics 

content, reflecting Sony's long expertise in this 

field.

The unit performed smoothly although the layout 

of the controls was somewhat confusing and it took 

time for a non-technical user to work them out. The 

strobe was less clear than average, but the unit's 

fine speed stability should ensure that it will rarely be 

needed. A short warm up time is necessary after first 

switching on otherwise the deck tends to 'reject' 

when 'start' is engaged, and at times, the automatic 

operation was frustratingly slow.

Lab testing revealed a top class performance from 

the motor section with very good wow and flutter 

figures, superb speed accuracy and load stability, 

and very low rumble. Start-up was quite swift for a 

direct drive. The arm however proved to be a trifle 

disappointing. Friction levels were only fair, the high 

lateral value reflecting a residual bias force. The bias 

calibration was considered to be seriously in error 

since at the record centre the measured value was 

nearly three times that required, and the effective 

mass placed the arm in the 'medium' range. The cue 

controlproved accurate (for 7", 10" and 12" 

records) with the hum levels low.

Subjective testing ranked tho f'S 4300 03 above 

average with the proviso that the bias force was set 

using a test record rather than the dial. Wow and 
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MOTOR
General data
Type........................... .............................................Fully auto direct drive
Platter mass. . ...................... ............................. 0 ,95kg
Platter damping .................................................. good
Finish and engineering.................... ,............. excellent
Type of mains lead.................................................... three core with plug
Type of connecting lead . .............. ........... ...........phone with earth lead

Speed
Speeds offered......................................................................33’A, 45 rpm
Fine speed control...........................................   yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)  0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error............................. <0.1%
Speed drift............................................................. +0.1%
Speed variation under load............................................................<0.05%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................................2.2secs

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average............. ...................... ... -70dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell........................... .... Universal Detachable
Headshell mass...........................  7.5g
Geometrical accuracy............. ...................................................  good
Adjustments provided...................................................... overhang
Finish and engineering ........................................................... very good
Ease of assembly .  excellent
Trackability. .... .............. ............. .... ................good

Friction
Typical lateral..................................................................................... 75mg^
Typical vertical. ............. ................ . . 35mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim.................................................................................................  300mg^
Centre.................. ............................................................................  500mg

Downforce calibration error
lg................................................................... . . ........................... .. 1.0g
2g ..................................................................................................... 1.95g

Cue operation
Drift.................................................................................................negligible
Ascent (8mm)..................................................................................... 0.5sec
Descent (8mm). .       2.0sec

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size............................. . ...............................445W x 3640 x 155Hmm
Clearance for lid....................   65mm
Overall weight............. ...............  10 -3kg
Ease of use......... ........... automatic operation slow. otherwise good

Indicaiion of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level........................................ ............................................... -70dB
Acoustic feedback ...............................................................................good
Vibration sensitivity . . . . ........................... good

Arm obtainable separate ............................... No
Typical selling price ex VAT.......................................................... £130 .00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.....................................9-109
Match up these letters (ABCO/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating . ........... . .................. ................................. B
Damping rating. . ........... ................................................ ... J
Recommended tracking weight.......................................... 1.25^3.0g

Medium compliance cartridges recommended ( 15-25cu)

*see text
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Technics SL-1700
National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107/9 Whitby Rd., Slough, Bucks. 01-753 4522.

mass headshell could help a little, but may introduce 
undesirable resonances.

Although further refinement is possible as regards 
aspects of improved vibration isolation and reduced 
arm mass, the SL-1700 nonetheless found favour on 
several grounds, notably good styling, excellent 
engineering and finish, smooth performance, 
sensible controls, silent operation, low hum levels 
and good platter and record damping. Subjective 
testing ranked it as above average which is a 
favourable result at this price level, with vibration 
resistance, acoustic feedback, resonances and 
breakthrough all classed as good

There are two other Technics record players which 
are closely related to this model, all carrying similar 
arm/motor/plinth assemblies and differing only in 
details of operation. The model tested-the 
SL-1700-is a manual model with auto-return. The 
SL-1600 (ai £22.00 extra) incorporates a high quality 
mechanism for fully automatic operation, and the 
SL-1800 (£ cheaper) is a manual only deck. 
Considering the group similarity, it was decided to 
test one model only, but the results obtained and 
comments made can be taken as broadly 
representative of the three decks.

These decks represent an unusual series where a 
heavy die cast plinth is employed, floating on a 
lower concealed base section. This system was 
quite well executed, although the suspension 
resonance was high, probably in the 5-6Hz range, 
and it would therefore require the arm/cartridge 
resonance to be kept in the 9-12Hz region for best 
vibration immunity. The direct drive motor is a 
second generation design with no overshoot and 
good recovery characteristics, and the overall 
standard of engineering is quite excellent for the 
price.

On test, the motor section fully justified Technics' 
high reputation. Particularly worthy of note were the 
speed accuracy and stability, and the zero variation 
under load. The arm also gave good test results with 
low friction, accurate downforce calibration and bias 
levels quite close to the required values. The 
geometry was fine although Technics own method 
for alignment resulted in a.1° lateral error. A fairly 
high arm/cartridge resonance is desirable in view of 
the chasis suspension rate. One criticism concerned 
the relatively high arm mass at around 16g, which 
wni ild indicate ;i siiit;ihle cartridge compliance in the 
8-15cu range is indicated, possibly somewhat higher 
if the cartridge has reasonable damping. A lower 
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Technics SL-1700

MOTOR
General data
Type. ............................ , = .., . ............Semi-auto, direct drive
Platter mass..........................................................................................1.5kg
Platter damping...........................................................................very good
Finish and engineering . . ..................................................excellent
Type of mains lead......................................................................two core
Type of connecting lead...............................................phonos and earth
Speed
Speeds offered . .........., -......., ; .. ........ ,.., , .... 33 V3,45rprn
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)......................................... 0 035%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................... <0.1%
Speed drift......... ...... . . ..................  <0.1%
Speed variation under load. ............................................. zero%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................................. Isec
Rumble
01 NB weighted Land R average....................................................-69d8
ARM
General data
Type of headshell ........... .. ...................... .. universal detachable
Headshell mass.  9g
Geometrical accuracy . ............      gpod"
Adjustments provided.................................................................overhang
Finish and engineering .......................................................... excellent
Ease of assembly.. ........................    very good
Trackability. ,......................... ............................... .... very good
Friction
Typical lateral........................................................................................20mg
Typical vertical............................................. <IOmg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system............ .................... .................................................spring
Rim . . .................... ...................... ...................................... 175mg
Centre.................................................................................................160mg
Downforce calibration error 
1g.....................................................................................................  0.975g
2g............................................................................................................1.9g
Cue operation
Drift............... ........................      negligible
Ascent (8mm). , . .................... 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................3.5secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size............................................................... 457 W x 356 D x 126 Hmm
Clearance for lid........................................................... .. 52mm
Overall weight..................................................................................... 9.0kg
Ease of use................................................................. ............... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.............................   good
Subjective sound quality of complete system..................above average
Hum level . . ......................... -70dB
Acoustic feedback..................    .. good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT £127 00

Indication of magnilude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................... 15_5-16.5g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating . ........................................ ................... .A
Damping rating........... ................ .............................J
Recommended tracking weight. „ , . . , ... . ....... . 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-20cu)
"See text
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Technics SPlO with EPA 100 pick-up arm

National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107 /9 Whitby Rd., Slough, Bucks. 01-753 4522.

This costly turntable is remarkable in many respects. 
Firstly, its visual simplicity indicates a professional 
approach to a professional market, which was 
precisely the case. The SP10 Mk II is a chassis motor 
unit requiring a base or plinth, one of which has 
been specially designed and denoted an SH-1083. 
This was employed for testing in conjunction with 
the marching arm, the EPA 100. The plinth is a 
massive composite structure which alone weighs 
12kg.

Secondly, its measured performance was second 
to no other direct drive in the report; start-up time, 
speed stability, torque, wow and flutter and rumble 
were all superlative. Closer examination only 
reinforced the aura of technical and engineering 
superiority; for example, the rapidity and stability of 
the speed change from 33 Vs to 45 to 78 rpm has to 
be seen to be believed, the motor generating 
sufficient torque to operate a small lathel

Designed to complement the SP-10 II turntable, 
the EPA-100 pick-up arm may however be used with 
almost any deck large enough to accept it, and 
although at first sight it appears to be a conventional 
pivoted arm, it is in fact unusually versatile. The 
counterweight assembly contains a special viscous 
fluid damper, whose effect may be adjusted to suit 
most cartridges merely by turning a control ring. 
I ntended to provide a firm cartridge foundation with 
minimal colouration, the effective mass is fairly high 
despite the use of a two layer titanium arm 
tube-the outer layer toughened by a nitrification 
process. The headshell alone weighed 10g, and 
comprised a die casting with a vernier overhang 
scale and special rubber damping inserts.

Except for moderate lateral drift during cueing, 
every aspect of thia dc:iign proved to bo of tho 
highest quality including damping, friction, biasing, 
cue rate, resonance and trackability-almost a 
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textbook performance. The highish mass virtually 
placed it in the heavy weight category, but the 
damping feature was an invaluable inclusion, as it 
provided good control over the resonance and 
hence reduced possible deleterious side effects. For 
this reason, the range of compatible cartridge 
compliances may be extended beyond that usually 
suggested for this mass of arm.

The plinth was mounted on fairly effective rubber 
feet which imparted a subsonic resonance at around 
5Hz for the complete turntable unit. While the 
frequency was of the right order, the travel and 
freedom of the suspension was insufficient to 
endow the SP10 Mk II system with a better vibration 
rating than good, and a solid foundation is still 
recommended for positioning the unit. With respect 
to the remaining parameters of acoustic feedback, 
breakthrough and resonances plus subjective sound 
quality, very good ratings were achieved on all 
scores.



General data
Type......................................................
Platter mass... ......... .............
Platter damping.................................
Finish and engineering............. ...

Type of mains lead .
Speed
Speeds offered........  . ...., . . , .
Fine speed control.............................
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted). 
Absolute speed accuracy error...........  
Speed draft........................................... 
Speed variation under load. ....
Start-up time to audible stabilisation..

Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average.
ARM
General data
Type of headshell................................
Headshell mass.
Geometrical accuracy.........................
Adjustments provided . . .
Finish and engineering......................
Ease of assembly.
Trackability....................................
Friction
Typical lateral , -........... ......... ..
Typical vertical . .

Indication of magnilude and frequency of arm resonances.

Technics SPlO with EPA 100 pick-up arm

direct drive & remote stop/start 
.................... 2.6kg 

.........................................excellent 
........................................ excellenl 

...  , ............. 3 core

Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system . ................ ..
Rim.................................................................
Centre . . ........................................ . .

Downforce calibration error 
lg.........................
2g.............................................
Cue operation 
Drift. . .........................
Ascent (8mm). .
Descent {8mm).........................
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size ......................... .
Clearance for lid .
Overall weight..................
Ease of use .

33 %. 45, 78
.......... no 

. . . 0.025% 
... <0.01 %

. <0.01 %
<0.4secs

- 73d8

universal detachable 
... 10g

........... .. very good
... overhang, height

........... .. excellent
........... very good

................. very good

<10mg
<10mg

. spring 
150mg 
200mg

0 .98g 
195g

satisfactory
. O.Ssecs

... 1.5secs

560 W x45 D x170 H mm

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances

Subjective sound quality of complete system 
Hum level......... ............... . . .........
Acoustic feedback ................ .......................
Vibration sensitivity . ......................
Arm obtainable separately.. 
Typical selling price ex VAT

... 95mm 
... 21.5kg 
very good 
very good

very good 
.. -70d8 
very good

..good
. yes 

£800.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge 15-I7g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating. .:: - . „ _. . .........
Damping rating...................... .......................................
Recommended tracking weight. . ..........................
Low to high compliance cartridges suitable (8-25 cu)

A/8 
.. J/K/L 
1.25-2.5g
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Thorens TD 126 mk II
Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., Audio Works, Chartersfield Rd., Waltham Abbey, Essex I 01-971 2712.

bracketed figure for hum level in the table then 
resulted. One further problem was encountered with 
respect to hum, this time from the mains 
transformer. It was audible three feet away from the 
deck in a quiet listening room, with the unit 
mounted on a pretty substantial shelf.

The TD 126 Mk II was rated as very fine on 
acoustic breakthrough and resonances, but on 
listening test it was only classed as good. However, 
the performance of the TD 126 Mk II was felt to be 
an improvement over that of the other two Thorens 
decks. In fact, with a little further design 
modification, we felt the TD 126 Mk II would be 
capable of a really top class subjective performance.

This imposing belt drive turntable fitted with a well 
designed floating sub-chassis, is one of the few 
models in the report to offer three speeds-33 Y,, 45 
and 78 rpm. Motive power is electronic, and fine 
variable speed adjustment and a stroboscope are 
both incorporated. The various functions are also 
under electronic control, the major ones actuated 
via soft touch buttons with inbuilt illumination. The 
complete turntable, as reviewed, is fitted with the 
latest Thorens low mass arm, with automatic stop 
and lift, plus power cueing. However, the TD 126 
Mk II may also be purchased without arm and 
related features, a blank mounting board being 
supplied instead.

In general, the engineering of the unit was 
excellent save in one respect. In our view, the fit of 
the main bearing could have been better considering 
the price level, and although the rumble reading of 
-69dB is undoubtedly a good one, we felt that with 
an improved bearing tolerance, an upgrading to 
-72dB could be fairly easily achieved. We also felt 
that the platter mat would benefit from a redesign.

On test, the subsonic chassis resonance proved to 
be nicely judged at below 4Hz, and was so well 
designed that very good immunity to shock, 
vibration and feedback were demonstrated -an 
unusual combination.

The arm returned a similarly fine performance to 
that of the TD 145 Mk 11, and must be ranked as one 
of the best models currently fitted to a production 
turntable at this price level.

As with the other two Thorens decks, it was not 
possible to obtain really low hum levels. However, 
we felt this problem could be overcome with 
rewiring, and to test our theory, we separated the 
cl iossis "'" ll 1 11U111 ll e signul ourth to which it was 
attached under the base plate, and connected it 
direct to the amplifier terminal. The excellent
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MOTOR
General data
Type.................................................................belt drive, auto stop and lift
Platter mass............. ..........................................................................2.5kg
Platter damping . ........... good
Finish and engineering............................................................... excellent
Type of mains lead......................................................................two core
Type of connecting lead.......................................... phone, no earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered............................................................... 33’/3,45, 78 rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (D1N peak weighted) .......................................... 0 04%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... +0.1%
Speed drift........................................................................................ +02%
Speed variation under load........................................................  -0.27%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................................5secs
Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land R average....................................................-69d8
ARM
General data
Type of headshell..........................................detachable headshell/tube
Headshell mass..................................................................................... N/A
Geometrical accuracy............................................. very good
Adjustments provided...............................................tilt, angle. overhang
Finish and engineering......... ..................  very good
Ease of assembly........................................................................ fairly good
Trackability............................................................................. . very good

Friction
Typical lateral...........  ................ .. .... ......... . . ......... ... 15mg
Typical vertical................................................................................ <10mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.............................................................................magnetic
Rim ....... ..................   ................150mg
Centre...........................................   150mg
Downforce calibration error 
1g ........ ....................................................................................... 1.1g
2g............................. -............................................................................2.1g
Cue operation 
Drift.................................................................  negligible
Ascent (8mm) . ..............................................  1sec
Descent (8mm) . . . .............   , .... ..... 1sec
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size.......................................... . ................... 487 W x 393 D x 170 Hmm
Clearance for lid................................................................. none required
Overall weight...................................................................... .............
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.................... very good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level...............................   60 (-70)d8*
Acoustic feedback....................................................................very good
Vibration sensitivity............................................. ..................very good
Arm obtainable separately............................................................... no’
Typical selling price ex VAT £200.00

Thorens TD 126

Acoustic breakthrough

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. ................................. 6-8g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.l
Resonance rating..................................................................................... c
Damping rating....................................................................................... k
Recommended tracking weight............... ................................ 1.25-39
Medium to high compliance cartridges compatible (15-30 cul
•See text
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Thorens TD 145 mk II
Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., Audio Works, Chartersfield Rd., Waltham Abbey, Essex 01-971 2712.

good rating as regards its subjective quality and 
resistance to acoustic feedback. However, as a 
result of the combined chassis and audio lead earths 
the hum level was only adequate, but a dealer 
should be able to provide a separate chassis earth to 
rectify this problem. Taken overall, the lab 
performance, plus low arm mass and good 
subjective quality are all highly favourable.

As with the other Thorens decks, a fully floating 
isolated sub-chassis is employed to carry both the 
arm and the platter. In most respects the TD145 mk 
II is similar to the Thorens TD160 mk 11, which is not 
included in this report. The latter may be obtained 
without an arm, and in most essentials the results 
for the 145 motor section may also be assumed to 
be representative of the '160. The special '145 
feature is simply the inclusion of an auto-stop and 
arm lift at the end of a record side, this being 
accomplished without any degradation of the arm 
lateral friction. The heavy platter of this design is 
belt driven at two fixed speeds, namely 33 7, and 
45rpm.

On test, the motor section gave low wow and 
flutter but the absolute speed was high by some 
0.7% —significant, although not excessive-and a 
moderate slowing of —0.4% was noted under the 
dust bug loading. The rumble level was more than 
satisfactory on both test and audition.

The arm utilises frictionless magnetic biasing and 
the same low mass detachable head shell and arm 
tube which are fitted to the '166. A feature of the 
geometry of this arm is the angled mounting block 
against which the cartridge body rests. Thus with a 
correctly aligned cartridge, parallel.to the record, the 
arm tube leans downwards towards the pillar at an 
angle of about 10°. Thorens research found that this 
results in an improvement as regards cartridge 
performance.

The arm provided very low friction values on test 
'with fairly accurate downforce calibration and 
sensible biasing. Cue drift was negligible and 
although the ascent and descent rates were quick, 
they were well controlled. Arm trackability was 
CuTtjirdy WC:ll jDovC: JVCI'JQC.

On accoustic breakthrough and resonances the 
deck was classed as very good, while it achieved a 
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Thorens TD145 mkll

MOTOR
General data
Type........................ .............................
Platter mass................
Platter damping..................................
Finish and engineering......................  
Type of mains lead.............................  
Type of connecting lead....................
Speed
Speeds offered...................... .............
Fine speed control . . .......................
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) 
Absolute speed accuracy error . .
Speed drift ,... . . . ,, ......... . ,,.
Speed variation under load...............  
Start-up time to audible stabilisation .
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average. . . .
ARM
General data
Type of headshell  
Headshell mass  
Geometrical accuracy  
Adjustments provided ... ..............
Finish and engineering .............
Ease of assembly...............................  
Trackability...........................................
Friction
Typical lateral........................................
Typical vertical.....................................

belt drive auto stop and lift
........................2.5kg

....... ................... good
............................ very good 
, ............... . . two core

. . phono. no earth wire

331J, 45rpm 
.......no

.... 0.05%
. . . +0.7%
........... none

, , -0.4%
, .. 3,5secs

-67d8

detachable shell and tube 
..................................NIA 
................. .. very good 

. .. tilt, overhang, heighf 
................... .. very good 
.................... fairly good 

. .................. very good

<IOmg
<IOmg

Acoustic breakthrough

10

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.............................   magnetic
Rim..................................................................................................... 150mg
Centre..........................................................................................  150mg
Downforce calibration error
1g ................................................. . . ............................. 1.15g
2g ...................... 2.15g
Cue operation
Drift.....................................................  negligible
Ascent l8mml................................................................................... O.Ssecs
Descent (8mm)............................. lsec
MOTOR AND ARM DATA 
Size............... ........................................  430 W x 340 D x 150 Hmm
Clearance for lid ..............  95rnm
Overall weight............................................................................................  
Ease of use ........................ ...................... ........... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances ............. very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................  good
Hum level .........................................  -63dB
Acoustic feedback .  ...............................  . . . good
Vibration sensitivity. .................................................. ... very good
Arm obtainable separately

Indication of magniiude and frequency of arm resonances

Typical selling price ex VAT
no

£105 00
Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................... 6-89
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)

Resonance rating. . ........................................  C
Damping rating .. . .. . . . . . ...........K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................. 1.25-3g
Medium to high compliance cartridges required {15-30cu) 
*See text
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Thorens TD 166 rnk II
Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., Audio Works, Chartersfield Rd., Waltham Abbey, Essex 01-971 2712.

Thorens have long been exponents of the 
suspended sub-chassis carrying the arm and platter, 
the latter mechanically isolated from the motor and 
external vibration at frequencies above the main 
spring/chassis-mass resonance. Ideally, the 
cartridge/arm resonance should lie in the 10Hz 
range, and the sub-chassis resonance should be 
removed by at least an octave to a lower frequency, 
to prevent additive effects. This suggests a sub
chassis resonance in the 2-4Hz region, which is in 
fact the value achieved by Thorens.

The Thorens 166 mk II is the cheapest model in 
their current range and comprises a belt driven 
turntable with a low mass, manually operated arm 
fitted with a thread and weight bias compensator.

On tests, the motor section returned a fairly 
typical performance for the price level. Wow and 
flutter was moderate, speed accuracy very good, 
start-up fairly slow at 3 seconds, and speed 
reduction under loading somewhat high. It is 
conceivable that a low compliance cartridge tracking 
at 2-3g could impart audible wow on difficult and 
loud music passage, but fortunately, the low mass 
arm is sensitive enough to partner quite delicate, 
medium compliance models. The rumble level was 
judged as only satisfactory by measurement, but did 
not in fact prove to be audible during the listening 
session.

The arm provided a fine performance with very 
low friction, sensible bias levels, moderately low 
effective mass, plus satisfactory cue operation 
which did not cause any arm disturbance. The 
downtorce calibration was on the low side but not 
unduly so.

The listening tests resulted in an overall rating of 
qood for the subjective sound quality, which is a fine 
result considering the price. Acoustic breakthrough 
and resonances were reasonable. resistance to 

feedback very good with rejection of shock and 
vibration classed as good. However, Thorens' 
practice of combining the chassis earth with one of 
the audio lead earths gave an adequate rather than a 
good hum level, although most dealers could readily 
correct this by adding another separate earth lead. 
In summary, this is one of the very few moderately 
priced decks in the report of good subjective 
performance, which proved to be compatible with 
higher compliance cartridges.
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MOTOR
General data
Type...........................
Platter mass. .
Platter damping ..
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains lead . .
Type of connecting lead

belt drive manual operation
.................................... 2. lkg
.................... ........... good 
.......................   very good 
.............................. two core

. . . phone, no earth wire
Speed
Speeds offered............................................... ......................33Ys, 45rpm
Fine speed control........... ..................  no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)....................................... 0.07%
Absolute speed accuracy error....................................................... <0.1%
Speed drift...............................................................  none
Speed variation under load. ......... . . . ,, ... . 0.47%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ............................................ 3secs
Rumble
DIN 8 weighted Land R average........................................... . . -63dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell 
Headshell mass .

special detachable arm tube 
........................................N/A

Geometrical accuracy. 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly .... 
Trackability .

.........................good 
tilt. height, overhang 
............ good 
............... fairly good 

.................  very good
Friction
Typical lateral.....................................  15mg
Typical vertical.................. ............................. ........ ....<lOmg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system. . ...............................................
Rim ................................. .............................................
Centre..........................................................................

thread and weight
................ 200mg

...........  200mg
Downforce calibration error
lg.........................................................................................................0,9g
2g............................................................................... ............... l.85g
Cue operation
Drift . .........
Ascent (8mm) . 
Descent (8mm)

satisfactory
...........Isec
......... 3secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size. ............................................................. 430 W x 340 D x 150 Hmm
Clearance for lid................................................................................ 95mm
Overall weight............................. .........................................85kg
Ease of use .........................    very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........... fairly good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system...............................good 
Hum level...............................    -63dB
Acoustic feedback...................................................................   very good
Vibration sensitivity.............................  good
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT (76.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................... 7-9g
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating ....................  . . . ... 8-C
Damping rating . . . .. . ........ ...... ..... K
Recommended tracking weight ........... 1 .25-3g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable (15-30cul
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Toshiba SR-255
Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West Rd., Feltham, Middlesex. 01-751-1281.

shock and vibration was barely adequate, and it 
would be advisable to stand the turntable on a 
substantial, rigid shelf. Resistance to acoustic 
feedback was good, but the subjective assessment 
only rated average, a typical level for its price 
bracket. As with several other models of generally 
similar design, a less resonant plinth and effective 
vibration isolation could produce a significant 
improvement in subjective quality.

The two Toshiba direct drive decks in this report 
both use the same Matshushita motor and hence 
offer a similar performance. Major points of 
difference concern the plinth and arm. The SR-255 
reviewed here uses a normal structure with a fixed 
arm, whereas the SR-370 by contrast offers an 
extremely massive, mineral loaded, moulded plinth, 
and will accept arms from other manufacturers.

The usual two speeds are provided on the SR-255, 
with a neon illuminated stroboscope engraved on 
the platter rim. Both speeds have fine variable 
controls. The arm is a conventional 'S' type with 
detachable headshell and spring generated bias 
compensation. Cleanly styled, the unit proved 
straightforward to use.

On tests, the motor returned the usual low wow 
and flutter result, with good speed accuracy, low 
drift but also a significant slowing under the 
moderate test loading. The start-up time was slow at 
4 seconds and the expected overshoot characteristic 
was noted as correct speed was attained. The latter 
is believed to be linked to the slight audible wow on 
loud programme sections that is frequently noted 
with this type of motor. The rumble level was very 
good at -68dB, DIN B weighted.

The arm demonstrated accurate downforce 
calibration, moderate friction and a 'medium' 
effective mass. It is thus suited to cartridges with 
dynamic compliances in the 15-25cu range, tracking 
from 1.25-3.0g. The bias compensation was 
excessive at about double the required value, but 
was in the correct proportion, rim to centre. A 
reduced dial setting is advisable. We also noted 
significant lateral arm drift as the cue control was 
operated, although the ascent and descent rates 
were about right.

The acoustic breakthrough and arm resonance 
results were quite good, but the rejection of external 
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Toshiba SR-255

MOTOR
General data
Type...............................
Platter mass..................
Platter damping...........
Finish and engineering .
Type of mains lead . ... 
Type of connecting lead

direct drive manual operation 
................................  1.5kg 
................................ adequate

............................... .good
............. .................... two core
........... phone plus earth wire

Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 y, , 45rpm
Fine speed control............................................................................  yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted}.......................................... 0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error.......................................................<0.1 %
Speed drift....................................................................................-0.11%
Speed variation under load........................................................ -0.41%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........... .................................4.0secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average. —68dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell . . . . 
Headshell mass......... 
Geometrical accuracy. 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly .
Trackability..................

universal detachable 
........................ 7.75% 
.......................... good 
. .............. overhang 
..••■■■■■... ^g^o^o^j 
..........................good 
........................ good

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................... 60mg
Typical vertical..................................................................................... 30mg
Bias compensation {set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...................................................................................spring
Rim.................................................................................................... 300mg
Centre................................................................................................ 400mg

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

No visible resonances
Downforce calibration error
ig........................... ......... .............................................  1.075g
2g........................................................ ............................................... 2.05g
Cue operation
Drift ........ . ........... .................... ..................................poor
Ascent (81mm}...................................................................................0.5secs
Descent (8mm)...............................................................................3secs
MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................................455 W x 358 D x 160 Hmm
Clearance for lid............................................................................   . 75mm
Overall weight.....................................................................................8.5kg
Ease of use.......................................................................................... good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system . - ...... .. average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -68dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate
Arm obtainable separately no
Typical selling price ex VAT . ........................................ ........... £90.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................10-12g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating ......................................................................................B
Damping rating......................................................................................... J
Recommended tracking weight...................................................1.25-3g
Medium compliance cartridges recommended (15-25cul
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Trio KD-550
B H Morris Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley, Middlesex. 01-902 9422.

arms could be fitted, allowing the use of almost any 
desired cartridge.

While acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
were classed as fairly good, the resistance to 
acoustic feedback in a real listening set up proved to 
be very fine. The vibration sensitivity was rated 
good, achieved mainly by the sheer inertia of the 
massive plinth rather than by the effectiveness of 
the rubber cored mounting feet, and the use of a 
solid and substantial shelf support is still 
recommended. The sound quality of the system was 
rated as above average but strangely enough, it was 
not as highly favoured as its cheaper brother, the 
KD-2055.

The massive plinth structure of the KD-550 is 
manufactured from the same mineral loaded, 
compression moulded plastic as the KD-2055, and in 
combination with a special multiply wood lower 
section, brings the total weight to over 15kg. Trio 
describe very low resonant properties for the 
structure, as detailed in the leaflet for the 
KD550/500.

This direct drive turntable does not use the 
standard Matshushita motor and comes in two 
forms-as the KD-500, without arm but with spare 
mounting boards, one of which is pre-cut to take an 
SME, and as the KD-550 reviewed here, which 
comes complete with arm. The price difference is 
around £20.00.

On test, the motor section produced some 
excellent figures; for example, the low wow and 
flutter and negligible rumble, both proving to be 
inaudible on listening tests. Particularly worthy of 
note was the high tolerance of loading with only an 
imperceptibly small speed change. Run up was 
moderately fast for a direct drive motor, at 1.8 
seconds.

Our first arm was a prototype sample with a 
damaged bearing, but we were later able to examine 
a representative production model for assessment 
purposes. Friction levels were low and bias force 
about right, but with the disc/rim ratio unfortunately 
i nverted; it should of course be higher at the centre 
than at the rim. Considering the price, the 
downforce calibration error of 15% was considered 
to be excessive and also erred in the lighter and less 
favourable direction. Some arm drift was noted 
during cueing, but the ascent and descent rates 
were sensible. The effecive arm mass indicated the 
use of cartridge compliance values in the 8-15cu 
range tracking between 1.25 and 3.0g. However if 
the KD-500 option were chosen, then lower mass
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Trio KD-550

MOTOR
General data
Type  .......................   manual direct drive
Platter mass.......................................................................................... 1.5kg
Platter damping............................................................................very good
Finish and engineering.................................................................excellent
Type of mains lead......................  two core
Type of connecting lead....................phono. arm earth and motor earth

Speed
Speeds offered . „. , . ..... . . . . c : t . . . 33 Yj , 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) .........................................0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error......................................................<0.1%
Speed drift . , . ....................   +0.16%
Speed variation under load  ......... ............................................... <0.03%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. ............. I.Bsecs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R average .

ARM
General data
Type of headshell .
Headshell mass........... 
Geometrical accuracy . 
Adjustments provided. 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly......... 
Trackability..................

- 73dB

............. universal detachable

........................................ . .10g
................................very good 

l ateral, vertical, and overhang 
............. ..................... excellent 
........ ................... very.good 
.................................very.good

Friction
Typical lateral....................................................................................<15mg
Typical vertical........................... .................................................. <15mg

Acoustic breakthrough.

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.............................................
Rim.................................................................
^^^^et itr^3 . .. . . . ... .•••••■■ . . ...

weighted lever 
...........175mg 
...........150mg

Oownforce calibration error
1g .. ................ ...........................................................................0.85g
2g.............................................................  1.75g
Cue operation 
Drift...............
Ascent (8mm). 
Descent (8mm)

satisfactory 
. . . 0.5secs 
.. 3.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size......... ................ 502 W x 382 D x 158 Hmm
Clearance for lid............................................................. ..................12mm
Overall weight..................................................................................15.5kg
Ease of use . , , . . . ......................... -....................very good
Typicalacoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................. above average
Hum level . ..................................................................................-70d8
Acoustic feedback .... . .. . .... .  ......... very good
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................ good

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

'21 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

yes, and motor section
£180.00 inc arm

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge..................................11-129
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMl in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating...................................................................................... B
Damping rating...........................................................................................J
Recommended tracking weight....................................................1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-15cu)
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Trio KD-2055
B H Morris Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley, Middlesex. 01-902 9422.

On acoustic breakthrough and resonances, the 
deck was rated as fairly good, and although it could 
have been better the hum level was classed as 
satisfactory. Rejection of external vibration and 
shock was fine while a very good resistance to 
acoustic feedback was shown. The sound quality 
was rated as good-a fine result for this price 
range-the majority of its competitors being classed 
as only average or below average on this vital 
aspect.

Trio have put some thought into the matter of 
acoustic resonances and have come up with a very 
heavy mineral loaded plastic. Called 'ARCB' these 
initials stand for 'anti resonance compression base', 
composed of 60% (by weight) of ground limestone, 
25% unsaturated polyester resin, 5% of PVC 
powder and the remainder largely glass powder. 
This material is compression moulded and used for 
both the Trio decks in the report. In appearance, it 
has a pale cream colour with visible grains and flecks 
of the mineral filler, the overall effect to some extent 
resembling polished granite.

The cheaper of the two decks is the KD-2055 
which is a belt driven model offering 33 y, and 45rpm 
with an automatic arm return and stop. Trio have 
also provided a control which permits the 
adjustment of the speed of arm return which can 
thus be set to suit individual taste or more 
importantly, to compensate for the temperature 
variations which may affect the viscosity and hence 
speed of the arm return.

On test, the motor section provided a creditable 
performance. Wow and flutter and rumble were 
both very good, start-up was rapid and the speed 
variation under load acceptable. Absolute speed 
accuracy was also fairly good, at + 0.43%.

The arm demonstrated low friction with accurate 
downforce calibration, but bias compensation was 
on the high side and should be reduced by nearly 
50%. (A corresponding adjustment should be made 
when setting values on the dial.I The cue control 
operated well as did the automatic arm return 
feature. The counterweight decoupling proved quite 
effective, helping to produce a moderate effective 
mass with some damping. fhe arm thus proved 
capable of accepting a number of the more 
compliant cartridge types.
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MOTOR
General data
Type......................................................
Platter mass..................................
Platter damping. . . ... ........... . .
Finish and engineering.............
Type of mains lead.............................
Type of connecting lead..................

Speed
Speeds offered.............................
Fine speed control........... ..................
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted) 
Absolute speed accuracy error........  
Speed drift .. ...................... ...
Speed variation under load................ 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation .
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average .
ARM
General data
Type of headshell . . . . 
Headshell mass . .
Geometrical accuracy. 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly ....
Trackability................

belt drive, auto stop and return 
.........................................0.88kg 
.................................. very good 
.................................. very good 
...............  ......... .. two core 
........................phono plus earth

33 V3,45rpm
- .... no
.... 0.05%

. + 0.43%
........... none
. . . -0.37%
.... 0.8secs

-68d8

universal detachable 
.............................. 7g 
........................ good 
... overhang, height 
..........................good 
..........................good 
..........................good

Friction
Typical lateral. ................ . . .... ........................... 25mg
Typical vertical........................................... .........................................lOmg
Bias compensation (set to 1.Sg elliptical)
Type of system................................................................................... spring
Rim . ■ . ............................... - ......... ...... 300mg
Centre.................................................................................................350mg
Downforce calibration error 
lg ; ; .................................................................. l.03g
2g.................................... 2g
Cue operation
Drift. . , . .............................. ... ........ . negligible
Ascent (8mm) .................................................................................1.5secs
Descent {8mm) ...............................................................................3secs
MOTOR ANO ARM DATA 
Size..................................................................480 W x 350 D x 146 Hmm
Clearance for lid...................................... 57mm
Overall weight...................................................................................... l 1kg
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances......... . fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system................................. good
Hum level . ...............................................................................  -65d8
Acoustic feedback........................... very good
Vbration sensitivity ... .. good
Arm obtainable separately......................................................................no
Typical selling price ex VAT .................................. (75.00

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.......................................7-9g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLMJ in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... c
Damping rating..........................................................................................l
Recommended tracking weight........................ l.25-3g 
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (15-30cu)
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Yamaha YP-211

Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex. 01-^^3050^.

Acoustic feedback was good, with acoustic 
breakthrough and resonances both classed as fairly 
good. Vibration and shock resistance were poor, but 
the sound quality on listening tests wad judged to be 
slightly above average. However, I feel it would be 
helpful if the importers were to enclose a note 
concerning the incorrect alignment and the 
misleading instructions in the operating manual, as 
well as supplying a printed card protractor to 
facilitate adjustment.

This deck offers two speeds with belt drive and an 
automatic arm return and stop at the end of the 
record side. We discovered that Yamaha had made 
a mistake with the geometrical alignment of this 
deck, which the importers are aware of. However, 
the problem is not disastrous, as any competent 
dealer should be able to correct the cartridge lateral 
alignment. Simply, the spacing of the arm pivot to 
the turntable centre is incorrect and the instructions 
provided compound the error, resulting in a 
considerable lateral misalignment of 4-5°. It turns 
out that there is an insufficient range of overhang to 
correct this, and the expedient of angling the 
cartridge axis with respect to the headshell must be 
adopted; in practice this is easily done using a 
conventional printed card adjustment protractor.

The headshell is common to the entire Yamaha 
turntable series and is fairly heavy, at 10.5g. This 
places the effective mass in the high range, and 
indicates the use of cartridges with compliance 
values in the region of 8-12cu, with 15cu regarded as 
the maximum. On test, the arm exhibited moderate 
friction, accurate downforce calibration and 
somewhat low bias. The cue facility proved accurate 
with sensible ascent and descent rates. It should 
however be noted that the arm is set fairly low and 
some cartridges may need an angled packing piece 
or spacer to produce the correct vertical tracking 
angle.

The motor section gave good wow and flutter 
figures, was tolerant of loading and started up 
quickly. It did however run slightly slow. The rumble 
figure was satisfactory, but some motor vibration 
could be heard on audition, when used with a wide 
dynamic range system at high volume levels. The 
htum level was satisfactory bul us il ahuwcd or, 
imbalance between the two channels, it could well 
be improved.
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Yamaha YP-211

MOTOR
General data
Type.......................................................... belt drive, auto-return and stop
Platter mass.......................................................................................... 1.0kg
Platter damping...................................................................................good
Finish and engineering...................................................... good
Type of mains lead .........................   ................... ..............two core
Type of connecting lead.............................................  phono plus earth
Speed
Speeds offered....................................................................... 33 V , 45rpm
Fine speed control...................................................................................no
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) . ................  0 06%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... -0.5%
Speed drift............................................................................................none
Speed variation under load...........................................................-0.23%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................................l.lsecs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R average...............................................  -64d8
ARM
General data
Type of headshell . . ... universal detachable
Headshell mass ..... ..................................................10.5g
Geometrical accuracy . . ..............  poor
Adjustments provided . .................................. lateral ti!t, overhang^
Finish and engineering ........  . . . ........................ .... . . good
Ease of assembly . . .........................................................................good
Trackability.    good
Friction
Typical lateral. . . .............................................................................40mg
Typical vertical...........................  .......... ............. .... . 30mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system...............................................................thread and weight
Rim.....................................................................................................100mg
Centre .............................................................................................1OOmg
Downforce calibration error 
1g ................................................................................................ '. . 1 ,03g
2g......................................................................................................... 2.05g

Cue operation
Drift.................................................................................................negligible
Ascent 18mm)...     0.75secs
Descent (8mm)   4secs
MOTOR ANO ARM OATA
Size.................................................................. 435 W x 347 D x 150 Hmm
Clearance for lid..........................   . . .72mm
Overall weight......................................................................................... 6kg
Ease of use . . . .... ........... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............................average
Hum level.......................................................................................... -66d8
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity. .........................    poor

Arm obtainable separately...................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT............................................................ £75.00

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.................................. 16-17g
Match up these letters (ABCD/JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... A
Damping rating.............................. J
Recommended tracking weight...................................................1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended (8-15cu)
*See text
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Yamaha YP-511

Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.

and the two interact, imparting both poor shock 
resistance and occasionally colouration to the 
sound, although subjective testing overall rated the 
deck as marginally above average.

The YP511 was the more expensive of the two 
Yamaha decks to be included in this report. It is a 
manually operated direct drive model, utilising the 
ubiquitous Matshushita motor which, on test, 
produced above average results for this motor type, 
possibly due to a fortuitous combination of 
centrifugal platter mass, and structural support 
provided by the heavy plinth. The measured wow 
and flutter and rumble figures were both very good, 
although the reservations expressed elsewhere in 
this survey concerning this motor are still valid here; 
namely that slight wow was audible on records with 
telling programme sections. The run-up time was 
slow, however, speed accuracy and drift were both 
fine and the slowing under load moderate.

The arm is a conventional pivoted type with a 
detachable headshell, and in contrast to the YP211, 
Yamaha's instructions were valid for producing the 
correct geometrical alignment. Again, the low-set 
arm may require angled spacers in the headshell if 
using certain cartridges with a large stylus-to- 
mounting plane dimension. Under test, the arm 
produced satisfactory friction levels, accurate 
downforce calibration and slightly high bias levels. It 
is suggested that the user corrects these levels by 
dialling a lower value on the scale; about 30% less 
than is required. The cue control showed some 
lateral drift during descent; the rate of movement 
however was fine.

The acoustic feedback threshold was quite good, 
while acoustic breakthrough and resonances were 
classed as slightly better. However, as with a 
number of rigid plinth designs fitted with so called 
shock isolating feet, we found the resistance to 
vibration to be in general quite poor, with the main 
res9Mnce of the plinth mass on the 3U3pcn3ion 
appearing from 6-20Hz. This range overlaps the 
suggested arm/cartridge resonance at around 10Hz, 
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Yamaha YP-511

MOTOR
General data
Type.............................................................................. direct drive manual
Platter mass........................................................................................1.95kg
Platter damping............................................................................... good
Finish and engineering............................................................. very good
Type of mains lead......................... .............................................two core
Type of connecting lead........................................ phono plus earth wire
Speed
Speeds offered .......................................................................33 V, 45rpm
Fine speed control..................................................    yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted)......................................... 0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................... +0.1%
Speed drift........................................................................................-0.1%
Speed variation under load..................................  -0.33%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................................ 4.0secs
Rumble 
DIN B weighted Land A average......... .. ........................................ -70dB
ARM
General data
Type of headshell......................................................universal detachable
Headshell mass.................................................................................. 10.5g
Geometrical accuracy............. .. ...................................... good
Adjustments provided . ................................lateral tilt and overhang
Finish and engineering .............................................................very good
Ease of assembly....................................................  good
Trackability............................................................................................good
Friction 
Typical lateral. .  ...............................................................................40mg
Typical vertical........... ..      35mg
Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system................................................................................. spring
Rim.................................................................................................. 220mg
Centre .  .................................................................   280mg
Downforce calibration error 
1g..........................................................................................................1^
2g................................................................................................................ 2g
Cue operation
Drift............................................................................................satisfactory
Ascent 18mm). .............................  0.5secs
Descent 18mm)...........................   3.5secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...................................................................470 W x 358 D x 146 Hmm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................74mm
Overall weight............................................................................................
Ease of use...................... .. .................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system......... .. above average 
Hum level ..............................   -74dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate
Arm obtainable separately.................................  no
Typical selling price ex VAT.................................   £120.00

Acoustic breakthrough.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge...................................16-179
Match up these letters (ABCD/ JKLM) in this section with those in 
the cartridge compatibility section. (The damping rating is less 
critical, but worth achieving if possible.)
Resonance rating..................................................................................... A
Damping rating........................................................................................K
Recommended tracking weight.................................................... 1.25-39
Low to medium compliance cartridges suitable (8-15cu)
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The truth
the whole truth 

and nothing 
butthe 

truth.
When it comes to really faithful reproduction of 
any record thousands of ear witnesses will testify 
that the LP 12 deck from Linn Sondek doesn't lie.

We welcome any fair trial.

simply better!

Compare Exhibit A with any other deck in an A - B 
comparison and you'll find conclusive proof that 
the LP 12 has an unique point in its favour — a 
point that really turns the tables on other 
turntables — it sounds better.

We claim it will improve any system. Why? We 
changed the rules!

At Linn Products Ltd. we redefined the function of 
a turntable. The object of the LP 12 is to reproduce 
as closely as possible, in playback, the conditions 
under which the record was originally cut.

LINN
^SONDEK

Linn Products Ltd., Sondek Division, 235 Oiakemire Drive.
GLASGOW. G45 9SZ. U.K. Tel: 041 -634 3860 Cables: 'Eurodeck'

TELEX 77301 SONOEK G
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FonsC030
Fons Int. Ltd., Maybole, Ayrshire, Scotland. 0655 82424.

Acoustic breakthrough and resonances ................................ fairly good
Subjective sound quality  ....................................average
Speed
Speeds offered......................................................33 1/3,45, 78 129-lOOroml
Fine speed control. ................................................... yes
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted)............................................0.08%
Absolute speed accuracy error..................................................................
^S^9^e^e^d drift. . .......................•......*. ... + ^0.^2^%,
Speed variation under load . ............  .......... ... -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................................4.5secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R averaged -67dB^
Arm recommended ..................................... AT1009, SME"7
Typical selling price ex VAT................................................................. £85.00

*see text

In common with Ariston and Linn Sondek, the Fons 
is another British turntable manufactured in 
Scotland. This latest sample exhibits some changes 
as compared with the earlier model, notably the 
replacement of the original wood arm mounting 
board by a mild sieel pressing which is itself 
attached to the suspended sub-chassis via a rather 
weak, bent metal plate. This unfortunately allows 
the arm section to resonate in combination with the 
sub-chassis, a condition likely to induce colouration 
in the subjective sound. The sub-chassis suspension 
of both samples we tried did not appear well 
adjusted, and we also found the platter to be poorly 
damped . Even with a record, it could be made to 
ring for a significant time. In addition, on both decks 
the fit of the rubber mat over the spindle was poor, 
causing a bump in the centre of the mat that 
elevated a disc.

On test, we recorded moderate wow and flutter, 
significant slowing under load, a slow run-up time 
and a good rumble level, the latter taken after the 
manufacturer's recommended '24 hours' running-in 
period. While the acoustic feedback resistance was 
very fine, vibration rejection was only adequate, 
with acoustic breakthrough fairly good and 
subiective quality about average.

General data
Type.....................................................................................electronic b§lt drive
Size............ ..........................................  444 W x 350 D x 156 Hmm
Clearance for lid ........................................   70mm
Overall weight....................................................................................................8kg
Ease of setting up................................................................. good
Ease of use...................................................................................................... good
Platter mass....................................................... -
Platter damping.........................................................  poor
Finish and engineering........................................................................ adequate
Type of mains lead................................................................................two core
Vibration sensitivity............................................................................. adequate
Hum level ................................................................................................ 
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................very good
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Linn Sondek LP12
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow. 041 634 3860.

This turntable has acquired a reputation for high
quality sound, irrespective of lab measurement. The 
results in this group test certainly do it credit, 
although the price is regarded as rather high 
considering the apparent simplicity of the design 
and the lack of almost any of the usual facilities.

A belt drive model, in many respects similar to the 
Thorens TD 160/145 series, the LP12 uses a small 
synchronous motor to provide the single speed of 
33%. One minor source of annoyance in fact 
concerned motor vibration, which occurred when 
the unit was switched off and could only be resolved 
by disconnecting the mains supply.

As the manufacturer correctly points out, the unit 
should be accurately set up in terms of levelling the 
sub-chassis through adjustment of the spring 
tensioning, and in addition, the wiring from the arm 
must be dressed so that no unwanted mechanical 
coupling can occur between the arm board and the 
plinth.

Possessing but a single on/off switch, the ease of 
use rating can only be excellent! However, there is a 
complication which will arise with most arms having 
integral cue controls, as operation of the latter 
results in an undesirable bouncing of the sub
chassis, and hence cueing must always be done 
with caution.

Lab tests provided good wow and flutter figures 
and a very fine rumble result, with fairly good speed 
accuracy and only slight slowing under load. The 
vibration rejection was not optimal due to harmonic 
modes in the suspension but was nonetheless good, 
and both breakthrough and feedback were fine. On 
audition, neither rumble nor wow effects could be 
discerned and the LP 12 with the Grace G707 arm 
was nnp nf thp fpw dpnks in lhA rnrinrt tn Qnin a vmy 
good sound quality rating.

General data
Type...................................................... .
Size........................................................
Clearance for lid....................................
Overall weight.........................................
Ease of setting up. . ........... .
Ease of use...............................................
Platter mass....................................
Platter damping......................................
Finish and engineering...........................
Type of mains lead................................
Vibration sensitivity................................
Hum level..................................................
Acoustic feedback ......... .............
Acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality........................
Speed
Speeds offered......................................
Fine speed control..................................

belt drive. manual operation 
. 445 W x 350 D x 145 Hmm 
.............  ................65mm

......... ... good
.........excellent

.............  3.85kg•

................... good

........... excellent 
two core + earth
................good

.............-70dB

.........very good
................... good
.........very good

.........33 Y only
........................no

Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ............. ........... 0.08%
Absolute speed accuracy error : .-....-,..<.. -0.33%
^^i^p^r^e^d drift . . . . .... . ... .............•.•.•.•.•.*.... i n^ot n^r
Speed variation under load........................................................ -0.17%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................................5.5secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted L and R averaged

Arm recommended......................
Typical selling price ex VAT.........
'see text

.................................... -70dB

Grace G-707, Hadcock GH228 
....................................£185.00
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Lux PD131
Howland West Ltd., 3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. 01-609 0293.

Subjective sound quality. good

Speed
Speeds offered.................................................................... 33Ya, 45rpm
Fine speed control.................................................................................yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ................................ 0.05%
Absolute speed accuracy error...................................................<0.03%
Speed drift....................................................................................<0.05%
Speed variation under load...........................................................<0.01%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation ..........................   4secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R averaged. - 70dB
Arm recommended.............A T1009, Hadcock 228, Micro MA505 etc
Typical selling price ex VAT........................................................ (230.00

The appearance and finish of this direct drive turntable is quite excellent, and the engineering quality is also to a high standard, with a massive, die cast alloy foundation for the plinth, and a superbly machined, none resonant platter. The deck also carries one of the best record mats from a resonance damping point of view that we have yet come across. A simple bayonet lock system for the arm mounting board meant that arms could be changed readily if required.Ingenious hydraulically damped legs are fitted, which looked effective but unfortunately did not prove to be so on test. We believe this model's failure to achieve a top ranking on sound quality is partially due to the ineffectiveness of these legs, but an improvement was effected by placing the deck on a firm, wall supported shelf rather than on a freestanding cabinet.Apart from the slow run-up time, the other motor parameters were quite excellent, with drift, stability and load tolerance almost in the quartz locked class. Acoustic feedback, breakthrough and resonances were rated as very fine, but vibration susceptibility was only adequate. Acoustic feedback and subjective sound quality were both good, the latter assuming that a high calibre arm is employed
General data
Type............................................................................................ direct drive
Size. ................................................................ 472 W x 372 D x 144 H mm
Clearance for lid.................................................................................75mm
Overall weight................................................................................... 12.0kg
Ease of setting up . . ...................................................................... Excellent
Ease of use...................................................................................very good
Platter mass........................................... 2kg
Platter damping ....................................  excellent
Finish and engineering.................................................................excellent
Type of mains lead .............     three core
Vibration sensitivity..................................................................... adequate
Hum level . . ............................. ............................................. -70dB
Acoustic feedback.............................................................................. good
Acoustic breakthrough and resonances....................................very good



yr Micro Seiki DDX1000
Tannoy Products Ltd., St Johns Rd., Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. 049 481 5221.

Acoustic feedback..................................
Acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality........................

Speed
Speeds offered............. ...........................
Fine speed control. . ..........................
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted). . 
Absolute speed accuracy error.............  
Speed drift............................. .............
Speed variation under load....................  
Start-up time to audible stabilisation . .

Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R averaged.........

. . . good' 
fairly good 

. very good

. . . 331/3, 45 rpm 
..................... yes 
.........  0.035% 
......... -0.1% 
.........+0.1% 
......... -0.1% 
approx. 2.5secs

-69d B
Arm recommended..............Micro MA505. Hadcock 228, AT1009elc.
Typical selling price ex VAT........................................................ (320.00

This extraordinary looking turntable is based on a 
massive alloy block resting on impressive but 
relatively ineffective shock absorbing feet. It is 
unique in that it simultaneously accepts up to three 
pick-up arms, mounted on quick release bases 
which clamp onto massive support pillars. No 
provision for a lid is apparent, and a large acrylic 
dome would seem to be the only appropriate 
solution.

On test generally excellent figures were recorded, 
with a particularly fine speed stability accuracy and 
tolerance of loading . The platter damping was 
particularly good, offering a solid, dead platform for 
the record. While the vibration sensitivity was only 
fair, Ithose feet really need readjusting 11 
breakthrough and resonances were classed as fairly 
good, feedback resistance as good and subjective 
sound quality as very fine. The latter is conditional 
on the use of a good arm, but more particularly on 
employing a substantial and well founded shelf or 
platform on which to stand the unit. Without this 
precaution, the low frequency range may begin to 
sound prominent and ultimately coloured, but with a 
firm foundation the clarity and neutrality of the mid
range can be excellent.

Using the Hadcock GH 228 arm, the subjective 
quality closely rivalled the £1000 odd Technics 
'super system' based on the SP10 11.

Type...................................................... direct drive with remote control
Size................................................................ 395 W x 378 D x 125 H mm
Clearance for lid............................................................. ................. no lid
Overall weight....................................................  . . 11kg
Ease of setting up ....................................................................very good
Ease of use ............................................  very good
Platter mass.........................................   2.1kg
Platter damping.......................................................................... very good
rinish and vnginccrina . . ............. nxcnllont
Type of mains lead.............................................. 3 core
Vibration sensitivity. „ - - -.......... , ......... . : : : .. fair
Hum level............................................................................. . , -WB
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Toshiba SR-370
Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West Rd., Feltham, Middlesex. 01-751 1281.

Absolute speed accuracy error..............................................  +0.27%
Speed drift ........................................................................................... .. +0.2%
Speed variation under load.................................. -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation - .............. —.............4secs
Rumble
DIN B weighted Land R averaged.

Arm recommended
Typical selling price ex VAT

-69d8

SME 3009 11 or others
£115.00

Representing Toshiba's entry into the field of motor 
units, the SR370 offers a very heavy one-piece plinth 
and chassis, moulded in mineral loaded plastic. It 
incorporates the by now well-known Matshushita 
direct drive motor and platter with a mounting board 
pre-cut to take an SME 3009 II baseplate fixing. 
However, with suitable adapter plates, presumably 
almost any arm could be fitted

The whole assembly was suspended on resilient 
rubber cored feet, these probably proving to be the 
most effective of their kind among the many 
examples included on decks in this report. On 
acoustic feedback the shock or vibration isolation 
the SR370 was highly rated, while on breakthrough 
and resonances it was judged good. Its subjective 
sound quality was above that for the run-of-the-mill 
direct drive decks, although a slight incidence of 
wow was discernible on revealing programme 
passages. A typical performance for this type of 
motor was recorded, with the usual 0.4% slowing 
under load, but otherwise, generally very good 
results were obtained.
General data
Type...................................................................................................... direct drive
Size...................................................................... 468 W x 384 D x174 Hmm
Clearance for lid.........................   80mm
Overall weight............................................................... ..................
Ease of setting up .............................................  very good
Ease of use.......................................... . ...................... good
Platter mass.................................................................................................. 1.55kg
Platter damping   ........................................... good
Finish and engineering................................ ; ... good
Type of mains lead......................................................... 2 core + chassis earth
Vibration sensitivity............................................................... very good
Hum level.....................................................................................................-69d8
Acoustic feedback........................................................................... very good
Acoustic breakthrough and resonances ......... good 
Subjective sound quality.................................................................fairly good
Speed
Speeds offered . „ „. ... ........... 33 Yj, 45 rpm
Fine speed control....................... yes
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted).............................................. 0.05%
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lOOE-111
Our best seller - already the 
subject of many good revues.
Frequency response range: 20Hz - 
20kHz ± 2dBs.
Tracking force range: i - I! gms.
Price: £21.60 including V.A.T.

▼ lOOZ
The top of the range of our stereo 
cartridges.
Frequency response range: 20Hz - 
20kHz ± ldB.
Tracking force range: t - 1.f gms.
Price: £67.50 including V.A.T.

lOOE-1
Our popular cartridge suitable for 
use with a wide variety of turn
tables.
Frequency response range: 20Hz - 
20kHz -'- 3dBs.
Tracking force range: I - 2 gms.
Price: £17.43 including V.A.T.

lOOE
An inexpensive cartridge with a 
good specification.

^0-1
This model is suitable for four
channel systems including CD-4 
and is compatible with stereo 
systems.
Frequency response range: I SHz - 
45 kHz ± 3dBs.
Tracking force range: I - Ii gms.
Price: £33.18 including V.A.T.

Frequency response range: 20Hz - 
20kHz ± 3dBs.
Tracking force range: I! - 2! gms.
Price: £12.26 including V.A.T. ..

I

For further details of specification, please contact your local dealer or send the cut-out coupon for a free copy of the brochure.Suggested selling prices are quoted and include VAT at the rate applicable at the time of going to press ^^
/"'"»'

/o'O:,' 
/ , ,ec

/ ^.olio5
/ <",Qe/ G" ■

I

I

/ 0'

""'* ■•"

Code HF 677

HAYDEN LABORATORIES lTD H1yd1n House, Churchlleld Rood, Ch1llont St. Peter, Bucks, Sl9 9EW Tel: Gerrords Cross 88447
J
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Cartridges: Best buys, recommendations and conclusions.

Recommending a cartridge is by no means as straightforward as one might expect. The compiled 
data in the results table can not tell the entire story; further factors which must be taken into 
consideration include price, and the need for good compatibility with a presently owned or chosen 
turntable and arm. In a less well defined area, the sound quality and more particularly its character 
must also suit the amplifier, and most important of all, the matching loudspeakers. Ideally, these 
components should be chosen at the same time as the cartridge, after listening sessions.

The fact that the sound quality rankings are 
primarily based on a cartridge's overall 
'accuracy' may place several good quality 
designs quite low. However, in conjunction with 
a suitable amp and pair of speakers, these 
models may still be capable of good sound 
quality in a complete system. Thus, the first 
recommendation if purchasing a cartridge to 
accompany an existing system, is to consider 
auditioning several models, including some 
which on our sound accuracy ratings may not 
have scored too well, as these could nonetheless 
sound pleasing with your equipment.

Best value for money
One model which stood out as offering a very 
good all round performance at a very reasonable 
price, was the Ortofon FF15E. At a typical 
selling price of £12.00 ex VAT, serious 
competition was only offered by models costing 
upwards of twice this price. Low to medium 
mass arms are required for optimum results, 
making the cartridge entirely suitable for most of 
the detachable headshell models-except the 
very heaviest.

The remaining cartridges in the survey came 
nowhere near the FF15E in terms of value for 
money, and their classification is best given on 
the basis of combined performance and price 
levels.

The 'superfi' group, typically over £60.00 ex 
VAT
Albeit at a much higher price level, a number of 
cartridges recorded a generally excellent overall 
performance with outstanding musical accuracy.

A best buy is not easy to identify, but the 
nearest to it must be the Sonus Blue at around 
£60.00 ex VAT. While a low mass arm is 
essential, damping is not, and the overall balance 
of sound quality and laboratory performance is 
first rate. It was unique in that it rivalled the 
excellent mid-band quality of the moving coil 
models, while offering the trackability and low 

downforce levels expected of a top class 
conventional cartridge.

At a comparable price the Ultimo 20A 
(£65.00 ex VAT), almost qualifies for a similar 
ranking, and it is one of the few moving coil 
designs that does not require a transformer. By 
the standards of this report, the Ultimo 20A 
was only a shade inferior to the other two highly 
rated moving coils-the Supex 900 Super at 
approximately £85.00 ex VAT and the Fidelity 
Research FR1 mk II at approximately £45.00 ex 
VAT-but both of these require the additional 
expense of purchasing a pre-amplifier or a 
transformer. All the models mentioned in this top 
group would undeniably do justice to the very 
best system, but for the record (excuse the pun!) 
the Ultimo 20A has a slightly forward presence 
band, while the Sonus Blue is essentially neutral 
and the Supex 900 Super and the Fidelity 
Research FR1 mk II are both slightly on the dull 
side. It should also be noted that the Ultimo 20A 
does require a special electrical loading for 
optimum performance.

Excellent performance, typically £50-60.00 ex 
VAT
A slight reduction in price and quality brings us 
to a second group of cartridges, all of which 
exhibited a very good performance . It is 
impossible to single out one as more deserving of 
merit. The group comprised the AKG PBES 
!typically £58.00 ex VAT), the AKG PBE 
(typically £52.00 ex VAT), the Pickering 
XSV3000 (typically £53.00 ex VAT) and the 
Empire 200Z (typically £53,00 ex VATl. As all 
four samples possessed less than perfect 
diamonds, potentially their performance might 
further improve were they 'tipped' to the 
standard expected at this price level. In addition, 
the two AKGs could also benefit from improved 
screening. Both the AKGs and the Pickering 
cartridges are compatible with low to medium 
mass arms, but the Empire will give optimum 
results with only a very light mass arm.
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Cartridges: Best buys, recommendations and conclusions.

Good quality, typically £25-40.00 ex VAT
All the models in this group offer a performance 
mid-way between the 'budget' and 'superfi' 
models. The Pickering XV 15 625E (typically 
£25.00 ex VATl is compatible with medium mass 
arms, but the other three in this category-the 
Audio Technica AT20Sla (typically £36.00 ex 
VATl, the Gold ring G900SE -when 
warm -(typically £35.00 ex VAT) and the ADC 
XLM mkll (typically £26.00 ex VAT) all need low 
mass arms.

Good quality at a budget price, typically 
£5-15.00 ex VAT
Apart from the Ortofon FF15E-the best buy of 
the survey-this group includes the two Audio 
Technica cartridges, the AT11EP (typically £7.00 
ex VAT) and the AT13EaP (typically £12.50 ex 
VAT). The latter requires a low mass arm, but 
the AT11EP is one of the very few good 
performance budget models suited to the 
medium and high mass arms usually found on 
cheaper decks. Another high compliance 
cartridge offering good performance at a 
moderate price (typically £9.00 ex VAT) is the 
Philips GP 400 mk II.

Recommended alternatives offering reasonable 
value for money
This group contains a broad range of cartridge 
types which offer useful combinations of 
performance in terms of compatibility, good 
subjective quality and good laboratory results. 
The Empire 2000EI1I (typically £18.00 ex VAT) 
and the Ortofon VMS20E (typically £27.00 ex 
VATl require low mass arms for optimum 
results. The two B & 0 models-MMC3000 
(typically £25.00 ex VAT) and MMC400 
(typically £32.00 ex VAT)-are both suitable for 
low to medium mass arms. The other four which 
are recommended in this category-the ADC 
VLM mkll (typically £23.00 ex VAT), the AKG 
P7E (typically £23.00 ex VAT), the Grace F9L 
(typically £65.00 ex VAT) and the Stanton 500A 
(typically £16.00 ex VAT) are all compatible with 
medium mass arms, the latter also being suitable 
for some high mass arms.

Conclusions
While undoubtedly there are a few 'rogue' 

cartridges on sale today, the general standard of 
performance attained by this test group was 
quite impressive. Most will trace modern records 
with authority, recovering a large proportion of 
the information pressed, and a few achieve this 
with a degree of neutrality and accuracy which 
has to be heard to be believed. Consequently, 
these deserve to be used with ancillary 
equipment of similarly high neutrality.

Some models are undoubtedly sensitive to 
l oad impedance variations and it is worth trying 
to meet the recommended values as specified in 
the results table. If additional capacitance is 
required, it is convenient to use extended cables 
from the arm to the amplifier, and where a lower 
resistance is needed, this may be provided by 
miniature components either soldered across the 
terminal pins of the headshell or else contained in 
a small box. Most component dealers should be 
able to advise on this subject, and as exact 
values of loading are not critical, a working range 
i s given in the tables. A few amplifiers offer a 
variable input impedance facility to help solve 
this problem.

The cartridge/arm compatibility question is 
potentially a source of far greater problems. It 
would be no exaggeration to say that the 
majority of hi-fi systems in use today have a 
mismatched arm/cartridge combination. The 
fact that records can be played on these systems 
merely shows how tolerant the disc playing 
arrangements are. The more this tolerance is 
imposed upon, the less likely it is that the 
potential performance of the cartridge will be 
realised. An unsuitable match, particularly that 
of a high mass arm and a high compliance 
cartridge, will impair to a greater or lesser degree 
almost every aspect of performance, including 
bass colouration, vibration susceptibility, stereo 
i mage, clarity, precision and depth, and not least 
trackability. Finally, the excessive subsonic 
energy produced by even mild record warps 
unduly stresses both amplifier and loudspeaker.

If faced with the choice between two 
cartridges -one of which is compatible and the 
other which is nominally superior in sound 
quality but which is unsuited to the deck in 
question -the former is likely to be the correct 
choice because it would deliver its best 
performance, while the latter would suffer a 
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performance degradation due to incompatibility 
problems, thus overruling the nominal difference 
in sound- quality. Detailed recommendations are 
given in the individual reports with the 
compatibility code offering a ready means of 
matching arm and cartridge. An ideal 
combination would be, for example:
Cartridge Frequency rating B, damping rating L 
Arm Frequency rating B, damping rating L.
Satisfactory results would be obtained with 
matching arm and cartridge to- adjacent codes 
such as:
Cartridge Frequency rating A, damping rating L. 
Arm Frequency rating B, damping rating M (or 
K)

Some general comments concerning the 
recommended cartridges are worth making. 
Generally, their compliance values were rather 
high. Taking the best value for money-the 
Ortofon FF15E-this would appear to be a 
logical choice for a decent tow cost system, and 
its compliance value allows it to work welt with 
the majority of medium mass arms. A number of 
other recommended models including the Sonus 
Blue, Empire 2000Z and 2000E111, Audio 
Technica AT20Sla and 13EaP, plus Goldring 
900SE & Philips GP400 mktl, Ortofon VMS20E 
and ADC XLM mktt all needed tow mass arms 
and these cartridges are thus, strictly speaking 
incompatible with the vast majority of medium to 
high mass detachable headshett arms. Those 
which will function welt in the latter include the 
Ultimo 20A, Supex 900, Fidelity Research FR 
mktt, Pickering XV15 625E, AKG PSES, PSE and 
P7E, Audio Technica ATlIEa, ADC VLM mk 11, 
Grace F9L and Stanton 500A. Borderline models 
include the Pickering XSV3000 and both the 
B&O MMC3000 and MMC4000, all of which 
ideally require arms in the 5-10 g range, but will 
work well enough in the lighter type of 
detachable headshetl arm.

Although at present very few arms are able to 
provide a damping facility, it would appear that 
most cartridges would benefit from this. The 
table gives the code 'J-M', ranging from J = 
high arm damping and M = minimal damping. 
Decoupled counterweights may help to provide 
some damping but often they are ineffective or 
else they introduce additional colouration. Of the 

individual arms tested, only the Formula 4 and 
Hadcock unipivots offer damping as standard, 
although the SME 3009 11 will shortly be 
available with a damper which may also be fitted 
to existing models. Any inherent damping which 
a cartridge possesses will have a greater effect if 
the subsonic resonance frequency is high, and 
hence the use of a tow trass arm is the most 
important step when choosing a high 
compliance design.

Perhaps the greatest disappointment 
concerned the poor quality of the diamond tips 
that were fitted to far too many reputable makes 
of stylus. Readers will be horrified to learn that 
mass produced diamonds designed for cheap, 
commercial grade models and costing a matter 
of a few pence each, were fitted to a number of 
hi-fi cartridges retailing at as much as £40.00. 
These comments apply more particularly to the 
European and American models, whose styli 
proved to be greatly inferior, regardless of price 
level, to their Japanese counterparts. The latter 
all possessed top class diamond styli, with even 
the modest priced AT13EaP sporting a welt 
finished and accurate naked tip. Since the- 
diamond is the component which actually traces 
the delicate vinyl groove, its geometrical 
alignment, dimensional accuracy and surface 
polish should obviously be of the highest 
practicable quality. Variations in diamond tip 
quality are bound to affect high frequency 
distortion, frequency response (due to tracing 
toss) and trackability. Channel separation and 
the noise level from record surfaces will also be 
affected, and undoubtedly some of the 
differences noted by hi-fi enthusiasts in samples 
of the same cartridge model, can be attributed to 
inconsistencies of tip manufacture. With some 
cartridges, the difference in relative values 
between the asking price and the quality of 
diamond fitted can only be likened to that of 
purchasing a high performance car, only to find 
that it has been fitted with remould crossply 
tyres.
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Now you know an Ortofon FF1 SE cartridge works 
well with a Thorens TD145 turntable. But will they 
be compatible with the rest of your system?
It's something Hi-Fi Choice 
cannot tell you. Because 
there is more to selecting a 
good hi-fi system than 
merely buying the best 
components.
And you could easily make 
an expensive mistake. Just 
to read the results of 
a series of reviews is not 
enough. Even the best 
equipment linked in the 
wrong combination can 
produce an unacceptable 
sound.
To be certain. you have to 
listen. Only your ears can 
tell you what you want. 
Which is why you should 
come to Superfi. Where 
we have on permanent 
demonstration over a half 
a million different 
combinations of cartridges, 
turntables, amplifiers. 
receivers, tape decks and 
loudspeakers. In an 
environment designed to 
be as close as possible 
to normal domestic 
liotoning conditions. Bo you

can confidently choose the 
best possible permutation 
to suit your requirements. 
And at a price to suit your 
pocket.
We are more than 
competitive. Also, we 
offer a full two year parts 
and labour guarantee on 
everything we sell. We 
accept Barclaycard and 

Superfi
Where hi-fi matters

1'.i Mdt lud Sii rd, Nulliiiglidiii Trlrphuttt:' (0602) 412107

Access. arrange hire 
purchase without fuss. 
and can install equipment 
in your home.
Why not be certain of 
what you are doing? Our 
luxurious demonstration 
room is open for individual 
appointments every 
weekday evening and all 
day Thursday.
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Turntable: Best buys, recommendations and conclusions.

Very good value for money
With respect to specific price ranges, we did not find that any integrated record players 
costing over £150.00 offered very good value for money.
Typically £100-150.00 ex VAT
There are five models in this category. The Thorens 
TD 145 mk II at typically £105.00 ex VAT is a fine 
suspended sub-chassis model with auto stop and a 
fairly low mass arm. The Beogram 1902 (typically 
£125.00 ex VATI is a classically simple automatic 
turntable with an excellent system design which is 
sold complete with a good integrated cartridge. 
There are three direct drive models. The excellent 
Technics SL-1700, which is typically £127.00 ex 
VAT, offers quite an effective anti-vibration 
suspension and an auto arm return, which the 
Sanyo TP-1100 (typically £110.00 ex VATl is 
broadly similar to the Technics on grounds of 
performance, and the Sony PS-4300 (typically 
£130.00 ex VATI offers fully automatic facilities. 
Although not tested, both the fully automatic 
Technics SL-1600 (typically £145.00 ex VAT) and 
the manual SL-1800 (typically £105.00 ex VATI are 
very similar to the SL-1700. Also, the Thorens TD 
160 mk II at typically £90.00 ex VAT is basically a TD 
145 mk II without the auto stop.

Typically £75-95.00 ex VAT.
This group is headed by the semi-automatic Sony 
PS-1700 (which costs about £75.00 ex VATI 
including the cartridge. Also recommended the 
Thorens TD 166 mk II at typically £76.00 ex 
VAT —a manual belt drive turntable with a fully 
suspended chassis and a fairly low mass arm; and 
the Trio KD-2055 (typically £75.00 ex VATI, another 
belt drive turntable with auto stop and return and a 
versatile arm.

Typically £50-70.00 ex VAT
The manually operated Pioneer PL-1120 at typically 
£50.00 ex VAT is certainly excellent value for 
money, offering a laboratory performance which 
was little inferior to that of a good direct drive unit. 
Also in this price category, is the Philips GA-437 
(typically £60.00 ex VATI, which is supplied with the 
recommended GP-400 mk II cartridge. Although the 
deck and cartridge are not highly compatible, they 
are still very good value for money.

Typically £15-45.00 ex VAT
The BSR BOS 80 is remarkable value for money at 
typically £27.00 ex VAT, a price which includes 
plinth, cover and cartridge. While the performance 

is not 'hi-fi' in the true sense of the word, the deck 
does its job well and offers fully automatic operation 
to boot. Lacking a cartridge, but offering an 
improved performance in comparison with the BSR 
in a similar automatic package is the Garrard 125SB 
(typically £42.00 ex VATI the second of our budget 
recommendations. lit may be obtained with a fitted 
cartridge at an increased cost.) Finally, the 
Connoisseur BD2A at typically £45.00 ex VAT 
offers an upgraded performance but fewer facilities 
It may also be bought without the auto stop as the 
BD2 for about £5.00 less.

Recommended alternatives
While not representing such obviously good value 
for money, the following are listed as performing 
well overall, offering an above average sound quality 
and may be considered as possible alternatives to 
the first choice models listed above.

The Prinzsound PL-15 at typically £45.00 ex VAT 
is a manually operated belt drive turntable supplied 
with a cartridge. The Sansui SR-^22 (typically 
£55.00 ex VAT), a belt drive turntable which gave a 
generally good performance. The Micro Seiki 
MB10 a manual belt drive model also costing 
approximately £55.00 ex VAT. The Philips GA-312 
at typically £95.00 ex VAT including cartridge is a 
touch control, belt drive deck. Th Pioneer PL-510A, 
which at approximately £100.00 ex VAT is one of the 
cheapest direct drive models in the survey giving a 
very satisfactory overall performance. The Ariston 
RD11E, (typically £110.00 ex VATI is a belt drive 
turntable with variable speeds and auto stop. And 
finally, the Thorens TD126 mk II which at typically 
£200.00 ex VAT is a good quality three speed belt 
drive motor, with a semi-automatic low mass arm, 
and a variety of facilities.

Separate motor units
Assembling a turntable system from separates is a 
far more costly business than buying an integrated 
unit, and thus 'best buys' do not really apply.

But, there are two models which are reasonably 
good value for money and gave a generally 
satisfactory performance. The Connoisseur BD1, 
at typically £20.00 ex VAT, is a kit chassis form of 
the BD2A motor section, but it must be mounted on 
a substantial plinth structure to give optimum 
performance. The Thorens TD160 is the motor 
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section of the TD 160 mk 11/145 mk II. It has a 
floating sub-chassis and costs about £70.00 ex VAT.

However, the following three models possessed 
both a high subjective sound quality plus a very 
good laboratory performance, and if money isno 
object, then these can certainly be recommended. 
The Linn Sondek PL12 at typically £185.00 ex VAT 
is a manual, single speed belt driv unit. The Micro 
Seiki DDX1000 has a multiple arm. facility, nd 
providing that it is placed on a very firm base, this 
two speed direct drive model can be recommended, 
although it is rather expensive at typically £320.00 ex 
VAT. At an even higher price, the direct drive 
Technics SP10, costing approximately £610.00 ex 
VAT including chassis and plinth, offers an excellent 
sound quality-as it should at this price.

Pick-up arms
The Connoisseur SAU2 reviewed in this book with 
the Connoisseur BD2A record deck, is the only low 
cost arm in the survey at typically £13.00 ex VAT. It 
gave a generally satisfactory performance and is 
compatible with medium compliance cartridges. For 
£30.00 more, the Hadcock GH228 at around £40.00 
ex VAT can be recommended for its very good 
sound quality, but its general finish and assembly 
instructions were rather inadequate. It is compatible 
with medium to high compliance cartridges. 
Offering a similar high sound quality, but an 
improved finish is the Grace G707 (typically £70.00 
ex VAT), which is also suitable for medium to high 
compliance cartridges.

The following pick-up arms gave a generally 
satisfactory performance and offer compatibility 
with a variety of cartridges. The SME 3009 mk 2 
improved at typically £35.00 ex VAT can be 
obtained with or without a detachable headshell. 
With the detachable headshell model (the SME 3009 
mk 2 improved D) medium compliance cartridges 
are suitable, and with the non-detachable headshell 
unit ISME 3009 mk 2 improved ND), low to medium 
compliance cartridges are recommended. The 
optional facility of damping further adds to its 
versatility. The Audio Technica AT1009 at 
approximately £40.00 ex VAT is compatible with low 
complianbce cartridges, while the Mayware 
Formula 4 arm is suitable for use with high 
compliance cartridges, particularly those of a 
delicate nature.

Conclusions
In concluding the report on turntables, one cannot 
overlook the fact that few entirely satisfactory 

models were submitted. For example, few decks 
received an 'excellent' rating for sound quality, 
namely the Technics SP10 Mk II system, and even 
then minor reservations still exist despite the £1000 
odd price tag. However, this is not to say that a fine 
sounding deck needs to be quite that expensive; 
witness the good subjective performance of the 
much cheaper Philips GA-437.

The data gathered during this survey proves 
conclusively that a turntable system must be 
regarded as an acoustic structure with possible 
resonances in any section. These may affect sound 
quality as much as the basic factors of subsonic arm 
resonance and damping, rumble or wow and flutter.

A surprising discovery concerned the subjectively 
perceived wow from certain direct drive motors, 
whose steady state wow and flutter readings lay in 
the range 0.035 to 0.06% DIN peak weighted; a level 
which should. technically be inaudible. Investigation 
revealed the source to be 'dynamic wow' produced 
by the short term extra stylus drag that results when 
high levels of grove modulation are being traced. 
Two performance characteristics were seen to be 
relevant in this context. Firstly, a significant slowing 
under moderate load-for example, 0.4% for a 5g 
dust bug, and secondly, the servo control which 
allows overshoot in order to attain the correct 
speed. Thus, the dynamic wow can be explained as 
follows. The loud passage slows the motor and its 
recovery is delayed. The error is then noticed by the 
servo control which applies extra power, causing the 
motor speed to overshoot the correct value. Finally, 
the speed error swings back to normal. The 
converse cycle occurs when the extra loading is 
removed. We estimated that the peak wow 
generated during this cycle reached 0.3-0.4%, 
which explains its audibility. However, on steady 
state measurement, (ie: a constant wow and flutter 
tone) once the load conditions have stabilised, the 
wow and flutter settles back to a very low value, as 
recorded in the tables. If this effect was present in 
models costing over £100, we considered it to be a 
serious problem, and for this reason, these decks are 
not included in the list of recommended best buys.

A further point influencing sound quality 
concerned the fact thai the majority of the solid 
plinth, plus rubber feet models fared poorly as 
regards shock and vibration resistance. We are sure 
that this adversely affected their colouration and 
hence sound quality performance. Very few so 
called 'shock absorber' feet were of any practical 
use. In addition, we found that the form of the 
platter mat could prove influential; the examples 
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having vestigial ribs or rings with minimal record 
contact were inferior from a sound quality point of 
view to the more conventional plain and heavy mat 
designs.

With regard to pick-up arms, the fact that a large 
number were incompatible with the majority of 
typical cartridges on grounds of effective mass 
alone, is amazing. Whether it is the fault of the 
cartridge or arm manufacturers is difficult to say, but 
on the evidence collected the latter would appear to 
be more to blame. For example, the Philips 
turntables which did pretty well otherwise, showed 
a marked incompatibility between their pick-up arms 
and their ready fitted cartridges, although 
manufactured by the same company. By contrast, 
B&O illustrate an excellent example of a completely 
integrated design, both models possessing a 
suspended sub-chassis with properly matched 
arm/cartridge compatibility . In the latter case, the 
sum of the whole can exceed the sum of the parts.

In general, arm masses were found to be far too 
high. With one direct drive model costing around 
£200.00, the arm mass was so high that only 
cartridges with compliances of below 12cu were 
strictly suitable, but at this level there are very few 
designs of adequate quality available. The fine 
example of Thorens with their new low mass 

interchangeable headshell arm will surely be taken 
up in future by other manufacturers.

We also noted great variations in bias force, and 
to a lesser extent, arm friction. Too much bias can 
be worse than none at all, while both conditions 
considerably impair cartridge trackability and may 
also have an adverse effect on channel balance and 
separation. Arm biasing clearly needs more care and 
attention than would appear to be accorded it at 
present.

A further problem concerned lateral balancers or 
outriggers which are, in our view, a menace. Most 
introduced secondary resonances and colouration, 
and a few actually caused mis-tracking, which 
disappeared when the weight was removed.

Overall, the turntable market proved to be a 
disappointment, as it would appear that most 
models, despite the generally high quality of surface 
finish and usually good performance on the 
laboratory tests, are acoustically as primitive as 
loudspeakers were about 20 years ago. System 
faults attributed to colouration in the loudspeakers, 
etc., may in fact be caused by the turntable/arm 
combination. Many manufacturers are going to have 
to work hard to solve obvious basic problems of 
design if they are to maintain their credibility in this 
field .

SEVENOAKS
Rifi 
•••••• 

for the BEST BUYS 
with the BEST SERVICE 
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••••••••••••••••••••••

118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT TN13 1BA 
Tel: (0732) 59555/6
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How to save a fortune 
by buying expensive hi-fi

Sooner or later, people who buy cheap hi-Ii get dissatisfied.
They begin to upgrade their equipment piece by piece.
By the time they finish, they've paid out for two, maybe three complete systems.
Yet by getting a hefty discount from us on the system they really wanted in the first 

place, they could have saved a small fortune.
How come?
Unlike most hi-Ii specialists, we only discount the best. From A.R. to Zerostat, there's 

a fortune to be saved.
And having put this kind of quality well within your reach, we go on to make sure 

that the equipment you buy is the equipment you really want.
Rosie, our famous electronic comparator, lets you compare the performance of 

dozens of different turntable/tape deck/amplifier/tuner/speaker combinations.
You'll find that our staff are enthusiasts, not high pressure salesmen. They certainly 

won't bully you into buying anything but they will give you expert advice as and when 
you want it.

Alternatively if you know what you want and prefer to order by phone, we'll arrange 
delivery right to your door.

And now a word about our price list.
You can get a copy by filling in the coupon, or giving us a ring. It may not be the 

glossiest piece of literature you've ever seen because we're constantly updating it to 
keep our prices as keen as possible.

But when you read through it, we think you'll find it music to your ears.

Major Brands Stocked
A.A., Aiwa. Arms11ong, B & 0, Bose, Cambridge, Castle, Celef, 
Celestion, Chartwell, D.B.X., Dual, Ferrograph, F.R. Fons. Gale. 
Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman, l.M.F.. J.B.L, J.R., J.V.C., 
K.E.F., K.LH., Kensonic, Leeson, Linn, luxman, Marantz, Maxell, 
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, N.A.D., Nakamichi, Ortofon. 
Pioneer, Quad, Revox, S.A.E., Sansui, Shure, S.M.E.. Sony, 
Soundcraftsmen, Spender, S1anton. Stax, Sugden, Tandberg. 
Tanney, T.D.K., Teac, Technics, Thorens, Toshiba, Transcriptors. 
Trio, Videotone, Yamaha, Zerostat.
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Stop press Monitor Audio ETlOOO
Monitor Audio Ltd, 347F Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ. 0223 42898

Platter damping......................................................................................... good
Finish and engineering............................................................... , . good
Type of mains lead. . .. . . . low voltage, special

Speed
Speeds offered................................................ 33 V, 45rpm
Fine speed control............................ ... ... ...............................yes
Wow and flutter IDIN peak weighted)............................................ 0.035%
Absolute speed accuracy error..........  .. ................................<0.1%
Speed drift. ..........  <0.2%
Speed variation under load................................................................... 0.35%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................ 375secs

Rumble
DIN Bweighted Land R average

MOTOR AND ARM DATA

-69dB

This UK built motor unit usually comes supplied with 
an SME 300911 pick-up arm (see arm section) but 
with the addition of suitable adapter plates, several 
other models may in fact be fitted. Any competant 
dealer should be able to advise on this point. The 
deck incorporates the ubiquitous Matshushita direct 
drive motor with the matching machined and 
stroboscopically marked platter. A low profile, solid 
plinth construction is employed with height 
adjustable, rubber cored feet. The lid has the added 
bonus of requiring very little rear clearance upon 
elevation.

Our review sample was stated to be provisional in 
two respects. The present combined 
transformer /power supply plug does not meet the 
safety regulations due to the non-standard plug pins 
and the absence of a fuse. Monitor Audio are 
currently resolving this problem and in addition, the 
plinth is also undergoing upgraded acoustic 
damping treatment.

The deck offered two features unique to the direct 
drive group under review. Firstly, there were the' 
touch sensitive electronic controls for start and stop, 
speed change and fine speed control, the latter in 
0.2% increments, indicated by a binary read-out of 
four characters. Secondly, the Monitor Audio auto 
arm lift device was incorporated, in this case 
electrically coupled to the motor, causing it to 
switch off when the end-of-side arm-lift operates.

On lab tests, the typically favourable motor 
performance was recorded but with the usual slow 
start-up and variation under load. With the use of 
critical programme material slight wow could be 
heard, but otherwise the sound quality was classed 
as fairly good, with no obvious vices.

Size.........................................................................  470Wx 370D x 120Hmm
Clearance for lid..................................................................................   20mm
Overall weight....................................................................................................-
Ease of use........................................................................................very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........................  good
Hum level . . . -68dB
Acoustic feedback.................................................................... . very good
Vibration sensitivity ......................     good

Typical selling price ex VAT (1'/5.!lOinc. SME arm.

MOTOR
General data
Type....................................... .... direct drive, auto stop and lift
Platter mass..................................................................................................1.35kg
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Stop press Dual CS-510
Audiodecks Ltd., PO Box 7, Sandbeck Way, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 4YS. 0937 5477.

The vibration isolation, feedback and acoustic 
ratings were all pretty good. Our sample wa supplied 
with a . DIN plug which gave satisfactory if not 
outstanding hum levels and these would no doubt 
improve if the phono lead option were exercised 
instead. Sound quality was judged well above 
average and overall, the results were indicative of 
good value for money.

Manufactured not far from the Thorens factory in 
West Germany, the CS510 is one of Dual's large 
turntable range, which at present are all supplied 
with ready fitted Shure cartridges. In this case an 
M95B with a spherical tip was included, although 
with Dual's convenient lock-in cartridge carrier, 
most other types may be easily substituted. IWe did 
not use the Shure for the listening tests. employing 
instead our reference. the Ultimo 20AI.

The CS510 incorporates a pressed steel chassis 
deck suspended on a well designed coil spring 
arrangement, with some damping. We judged both 
the spring rate and the total chassis resonance 
frequency to be optimal . An ingenious variable 
speed control and an excellent 33 Y stroboscope 
were fitted and all controls were found to operate 
smoothly. The finish and engineering were 
commendable at the price, although we did feel that 
a more substantial platter mat would be an 
advantage, as would the elimination of a slight 
ticking noise from the motor. audible when the lid 
was up, though this did not obtrude into the 
cartridge output.

On test, the motor section proved impressive with 
very good wow and flutter (inaudible on listening 
tests) and both good speed stability and accuracy. 
The rumble was more than satisfactory at -66dB, 
and was barely noticeable under audition.

This model possessed an unusually fine pick-up 
arm of medium-high effective mass which exhibited 
very low friction, accurate biasing and downforce 
calibration, and fine trackability. The cue action was 
precise with useful record size indicator 'notches'. 
but the ascent time was considered to be on the 
slow side, at 1.5 seconds. The counterweight 
incorporated some damping. which will help to 
control the inevitable subsonic arm/cartridge 
resonance. but little if any effective mass reduction 
was accorded.
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Dual CS-510 Stop press

MOTOR
General data
Type......................................................................Belt Drive, aulo stop and lift
Platter mass .........................................................................................................
Platter damping.........................   good
Finish and engineering......................... .........................................very good
Type of mains lead............................................................................three core
Type of connecting lead . .......................................................DIN or phono

Speed
Speeds offered............... ............................................................33 Yj , 45rpm
Fine speed control.........................  yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ............................................ 0.04%
Absolute speed accuracy error.............................................................+0.2%
Speed drift...................................   negligible
Speed variation under load.......................-0.2% Start-up time to audible
stabilisation........................................................................................ . 1.2secs

Rumble
DIN 8 weighted L and R average........................................................-66dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell................................................................ detachable earner
Headshell mass..................................................................................................n/a
Geometrical accuracy........................................ ..............................very good
Adjustments provided.......................................................................overhang
Finish and engineering......................................................................excellenl
Ease of assembly....................................................................... ... very good
Trackability........................................................................................... very good

Friction
Typical lateral............................................................   <10mg
Typical vertical.......................................................................................... <'.10mg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system.......... .................................................................................. spring
Rim................................ 175mg
Centre......................... 175mg

Downforce calibration error
1g . . , . , . .... . . . ......................................................... 1.0g
2g............ ..  .................... - - . ................ -............................... 2.0g

Cue operation
Drift..................   ......................... negligible
Ascent (8mm). 1.5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................................ 2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size........................................ . 420W x 3650 x 148Hmm
Clearance for lid.........................................................................................50mm
Overall weight............................................................................................ 4,3kg
Ease of use............................................................... . . very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances..............................good
Subjective sound quality of complete system . .................. ...............
Hum level.......... .......................................................................................... -65dB
Acoustic feedback............................................................................. very good
Vibration sensitivity..............................................................................very good

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Arm obtainable separately
Typical selling price ex VAT

no
£110 inc Shire M95B cartridge

Com p atibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge.......................................16-18g
Resonance rating .............................................................................................B
Damping rating . .....................................................................  K
Recommended tracking weight.......................................................... 1.25-3g
Low to medium compliance cartridges recommended ! 10-25cu)
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Stop press Stratheam STM4
Strathearn Audio Limited, , Kennedy,Way, Belfast BT11 9AP, Northern Ireland.

good, and while vibration resistance was judged as 
fairly good, we felt the hum level could be improved, 
possibly by the addition of a separate chassis earth. 
As it stands. and judged by the standards of the 
group, the STM4 offers barely average value for 
money.

This inexpensive, manual, direct drive deck was 
designed in the UK, and comes with a Shure M75ED 
II cartridge, which was correctly fitted. The unit is a 
rigid design mounted on rubber feet for vibration 
and shock isolation; in contrast to many of the 
models in the review, they proved to be fairly 
effective. General presentation and finish were 
excellent, but we found the speed change and cue 
control lever .to be rather stiff, with the latter lifting 
the stylus an excessive distance above the record. In 
addition, the decorative mat was of the vestigial, 
low contact type, which will offer minimal control of 
both platter and record resonances.

On test, the turntable gave an adequate wow and 
flutter result of 0.18%, DIN peak weighted but the 
speed drop under load was significantly high at 
0.5%, and some wow could be heard during the 
l istening tests. The rumble level at -58dB was aso 
audible, although it was not judged to be severe.

The deck possessed a genuinely low mass arm, 
well suited to the model of Shure cartridge fitted. 
However, other cartridges with compliances of up to 
35cu would also be compatible, this being a very 
unusual facility in a turntable at this price level. One 
small problem concerned the loose fit of the sliding 
counterweight on the rear arm section, as no 
threaded or locking arrangement was provided. In 
practice, however, the high friction between the 
rubber counterweight insert and the arm bar will 
probably keep it in place. When tested, the biasing 
was found to be imperfect, the values measuring 
around twice the level required, with considerable 
bias still present at the dialled zero setting. Although 
excellent in the vertical plane, lateral arm friction 
was only fair, at 100mg.

Listening tests placed this model at an average 
sound ranking and other aspects sucli as acuuslio 
breakthrough and resonances could only be classed 
as fair. The susceptibility to acoustic feedback was 
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Strathearn STM4 Stop press

MOTOR
General data
Type......................................................................................manual direct drive
Platter mass....................................................................................................1.4kg
Platter damping.........................  poor
Finish and engineering............................................................................... good
Type of mains lead........................................................................... two core
Type of connecting lead..............................................................................   DIN

Speed
Speeds offered................................................................................331/,45rprn
Fine speed control................................................................... yes
Wow and flutter (DIN peak weighted) ......................, ................. 0.18%
Absolute speed accuracy error............................................................. <0.3%
Speed drift......................................................................... ...............< -0.2%
Speed variation under load........................................................ ... -0.5%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation....................  sees

Rumble
DIN 8 weighted Land R average. ............. .......... .. -58dB

ARM
General data
Type of headshell......................................................................................... fixed
Headshell mass............................................. n/a
Geometrical accuracy..................................................................................good
Adjustments provided .........................  overhang
Finish and engineering............  .................... , ...........................good
Ease of assembly......................................................................................... good
Trackability................................................ good

Friction
Typical lateral............................................................................................ lOOmg
Typical vertical..........................................................................................<:lOmg

Bias compensation (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Type of system....................................................................  spring
Rim..............................................................................................................  350mg
Centre................................................................................   300mg

Downforce calibration error 
lg.....................................................................................................................0.95g
2g..................................................................................................................... 1.85g

Cue operation
Drift........................................................................................................... negligible
Ascent (8mm)............................................. . . .................................. 0.5secs
Descent (8mm)............................................................................................ 2secs

MOTOR AND ARM DATA
Size...........................................................................  370W x 3200 x 140Hmm
Clearance for lid..........................................................................................70mm
Overall weight.............................................................................................. 6.5kg
Ease of use...........................................................................................very good

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.....................................fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system ................................ average
Hum level..................................................................................................-60dB"
Acoustic feedback ........................................... .. . ...... good
Vibration sensitivity......................................................................... fairly good

Arm obtainable separately ....................................................... no
Typical selling price ex VAT................................. £71.00 inc M75EDII cart

Indication of magnitude and frequency of arm resonances.

Compatibility
Effective moving mass excluding cartridge. ............... ........................5-6g
Resonance rating................................................................................................C
Damping rating ....................................... K
Recommended tracking weight ..... ,. ........................ 1.5-3g
Medium to high compliance cartridges suitable ( 15-3Mul
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Glossary of terms

Acoustic breakthrough: Sound that gets into the 
turntable and hence the cartridge from the air and 
thereby creates a risk of acoustic feedback (see 
separate entry).
Acoustic feedback: If any sound in the room can 
find its way through the body of the record deck to 
the cartridge stylus, then that sound will be 
reproduced from the loudspeakers, along with the 
wanted programme material. If too much of this 
sound from the loudspeakers is picked up by the 
cartridge in this way then a vicious circle of acoustic 
feedback will be created.
Arm ^ss: More accurately called effective arm 
mass, because it is not the weight of the arm on a 
pair of scales. It is the mass of the arm and cartridge 
combination that appears to be concentrated at, and 
thus felt by, the stylus tip when it is tracking a record 
groove. There is nothing inherently good or bad 
about arms with light or heavy effective mass; what 
matters is the manner and choice of their 
combination with cartridges of different compliance 
and the low frequency resonance produced by such 
combination. See 'resonance'.
Belt drive: The motor has its rotational speed 
geared down to the required platter speed 133 Yj rpm 
for LP discs) by a rubber or similar resilient belt 
which runs round a small pulley on the motor shaft 
and a large pulley attached to or part of the platter.
Bias: Because the cartridge on a pivotal arm is being 
drawn across the record surface by the stylus 
tracking a rotating .spiral groove, groove-tip friction 
produces an imbalance of lateral force. Bias is the 
application of a compensatory lateral force acting in 
the opposite direction. This can be applied in a 
number of different ways, for instance by weights 
on the end of miniature thread-and-pulley systems, 
magnetic loading, and springs. Bias compensators 
are usually adjustable, and produce forces of around 
10-15% of the tracking downforce.
Colouration: If an item of audio equipment 
reproduces one frequency or band of frequencies 
more efficiently than others, then the reproduced 
sound will be coloured by the imbalance. Undamped 
resonances in record decks can produce 
colouration.
Compliance: T ne stylus of a cartridge is mounted 
on a tiny cantilever arm which itself must be 
resiliently mounted to enable the stylus tip to follow 
the groove wall undulations. Compliance denotes 
the degree of cantilever resilience. Static 

compliance (ability of the cantilever to move against 
a fixed force) is in practice less significant than 
dynamic compliance (when the cantilever is tracking 
a groove in a resonant condition) and the two can 
differ noticeably.
Crosstalk: In a stereo system, sound from the left 
channel should not encroach on sound from the 
right channel, and vice versa (unless intended). 
Unwanted encroachment is called crosstalk, and in 
the context of the present report, we are concerned 
with crosstalk in the cartridge.

Damping: Resonances (see separate entry) can be 
reduced by careful use of additional material to 
absorb and damp down the resonant energy. But 
resonances can never be one hundred per cent 
damped, and damping may create fresh problems, 
for instance fresh resonances at other frequencies 
and excessive friction or weight.
Decibel (dB): A logarithmic unit of comparative 
measurement used in audio. Decibels are thus not 
positive units of measurement (like lbs, kilos, or 
litres) but function in the manner of ratios. A 
doubling of power (watts) is denoted by an increase 
of 3dB and a doubling of pressure (sound volume 
level or electrical voltage) is denoted by an increase 
of 6dB.

DIN, B weighted: Measurements related to 
turntable rumble are measured in rms la 
conventional means of averaging audio signals), and 
doctored according to the DIN B curve, to bring the 
results on paper into better correlation with what the 
human ear actually hears. This is necessary because 
the ear hears various frequencies differently 
according to their volume level.
DIN, Peak weighted: Wow and flutter 
measurements are measured by their peaks, and 
these doctored according to another correlation 
curve.
Direct drive: A relatively recent development, this 
type of motor has one moving part, the 
platter/centre spindle . The other part of the motor is 
fixed to the chassis or plinth.
Distortion: The total percentage of unwanted 
signal in a wanted signal.
Downforce calibration: Equivalent to tracking 
weight calibration, and related to any controls 
provided to adjust the force with which the stylus 
acts down on the record groove.
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Glossary of terms

Dynamic range: The range, measured in dB, 
between the lowest and highest (in volume level) 
signals handled or produced by a piece of audio 
equipment.
Frequency response: A measurement of the ability 
of an item of audio equipment to reproduce different 
frequencies, which is conventionally displayed as a 
graph. Ideally the curve is a straight line, indicating 
equal reproduction ability at all audio frequencies.
Gimbal: A pair of concentric bearings used in pick
up arms to give freedom of movement in the vertical 
and horizontal planes.
Harmonic distortion: The percentrage of 
unwatned harmonics which appear in the output of 
an audio system, along with the desired signal.
Headshell: On some arms the cartridge is securely 
mounted in a light casing or headshell, which is itself 
mounted at the end of the pick-up arm, and is 
generally detachable.
Hertz (Hz): Also kiloHertz (kHz) -The modern 
manner of denoting cycles-per-second. 1 Hz=1 
cycle-per-second, and 1 kHz = 1000 cycles-per- 
second.

Intermodulation distortion: The percentage of 
unwanted harmonics produced from the interaction 
of two wanted audio signals.
Lateral friction: The resistance to movement of an 
arm and cartridge combination in the horizontal 
plane (ie across a record), caused by friction in its 
bearings.
Line contact stylus: A modern form of stylus, 
introduced mainly for tracking CD-4 discrete 
quadraphonic records, but now more widely used. 
The diamond is fashioned to contact the record 
groove walls in an extended line right up each side. 
The two best known types of line contact stylus are 
the Shibata and Pramanik.
Naked tip: A diamond mounted directly onto the 
cantilever arm of the cartridge by adhesive, rather 
than indirectly by means of a metal or similar cup.
Ohms: A measure of electrical resistance, a kilohm 
(kohm) being 1000 ohms.
Overhang: The extent to which the cartridge stylus 
extends beyond the centre of the platter is critical, 
and controlled by fore and aft adjustment of the 
cartridge on the arm. Usually, such adjustment is 
provided for in a headshell (see separate entry). 
Overhang adjustment effectively controls the lateral 

angle at which the stylus tracks the groove.
Piezo-electric: Some materials, such as natural 
crystals or artificial ceramics, generate electricity 
when stressed. This piezo-electric effect is often 
used in cheaper cartridges (and microphones) as an 
alternative to the now more conventional and 
sophisticated magnetic method, whereby a moving 
iron, coil or magnet transduces mechanical 
movements into electrical signals.
Picofarad (pf): One millionth of a microfarad, the 
standard unit of capacitance.

Resonance: Any article 'rings' or 'sounds' at a 
natural resonant frequency when vibrated. So, all 
parts of a record deck may exhibit resonance. The 
main resonance of an arm is the low frequency at 
which it resonates when the cartridge stylus is 
resting in a record groove supported by a compliant 
cantilever.
Rumble: The low or medium frequency sound 
produced mechanically by any moving parts in a 
turntable, mainly the motor and platter bearings.
Speed accuracy (absolute): The ability of a record 
deck to rotate the turntable at a speed which 
conforms with the required speed (e.g. 33Yj rpm for 
LP disc). Error is expressed in percentage. The ear is 
relatively insensitive to absolute speed errors, as 
long as they are constant.
Speed drift: Any temporary variation up and down 
from the required rotation speed of the platter will 
create wow and flutter in the reproduced 
programme (depending on the frequency of the up 
and down variation). The ear is very sensitive to 
such changes
S-type arm: A pick-up arm which is bent into a 
loose S-shape to minimise tracking error. 
(alternatively the arm is straight and the cartridge or 
head shell is attached t its end at an angle.)

Template: A plan or pattern to assist in correctly 
locating the pivot of a pick-up arm with respect to 
the platter centre.
Tracking error: The discrepancy between the truly 
tangential angle at which a record is cut and the 
slightly off-tangential angle at which it is tracked by 
a stylus on a pivoted arm during some parts of the 
arm's travel.
Trackability: An all-embracing term covering the 
general ability of an arm-cartridge stylus 
combination to track a given test signal.
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1 Please mmd me full colour brochures and mde(>cndeni test reports nn the full range of Monitor Audio 
। pmducL-. I'lcase enclose large SAE

Stylift is a simple, but 
effective ‘lift off device 

which at the end of a 
disc lifts the arm and 

switches off the motor. 
Th is could well be 

described as the 
most successful 

dev ice yet to hii 
off a high quality 

non-automatic 
tone arm.

IVLonitor Audio take another big step into the future . . . 
with the launch of the new ET1000 Direct Drive '1'urntable with 
STYLIFT the unique lift off device.
The most up to date technology is used to develop the highly 
acclaimed Monitor Audio range of hifi equipment. in fact it can 
be said Monitor set standards others try to follow.
Now. after an extensive development and testing programme, 
Monitor Audio ate satisfied that the ETlOOO has achieved and 
maintained a new standard and is ready to be launched to the 
discerning buyer.
So. if you want the best hifi equipment technology can bring 
you it's got to be Monitor Audio.

Monitor Audio Limited 
347 Cherry- Hinton Road Cambridge (Hl 4DJ
Telephone (0223) 40344 & 4289« .

We have 'W 
countdown

i
 the lightest touch 
a finger on the 
^OQP’s sophisticated ,
ctronic touch i

controls you can 
now, by using the 
revolutionary 11
LED numerical w
countdown display, 
control in precise 
steps the speed of Wy 
the turntable.

Monitor Audio launch a new turntable



MAS Series II MA3 Series II MAI Series II MA4 MA8 (Super 7)

Monitor Audio loudspeakers sound 
impressive when driven at fairly high sound 
levels. So, with selected material, can some 
mediocre loudspeakers. However, normal 
domestic listening requires a more 
acceptable sound level.
Do lower levels then mean lower fidelity?
At low volume the Monitor Audio range of 
loudspeakers have the ability to uncover the 
intimate detail of softer sounds, like mellow 
strings and whispering woodwind, lost by 
so many ordinary loudspeakers.
When that crashing orchestral crescendo 
has died away, and the mood softened 
that velvet voice and those tinkling bells 
really do sound clean and spacial.

I Please send me full colour brochures and independent test I
I reports on the full range of Monitor Audio products. I
I I
I Name.................................................................................... I
I ।
I Address. . ........................... ... .................................... I
I I
I I
I............................................................................................ I
I I
I ’   I
• Please enclose lwg: SAE. !I-___________ —____— — — — — — — — — — —1

(TTfÙ Monitor
Audio Ltd

347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB! 4DJ 
Telephone (0223) 46344 & 42898

MonitorAudio make the right sounds in the right places
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TOP FOR HI-FI-BOTTOM FOR PRICE!

UNBEATABLE MAIL ORDER 12 MONTHS COMPARITOR 
DISCOUNTS SPECIALISTS FREE SERVICE DEMO. STUDIO

FOR OUR LATEST AND KEENEST PRICES 
OF THE PRODUCTS REVIEWED PLEASE 

TELEPHONE OR SEND S.A.E.
NOW!

Accredited dealers + stockists for: -

Aiwa, Armstrong, A.R., A.R.D., Amstrad, Akai, 
A.K.G., Bose, Bib, Accuphase, Celestion, Castle 
Acoustics, Dual, Harmon Kardon, J.R. 149, R.A.M., 
S.M.E., Tannoy, Lux, Teac, Revox, Cambridge 
Audio, Trio, Monitor Audio, Marantz, Shure, Koss, 
Pioneer, Sansui, Rotel, Wharfedale, Leak, Sanyo etc 
... etc ... !

FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

Barclaycard + Access at no extra cost ... just 'phone your order through.
Finance arranged on balance of £100 or over.

All goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt of order by Securicor (£3.50 per item). Subject to 
availability.

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE ON ALL ITEMS SOLD
ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR STUDIOS

ONE OF THE LARGEST DISPLAYS OF HI-FI 
OUTSIDE LONDON

All mail to: CLIMAX AUDIO, MAIL ORDER DEPT., 2 BROAD ROW, 
GT. YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR301HT. 
Telephone: Gt. Yarmouth (0493) 50354
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If you care for 
your records
one clean 
investment 
saves many
with the .
GRANDPRIX 4 
AWARD
WINNING ~ 1

RECORD
CLEANER
You're looking at the solution to one of the oldest problems in audio-how to protect your new 
records and rejuvenate all the old favourites.
It's called "Pixall"-and it's remarkable. This unique British cleaner so impressed the Jury at 
"International Stereo Compo '76" that it was aptly honoured with the Grand Prix Award 
in its product section.
The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially formulated adhesive tape, designed not 
merely to remove surface dust but more specifically to lift and dispose of damaging 
microdust particles, embedded deep inside the grooves.
Independent tests have shown that a disc treated with "Pixall" results visually in leaving the 
record in pristine condition, whilst audibly it makes sound, sound better.
Available at all quality Hi-Fi, Stereo and Record stores.
Sets a New Dimension in Visual and Audible Perfection.
• No Dust • Minimises Distortion • Reduces Stylus Wear
• Eliminates 'Crackles and Pops’•Clean Fidelity^ No Dirt. 
Keeps your good sounds-sounding good

rWITHOUT<.

Manufactured solelyby:MILTY PRODUCTS LTD., New Mansion House. 173/191 Wellington Road South, 
STOCKPORT. Cheshire SK1 3UA. Tel : 061-480 8142/3. Telex : 667700
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_E * SALE

NICHONS Hi Fi LTD 
13 CAMDEN HIGH ST 

LONDON NW1
TELEPHONE 388 7451

STOCKIST'S OF
AKG. ARMSTRONG. AIWA. AKAi, BOSE. CAMBRIDGE. CELESTION. DOKODOR. ESS. FONS. 
GARRARD. GOLDRING. GRUNDIG. HITACHI. HARMAN KARDON. JVC. MARANTZ. MODULE. 
MONITOR AUDIO, QUAD. ROTEL, SANSUI, STUDIOCRAFT. SHURE. SENNHEISER. THORENS. 
TANNOY, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA.

St

St

E * SALE 
SALE * 
E * SALE
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What is your first component?
I s it your receiver? Your Turntable? Your speakers?

We have become convinced that 11 really is your phono cartridge.or is it your cartridge?
even though we have been modestly advertising it for the past few 
years as your foiHth
Let's lace it. the cartridge is thai important first point where the 
music begins. and if ihe stylus cannot follow its path accurately, no 
amount of expensive equipment speakers. turntable or receiver 

can make up for the distortion it can produce That is why you 
need a cartridge you can depend on. One ihat's the best your 
money can bu. Spechca . a Pc-e'ing 
Because a Pickering cartridge has the 
superior ability to " move in the groove" 
from side to side and up and down. without 
shattering the sound of your music on your 
records
Because a Pickering cartridge possesses 
low frequency tracking ability and high 
frequency tracing ability (which Pickering 
calls traceAbihty'“) It picks up the highest 
highs and the lowesi lows of musical tones 
to reveal the disiincitve quality of each 
instrument
Because Pickering offers a broad range of 
cartridges to meet any application whether 
you have an automatic record changer, or a 
high quality manual turntable, a stereo, or a 
4-channel sound system Your Hi-Fi dealer 
will be able to recommend a Pickering 
cartridge that is jusi right for your system 
Your stereo cartridge is ihe first part of your 
music system. It is too important to overlook. 
and so is a Pickering.

® PICKERING PICKERING & CO., INC., PO. Box 82, 1096 Cully. Switzerland
—•——•—^j,,...,»».»-' United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics. 38 Jamestown Road - London NW17EJ - Tel. 01 -267 4936

Auilrl^ Boyd & Haas - Rupertusplatz 3- 1170 Wien - Tel 46 27 015
Belgium-Luxembourg Ets. Blomhof SA - 172a Aue Brogniez — 1070 Bruxelles — Tel 522 18 13
Denmark Aud>oscan — Ayesgade 106a — 2100 Copenhagen 0 — Tel 76 80 00
Flnlend Oy Sound Electronics Inc. — Museokaiu 8 — Helsonki 10 - Tel 44 03 01
France Mageco Electronic — 119. Rue du Oessous des Beiges - 75013 Paris — Tel. 583 65 19
Greece 8. & C. Panayotidis SA. — 3. Papamgopoulou Str. — A!hens — Tel 234 529
Iceland Einar Farestveit & Co. HF. — Be^gsiadastreti 10 — Reykiavik — Tel. 21 56 5 
llely Audio s.n.c. — Strada de Casella 63 — 10040 Leini/Torino — Tel. (1 1) 99 88 84 !
Norway Skandinavisk Electromkk A/5 - 0sue Aker vei 99 — Oslo 5 — Tel 15 00 90

Portugil Centelec Lda . — 47, Av. Fonies Peieira de Melo — Lisboa — Tel 56 12 11
Sp^ln Audio SA — La Granada 34 — Barcelona 6— Tel 217 15 54
Swedin NASAS — Chalmetsgatan 27a — 41135 Goteborg — Tel. 31 HI 66
Switrer^nd Dynavox Electronics — 91. Aue de Lausanne — 1700 Frrbourg — Tel. (037) 22-46^74
The Nelherlandi lnelco Nederland bv — Hi Fi Oept . — J Muyskenweg 22 — 1006 Amsierdam — 

Tel. 93 48 24
United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics — 38. Jamestown Rd — London NW1 7EJ — Tel 26 7 49 3 6
Weit Germany Imperial Electronics Impori GmbH — Ottomahn.Str 12 — 6079 Sprendlingen — 

Tel.(6103) 64000
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Many of you will have read the various comparative reviews printed in this and other Hi-Fi magazines. Perhaps 
you too have found amusing in them the increasing use of the word 'subjective’, because it wasn't very long 
ago when the results of objective test procedures formed the basis of equipment recommendations. You may 
also remember that it was one of our fellow dealers who really put the cat amongst the pigeons by stating in his 
advert that a certain very well measured amplifier sounded 'foul’l What a controversy that causedll
The outcome is plain to see-the word 'subjective', now being used in almost every equipment review, proves 
that the human ear must be the final judge in assessing the performance of any audio component.
Unfortunately old habits die hard and it is still too easy to be impressed by the written word, words which really 
tell us so little about the actual sound. At Hi-Fi Consultants we have created a stylish listening environment 
where you can compare everything from cartridges to loudspeakers. We carry good stocks and keep our prices 
comparable with the lowest advertised.
So come and listen—you can't blame your ears if you don’tl

PIONEER are establishing themselves as probably the 
best value for money available today.

M PIONEER

St.

CONSULTANTS (Peterborough) 13, Whitsed Street, Peterborough. 
Telephone (0733) 51007

T CAN YOU 
AFFORPTO MISS?
the first unveiling of the 
new, exciting equipment

for the autumn at

What better place to see all the products 
than Harrogate, the centre of the UK?
It's easily accessible by land, sea or air.

THE MAJESTIC, CAIRN AND
OLD SWAN HOTELS, HARROGATE
September lst 2nd 3rd and 4th 1977 
opening times
TRADE AND PRESS (Tickets only)
SEPT 1st 11am — 7pm
SEPT 2nd 11am — 4pm
or at any time throughout the show
PUBLIC
SEPT 2nd 4pm — 9pm
SEPT 3rd 11am — 9pm
SEPT 4th 11am — 7pm

Mir
EXHIBITION and
CONFERENCE SERVICES LTD.
Cld1«1t1u11t Huuse, 
Victoria Avenue, Harrogate 
Tel: 62677
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MCDONALD

BSR Limited, 
McDonald Division, 
Powke Lane, 
Cradley Heath, Warley, 
West Midlands B64 5QH.

polished aluminium tonearm, which floats 
in a concentric gimbal style mount.
The counterbalance for primary weight 
adjustment, and micro-balance obtained 
by the ultra-fine rotary control.
Now let's get things in motion using the 
viscous cueing device, and discover the 
great combination of silent power 
transmission and ultra modem styling. 
The discerning eye will spot features such 
as the bias compensator that equalises 
stylus pressure on both sides of the 
groove, and the special lightweight 
headshell.
And this of course is where the free 
cartridge comes in.
The ADC Q32is a superb Induced Magnet 
cartridge with an elliptical stylus, worth

It seems only fair to warn you that the BSR 
McDonald BDS95 is a tempting enough 
purchase as it is.
We made this belt-drive turntable with 
certain people in mind.
People who still have the turntable that 
came with their first hi-fi system.
And they've begun to notice the 
imperfections.
The BDS95 means you've not only moved 
up to a turntable that meets the most 
exacting standards of design and perform
ance, but you still have a turntable you 
can really rely on.
So let's take a closer look by lifting the 
friction hinged lid, which stops at any 
angle on the slimline plinth.
Notice the 'S' shaped, low resonance,

around £14.
If you should prefer the BDS80 turntable 
instead, we’ll include an ADC Q30 
cartridge in the price.
That's worth around £10.
Both these offers close on 31st July.
We're sorry if this leaves you with a feeling 
of deep dissatisfaction with your present 
turntable, but we did warn you.
If you are in any doubt about compatibility 
just write to Richard Jones at the 
address below.



Strathearn's STM4 is a two-speed 
electronic servo direct drive turntable 
with a precision, low-mass pickup arm. 
New technology has made it possible to 

■ Construct a direct drive motor more 
simply. Thus this new manual turntable 

has a standard of performance normally 
associated with products of greater 
cost. As a result STM4 may be used 
with the finest cartridges, electronics 
and loudspeakers.

0T % stratheam 
( —) audio

Kennedy Way Industrial Estate 
Belfast BT11 - 9BL 

Telephone (0232) 611100 Telex 747402
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An Antistatic 
that^^rc^^^
The ll!A R€ Electronic Antistatic Record

Cleaner
is the most up-to-elate protection your 

records can have.
tri a single sweep over your record, 

the EARC effectively neutralises any static 
charge and gently removes the 

loosened dust - al at the same time.
. Your records stay clean and dust-free 

much longer. Prolonging the life of 
III your records and stylus.

The ERC cleaner uses III 
high reliability; completely slife,V 
piezo-electric techniques for 1 
antistatic protection and long life. 
Batteries are not needed, it's 
designed for long service and 
backed rdtri a 3 year guarantee.

Electronic Antistatic
Obtainable from your record centre, 

or in case of difficulty contact Sounds 
Professional, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham

Record Cleaner
Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.
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??ON AIR

From the beginning 
the Technics SP 10 Mark II was 
designed as a 'no-compromise' broadcaSP 
standard turntable.

It is already installed in many 
broadcasting stations both here and abroad.

The reasons are many and varied.
In 1969, Technics were the first to 

introduce the DC electronically controlled 
direct drive principle to the world with 
the SP 10.

With the experience gained we've 
never looked back, and the SP 10 Mark II 
represents a considerable advance in 
turntable technology.

Take speed accuracy. Wow and 
flutter are an insignificant 0.025% WRMS. 
And speed drift + or—0.002%. Rumble is 
also very low at -70 dB.

Through the use of a quartz locked 
drive system a very high torque is 
developed by the motor, This results in 
an instant start facility which takqs the 
record from 'stop' to 33113 in 0.25 sees.

nd in addition you 
can change from one 

speed to another very quickly. 
33113 to 45 in 0.1 sec.
Another benefit is that a record 

can be easily cleaned 'on air' with no 
audible speed variation.

The three speeds (33, 45, 78) are 
selected by illuminated microswitches and 
the start/stop function can also be 
remotely operated. Extremely useful if you 
are operating a bank of turntables.

The power supply is separate and 
the mains supply is not directly linked to 
the turntable, thus avoiding any. possible 
hum problems.

For more information about these 
and other benefits contact your nearest 
Technics dealer.

^Technics
The SP 10 Mark IIQuartz-controlled Dired Drive Turntable.



Technics centres
Avon
Radford Hi-Fi,
52-54 Gloucester Rood, 
Bishopston, Bristol.
Tel, Bristol 422709

Berkshire
Howletts of Windsor,
51 St. Leonard's Road, 
Windsor, Berks.
Tel, Windsor 46796
Sewards Electrical,
5 Peach Street, Wokingham, Berks.
Tel: 0734-781793
Sewards Electrical, 
130 Friar Street, Reading.
Tel: Reading 599527

Buckinghamshire
B & B Hi-Fi,
4 Victoria-Liverpool Buildings, 
Priory Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. 
Tel: High Wycombe 35910

Cheshire
Cobalt Hi-Fi,
Knutsford Rd, Warrington, Cheshire.
Tel: Warrington 36215
New Down Hi-Fi, 
1-3 Castle Street, Chester, Cheshire. 
Tel:0244-24179

Cleveland
McKenno & Brown Limited, 
190 Linthorpe Rd, Middlesbrough. 
Tel: 48345
McKenna & Brown Limited, 
135 High Street, Redcar. Tel: 3829 
McKenna & Brown Limited, 
81 High Street, Stockton.
Tel:69995

Devon
Peter Scott Limited, 
76 South Street, Exeter.
Tel: Exeter 73309
Peter Scott Limited, 
Higher Union Street, Torquay.
Tel: 22884

Dorset
Dawsons Radio, 23 Seamoor Rd, 
Westbourne, Bournemouth.
Tel: Westbourne 64965

Greater Manchester
Foirbotham & Co. Limited, 
Lower Hill Gate, Stockport, 
Greater Manchester
Tel: 061-480 4872
Hardmon Radio,
12-14 St. Mary's Gate, 
Manchester M11PX.
Tel: 061-832 6087

Hampshire
Hamilton Electronics, 
35 London Road, Southampton.
Tel: Southampton 28622
Russells Hi-Fi,
40 Upper St. James Street, 
Newport, Isle of Wight.
Tel: Newport 3864

Hertfordshire
K-J. Leisuresound, 
Bridle Path, Watford.
Tel: Watford 33011

Kent
R.E, Cranfield,
19 Sun Street, Canterbury, Kent.
Tel: Canterbury 66316

Leicestershire
S. Moy (Leicester) Limited, 
27 Church Gate, Leicester.
Tel: Leicester 58662

London
Audio T, 190 West End Lane, 
West Hampstead, London NW6. 
Tel: 01-794 7848
Bartletts Radio & T.V., 
175/177 Holloway Rd, London N7. 
Tel: 01-607 2296
Ellis Marketing Supplies,
5 Arlington Parode, 
Brixton Hill, London SW2. 
Tel:01-733 6708
Horrods Limited,
Knightsbridge, London SWl.
Tel: 01-7301234
K.J. Leisuresound,
48 Wigmore Street, London W1.
Tel: 01-486 8263
Myers Audio,
199 Hoe Street, London E17.
Tel: 01-520 7277
O'Brien Hi-Fi, High Street, 
Wimbledon, London SW19.
Tel: 01-9461528
R.E.W,, 230 Tottenham Court 
Road, London Wl.
Tel: 01-240 3067
R.E.W., Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Jiles
High Street, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3066
Sherbourne Hi-Phonics,
256 Muswell Hill, Broadway, 
London NlO.
Tel: 01-883 3350
H.L. Smith & Co, Limited, 
287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2.
Tel: 01-723 5891
Studio 99,
81 Fairfax Rood, London NW6.
Tel:01-624 8855

Teletope limited, 
84-88 Shoftsbury Ave, London Wl. 
Tel: 01-4371651
Teletape Limited, 
33 Edgware Road, London W2. 
Tel: 01-7231942

Merseyside
C.B.S. Developments, 
128 St. Johns Centre, 
St. John's Precinct, Liverpool 1.
Tel: 051-709 0388
Hardman Radio, 33 Dole Street, 
Liverpool, Merseyside.
Tel: 051-236 2828
Southport Hi-Fi, 6 Princes Street, 
Southport, Merseyside.
Teh Southport 36901

Northamptonshire
Audiocraft,
23-25 Derngate, Northampton.
Tel: Northampton 36291

Nottinghamshire
N.S.E. Limited,
64-70 Pevril Street, Nottingham. 
Tel: Nottingham 785756
Syd Booth Limited, 
11 Queen Street, Mansfield, Notts. 
Tel: Mansfield 26315

Oxon
Horns of Oxford, 6 South 
Parade, Summertown, Oxford, 
Tel:Oxford 5H241

South Yorkshire
Kenneth Whitehead, 9 Hallgate, 
Doncaster, South Yorks.
Tel: Doncaster 61065
Sheffield Sound Centre, 
101A Ecclesall Rood, 
Sheffield, South Yorks.
Tel:Sheffield 23365

Surrey
Lloyd & Keyworth,
26-28 Downing Street, 
Farnham, Surrey.
Tel: Farnham 5534

Sussex
Complete Audio Systems, 
32 Grove Rd, Eastbourne, Sussex. 
Tel: Eastbourne 27362
John King Films Limited, 
71 East Street, Brighton, Sussex. 
Tel: Brighton 27674

Tyne & Wear 
Callers Limited, 
Northumberland Street, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1. 
Tel: Newcastle-upon-Tyne 610001

Hi-Fi Opportunities Limited, 
33 Handyside Arcade, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1.
Tel: Newcastle-upon-Tyne 27791
J.R. Gough Electronics, 
27 Eost Smithy St, South Shields. 
Tel: Newcastle-upon-Tyne|553663
Tom S. Ford, 
242 Park View, Whitley Bay. 
Tel:Whitley Boy 21798

West Midlands
Downing & Davis, 
33 Market Street, Stourbridge.
Tel: Stourbridge 71747
Hocken Sound Limited, 
1195 Pershore Rood, Stirchley, 
Birmingham.
Tel:021-459 4242
Norman H. Field limited, 
Hurst Street, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-622 2323
Pure Sound II, 1130 Warwick Rd, 
Acocks Green, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-706 5230
W.J. Taylor Limited, 
126-130 Hawthorn Road, 
Kingstanding, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-3821312

Worcestershire
Downing & Davis, 
44 High Street, Bromsgrove.
Tel: Bromsgrove 72976

Scotland
Audio Aids, 54 George Street, 
Edinburgh EH2 2LE, Lothian.
Tel: 031-226 3970
Elena Mae, Princes Street, 
Edinburgh, Lothian.
Tel: 031-226 7505
Hi-Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place, 
Edinburgh, Lothion.
Tel:031-556 7901
James Kerr & Co. limited, 
98-110 Woodlands Rood, 
Glasgow C3 6BH, Strathclyde. 
Tel: 041-332 0988
McCormacks, Bath Street, 
Glasgow, Strathclyde.
Tel:041-332 6644
Victor Morris, 340 Argyle Street, 
Glasgow, Strathclyde.
Tel: 041-221 8958
Vennol Audio, Central Arcade, 
High Street, Ayr, Strathclyde.
Tel: Ayr 64124

•Tec^ics
For o complete list ofTechnics Deo/ers write to, 107/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berkshire SLI 3DR. Te/, Slough 27516.

For further information about the SPlO Mark II 
and other Technics produdS contact your local Technics dealer.



Reading this magazine is the worst way to choose a turntable. The best buy of the lot hasn't 
even been reviewed. The only rational, sane way is to make the A-8 comparisons between 
turntables yourself and buy the combination that sounds best to you with the rest of your 
system. No-one else's opinion is any use to you. You are welcome to come into our shop 
and listen to an A-8 turntable comparison anytime, anyday.

Russ Andrews High Fidelity Limited
34 Northumberland Street. Edinburgh EH3 6LS Tel. 031 557 1672

► - -
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Is Ortofon the first £15 cartridge 
to co me into your head?

I f you are prepared to pay a very great deal of money for a 
no-compromise high fidelity system, you're probably considering 
moving coil cartridges.

I f, that is you don't own one already.
I n either case, an Ortofon has probably entered into your 

calculations.
What many people don't realise is that Ortofon also make a 

range of magnetic cartridges with a performance/cost ratio that’s 
hard to ignore.

From the faithful FFl 5E to the magnificent Ml 5E Super, 
they all share a unique feature.

The Variable Magnetic Shunt (VMS) principle.
Our engineers were given a daunting brief: to approach as 

closely as possible the performance of the Ortofon moving coil 
pickups, without sacrificing the undoubtedly greater practicality 

. of existing magnetic designs.
After a great deal of time and effort, much of it spent in the 

company of simple formulae such as Rm=0.95x109 !i.. the VMS 
principle is what they came up with.

The greatest single benefit is the reduction of mass, both in 
the stylus assembly and in the cartridge as a whole.

The former is possible because, unlike other magnetic 
cartridges, the magnet itself doesn't have to move. Instead, the 
stylus deflects a tiny armature, which moves in the field of a 
lightweight ring magnet.

This is important, since the lower the stylus mass, the more 
easily it can follow the complex contortions of a record groove 
without having a nervous breakdown.

The magnet and the minute coil-wound pole pieces are also 
smaller than most, making the total cartridge weight among the 
lowest available.

But since you're probably more interested in music than 
mathematics, what dfference does it all make?

The answer is twofold: better contact with the record 
groove, and lower distortion.

And whether you're after a medium priced cartridge 
like the FFl 5E (capable of producing sweet sounds in the most 
unpretentious of arms), or a state-of-the-art device such as the 
Ml5E Super (which, in a suitably refined arm, will track happily 
at less than a gram), the Ortofon difference is not just a theory.

You can actually hear it.
Can you think of a better reason for choosing Ortofon?

ortofon
accuracy in sound

Tannoy Products Limrted, 
St. John's Road, Tylers Green, 
High Wycombe, Bucks HPl 0 8HR.
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Î SPEAKER SELECTION LTD. A
We sell most makes of Hi-Fi equipment at discount prices: 

including Turntables and Cartridges by:
B.S.R., Connoisseur, Garrard, Philips, Pioneer, 

Thorens, Trio, A.D.C., A.K.G., Empire, Goldring, 
Ortofon, Stanton.

as well as
AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, CASSETTE DECKS, LOUDSPEAKERS, 

HEADPHONES, CARTRIDGES, AND BLANK TAPES

IN FACT, A COMPLETE RANGE OF ALL THAT IS BEST IN HI-FI AND AT THE BEST PRICES.
Full comparator demonstration available at all times.

CALL IN OR TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 01-531 3117
DEPT C-611, FOREST RD., WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP.

Hours of Business: 10am to 6pm Tuesday-Saturday
Advice and leaflets always sent on request, 
please send stamped addressed envelope with 
enquiries.
Personal callers -Access and Barclaycard now 
welcome. Cheques with adequate identifica
tion only. Personal export scheme for re

claiming VAT available to callers only. We are 
situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow 
Town Hall.

Trains - Walthamstow Central. Buses - 123, 
275, 276, 262, 69, W21, 251, 718.

SONY
WE ARE THE NUMBER ONE SONY DEALER 
IN HUDDERSFIELD. WE STOCK THE FULL 
RANGE OF SONY HI-FI INCLUDING THE 
NEW ELCASET. CALL IN AND SEE THIS 
RANGE IN OUR LARGE HI-FI DEMON
STRATION CENTRE

EXPERT ADVICE AND

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE

KENNETH LEVELL LTD.
MARKET STREET, 
HUDDERSFIELD.
Tel. (0484) 32294
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How do you decide which 
loudspeakers you need for your 
Hifi system? One make may be 
good for this . . . and another 
for that.

You’ll find Monitor Audio is an 
investment in listening pleasure.

Only one manufacturer, Monitor Audio, offers 
a selection of really superb loudspeakers which 
gives you a full choice within that one range.

Each of the MA loudspeakers, from the small 
but distinctive to the large and impressive, is 
the very best in its range. And each is 
designed to attain the highest standards of 
sound reproduction and quality of finish for its 
size and price.

r 
I
I 
I
I 
I

1
Please send me Ml colour brochures and independent 
test reports on the fell range of Monitor Audio products.

I 
I
I 
I
I

Please enclose large SAE.

If reputation and critical acclaim are anything 
to go by, you'll find it easy to decide on 
Monitor Audio. Then with your keen ear and 
the advice of one of Monitor's 150 agents you 
will easily select the model that suits your 
needs best.

rT 1 Monitor 
Audio Ltd

347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CBl 4DJ 
Telephone (0223) 46344 & 42898
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WE SAID OUR PU2D TURNTABLE 
WOULD NEVER BE BEATEN.

IT TURNS OUT WE WERE WRONG.
To be fair, we weren't the only ones who considered 

the Pioneer pl-i 2D was probably the best value for money 
you were ever likely to expect.

The experts all concurred. And the pl-i 2D became 
something of a legend.

But we've been proved wrong. All of us. Now there 
is a turntable offering even better value for money.

The pl- 112D. Made, not surprisingly, by Pioneer.
Like its predecessor, the 112D features an S-shaped 

tone-arm for precision tracking capability and improved 
tonal quality.

, But unlike the 12D, both arm and platter are isolated 
from the main plinth. So you don't have to hold your breath 
when operating the cueing device.

This also contributes to some impressive performance 
characteristics.

63ds of SIN (Din b) and less than 0.07% 'wow and 
flutter' (wrms).

Anti-skating device, direct readout counterweight 
and lateral balancer are all standard features too.

Because the PL-112D combines practicality with style.
Everi the walnut grain cabinet is specially designed 

to reduce external vibrations.
So it's beautiful. But functional.
After all, you don't beat a turntable like the 12D 

just by looking good.

Please send (Name)__________________________________________  ^8 1^

— - -......... -.. -----VdPIONEfu
specifications sheet D The Pioneer ColourThe pl-1 I 20 Catalogue I I Everything you hear is true.

Please tick boxes as required then post to: Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. SLo 9JL.
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	s— WHY GUILDFORD HI-FI HAS A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

	The new*Lin-track linear cleaning arm has a negligible effect on speed.

	Metrocare. More good sound ideas.

	Thorens Metrocare Accessories Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., 4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN.Tel: 01-609 0087


	Ultimo

	Cof)ot<J

	WORLD WIDE


	NUSOUND

	BRITAIN'S MOOT COMPETITIVE

	HI-FI SPECIALISTS


	CARTRIDGE AND ARM MATCHING IS CRITICAL

	Perfect clarity

	Monitor Audio Ltd


				1^^)0


	Record care

	ZEROSTAT


	WBY BUY BLIND?

	tenorel The range

	of cartridges from Condor



	VACOREC

	The

	achine

	vacerec


	Sansui 331 stereo receiver.

	Hi Fi reduced to basics.

	f^rom

	HiFi ^nt^

	1 he Kendal


	Castle 00

	Acoustics Limited

	TAVISTOCK HI-FI

	TAVISTOCK HI-FI


	Its sound

	sense

	to buy from multisound

	multisound hi-fi ltd.



	; A.tLabs

		TURNTABLES

	AlMS & CARTRIDGES by:

	How to use this book

	Consumer introduction.

	Pick-up arms: effective arm mass; resonance.

	Pick-up arms: resonance bias; trackability; cue control.

	Sample variability.


	THE HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR GLOUCESTERSHIRE

	RAYS ELECTRICAL LTD.,



	Bill record care

	Audio Technica AT20SLa

	Empire 2000E III

	Empire 2000Z

	Fidelity Research FR1 mk II

	Goldring G820

	Goldring G900SE

	Micro Acoustics ODC282E

	National Panasonic EPC205C mk IIL

	Ortofon MC20

	Ortofon VMS20E

	Pickering XSV3000

	Sonotone VIOO

	Sonus Blue

	Sonus Silver P

	Supex 900E Super

	Tenorel 2000ED

	Audio-Technica AT1009

	GraceG707

	Formula 4 P LS 4 D rnk II

	Micro-Seiki MA 505

	SME 3009/2 improved

	ADC Accutrac

	Beogram 1902

	BSRBDSBO

	Connoisseur BD2A

	Eagle D2006A

	Empire 698

	Harman Kardon ST7

	Leak3001

	Lenco 184

	Lux PD282

	Rote RP-3300

	Rotel RP-5300

	SanyoTP 727

	Technics SL-1700

	Thorens TD145 mkll

	Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex. 01-^^3050^.


	Now you know an Ortofon FF1 SE cartridge works well with a Thorens TD145 turntable. But will they be compatible with the rest of your system?

	Very good value for money

	With respect to specific price ranges, we did not find that any integrated record players costing over £150.00 offered very good value for money.



	SEVENOAKS

	118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT TN13 1BA Tel: (0732) 59555/6

	Closed all day Wednesday

	How to save a fortune by buying expensive hi-fi

	UPL

	(TTfÙ Monitor

	Audio Ltd





	lli^a^ A^llro

	TOP FOR HI-FI-BOTTOM FOR PRICE!

	UNBEATABLE MAIL ORDER 12 MONTHS COMPARITOR DISCOUNTS SPECIALISTS FREE SERVICE DEMO. STUDIO

	FOR OUR LATEST AND KEENEST PRICES OF THE PRODUCTS REVIEWED PLEASE TELEPHONE OR SEND S.A.E.


	NOW!

	ONE OF THE LARGEST DISPLAYS OF HI-FI OUTSIDE LONDON


	What is your first component?

	PIONEER are establishing themselves as probably the best value for money available today.


	T CAN YOU AFFORPTO MISS?

	An Antistatic that^^rc^^^

	Electronic Antistatic

	^Technics

	For further information about the SPlO Mark II and other Technics produdS contact your local Technics dealer.

	Is Ortofon the first £15 cartridge to co me into your head?

	EXPERT ADVICE AND

	FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE

	MARKET STREET, HUDDERSFIELD.

	rT 1 Monitor Audio Ltd



	WE SAID OUR PU2D TURNTABLE WOULD NEVER BE BEATEN.

	IT TURNS OUT WE WERE WRONG.

	—	- -	-	-----VdPIONEfu





